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INTRODUCTION by Robert P. Commanday

History has a strange way of bringing the right person to a time,
place and situation at key moments. During the musical life of the San
Francisco Bay Area, it has happened several times, crucially. Gaetano
Merola and Kurt Herbert Adler were striking cases, also Gastone Usigli,
Sandor Salgo s predecessor at the San Jose and Marin Symphonies and the
Carmel Bach Festival, and definitely Sandor Salgo.

Sandor Salgo was perfectly suited in musical gifts, training and

experience for the role he was to play. Although this was paramount,
another key factor was his temperament and style or, to sum it up, his

personality. The contrast with Usigli was striking. For one thing,
Usigli, who had shaped the San Jose Symphony from a casual community
into a more disciplined and serious orchestra, founded the Marin

Symphony, and set the concept and began the tradition at the Carmel Bach
Festival, was a strict, emotional and temperamental maestro of the old
school. He was demanding but not always easy.

Salgo, on the other hand, brought all of the musicianly qualities
to the table without that emotional baggage. This is evident in the

style of his recollections in this oral history. Notably absent are
recriminations or criticisms of persons, institutions and situations,
although if the reader is familiar with this history, it would take
little imagining to project the disappointment, anger or frustration

Salgo must have felt at one point or another in his illustrious career.
No conductor s career, regardless of its success and flourish, can

possibly escape such experiences. A conductor, after all, is

continually dealing with musicians of all types, stripes, tempers and

abilities, with board members and wealthy patrons of limited musical
awareness and still narrower vision, with faculty colleagues and

superiors of varying degrees of sympathy and understanding, each with a

separate agenda in the political arena of academia. All those whom the
conductor must deal with and be dependent upon present him with separate
egos that need to be recognized if not satisfied.

Salgo had his way of variously persuading and at the least

coexisting with those personalities or, all else failing, simply turning
away and going on his own way, with or without them. The fact is that
the two institutions nearest and dearest to him, the Carmel Bach
Festival and the Marin Symphony, were happy institutions that prospered
and developed accordingly. The participating musicians got along with
each other and relished the repertory, performance level, style and
manner of Sander s leadership. They enjoyed the cordial and

appreciative response of the community and patrons, especially in Carmel
where they were actually living with or close to the patrons. It was a
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family, and the spirit generated had everything to do with the way
Sandor went about things.

The evolution of a community orchestra that was 90 percent amateur
in 1964 to the predominantly professional Marin Symphony (60 percent
union players in 1991) was conducted with a care that respected the

feelings of the amateur and professional musicians alike. Not easy to

&quot;graduate&quot; community members out of the ranks after some years of

dedicated involvement. The history of this orchestra, from rehearsing
in the Tamalpais High School Band Room and playing in the Marin Catholic

High School Gymnasium to a proper venue in the Marin Veterans Memorial

Auditorium, and the growth of its following, is barely grazed in these
memoirs but some of the personal reasons for the evolution can be found
here.

One other thing, equally characteristic of his work at Modesto,
San Jose and Carmel, the repertory he presented was always at an

irreproachably high level, always varied and interesting and at times

provocative. When he picked a contemporary work, as happened more often
proportionately than on many major symphony s full seasons, it was

always a choice selection of a work with some enduring qualities, and
never a token and certainly not an experimental offering. He conducted

only what he truly believed in.

And he conducted from belief, notably the sacred works that were
the pillars of the Carmel Bach Festival seasons. He himself admits

repeatedly that performing music of the Baroque era, he pursued the
middle road between the modern and romantic sensibility and the

viewpoint of the early music revivalists. One might say that Salgo
&quot;erred&quot; on the side of the former, particularly when it was a question
of making the expressive or spiritual message utterly clear and

involving. Accordingly, his performances of Bach s Passions and B minor
Mass in particular, conveyed the inspiration of Bach s pietism in an

extraordinary way. And, with no prejudice against the values of the

Early Music reconstructive approach, who is to say that Salgo s

recapturing the spirit of the original was any the less authentic
because the playing style and the instruments were modern?

He believed that the spirit of the Bach Festival was also
stimulated by the inclusion of music by Bach s musical descendants as
far down the line as Stravinsky. If there was originally some
resistance or criticism to this from the Festival s early and loyal
patrons, as I had always heard, Salgo coasted over this then as he
doesn t dwell on it in the oral history. He counted on the effect of
the Haydn, Mozart, Brahms, Beethoven, whatever to bring the &quot;purists&quot; on
board. Of the works included by this policy, the opera productions were
the most elaborate efforts and their success reflected well on the
Festival. His recollections here indicate how much they meant to him.
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The opera productions he conducted at Stanford generated a similar

gratification, and with cause. Salgo s Falstaff and The Rake s

Progress, which come always to my mind, were high points in the story of

university musical performance on the West Coast and certainly in the

history of Stanford. The university s decision to discontinue these

productions unquestionably was hard for Salgo to accept, and yet there

is no acknowledgment of that in this oral history. He has been content

to recall the happy and positive side of his productive, fulfilling
career.

First and last, Sandor s recollections bring even those of us who

have known him long and well closer to the personal experiences of his

upbringing, immigration, resettling and marriage than we have ever been.

It was only this year, 1999, that his age was revealed, when he

celebrated his 90th birthday on March 10. He always wished to leave his

life in Hungary behind him, rejecting a homeland he had no wish to

revisit and which he, in fact, never has. The explanation, recollected

in tranquility, makes all that clear. So too the details of his growing

up, family life, education and unusual circumstances that led to his

becoming an American are consistent with the personality that has been

so well known to hundreds upon hundreds of students, musicians,

colleagues and patrons, and countless thousands of audience members.

The description of his experiences with Bartok and Kodaly, his study
under the great Carl Flesch, Fritz Busch and George Szell, his playing
under Toscanini and Furtwangler enrich our understanding of the musical

viewpoint, style and integrity of the speaker.

Finally we share the Salgo family life, how he and Priscilla met,

married, lived and worked together, and how essential to him and his

music their partnership has been. Priscilla is very much a part of this

oral history as she should be, making a valuable contribution to the

memories, as she has right along been crucial to the creation of them.

For all who have admired him and the many who will read this as history,
these recollections constitute a true self-portrait of the man and his

music.

Robert P. Commanday
Former Senior Music Critic, San
Francisco Chronicle, and Editor,
The San Francisco Classical Voice

April 1999

San Francisco
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INTERVIEW HISTORY- -Sandor Salgo

Sandor Salgo s story is one of a young violinist s journey from
Nazi-era Hungary to the East Coast of the United States, a four-decades

long career that began with chamber music at Westminster Choir College
and Princeton and flowered at Stanford University with opera, symphony
and chamber music programs and a legendary Beethoven course. It is also
a story of the developing Carmel Bach Festival, the Marin Symphony,
extraordinary lifelong mentors and a singular musical partnership with
Priscilla Salgo.

It was Knox Mellon, a board member of the Carmel Bach Festival,
who suggested that our office undertake Maestro Salgo s oral history,
and Festival president Davis Factor who agreed to raise the requisite
funding. The taping sessions took place in the Salgo s home on a rural
lane on the Stanford campus, where the Salgos have lived since the 1950s

and raised their daughter Debbie. Their lifelong dedication to music is

reflected in this house, which they designed for themselves: an elegant
living room where chamber music has been practiced and performed for

countless hours and the sunny study above, home to a large library of

books and scores and framed music memorabilia.

Maestro Salgo s speech and courtly manners are reflective of his
native Hungary; there were plentiful cups of fragrant dark coffee during
our taping sessions, as well as recollections of a number of famous
conductors such as Furtwangler, Toscanini, and Szell with whom Maestro

Salgo played or studied.

Priscilla Salgo joined us for several hours of conversation,

making a substantial and charming contribution to the oral history as it

stands. Married to Sandor Salgo for fifty-five years and with an

independent professional life of her own as a choral director, she has
been an invaluable part of every aspect of his life and work.

In reviewing the oral history transcript, the Salgos decided to

elaborate on many sections and make a good number of editorial changes;
to that end they asked Dr. Rowena Morrison, a close friend and

publications editor for the NASA Aviation Safety Reporting System, to

help them with the process. We are very grateful to Dr. Morrison for
her long hours of fine work on the book. Mrs. Salgo was a punctilious
editor, and Maestro Salgo graciously did his part as well, even though
he was engaged in research on Thomas Jefferson s musical life in

response to the request of Stanford President Casper. This task took
him to the University of Virginia and the Library of Congress in 1998;
his writings on the subject have now been presented to the Library at

Monticello for possible publication.



Our thanks to Robert Commanday for his insightful introduction to

the volume; as former senior music critic for the San Francisco
Chronicle he was the ideal person to write about the Salgos life and

work. Our thanks to Davis Factor, Jr., and the other donors who have
made the completion of the project possible and to Mark Volkert and

Charles Meacham for their willingness to talk to me about the Salgo
years in Marin and Carmel.

The Regional Oral History Office was established in 1954 to

augment through tape-recorded memoirs the Library s materials on the

history of California and the West. Copies of all interviews are

available for research use in The Bancroft Library and in the UCLA

Department of Special Collections. The office is under the direction of

Willa K. Baum, Division Head, and the administrative direction of

Charles B. Faulhaber, James D. Hart Director of The Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley.

Caroline Crawford
Editor /Interviewer

July 1999

Regional Oral History Office
The Bancroft Library
University of California, Berkeley
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I EARLY YEARS, EDUCATION AND LIFE IN HUNGARY: 1909-1939

[Interview 1: November 18, 1994. Present: Sandor and Priscilla

Salgo, Caroline Crawford] ##

Parents and Family

Crawford: Let s start with your very beginnings in Hungary, your early
years and your family.

Salgo: All right, if we must, but as Thomas Jefferson once said, &quot;I

like the dreams of the future better than the history of the

past.&quot; [to John Adams, August 1, 1816]

Crawford: We will want to talk about Jefferson, your lifelong interest in

the man and the research you are currently doing, but for the

purposes of the history we should devote some time to your

parents and their lives.

Salgo: My father was an orphan who knew very little love in his

childhood, and therefore became a stern man. He was a printer
who also tried his hand at publishing poetry, and was never very
successful financially. I inherited from him some musicality--
he had a splendid musical ear and had taught himself to play
piano presentably. He saw to it that I got good musical

training, but as far as my education went, I was on my own.

My mother was musical too. While she didn t play an

instrument, she had a nice voice. Coming from the northern part
of Hungary, which is very rich in folklore, she often sang
Hungarian folk songs for me, and I still remember some of them.

Perhaps because of my stern father, I was more closely attached
to my mother. In that respect, my psychoanalyst friends would

probably frown disapprovingly. I don t care. I think it was

## This symbol indicates that a tape or tape segment has begun or

ended. A guide to the tapes follows the transcript.



wonderful that I had her. Many years later 1 had the good
fortune to be able to get her out of Hungary, twenty-two years
after I last saw her in 1939. She came to me here at Stanford

and then later went to my brother in Buenos Aires.

Crawford: You must have pleased your parents a great deal.

Salgo: Yes, I think that s true. Though, Caroline, my father was

always criticizing me. The European idea of bringing up
children is that you never should praise them. How terrible!
So I decided that if one day I had a child of my own, I would
not follow my father s example; I would not be a stern father.

No one was ever killed by too much love. I think events bore me

out: my daughter turned out to be a wonderful person.

I had one brother, Otto. Our relationship was anything but

peaceful. We were as different as night and day. Part of our

conflict probably arose because I was not only successful

musically, but loved and did well in school. Though he had a

good mind, he was not a very good student because he simply
didn t work at it. He was an avid sportsman. I was a good
soccer player and runner.

Crawford: An older brother?

Salgo: A younger brother, very tall, very handsome, and no matter how
much I excelled, I always envied him because of his looks and
his easygoing success with, well, mainly girls, but also with

people in general. He went into business and became quite
successful.

It was a difficult life for him. While I came to America,
which I had dreamt of doing since early youth, he stayed in

Budapest. He was a staunch Hungarian, which 1 was not, and he
wanted to stay there. So what happened, of course, was that he
later was taken to Auschwitz. He was one of only twenty-six who
survived there. With incredible energy, he built up a business
in Budapest. It was flourishing, but then the communists came
and took his factory. With only the suit he was wearing, he
fled to Vienna. He was very able and resourceful, and

ultimately he went to Argentina and built up a good business
there.

Crawford: When did he leave Hungary?

Salgo: Oh, this was maybe in the early fifties.

Crawford: Your parents names--! don t think you gave me their full names.



Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Salgo is a Hungarian name; it s from the northern part of

Hungary. So that s where the name comes from. Morris was my
father s name, and Rose Neumann was my mother s name.

My family was very mixed in terms of religious background:
some were Jewish, some Catholics, and many were Protestants.

Was there religion in the home?

Yes, my mother was religious. She was Jewish.

So you were more or less brought up in the Jewish faith.

Yes.

And what about aunts and uncles?

life?

Were they very present in your

Caroline, I m afraid I m going to present myself in a bad light,
but I didn t care for my relatives except for one uncle and one

cousin. The uncle was very nice and knew how to talk with
children and with young people, and he was interested in what I

was doing, but he died rather young. The cousin, on my father s

side, was half Viennese and half Hungarian- -Max- -we called him
Mishi. He was older and musical; he came down from Vienna

often, and we always had a very good time. These two are the

relatives I cared for. I also had an aunt with three children,
but the less said of her the better! I think it is significant
that my paternal grandfather was a wine merchant.

Were there musicians in the family?

No, no. Not professional musicians, but my father, as I said

before, was very musical.

And what about grandparents?

I knew only my maternal grandmother. She died when I was rather

young, and so I haven t many memories of her.

Crawford:

Remembering Music in Vienna

Did you go to Vienna? Did you visit your relatives?



Salgo: I went to Vienna quite often, yes, because of my cousin Mishi.

I stayed with him, and he always took me to the Staatsoper. It

was truly wonderful.

Crawford: What are your earliest memories?

Salgo: Oh, I will never forget a marvelous Meistersinger with Elizabeth

Schumann as Eva, and Clemens Krauss conducting. The Vienna

Philharmonic was in the pit--the opera orchestra, of courseand
who was the tenor? He was a very important tenor, and later

sang at the Budapest Opera. I forget his name, but that

performance I will never forget.

And then if you are in Vienna you are bound to get to a

Fidelia, and that was also marvelous. That was the first time I

heard it the way Mahler was supposed to have done it--in other

words, with the third Leonora Overture inserted before the

second finale. To sit in the dark theater listening to and

reliving the whole drama as it is expressed in purely musical

terms --things which you do not find on the stage at all, was

profoundly moving. There is an imaginary scene in the Overture

representing Leonora s pleading with Pizarro for Florestan s

life, which does not occur on stage. In the Staatsoper the

trumpet call announcing Don Fernando s arrival seemed to come

straight from Seville.

P. Salgo: Was Mahler the first to do that?

Salgo: Yes, it was his idea.

Crawford: He had been director at the Staatsoper, hadn t he?

Salgo: Yes, for ten years, the golden years of the Staatsoper. As a

young man of twenty-eight, he was general music director of the

Budapest Opera, and he must have been a fanatic. Many years
later I played a Don Giovanni at the Opera House and I noticed

that the orchestra parts of Don Giovanni were markedevery
single one of themby Mahler himself. That means all the

string parts had been marked in his own handwriting. At the top
of each part it was written, &quot;bowed by G.M.&quot; [Gustav Mahler].

Crawford: Every part?

Salgo: Every part.

P. Salgo: Isn t that something? I mean, when you think that he didn t

trust the first violinist--



Salgo: Yes, and we just don t know why Mahler didn t trust him! But

apparently that was the case.

P. Salgo: No matter which stand you sat at, you were looking at [Mahler s

notations] --that s rather exciting, I think.

Crawford: I do too. Don t you wish you had that score? Maybe you do.

Salgo: No, that one I don t. It belonged to the opera.

Crawford: So you were exposed to wonderful conducting early on. Did you
think that that might be something you would want to do?

Salgo: At that time I was very much a solo violinist, but it was always
in the back of my mind that I wanted to conduct. And sitting in

the opera orchestra with that parade of illustrious guest
conductorsRichard Strauss, Knappertsbusch, Zemlinsky, Bruno

Walter, Fritz Busch, Erich Kleiber--was an invaluable education.

Crawford: Let s talk about when you began lessons and what you were

getting in the way of music at school.

Salgo: I started the violin when I was about seven with a man named
Herrnfeld. Unfortunately, he felt that the best way to teach a

child was by shouting and intimidation, and that didn t work
with me. I still hate it when somebody shouts at me. Then
another teacher at the Academy that I was assigned to was a man
named Rezso Kemeny, and the less I say about him, the better.

In desperation I went privately to another teacher--! had had
some trouble with my bow armand his name was Rados. He didn t

help me much, but I was good enough to get into the master class

of the famous violinist Jeno Hubay. I m telling you this

because it will underline why I got so absolutely disgusted with

Europe and wanted to get to America to start a new life.

Life in Hungary: Forbidden Things

Crawford:

Salgo:

That came through clearly when we talked before,

oppressive.

You found it

I found it very oppressive. It was bad enough that it was

oppressive politically in Hungary, and I realized that very
early on, but Austria wasn t much better. Certainly, Hungary
was worse.



Crawford: Talk about that a little bit, what your early impressions were

of that situation.

Salgo: Life was full of forbidden things. You couldn t say anything
about the government, certainly you couldn t criticize the

governmentand particularly the regent, Admiral Horthybecause
you would be reported to the police as soon as you did. You

always felt somebody was listening to you, somebody was watching

you or even following you.

When I was sixteen, I read about America and dreamt of

going. I discovered Thomas Jefferson and I read the Declaration
of Independence, and it was a tremendous experience for me, even

though I read it in a very poor Hungarian translation. I was

able to check it out of the library only with great difficulty.
I remember that I had to give my address twice in different

departments before I could leave.

I had a friend at the opera, a brilliant musician and

composer, and I remember him asking me to meet me in a cafe one

day, because I wanted him to write something for me. When we

sat down, he said: &quot;You have to be careful. You see, I had a

run-in with the police because of something I said, and I was
taken to the police station and badly beaten. Ever since then,
I ve been aware of being followed, and whenever I speak with

someone, I hear that that person is also followed.&quot;

Crawford: Was that because he was an artist or was it because he had been

critical?

Salgo: Because he had criticized the government.

Crawford: This would have been in the twenties.

Salgo: Yes, in the twenties. We finished our conversation, and I

remember I boarded a streetcar, and I noticed that sitting
behind me was someone that I recognized from the cafe. So I

went home and rang the bell at the front door- -in European
apartment houses then, the concierge came and opened the door or

the gate after ten o clock.

As the door opened, the man walked by; he had obviously
followed me and noted the address. The concierge was sort of a

friend of the family- -we always gave him money- -and later on he
told me that the man rang the bell after I had gone upstairs and
said he was from the police and asked for information about me.

So these kinds of things were typical, and there were many
many stories of people who got arrested and beaten up. Later on



I had some trouble at the opera house because I was seen reading
a newspaper that was considered to be a liberal newspaper. It

wasn t really leftist, but I was denounced all the same.

Fortunately, the opera company needed a good violinist, the
conductors spoke out for me, and so I got off with just a

reprimand. But all this just for reading a newspaper- -these

things were simply unbearable.

Early Schooling and the Franz Liszt Academy of Music. 1925-1928

Crawford: What about your early schooling?

Salgo: I remember that in my childhood I was already reading avidly
when I was five. My father was very strict and he insisted on
that. And then after elementary school I went to the so-called

Gymnasium, the high school-college where you got a classical

education, including Latin, Greek, German, and some French,

although not English.

Crawford: What languages did you learn?

Salgo: German was requiredwas absolutely compulsoryand then one
could choose French or Italian. French was considered the

language of culture, and so the government reluctantly let it

stand, but Italian was encouraged, because of the political
orientation toward Mussolini.

So I had German and some French, but it was poorly taught,
and I didn t come out speaking French well, unfortunately. I m

struggling with it now! [laughter]

P. Salgo: You have a good sound, a good accent.

Salgo: No, no.

Crawford: Did you have language instruction at home?

Salgo: My family occasionally spoke German, and I had an aunt, Aunt

Berta, my father s sister, who was from Vienna, and she spoke
German around the house.

Crawford: With culture being so important in Hungary, wouldn t you always
have had a kind of elevated status because you were a

professional musician?



Salgo: Yes, that s true. Culture was very much respected, and I think
that was generally because it was a small country, much like

Switzerland. Cultural things are emphasized because that is the

only way a small country can achieve some status in the world.

After four years of elementary school, I went to the

Gymnasium, and then at fourteen I was admitted to the Franz

Liszt Academy of Music. Academy is really #ochschule--which is

much more elevated than it seems to be in the English
translation.

Crawford: It s not high school.

Salgo: It s not high school.

It was the only place for me to get an intensive musical

education, and I must admit that my father saw to it that I got

tutoring at home, privately, so that my general school education
would be completed, and at the end of each school year I had to

take an examination.

Crawford: So you actually dropped out of the Gymnasium.

Salgo: That s right, so that I could get a more intensive and well-
rounded music education at Franz Liszt.

Crawford: What was the entrance procedure?

Salgo: At the Academy?

Crawford: Yes.

Salgo: You had to play a great many exercises and a concerto from

memory. The Academy was a somewhat mixed experience for me

because the regular teachers to whom I was assigned were not

very good; the exceptions were Leo Weiner and Anton Molnar.
When I graduated, I went to Jeno Hubay s master class. He was
an old man by this time, elegant, tall, world- renowned, an

excellent violinist, and although he wasn t interested in

teaching at that point, he had a certain aura and there was a

competitiveness in the class that was good for everyone.

Studying with Imre Waldbauer, Leo Weiner, and Zoltan Kodfily

P. Salgo: Didn t you say that he never played violin in class?



Salgo: He himself did not play or illustrate anything in class, which I

thought was rather strange. I was dissatisfied with him too,
and then finally I found the teacher I wanted, Imre Waldbauer.
He was not a member of the Academy staff because he supposedly
had leftist leanings, and so was denied a staff position, but he

was the leader of the well-known Waldbauer String Quartet and
was first violinist of the Hungarian String Quartet. He cured

my right arm very simply and gave me not only violin lessons,
but lessons in how to make music. I learned a lot from him, and

also from the teacher at the Academy who was a great figure in

chamber music, Leo Weiner, the composer; I studied chamber
music with him.

P. Salgo: Wasn t the Hungarian String Quartet that Waldbauer played in the

one to which Bela Bartok and Zoltan Kodaly dedicated some of

their quartets?

Salgo: Yes, it was a famous quartet. Waldbauer in his early youth
studied in Paris with Lucien Capet, the famous French violinist
who wrote a book on the bow arm, so no wonder Waldbauer was able

to correct some of the deficiencies of my right arm.

The Capet Quartet was legendary. It was probably one of

the very greatest quartets in the history of chamber music. The

Quartet, interestingly enough, didn t play anything in public
but the Beethoven cycle--all the Beethoven quartets. They came

to Paris every fall and they played the entire Beethoven cycle,
and the concerts were sold out as soon as they were scheduled, a

year before they arrived. According to Imre Waldbauer, Mr.

Capet and the quartet sat on the podium for the durationthere
was no getting up and leaving they played the quartets one

after the other with the highest professionalism and

seriousness, and according to Waldbauer, Parisians went to the

Capet Quartet concerts as if to church. I still remember his

words .

I can say only the warmest and most deeply touching words
about my teacher in chamber music, Leo Weiner. It sounds

obvious, but he taught me the whole world of Haydn, Mozart, and

Beethoven quartets. Even though he was a pianist, he knew more
about the string quartet than anybody else I ve ever known, and

I think I ultimately got a very good sort of musical education.

Crawford: He formed a string quartet for you, didn t he?

Salgo: Yes, and I have felt so guilty that as long as I have been in

America I have never had any of my orchestras play his

compositions .
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P. Salgo: Were they good?

Salgo: Yes. Perhaps not great, dear, but I had to put Hungary behind

me, and when I played new music in my new country, it was

American musicthat was the case at Stanford and in Marin.

P. Salgo: Do you mean orchestral works?

Salgo: Yes.

Crawford: Did he win the Coolidge Prize for a quartet?

Salgo: Yes.

Crawford: He wrote in the Romantic style?

Salgo: Yes, it was the Romantic style, but a restrained romanticism;
never too chromatic. The man wrote with a marvelous feeling for

sonority.

*#

Crawford: What degree did you get after studying in Hungary?

Salgo: It s called matriculation.

Crawford: And that is twelve years of study, isn t it?

Salgo: Yes. When I went to Columbia University to Dr. Hertzman s

courses, I had to show that I had a degree, and it was agreed
that it was perfectly right to call it a college degree.

Crawford: The degree from the Gymnasium.

Salgo: Yes.

Crawford: You might want to talk a bit more about other professors with
whom you studied.

Salgo: I also studiedvery shortly because my main interest wasn t

composition- -with Zoltan Kodaly, who, fine composer though he

was, wasn t too interested in his students and was a bit

forbidding because of the very private person he was.

Crawford: Oh, talk about Kodaly.
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Bela Bartok and a Repressive Hungarian Government

Salgo: First of all, his music was perhaps less radical and less

revolutionary than Bartok s. Kodaly and Bartok, we talk about
the two of them together, because both of them were interested
in and researched the Hungarian and East European folklore.
Romania gave Bartok a very important decoration which he

accepted; the Hungarian government wanted to give him a medal,
and Bartok refused to accept it because of the repressive
political atmosphere.

Salgo: Bartok s wonderful opera, Bluebeard s Castle...

P. Salgo: That was a one-act opera, wasn t it?

Salgo: It is a one-act opera, yes. It was scheduled to be performed by
the Budapest Opera, and I remember rehearsing it with the

orchestra and receiving an order from the top that it had to be

taken off the program because the librettist, I think his name
was Balazs, a very well-known Hungarian poet, had leftist

leanings. Bartok was furious, and this explains his negative
feeling about the government. They tried to keep him in

Hungary, and then later on, when the Hungarian Nazis went to the

top and took over the government, his life was in danger.
Friends whisked him away at first to Switzerland and then to

America, where Columbia University offered him a position and a

grant for research into Serbo-Croatian folk music.

Kodaly was his best friend. Kodaly stayed in Hungary and

didn t run into too much trouble because he was not an outspoken
man, but he was a courageous man too. The music was probably
not--in hindsight now--not as great as Bartok s, but still it

took a new path in terms of Western music by exploring Hungarian
and Eastern European folk music and incorporating it into his

work.

While the single symphony he wrote did not quote specific
Hungarian themes, the atmosphere and tone of it was definitely
in that style.

As a teacher he didn t seem to care about his students at

all. He looked out the window when he was talking to us; he was
a painfully shy man with some psychological problems. He looked
like Christ himself, exactly the same face. [laughter]

He knew from memory all of Johann Sebastian Bach s works,
and once when he made a reference to an obscure little Bach
cantata in the class, no one could identify it. He was
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appalledthere was absolute silence in the class. On the spur
of the moment one can t remember each movement of every Bach

cantata; there are 250 or so! Anyway, he went to the piano and
started to play the cantatahe had that kind of a fantastic
mind. He spoke perfect English, which was very rare even among
Hungarians who spoke several languages. He once came to

Stanford for a summer.

Crawford: I didn t know that.

Salgo: He spoke English, and beautiful Italian as well--I heard him

talking to the first conductor of the opera house, an Italian
named Sergio Failoni. In his spare time, he was busy starting
to learn Sanskrit [laughter]. He was an unforgettable
character. For a young man, he was really in a way a role model
because he showed how much one has to work to be something and
to learn. I learned all of the various elements of composition
from him, and graduated from the Academy with what would be

comparable to a master s degree here. There it is on the wall
in a frameyou see it? [points]

P. Salgo: I thought it looked very handsome so I had it framed. It more
or less says that he did it. Since my Hungarian is not very
advanced

Salgo: But the colors are in Hungarian [laughter].

Performing with the String Quartet; Playing for Bartok

Crawford: Let s talk about your musical activities with the quartet. I

don t know if the Bartok story that I know fits in here, but

apparently you performed his music and he came to the concert.

Salgo: Yes, as a student I was in a string quartet which Weiner
founded, and after I graduated we continued performing. Then
there was a society for new music of which I was one of the

founding members, and among other works we played Bartok 1 s

Second Quartet. It had been performed in Brussels and in Paris,
and the Waldbauer Quartet performed it in Budapest.

But this was the first performance at our level. Bartok
did not come to concerts in Budapest, but he did come to our
dress rehearsal with his pocket metronome--those things that you
hold up and then start this way [gestures]. Usually in Bartok s

music, there is a certain timing of each segment indicated this
is one minute and six seconds and so forth.
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Well, we all four of us tried to follow those instructions,
but in the heat of playing, Caroline, one just cannot be

absolutely like a metronome. This was the age of Stravinsky,
Bartok, and the new objectivity versus nineteenth-century
emotionalism. It didn t sit too well with me, but anyway we
finished the first movement, then Bartok, out of the depth of
the hall, came forward looking stern and said, &quot;Salgo, have you
checked the timing?&quot; I said, &quot;Yes, professor, I thought--.&quot;

&quot;Well, you better check again. It s fifteen seconds too slow.&quot;

I said that of course I was sorry: &quot;Professor, the feeling
somehow carried me away. I felt that this phrase should have a

little time--.&quot; He looked at me. &quot;Never mind the feeling,
Salgo; just play the notes in time.&quot; [laughter]

Crawford: How did you respond?

Salgo: No response [laughter]. No response. You don t talk back.
Later on, however, Waldbauer, my violin teacher and a close
friend of Bartok, worked with me on the Second Violin Sonata.

Bartok wanted to hear it and I received a call: &quot;Professor

Waldbauer says that you are playing the Second Sonata. Would

you come to my home on such-and-such a day?&quot; So I did. I

played it for him, the entire sonata. He seemed to be pleased
and said, &quot;It s all right,&quot; which was really high praise from
him. I still have the score with the revision of the sonata

ending.

Crawford: Did you have other encounters with him?

Salgo: Yes, once in New York through his student and assistant, the

composer Tibor Serly, who finished the orchestration of the
Viola Concerto from Bartok s sketch and helped with all kinds of
administrative things after Bartok s arrival in New York. Serly
asked me to come see him one afternoon when Bartok was to come

by. Bartok had nearly finished the Viola Concerto at that

point; he was already seriously ill with leukemia.

Bartok arrived, very exhilarated and excited. He had just
been discharged from the Doctor s Hospital in New York and said,
&quot;I had a visit from [Serge] Koussevitzky, and he said to me,
Bartok, here is a thousand dollars. You write a piece for the

Boston Symphony, whatever you want, and we shall play it. &quot;

Bartok said of course he was very happy, and Serly asked him if
he had decided what it would be and he said: &quot;Of course. It

will be a Concerto for the Boston Symphony.&quot;
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Fritz Reiner made the first recording of this Concerto, and

the story is that Bartok was very pleased with that. It could

be, because it was a wonderful recording which I think has never

been surpassed. Reiner was one of the best conductors I ever

heard.

Crawford: I want to get into that with you eventually, the whole school of

thought about Hungarian conducting, how you describe it and what

it meant.

Well, you played in the string quartets and then what

happened when you finished with the Academy? I know you

eventually studied with Carl Flesch and Fritz Busch. Did you go
to Dresden at that time?

StudvinE with Carl Flesch and Fritz Busch. 1928-1929

Salgo: I received a scholarship to study with Carl Flesch in the

eminent violin pedagogue s master class. However, there was

already a conflict within me whether to focus on conducting or

violin: I wanted to be a conductor. So it was arranged from

Budapest again through Waldbauer--who wrote a letter to Fritz

Busch in Dresden saying that I was to travel there on the train

to have lessons. Later on in New York we continued, but that

was only for a short time because he died soon after I came to

this country.

Crawford: Did he introduce you to Bach?

Salgo: Oh, I m so glad you mentioned that; he felt so deeply about

Bach. At our first lesson, I noticed that he had the score of

the Mass in B minor on the piano, and I remember the first thing
he showed me was the miraculous modulation in the last measure
of the &quot;Crucifixus&quot; that expresses a spiritual transformation.

The &quot;Crucifixus&quot; is in E minor, and at the very end, the

entombment, in the last two measures, it changes into G major,
which is an unheard of modulation; one that signifies a new

beginning. There is a very tender parting chord, and it seems

as if he is hesitant to leave the body or lay the body down. It

is an incredibly emotional thing, those last two measures.

But with Busch it was mainly Strauss, Wagner, and Reger.
And Hindemith, who was a friend of his. As a member of the

Philharmonic Society of Budapest, Fritz Busch came as a guest
conductor and conducted the Variations on a Theme of Mozart by
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Max Reger, whose music he was very fond of. I felt, and I still
feel rather slow to be enthusiastic about Reger s music, but
that piece and a few others moved me very much, and I feel sorry
that his music never caught on in America. I should have

programmed his work with my orchestras. Again, I am at fault in

that. Perhaps the reason he didn t have great success here is

that his music is very contrapuntal. He was very much a man who

really studied and admired Bach, though without Bach s genius.
But still, there was this kind of German predilection for the

polyphonic style that makes him even now very popular in

Germany.

Busch was especially helpful in giving me a grounding in

baton technique. He was most kind and generous with his time.

I learned to love the man!

P. Salgo: You didn t talk about the Mozart operas at all?

Salgo: Oh yes, indeed. In Glyndebourne he had done all the important
Mozart operas, and what I remember especially was his great
emphasis on the projection of the text. He reminded me that

Mozart had very much to do with the text of his libretti.

Crawford: He founded Glyndebourne, didn t he?

Salgo: Yes, with Carl Ebert. If he hadn t died that summer, I would
have gone with him to Glyndebourne. What a pity; I often think
of it. I admired him deeply.

The conductor to whom I perhaps owe the most is George
Szell, truly a great teacher. His teaching encompassed every
area of the conductor s art- -baton technique, analysis, musical

style. I can t say too many good things about him. His

tremendous knowledge was legendary, and while I ve heard some

criticism of his remoteness as a person, toward me he was kind,

interested, and helpful.

P. Salgo: Caroline mentioned Bach.

Assistant Concertmaster with a Budapest Oratorio Society, 1935

Salgo: Yes. There was in Budapest an oratorio society of which I was a

member when I was sixteen or seventeen years old. This was an

amateur association, a huge chorus and an orchestra in which

people paid for membership, and it included some students from
the Academy and one or two professional woodwind players who
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were engaged for the concerts. The conductor was a man who was

very hard of hearing, limped very badly and had a horrible high
voice, but I have never seen a man more dedicated and passionate
about music. Though as a conductor he had his limitations, he

was such a cultivated musician and had such wide intellectual

breadth that I loved being in the ensemble. He was the one who

introduced me to the Mass in B minor, the Passions and the

cantatas, and to Handel oratoriosnobody else played those

works in Budapest at that time.

His name was Emil Lichtenberg. He was a well-to-do man,
and he himself sustained the society financially and

artistically because of his deep love of music. He invited some

great oratorio singers to Budapest, such as the Finnish bass-

baritone Helge Lindberg.

P. Salgo: Didn t you also do lots of Bach cantatas?

Salgo: Lots of Bach cantatas as well as Handel oratorios. I especially
remember Handel s Saul and Samson with Helge Lindberg as Samson
--this ten-feet tall, blonde, Scandinavian. He was a handsome
man with a gorgeous voice, and not only the voice but the

musicianship was extraordinary. It helped that he spoke
impeccable German, too.

Crawford: What a marvelous thing. Do we have the counterpart of that

oratorio society?

Salgo: Oh yes, there is one in New York.

Crawford: So there you were exposed to a lot of high quality performances.

Salgo: Yes, I was assistant concertmaster there. A friend of mine was
concertmaster : an older colleague of mine, a Waldbauer student
who invited me to join him.

P. Salgo: All this great literature at a young, impressionable age!

Salgo: It was helpful many years later when I became the director of
the Bach festival.

More about Fritz Busch. Berlin and Dresden. 1928-1929

Crawford: You didn t work much on Bach with Busch.
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Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

P. Salgo:

I didn t have the chance with him, though he did give me a

pocket score of the St. Matthew Passion in Spanish because he
had just conducted it in Buenos Aires. He conducted Mozart on

the original 78 [rpm] recordings for the Glyndebourne festivals;
I still have them. Marvelous.

Have they been reissued?

They were reissued on CDs. I find them wonderful, but for our
time a bit slow.

So you still listen to those?

Haven t listened to them for a long time now. But yes, the last
time I did a Mozart opera in Carmel I did.

Busch conducted some Strauss premieres, didn t he?

He may have. Though he was music director of the opera at

Dresden, he was also very much sought after as a symphony
conductor. He was for a while, when he came to America,
considered for the post at the New York Philharmonic, but the

Metropolitan Opera engaged him.

You traveled to Dresden. What was the timing of that?

About two hours on the train. These were fast trains from

Berlin, the D train. It was seven or eight months that I saw

him while I was in Berlin.

Was it a weekly journey?

Once a week and sometimes twice a week. From Berlin.

Occasionally I stayed over for a performance; he always gave me

tickets. And the performances were wonderful. He conducted
Arabella and some of the other Strauss operas. I will never

forget his Rosenkavalier .

Do you remember the singers in that Rosenkavalierl

The Rosenkavalier, yes. Baron Ochs was, I think, Friedrich

Schorr, the great Wagnerian basso. He was Ochs. But I don t

remember- -maybe Margerita Angerer was the Octavian. I m not

quite sure about that.

What do you remember of Berlin and Dresden in those times?

I guess you were so busy [laughter].
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Salgo: I had to practice so much. There was a coffeehouse in the

western section of Berlin called Romanischer Cafe, and they had

concerts there. On my second day in Berlin, a friend of mine

took me there, and a violinist who was sitting next to the piano
stood up and played the Mendelssohn Concerto. And Caroline, I

couldn t believe this was happening in a coffeehouse--a
violinist like that. It was a young girl; she was terrific.

Crawford: You always hear about the great musical climate in Berlin.

Salgo: Yes. I heard some wonderful Bach performances, cantata

performances, at the academy where Flesch taught. Bach with

eighty or a hundred people in the chorus--at that time that was

the way to do it. I still remember 1 was very much taken by it,

how clearly I heard every musical line. The mass of people in

the chorus did not obliterate the clarity of the parts.

There were other exciting experiences there, and one stands

out in my mind. Since I also played viola, and Flesch knew

that, one Friday night he took me to play chamber music with
Artur Schnabel. We played piano quartets; Flesch played violin,
and I played viola, and I think Herrmann was the name of the

cellisthe was a friend of Hindemith. I keenly remember I lost

my place once, and I was so scared, and Schnabel snorted,

&quot;Humph! We ll have to go back. Two measures before letter C.

And everybody count!&quot;

Crawford: You didn t do that again. [laughter]

Salgo: No!

Crawford: When was it that you were in Berlin? What years?

Salgo: I graduated in 1928, so I think, my dear, it was the winter of

28 and 29. I was at the King s Theater from 28- 30, and in

the Budapest Opera House orchestra from 31- 39, except for the
summer of 1930 when I played at Bayreuth. As I told you, when
the world collapsed economically in 29, my father went bankrupt
and he had to sell his printer s shop. I had accepted a

concertmaster position at King s Theater. In Hungarian it s

just Kiraly Szinhaz, but it sounds great in English, even though
it was just an operetta theater.
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Serving as Concertmaster at the King s Theater, 1928-1930, and

Touring with a Gypsy Orchestra ##

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Could you talk about the King s Theater a little bit?

Yes, I mentioned that fortunately I was with the theater in the

days when one could get a good salary for being a concertmaster,
and occasionally I had the opportunity to conductthe conductor
liked me--so I had my first conducting experiences in that
theater. It was good training because there was dancing on

stage and dancers are very particularyou better look at the
feet and know your score!

There were some challenging things about the operetta
position, and I have happy memories of that time. In the
classical operetta, so to speak, such as The Countess Maritza or

some of the Lehar operettas, there is generally some entr acte
music between the first and second acts which usually calls for

a violin solo. Sometimes it was a long solo, and I certainly
had to practice, and I had lots of fun. In this operetta
theater we had as a guest Imre Kalman the famous Hungarian
composerconducting Die Grafin Maritza, or The Countess

Maritza, as it s called.

My brother had a business of his own at the time, and so

together we were able to straighten out the family finances and

support our parents. I may have mentioned that my father had
retired early, and I resented that very much and still resent
it.

You felt he was too young.

He was too young, yes. But going back to the operetta theater,
in retrospect I would say that it was interesting and

occasionally fun.

At the end of my season with the King s Theater, there was
a Hungarian composer who lived in Paris, Berenyi was his name,
and he came to Budapest. He had a financial interest in the
Parisian music publishing house, Salabert.

He came to Budapest to organize an orchestra that was to be
called for publicity purposes a &quot;gypsy orchestra,&quot; because that
would seem exotic to audiences, and he attended a performance at

the King s Theater one night when I had one of these big solos
in one of the Kalman operettas. As I mentioned, these operettas
usually had a brilliant violin solo between the first and second
acts.
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Crawford:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

The next day, through a messenger, I was asked to meet him.

He said there would be a summer tour to Scandinavia, and he was

getting together an orchestra; would I like to come as its

leader? The pay wasn t bad, and I always had been eager to go
to Scandinaviaanything that would take me out of Hungary.

So we went, and Caroline, it was the first time I had

experienced real freedom and democracy. It pervaded the air.

The people were beautifully dressed, and everybody spoke two or

three languages--! m talking mainly about Sweden. I was so

young, and I looked at these gorgeous Swedish women and had
never seen saw anything like them. I was too inexperienced and

too timid to dare to talk to them [laughter], I told Priscilla
about my predilection for these so-called Scandinavian beauties
when we went to Scandinavia- -

I was going to say that Mrs. Salgo could very easily be a

Scandinavian. I don t know if Scandinavia is in your background
or not.

English and French.

She probably has some Scandinavian in her background. Of

course, America has the most beautiful women! But a young man s

feelings and impressions, straight out of Central Europe, were
of a free country. Sensitivity to the arts and the theater and
at the same time a highly advanced technology--! was very, very
much taken.

This orchestra was something of a pickup orchestra, then?

It was a pickup orchestra, and there was a gypsy band within the
orchestra. They couldn t really read, but one third of the
concert was always turned over to them. Of course they brought
down the house, most importantly, with the cimbalom- -a type of

rectangular table with strings that is struck with soft mallets.
There was a very handsome leader, too, a violinist with fiery
manners. No wonder it was so successful.

Did you play someI imagine you made a big impression.
Scandinavian works?

No. We played Viennese operettas and Hungarian gypsy music and

occasionally some French operettas which Mr. Berenyi wanted to

promote.

I read somewhere that you played a Sibelius work, and Sibelius
was there. Was that a different time?
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Salgo: Yes, that was at a different time.

Playing with the Budapest Opera Orchestra. 1931-1939

Salgo: After that summer I returned to Budapest, and when I returned, I

got a call from Waldbauer that he would like me to play for

Dohnanyi- -Ernst von Dohnanyi, who was the director of the

Philharmonic Society and just as in Vienna, the Philharmonic was

also the orchestra for the opera house. There was one opening
for which thirty other people tried out, and I must have done

well, since I was accepted.

I was a member of the orchestra from 1931 to 1939, but in

1937 there was a momentous interruption when I had an exciting
tour as violist with the Roth Quartet in America. I will get to

that.

The Budapest Opera wasn t as great as the Wiener

Staatsoper, but it was considered one of the better houses of

Europe. All the great singers, even from America, and all the

famous conductors came as guests every yearRichard Strauss was

among themthe Budapest Opera performed the second or third

performances of all Strauss &quot;s new works.

Crawford: What were your impressions of those conductors?

Salgo: I learned a tremendous amount and my horizons widened, not only
in terms of the violin and virtuoso ideas, but also in terms of

music literature. I was impressed by the art of the conductor,
which is not only manual technique, but also the handling of

people, in other words, the making of music through people.

Again, let me say that the players who are moved by a conductor

become the instruments of the conductor.

Three Weeks at Bayreuth with Furtwaneler and Toscanini. 1930

Salgo: But I left out one important thing in this narrative: before I

came back from Carl Flesch s master class, through Fritz Busch 1

got an audition for the Bayreuth Orchestra. So as a young
violinist of eighteen I had an unforgettable three weeks in

Bayreuth. Last stand of second violin.

P. Salgo: This is while you were a student of Flesch and Busch?
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Salgo: Yes. I had just finished with Flesch and with Busch. This is

one of the most important things in all my musical life, my
dear.

P. Salgo: Who conducted it then?

Salgo: I ll get to that. With me in the orchestra, also scholarship
winners, were a French boy and a Dutch boy. The three of us
were all together, and we were all ears. [Wilhelm] Furtwangler
was the chief conductor, and we played some of the Ring and
Tristan and Meistersinger with him.

And then in the last week a new Italian conductor appeared.
His name: Arturo Toscanini. Monday morning, ten o clock music
rehearsal: Parsifal. Caroline, music rehearsal means no stage;
just the music. Well, the orchestra had just finished with

Furtwangler, and you should have heard the murmuring and

grumbling. Here we are, and this Italian wants to teach us.

At ten o clock a little man with a black shirt and a long
stick comes in. This, dear, I never told you: on the
conductor s stand was a score, but it wasn t Parsifal. Some not

very kind person had put Lohengrin there instead. Toscanini
didn t say a word. Only &quot;Signori, buon giorno.&quot; He took the

score, put it aside, and conducted from memoryhe not only
conducted from memory, Caroline, but remembered all the
rehearsal numbers and letters. Everything! He had a

photographic mind. Just everything.

P. Salgo: How old was Toscanini?

Salgo: He was probably in his sixties, maybe not quite. The one thing
which I m so anxious to tell you is that this was the greatest
conducting lesson in my life, my dear. He raised his baton. We
knew that he didn t speak German except something like

&quot;Wagnerian German.&quot; But he said: &quot;Overture, signori, prego,&quot;

and there was on that face something of such electrifying,
magnetic spirituality that that tired, beaten-up German
orchestra played a chord like I had never heard in my life.
This is what intensity of feeling and communication can do.

Crawford: It was that recognizable.

P. Salgo: And it didn t matter which orchestra, whether it was the New
York Philharmonic or what.

Salgo: It was always so.

Crawford: And so they responded to him.
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Salgo:

Crawford :

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

They had to.

like that?
How can you play any other way when you see a face

Crawford:

Salgo:

You said you had a scholarship?

There were three scholarship chairs funded by the German

government for talented foreign students, you see.

This was when he was at the Hochschule.

So that was not meant to be a permanent post.

Oh, no! One had to have recommendations, just as I had from
Fritz Busch. It was marvelous! Furtwangler had a &quot;bad hand,&quot;

as they called it. The beat was like this [demonstrates], but

he was a very great artist. Needed endless rehearsal time and

not because of his beat the orchestra was accustomed to it--he

just had a great deal of insight into the score and had a lot to

say.

What was his greatness?

It was in his music, in phrasing and explanation, and in certain

philosophical connections and musical remarks about the

structure. In a Wagnerian opera, he explained how the motifs

develop--&quot;remember, we had this in the first act. When it

returns it has to be emphasized so that there is a special

meaning.&quot; With Toscanini, it wasn t that he didn t have to

speak, but as he made music, the feeling was self-evident.

Crawford: What was Toscanini s conducting style? Economy?

P. Salgo: There was the circular motion that many people didn t

understand. It was often sweeping, yet at vital moments it was

very precise.

Salgo: That s right. It was very individual. As you recall, his &quot;six&quot;

was not what you call the &quot;German six&quot; [demonstrates]. After
the downbeat, one beat to the right, another beat to the right
which was always very dramatic and very Italian, and the third
one . . .

P. Salgo: What are we in? 6/8 time?

Salgo: Yes [demonstrates again]. So downbeat, second beat to the left,
third beat to the right one, two, threethe fourth beat a big

sweep back again to the left a little bit upward, and the five

across again upward to the right, and then finishing with the

six. So this is what it was [demonstrates the complete
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course, it was called after him, the Toscanini or Italian, six.

But the singers loved it because it was so clear that he could

guide them when they were on the stage. This is probably why he

invented the six, if one can say he invented it, but the first

time I saw it was when he was conducting.

More about the Budapest Opera Orchestra and a Summer with
Richard Strauss in the 1930s

P. Salgo: Furtwangler sounds as though he was like Bruno Walter: had to

have a lot of explanation, a lot of talk.

Salgo: Yes. Bruno Walter came to conduct in Budapest very often. He

was a very kind and warm person and people in the orchestra

loved him. He needed time to explain what he wanted because his

manual technique wasn t so great. But again, the artistry and

the musicianship and the poetry he created was beautiful,
however things were a little bit slow. Slow tempi.

There was an old standmate of mine at the Budapest Opera
named Steiner. We called him &quot;Papa Steiner&quot; because in his

young days he played under Mahler, and when Bruno Walter came,

Steiner told me in German, &quot;Wunderschbn, aber nie zusammen&quot;

&quot;it s beautiful, but never together.&quot; [laughter]

But I learned from Walter for the first time how to

approach Mahler; he was a student of Mahler s, and I played
under him the First, the Fourth, and the Ninth Symphonies, and

Das Lied von der Erde at a time when Mahler wasn t as much &quot;in&quot;

as he is now.

Then there were some others, many others, as I have

mentioned to you before. There was of course the Italian staff

conductorhe had a fantastic memorydoing The Ring and Tristan

from memory. There was Knappertsbusch, who did a great deal of

Mozart, very precise yet still musical, and who managed to give
the singers leeway yet kept the tempo; Fritz Busch; Strauss, of

course; and Erich Kleiber. We loved him because there were so

many wonderful things he said during rehearsals, not anecdotes,
but insights into the music and libretto. His rehearsals were
better for the orchestra than the performances because his words

gave us so much inspiration.

I remember Carmen, how Kleiber conducted it and how
wonderful I felt. It was the first time that I heard the
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greatness of the opera. And how he actually stage-directed the
Danish tenor Helge Roswaenge as Don Jose at the final rehearsal;
you might remember him. But the role of Carmen itself is so

difficult, and I don t think I ve ever seen a completely
satisfying one. It s an impossible role--she has to sing high
and low, she has to dance, and has to be beautiful, have a fiery
temperament, and be a fine musician.

I did it once later on in San Jose with a young singer who

performed it in Los Angeles, but as my teacher said--&quot;the

trouble with Carmen is that you go onstage, and at that point
half of the audience is against you--the women&quot; [laughter].

Crawford: You studied with Strauss during those years?

Salgo: Yes, there was a summer course for young conductors which
Strauss held in the little Swiss town of Winterthur, where there
was a lovely opera house that was practically Strauss s own.

There were six of us and I don t remember which summer it

was, but I was still at the Budapest Opera House, and it was a

summer when I could go. I remember the very first lesson he
came in with a rucksack, dressed for the mountains, and said,

&quot;Boys, I don t know what to say about conducting. I m going to

the mountains, and I have six tickets and you will sit behind me

tonight. It s Don Giovanni and I m conducting.&quot;

Well, there we were. He came, and the orchestra was a

sleepy little Swiss orchestra and not very good, but they knew
what he wanted. In Germany the tradition is that the conductor

sits, and the orchestra is so well rehearsed he doesn t have to

do much, just lead the performance from a sitting position. But
at the end of Don Giovanni, when the Commendatore knocks on the
door and takes Don Juan to hell, Strauss rose to his full six-

foot-plus height and the orchestra went into the tremendous

crescendoyou should have seen that little Swiss orchestra!
You felt that the roof would come down. It was hair-raising; I

still have the shivers when I think of it. Suddenly at that

moment, the B minor chord and the trombones--it s a marvelous,
dramatic page.

Another Strauss story: there was an old doorkeeper at the

Budapest Opera house who was chief guardian for the artists, and
he knew all the artists they called him Uncle Cseppke, a very
old Hungarian name. He was small and very, very fat, with a

jovial face, and when Mr. Cseppke rose from the chair, it was
hard for him because he was so overweight. The story is that
when Strauss came, Mr. Cseppke rosehe didn t speak a word of
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Germanand he said (in Hungarian), &quot;Mr. Stress (not Strauss),

you have a letter.&quot; [laughter]

Crawford: How many weeks in Bayreuth?

Salgo: About three.

Crawford: And how many Toscanini performances?

Salgo: Parsifal, Die Meistersinger--

P. Salgo: Tannhauserl

Salgo: No, none of the earlier ones, dear. I don t think any of the

Ring--if there was one, it would be Die Walkiire. That sort of

stands out in my memory.

Crawford: There was not a lot of verbal communication?

Salgo: No.

Crawford: Was there any temperament? You always hear about that.

Salgo: Not there. A few impatient remarks about the singers, but not

with the orchestra.

P. Salgo: We got the temperament when we were with him in New York.

Salgo: In New York [laughter]. Priscilla and I were in the chorus, you
see, when we were teaching at Westminster Choir College. He

came to conduct Beethoven s Missa Solemnis- -Beethoven became

Toscanini s idol in his later years when he conducted rehearsals

at the Westminster Choir College. I remember it was important
to him how Latin words should be pronouncedfor example,
&quot;de-scen-det .

&quot; For Toscanini the Missa was a statement, a

supra-ecclesiastical experience, a musical experience as well as

a religious experience. You see this very seldom. It is a

symphonic Mass, but he made high drama out of it.

At the Budapest Opera there was an impressive list of guest

singers: Laurie Volpi, Gina Cigna, Friedrich Schorr, Marcel

Journet--who came and sang Boris Godunov in French. Having come

from the Paris opera he sang these in French while all the rest

of the cast sang Hungarian [laughter].

I wanted to tell you one more thing I learned from these

great guest conductors in Budapest. The standards of

performance were always higher than what I had from the local

conductors, the staff conductors. When these guests came, it
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was an eye-opener how much more they demanded from the orchestra
in terms of precision and dramatic expression.

They emphasized one thing particularly, and that was

especially wonderful about Strauss--the orchestra never should

cover the singers. Very few conductors observe this orchestras
are usually much too loud in opera, even in San Francisco--and
when they are you cannot understand the words. However, in

Bayreuth, according to Wagner s plan, which has the orchestra

totally under the stage, it can play with a full sound without

overwhelming the singers.

Crawford: How large was the opera house in Budapest and when was it built?

Salgo: The opera house was built in about 1900, and it is a good size.

Crawford: What s the shape of the house?

P. Salgo: Lots of balconies. Horseshoe-shaped?

Salgo: Yes.

Crawford: So good sound.

Salgo: Yes.

Crawford: What was the name of the theater?

Salgo: It was still the Hapsburg empire so it was called the Royal

Hungarian Opera.

We learned about performance standards and how to handle

large crowds, huge orchestras and huge choruses, to have a sense

of humor, not to waste time, to get to the point, and to speak

briefly and very clearly so everybody could understand what you
wanted. We learned that when something is wrong, it is best not

to correct it right away but continue on for a bit, make the

correction, and then start the music well before the correction.

These lessons were for me an eye-opener, and I followed them all

my life.

Crawford: Was everything in the original language in Budapest?

Salgo: No, my dear. It was always in Hungarian because of this stupid
nationalism, which dominated all the smaller nations. However,
when Marcel Journet came and sang Boris, he sang it in Russian.

And when he was the Hans Sachs in Meistersinger he sang it in

French, and the rest of the ensemble sang it in Hungarian. It

was strange, but singing in the original language was frowned
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upon; it was always in Hungarian, and of course the Hungarian
language is a musical language but it certainly doesn t fit the
music as well as the original language would.

P. Salgo: Did they do many French operas?

Salgo: Not too many, because France and Hungary were not on very good
terms. However, the intelligentsia in Hungary, the younger
writers, were great Francophiles with great admiration for
French culture, but while many people spoke French and read

French, almost everybody knew German, because of politics for
the most part.

Playing with the Roth Quartet in the U.S.. 1937

Salgo: The Roth Quartet came in about 1937. The cellist of the Roth

Quartet, Janos Scholz, was a classmate of mine in the Weiner
chamber music course, and he introduced me to Mr. Roth, who
asked me to come to his hotel to play for him. I did, and I

told him that I was equally schooled on the viola, and he said,
&quot;It was very nice to see you,&quot; but that was all.

Then the Roth Quartet came to America, and I heard that
there had been an auto accident in San Francisco, and that the

violist, Ferenc Molnar, was hurt. The quartet felt that they
didn t want to engage somebody with a different style, so they
must have thought of me and they wired me: &quot;Would you come for
about two weeks to America and join the quartet?&quot;

I wired back that I would love to, and I asked for a leave
from the Budapest Opera. I got my leave and came, and that was
a great experience. I arrived in New York, and the manager, Mr.

Copley, a great, old-style manager- -they don t make them that

way anymoretook me through immigration. Since I had a

visitor s visa, it was easy, and he put me on a train, and I

joined the quartet at Stanford. Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge gave
the Roth Quartet five concerts: one at Stanford, the others all
over Californiaand finally one in New York.

So that was my first visit to Stanford. This was the year
&quot;37, in the spring.

I played only two of the Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge
concerts, and one was at Memorial Church, upstairs, for a little
audience. It was really the first string quartet concerts in
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the area; there were not many quartets at that time. I don t

remember where the other one was.

Crawford: Do you want to talk about Mr. Roth and who the other members
were?

Salgo: Yes. Antal was the second violinist. I took Mr. Molnar s

place, and Scholz was the cellist. But the interesting thing
was that the concert in New York was at the International

Musicological Congress, and there was a new work by Roy Harris

to be introduced; a Piano Quintet with Joanna Harris, his wife,

playing the piano.

Mr. Roth and I took the old Challenger train from San

Francisco, I remember, to New York, stopping in Chicago. A
steak was one dollar fifty. It was a wonderful experience to

look at the country, and when we arrived in the East, I was the

houseguest of Mr. Roy Harris. He had rented a house in

Princeton and was teaching at Westminster Choir College at that

time--so I was his houseguest for about a week.

We rehearsed in New York; the concert was a great success,
and the Roy Harris Piano Quintet, as I said, had its first

performance, and Mrs. Harris was a very fine pianist.

Quartet Performances for Mrs. Montgomery at the U.S. Embassy
Residence, 1937-1939; Obtaining a U.S. Visa

Salgo: I then came back to Hungary, I resuscitated my quartet there

with some changes of personnel, and I had a lovely offer which

changed my life: to perform with my quartet every month once or

twice in the afternoon at the bedside of the American
ambassador s wife, Mrs. Montgomery. She had had undulant fever;
she went out only for official functions in her wheelchair.

She was an excellent musician, and I didn t speak English
yet, but she spoke beautiful German, so we could communicate.

She always planned the program and the late Beethoven quartets
were her favorites; she had excellent musical taste. This went
on from about 37 to 39, before the political situation

darkened. Hitler was in Vienna by that time.

When I was in Princeton, I made the acquaintance of

President and Mrs. Williamson of Westminster Choir College, and

I corresponded with them after I returned. In one letter to the
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Williamsons I wrote saying that things were very difficult, and
that 1 would love to come to America if they could find a

position for me.

The response came immediately: &quot;We would love to have you.
Come as soon as you can.&quot; Well, that wasn t so easy. I went
with the letter to the consulate, not to the embassy, but to the
American Consulate, and talked to a Mr. Cunningham there, and he
looked at me sternly and said, &quot;This is all very nice, Mr.

Salgo, but the quota for Hungarians is filled until 1984.&quot;

That was it. All right. I didn t know what to do; I was

just heartbroken. This was on a Friday morning. That Sunday
afternoon, I played at the bedside of Mrs. Montgomery; it was a

late Beethoven Quartet--! still remember it was the A minor.
She was interested in that one--the A minor Quartet is a work of

thanksgiving for somebody who is convalescent. Opus 132 in A
minor. I think she was crying a little bit, and after I

finished and was packing up my violin in the next room, the
butler came and said, &quot;Madame would like to see you.&quot; I went
back in, and she said, &quot;Sie sind so Traurigl (Please, Mr.

Salgo, is something wrong? Has something happened?)

I told her that I had always dreamt about going to America,
and that now that I had the opportunity, I had been denied a

visa, and it seemed I would probably wind up in a concentration

camp. She said, &quot;Oh, Mr. Salgo, you probably won t understand
that although I would love to help you, and my husband is the
ambassador, he has nothing to do with consulate affairs; he is
not allowed to.&quot; Then she said, &quot;But let me see what I can do.&quot;

I got the usual little envelope with her writing on

Wednesday inviting the quartet to perform on the following
Sunday; she asked for an all-Mozart program. She wrote: &quot;We

haven t had Mozart for a long time. And would you stay for
dinner?&quot; At dinner, she was there in her wheelchair. I was on
her left, and on the right was Consul Cunningham.

P. Salgo: The one who had refused you.

Salgo: Yes. She didn t talk to me too much, but gave a great deal of
attention to the consul, and at the very end of the dinner, the
consul got up and said, &quot;Mr. Salgo, I have discovered that since
you are such an important musician in this country, you can get
a visa under Quota 4-D, which is a provision for people who may
be culturally or in any other way useful to the U.S. You can
have a visa.&quot;
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Crawford: Everything worked for you.

P. Salgo: Wasn t he lucky?

Salgo: So I met with him, and in two weeks I was on the high seas.

Crawford: Were you in danger in Hungary? You mentioned that your brother
was--

Salgo: Not yet, but I would have been eventually.

One more little story. When I arrived in the U.S., Mrs.

Williamson was waiting for me there. I knew I had to present my
credentials on debarkation, and that the immigration officer
could refuse to accept me even if everything else was in order.

So I was concerned.

By that time I knew a little bit of English but my English
teacher in Budapest had not prepared me for a Brooklyn accent,
which the immigration officer had. He looked at the visa and

said, &quot;You have forty dollars on you?&quot; &quot;Yes, that s exactly
what I was allowed to take out. Yes, sir.&quot; &quot;May 1 see it?&quot;

And then, &quot;Under what name do you want to live in the United
States?&quot;

I said, &quot;Excuse me, officer, I don t understand.&quot; There
was a law--I don t know whether there is still--but there was a

law stating that one could choose a new name when entering this

country. &quot;You can choose the name Roosevelt if you want to,&quot; he

told me. &quot;Officer,&quot; I said meekly. &quot;Could I keep my old name?&quot;

&quot;Of course you can--now move on, fellow! Don t you see the line

behind you?&quot;

Crawford: That s a wonderful way to end the session.
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II A NEW LIFE IN THE UNITED STATES: 1939-1949

[Interview 2: February 3, 1995] ##

Teaching and Performing at Westminster Choir College and
Princeton

Crawford: At the end of the last session, you had just arrived in the

United States. Let s begin there and talk about first

impressions.

P. Salgo: He must have told you about learning English via the New York
Times I [laughter]

Salgo: Yes, well, when I arrived in my new country I found real

happiness for the first time in my life. The wife of the

president of Westminster Choir College, Mrs. John Finley
Williamson, was waiting for me at New York Harbor, and I

remember we had a little lunch at a small restaurant there, and

I was introduced to sandwiches, something you didn t find in

Europe for lunch. So the new experiences had already started.

I settled in Princeton and I lived with the Williamsons for

quite a while and taught at the Choir College and at the

university. I was responsible for coordinating all the chamber
music activities at Princeton, which meant putting on

performances by student composers. It wasn t easy because I had
to find most of the players in New York. It was an important
experience, because through the chamber music program I could do

first performances of some of the Princeton composers who became

very well known later on, such as Roger Sessions and Milton

Babbitt, who taught there. One of the works we performed was a

very fine piano trio by Andrew Imbrie.

Crawford: I was going to ask you if Mr. Imbrie was there.

Salgo: He was a graduate student at Princeton and had already won
several prizes. I played the violin in the trio, and it was a
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great success. The New York Times sent a critic to the

performance, and I m sorry I don t have the review of it.

Milton Babbitt came as well.

Crawford: He was on the faculty there?

Salgo: He was on the faculty, and at the time, he was considered
1&quot; enfant terrible of music; he wrote not only twelve-tone works
but all kinds of difficult experimental music.

Crawford: What were your impressions of some of the faculty at Princeton?

Salgo: I thought Princeton had a very fine faculty. Randall Thompson
was there as well, and we became friends, and then later on when
we came out to California I continued to perform his larger
choral and orchestral works. He was teaching composition at

that time at Princeton, and I arranged a number of chamber music

performances of his works for the students. Ed Cone was there
as well.

P. Salgo: He was studying at the time, wasn t he?

Salgo: Yes. He was a very brilliant young man, mostly involved in
music theory, but he was also a composer and a very erudite
musician with whom I worked rather closely there.

I was given some classes to teach at the Choir College, and
so had my first experience as a teacher. I took teaching very
seriously, and I discovered that I had a modest talent as a

commentator on music once I could handle the language
adequately. I enjoyed it very much, and it was a good
preparation for my years at Stanford, when I had to speak to

large audiences.

I talked about music then, and I m still doing it now!

[laughter] Of course I created an orchestra in Princeton; made

up not only of Westminster Choir College students there were
some talented ones- -but also of musicians in New York City, whom
I met on my frequent trips there. In those days, professional
musicians were much more apt to support student activities than

they are today.

When I performed the Eroica Symphony in Princeton, Wendell
Wilbur joined the orchestra. Remember him, dear? He was a

wonderful horn player who was a freelancer, but he was so good
that the New York Philharmonic occasionally asked him to come
and play, and when we performed the Eroica I asked him to play
first horn.
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Crawford: So your musical resources were substantial.

Salgo: Yes. Stuart Canin was another musician who became a friend of

mine in New York. He had recently graduated from Juilliard,
and he came down to Princeton and played with the orchestra.

So there was a nucleus of a fine orchestra, and there were
some outstanding soloists who agreed to perform with us. One was
Bronislaw Huberman, who had been in a plane crash somewhere in

Asia, and he and his violin had survived and were all right, but
he was somewhat nervous about a New York recital that had been
scheduledhe wasn t sure how well he would perform.

A composer friend of his named Mme. Selden-Goth, who was
also a friend of the Choir College, asked me if he could perform
the Mozart D Major Concerto with us, and I told her I would be

honored, so he came and played, and it was a wonderful,

insightful, beautiful performance.

I don t think the New York recital went well; he was

praised but not as much as he had hoped for. I sensed that he
wasn t going to be entirely successful, but his performance with
us was one of the most interesting ones I remember, and he was

very much taken by the little orchestra and full of compliments.
It was a pleasure to accompany him because he was a splendid
musician.

Salgo: In the audience at that performance was an elderly, very
illustrious gentleman who was a friend of Huberman by the name
of Albert Einstein. He came to the concert, and following the

performance I asked him to write a letter about his impressions
of the concert. He wrote the letter and I still have it.

Crawford: Would you read the letter?

Salgo: Yes, it says: &quot;To whom it may concern. Mr. Sandor Salgo is a

musician of high standing. The concert he gave together with
the famous violinist Bronislaw Huberman has made a deep

impression upon me. April 6, 1942. Professor Albert Einstein. 1

Crawford: Nice memory.

Salgo: He invited me to play duets with him, so I went to his home and
we played some Vivaldi duets together. He wasn t very good and
I remember he apologized and told me he was so busy at the time
that he couldn t practice enough! [laughter]. But he was very
musical and we hit it off well. His home was very near the
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Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton. These were very
turbulent days in wartimeit was at the time when the Manhattan

Project had just gotten underway.

Salgo: Bronislaw Hubennan was the founder of the Israeli Philharmonic,
And shortly after our concert in Princeton he asked me, at the

Nassau Tavern in the presence of Paul Nettl, the musicologist,
if I would come and be the conductor of the Israeli

Philharmonic. I thanked him for the wonderful offer and told

him that I probably would repent not taking it, but I felt that

I wanted this to be my country. Mr. and Mrs. Williamson of the

Westminster Choir College had brought me from Hungary, I had

already taken out citizenship papers; I had made a firm

commitment. There were lots of wonderful conductors at the time,

and I knew that Israel would find the right one. Do you know

whom they asked? Giulini, [laughter] and later Mehta. But I m
not in their class anyway, and I probably wouldn t have lasted

too long there.

I think that you re too modest. Have you regretted it?

No.

Because you ve done a good amount of guest conducting.

Yes, but this was my life, my country, and I don t think that I

would have been happy anywhere else. As a matter of fact, I did

not visit Israel until very recently, and I think it is

wonderful what the people of Israel have done. Jerusalem is

poetry; it s just wonderful. Nevertheless, I am glad that I m
an American!

Crawford: What kinds of audiences did you have in Princeton for those
concerts?

Salgo: It was a high-quality audience with a lot of academic people and

professionals.

P. Salgo: All of the musical people attended.

Salgo: Yes, there were lots of professional people who lived in

Princeton and worked in New York and enjoyed performing chamber
music. Priscilla played music with Peter Koerber, who was an

illustrious chemist. Who was the literary manStevens?

P. Salgo: Yes. He was the vice president of Lippincott Publishing, and

played the cello, at about my speed of violist. A physics

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:
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Crawford:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

department man who later became president of Swarthmore, I

believe, was first violinist.

So you had your ensemble.

Yes. An interesting but small ensemble.

And then there was the group that sang Bach cantatas once a

month on a Sunday afternoons, so it was a musical audience,

was very good.

It

We had a very interesting life. There were many things I had to

learn, such as English, since I really spoke the language

haltingly. As Priscilla said, I read the New York Times from

cover to cover every day. And Mrs. Williamson, who was the dean

of Westminster Choir College, was also an English teacher and I

read some of the poets with her that I had read only in

translation in Hungary, particularly Shakespeare, who was never

easy for a beginniner, but I was determined. It was a pleasure
sitting up nights and reading and studyingbut those were

different days.

Lessons with George Szell

Crawford:

Salgo:

Do you want to talk about your lessons with George Szell?

Yes. When I came to the United States, I knew that Fritz Busch

was at the Metropolitan Opera in New York and I tried to contact

him. I found it difficult to reach him and it took me a year to

do so, but finally I found him. He remembered me and invited me

out to his house in Riverdale, where I saw him almost every
month.

He was a very good teacher, even if I didn t realize at the

time how much I was learning from him. It was after Busch died

that I began working with Szell. I felt that I needed

instruction in conducting technique and analysis and so on, and

I can t remember how I got to Szell; I think it was through the

chief editor at Schirmer s, whom I met at some of the Princeton

string quartet s performances. I can t remember his namebut I

know that he was of German extraction, and it was he who

introduced me to Szell. This waswas I married to you at that

time, dear?

P. Salgo: I m not sure.
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Salgo: Then I will talk about my lessons with Szell here.

Caroline, he was certainly one of the greatest musical
influences on my life. He was outwardly very formal, with very
high standards, and he was very strict. He was reticent in

expressing his feelings, but there was a warmth and helpfulness
towards me for which I was very grateful. He often quoted
literature and sometimes science, theories of light and so

forth, and was fluent in five languages. He was Hungarian-born
but with an Austrian upbringing, and he spent the early part of
his career in Prague. In Prague, they said of him, &quot;God knows

everything, but Szell knows more.&quot; [laughter]

P. Salgo: Was it in Switzerland once we heard him?

Salgo: Yes.

P. Salgo: I think it was in Lausanne, and we were just stunned because it
was shortly after the war, and the Czech Philharmonic was in
semi-shambles. It played with a sloppiness that Szell never
would have tolerated anywhere else, but it showed a human and

caring side which few people ever had a chance to see.

Salgo: His wife was Czech and she was there, teary-eyed. Some of the
musicians didn t even have strings when they arrived in Lausanne
from Prague.

There was something else I forgot to mention. The Roth
Quartet asked me to rejoin their string quartet after I arrived
here, and I was able to take a leave from my work in Princeton
and join them in Utah. They were performing a Beethoven cycle,
and when I told Szell that I was going, he said: &quot;How are you
going?&quot; I told him I had just come from the Triple A, and
showed him the itinerary. He looked at it, told me not to go
that way, and suggested another route. So I did it his way and
it saved me half a day! When I took the routing he suggested,
it was so untraveled that the localites stared at us from their
front porches. It was our New Jersey licenses it was just
uncanny.

Crawford: What were you studying with him at that point?

Salgo: My programs at the Choir College. Some Haydn symphonies. Dr.
Williamson had wanted to do the Verdi Requiem and when there was
an occasion to do it and the concert was announced, he asked me
if I could do it. I said: &quot;Of course,&quot; though I had never done
it, but I told myself I could do it, and I called Szell and
asked if I could come, and that it was an emergency.
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He said, &quot;All right, Salgo. I will see you in the morning
at eight o clock.&quot; He lived in an apartment on Park Avenue at

the time. This was before he went to Clevelandhe was with the

Metropolitan at that time. So I was there at eight, when the
lessons were always scheduled, and he played from the score and
I conducted. It was absolutely obligatory that I learn all the
scores from memory- -he would take me only on that condition.

He was a famous pianist and was famous for playing scores
from memory, and he had done a recording with the Budapest
Quartet playing the Brahms Quintet.

Crawford: So when he played the scores he reduced them and played only the
most important parts?

Salgo: Yes. I have never seen anybody like him. When I studied with
Busch, Busch did the same thing.

P. Salgo: Bernstein did too.

Salgo: But of Szell they said he could play more of a score than

anybody else because he was such a virtuoso pianist.

P. Salgo: Bernstein was not bad.

Salgo: Yes, Bernstein could probably do it as well.

Crawford: Did he always conduct from memory?

Salgo: He always did. When he played for me he invariably sneaked in a

wrong note here and there, and I had to stop immediately and

tell him what the wrong note was and what instrument played it,

so I was expecting that. I crammed all nightstudying the

Requiem score, which has four bassoons right at the beginning
there is a passage where the four bassoons play.

So the next day when he asked me where the wrong note

occurred, I said: &quot;Bassoon.&quot; He replied: &quot;Of course, bassoon!
Which one?&quot; I knew that it was either the second or the third

one, and I said it was the third. It was the second. He said:

&quot;All right, Salgo.&quot; He closed the book, handed it to me and

said, &quot;You are a busy man. I am a busy man. Call me when you
know it.&quot; [laughter]

Crawford: Wonderful story.

Salgo: I was there fifteen minutes, that s all.
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Crawford: He had no time for someone who didn t know the score perfectly.
Was it like that the entire year?

Salgo: Yes. I had a lesson every week, and we became almost friends.

P. Salgo: There was a very interesting article in the New Yorker magazine
years ago about George Szell, pointing out his difficult side.

At one point, he called Sander to ask him to write a letter

saying that he wasn t such an ogre.

Salgo: He asked me to write a letter on his behalf.

Crawford: What did you say?

Salgo: I said that from my experience, he was a caring--! didn t say
warm, but caring--and thoughtful person, and I mentioned all the

best things I could sincerely say about the greatness of the
man. I sent him a copy.

Crawford: Was it his abruptness that bothered people?

P. Salgo: He was extremely sarcastic if you made a mistake. He had no
tolerance for a musical mistake, absolutely none. Toscanini

usually did not, either, although there was a wonderful instance
when we sang the Verdi Requiem with Toscanini, and a soprano
standing next to me came in on a rest, on a high A. She quickly
stopped singing, but here was this high A, and Toscanini didn t

bat an eye. He went right on conducting as if nothing had

happened, and the next day there was a note at the Choir College
saying, &quot;I forgive the soprano.&quot; Well, after all, he knew we
were students, but if one of the orchestra or the soloists had
done that, he would have broken the baton on their heads. I

never forgot that.

Salgo: Yes, and people did not resent Toscanini. Szell did educate the

orchestra, so that they all the musicians thought the same way.

P. Salgo: A common viewpoint?

Salgo: Yes, he talked about music and they had a common viewpoint.
When Pierre Boulez was invited to guest-conduct the Cleveland

Symphony, the press asked him after the rehearsal how things
went, and he said, &quot;It s hard enough to try to fill Mr. Szell s

shoes when in Cleveland, let alone the hundred little Szells you
are confronted with.&quot;

Crawford: They always talk about the Cleveland sound, the Philadelphia
sound .
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Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Yes. The Cleveland sound was something.

Did you keep in touch with him?

Yes, I kept in touch.

What was Szell s forte?

opinion?

And what was Toscanini 1 s--in your

The two men were very, very different, but as far as the

repertoire goes, I think Szell s main strength was the German
Romantic School, though of course he had great success at the

Metropolitan Opera conducting Meistersinger and even

contemporary music. I will never forget hearing him conduct
Brahms in Cleveland; his Brahms recordings won prizes. His

players felt, and I think from recordings we may ascertain, that
Schumann was very likely his first love. As a matter of fact,
Schumann was criticized for awkward orchestration at times, and

so Szell changed the orchestration of the Fourth Symphony
slightly, and I m happy to say that I have a copy of his score

of the Fourth Symphony, which I have conducted, and it was very
successful.

Toscanini is very hard to categorize. It can t be said

that there is any particular school to which he belongs,
although he certainly came out of the Italian tradition and it

is very likely that opera was his greatest contribution. Of

course his interest in Beethoven and his study of Beethovenian
scores made him a great Beethoven conductor, even if he is

criticized today for being a little bit too fast. But tempi can

be very changeable, and Virgil Thomson quipped that Toscanini s

fast tempi may be explained in terms of the fact that he knew
the scores so well. But there is always drama in Toscanini, and

he always found the inner voices of an orchestra.

Meeting Priscilla Salgo. Marriage and Military Service: 1943-

1946

Crawford: Shall we talk here about your meeting Mrs. Salgo? Did you marry
before the army?

P. Salgo: We got married while he was in the army.

Salgo: Of course we did!
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Salgo: Yes. I do remember. [laughter] Better than she does. I first
met Priscilla at a student and faculty gathering at Westminster
Choir College in 1939. She was a freshman, and when I met her I

already knew her name, so I called her by her name and she was

surprised. We didn t start to go together right away.

P. Salgo: Things were so much more formal in those days, and he addressed
me as Miss Patterson instead of by my first name. He didn t

realize, I guess, that it was perfectly all right for a faculty
member to address one of his students by the first name,

[laughter]

Salgo: I called her Miss Patterson, it is true.

Crawford: Let us go back to your New England beginnings and talk about

your early years.

P. Salgo: My life was music from the ground up, because my mother was
widowed very early, and so in an effort to keep the family
going, she started a music school. I had piano lessons, violin

lessons, theory lessons--

P. Salgo: I had always had great trouble with my eyes. I had to go to the

local collegeColby College in the town in Maine where I lived
because my family had to read my lessons to me, if you can

imagine that. My sister read me the science texts because she

was a scientist, and my great-aunt read history and English to

me.

Crawford: A companionable way to learn though, really.

P. Salgo: Well, there was not much time for fun because I was busy trying
to get these things one-two-three in my mind, which is difficult
when things are read to you. We re not accustomed to learning,
I think, without seeing. When someone reads something aloud, if

people have the text, they always follow it with their eyes-
just to check up, I guess. But anyway, that was good auditory
discipline; it was hard.

After two years at Colby, I went to Westminster Choir

College, got my undergraduate degree and a master s degree and
then started to teach theory at Westminster.

Salgo: By that time, we were going out together.
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Crawford:

P. Salgo:

Crawford:

P. Salgo;

Crawford:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Crawford:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

We were engaged, yes.

Could you correct your eyes?

No, my eyes are still very weak and I have difficulties. 1 can
do only limited reading.

You must have had to read an immense amount of music.

It s interesting, but music is not nearly as hard on the eyes as

reading words. So that worked for me. A great part of music

training is practicing and that sort of thing, whereas had I

concentrated on English, it would have meant reading, reading,

reading, all the time.

I didn t play very well, but I played well enough to play
in my husband s orchestra. I guess that s the story of my life.

What was your impression of Maestro Salgo right at first?

I thought he was very glamorous,
heavy accent.

I don t see that. [laughter]

Everybody did because of his

We probably shouldn t put this in the historyhe had not been
able to bring money out of Hungary, but he brought all these
wonderful suits. Oh! He was the best-dressed man I had ever
seen. So between the accent and his violin playing, which of

course I was extremely impressed withoh, I was impressed, yes.

How long after you met did you begin to see each other?

I m not quite sure about the length of time, but I do remember
it was very impressive when he proposed because--! don t know, I

guess being European meant that this was very formally done. He

made a trip in the summer to New England where I was living, and

arrived on the train [laughter] with one of those funny straw
hats .

I didn t think it was so funny, but she thought it was.

He stayed at the hotel and so forth, and then on our first

evening engagement, he asked me to marry himin actual words.

Very often, I guess, proposals are subtly advanced, but this was

very specific. I said yes, arrived home that night quite late,
and we had lots of lights from the garage to the house--! left

every light on the house, and the next morning my mother asked
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me what had happened last night. I had left all of the lights
burning all night! That was the proposal.

Then he was inducted into the army in 1943, I taught for a

year, and in the spring of the first year of teaching, we were
married.

Salgo: I was transferredand since I was to be trained in MacArthur s

army, which meant jungle fighting, I was practically on the boat
when orders from NBC caught up with me. NBC wanted to create an
orchestra in order to make some tapes or recordings for the
Defense Department, and I was fortunate enough to be selected.

P. Salgo: Was it to be background music for films, some of it?

Salgo: Yes, and in the orchestra there was a conductor from New York,
Major Harry Salter, who was also passionate about string quartet
playing, and a Major Bronson, who was the producer. He knew
that I was with the Roth Quartet, so he reached into the crowd
and picked me to go to New York and play with him every Saturday
afternoon.

P. Salgo: My husband was stationed on an islandFort Slocum was on an
island off New Rochelle in Long Island Sound.

Crawford: I think you mentioned that, yes. And so that s where you
stayed. What did you do when you weren t playing background
music?

Salgo:

Crawford;

Salgo:

In the army I was put in the band,

cymbals [laughter].

You played cymbals !

I was assigned to play

Yes, I played cymbals in the band, and the most interesting part
of being a member of the outfit was that we had to play for the
embarkation of the soldiers who went overseas during the height
of the war. There were many large troop ships, one of which,
I m sure, was the Queen Mary, and we played down in N.Y. Harbor
in the pitch dark, with no lights, so we played from memory.
There was always an aura of secrecy- -we never knew at the time
and I still don t know from which pier the ships left. But the
band played while an endless line of soldiers embarked. It was
usually about twelve or one o clock in the middle of the night,
and we had strict orders for absolute secrecy. We did not even
know where we were.
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Crawford:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

Crawford :

Salgo:

I was in the army for quite a long time- -two and a half

years almost three. But I could go back to see Priscilla in

Princeton from Fort Slocum.

Were there professional musicians in your orchestra?

Oh, yes. Let me see, Philip Frank from the NBC orchestra--
Toscanini s orchestra.

Stuart Canin was not in it?

No.

Oh, the wonderful bassoonist!

Symphony .

Schoenbach from the Philadelphia

Yes, he was a legendary bassoonist.

Was your assignment a good one for you?

Yes--I wasn t a citizen yet, so I couldn t be an officer, but at

the very end of my army career, my citizenship came through. I

was already on my way out by then, but I could have stayed in

the army and become an officer.

When I went back to my old job, I was restless. I wanted

something else, although I didn t know what. In long talks with

Priscilla, we had discussed my becoming a conductor, and I had

met some impresarios and some New York agents who tried to

persuade me to become a professional conductor. At first it

looked very tempting, but I guess I wanted a different kind of

life, not one of kowtowing to important people and raising money
and making speeches and a sort of peripatetic existence, not to

mention worrying about a contract every three years (which one

does unless one is famous, which I wasn t).

So I was searching for a position such as you find in

academic life, and I knew that I wanted to continue my life as a

professional musician as well. I asked the department head at

Princeton, Dr. Welch, about doing contemporary opera there with
a big symphony orchestra, and he turned me down. He as much as

said: &quot;We are an Ivy League college and don t believe

performance has any academic value--musicology or theory is the

only thing.&quot; That is the German academic model. I felt that I

wanted to make music as well as to teach and to communicate its

meaning to others. That is my life.

I had a wonderful friend, Dr. Carl Parrish, who later went
to head the music department at Vassar College. He encouraged
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me to look for something else, and he told me that Stanford was

searching for a conductor and a professor of music.

Crawford: How fortunate! Well, what about your wedding in 1944?

Salgo: It turned out to be a military wedding and a great deal more.

We got married on a lovely spring day in April, a Monday
afternoon.

P. Salgo: I was nervous in the morning and wanted to keep myself occupied,
so I went into Trenton to buy a hat. I intended to teach my
afternoon theory classes at one and two o clock, and get married
at four. But when I arrived for my one o clock class, no one

was there. The Dean had dismissed my classes.

The wedding was a most wonderful experience. The setting
was really lovely. The wedding took place in the Chapel of

Westminster Choir College, and of course all the students and

faculty were there. Before the wedding started, there was a

most marvelous music program. Then I saw my two students, the

candlelighters, walk down the aisle at the beginning of the

procession, and then six of Sander s army friends marched down
the aisle in front of me. But Switten [the organist] had

arranged it so that the moment I stepped forwardof course,
that s the way it s supposed to be- -my students knew when the

bride was supposed to come down the aisle. There s a very
climactic moment in the music where then the bride enters, and

I was just swept off my feet with the sound the organ made.

And then, of coursethis is fun, and we don t have to put
it in here- -but my husband, who has a memory extraordinaire,
when it came to saying our vows, I just meekly repeated after
the minister. We had not rehearsed that part at all, in wartime

things were so hit and miss, and we found ourselves with the old

Episcopalian service. I had to say that I would &quot;honor and

obey&quot; my husband--! was surprised at thatbut I meekly said

yes, I will. And then came the part where Sandor was supposed
to say his vow, and he had said loftily before that, &quot;I ll say
mine by memory,&quot; and he forgot, he opened his mouth...

Salgo: Just a moment... [laughter]

P. Salgo: And we waited, and waited, and then the minister was all ready
to prompt him, and finally it came back to his mind what he was

supposed to say. Oh my, that was really wonderful.

Salgo: Grooms are usually very nervous at weddings. It s always true,

[laughter]
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P. Salgo: It was a wonderful experience.

Salgo: One of the candlelighters was Julia Perry.

P. Salgo: She was a composer later, yes. Julia Perry.

Salgo: She was one of the first black women composers.

P. Salgo: You may not have heard of her; she died quite young but some of
her works have been published.

I should mention that one of the students happened to be a

wedding manager on the side, and she arranged that my husband s

friends were to precede me down the aisle. When I realized that
there were three pairs of soldiers marching--it was a dreadful
feeling, actually. But before that we had lovely music.

Salgo: It was a concert really, before the wedding.

P. Salgo: Yes.

Salgo: I asked a pianist friend of mine, Miklos Schwalb, whom I knew
from Budapest, to play. He was Hungariana very fine pianist--
and he played some Bach, the Chromatic Fantasy, and another
friend of mine, a violist, played the Faure Reverie, and your
friend Harriet sang from Schumann.

P. Salgo: She sang from Schumann s Frauenliebe und Leben.

And then not only that, but we had a marvelous French

organist who played superbly. It was just the ordinary wedding
march, but you would have felt you had never heard it before; it

was great. And then the whole Westminster Choir sang the
benediction at the end.

Salgo: I still remember the benediction.

P. Salgo: They also sang from the Wedding Cantata. This was great music.

Salgo: I think you wanted that, didn t you?

P. Salgo: I m sure I would have. So that was wonderful.

Salgo: Then we went on a honeymoon to New York City [laughter]. I told
Priscilla that I read somewhere--! think it was Virginia Woolf
who said that if you want to be alone, get into a big crowd.

Crawford: So you went to New York City.
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P. Salgo: It was marvelous!

Salgo: We had a wonderful time.

Crawford: What did you do?

Salgo: Concerts.

P. Salgo: He had tickets for every afternoon and evening. We covered the
town. We heard Horowitz

Salgo: Arsenic and Old Lace was just openingand A Doctor s Dilemma
with Katherine Cornell.

P. Salgo: And then that wonderful film

Salgo: Max Reinhardt s Midsummer Wight s Dream.

Crawford: And did you tell me that you had a second honeymoon in 1994 just
like the first?

P. Salgo: Yes, yes, last yearwe went to New York.

Salgo: Except most of the restaurants were not there. But we went to
some marvelous ones.

Crawford: It was the golden anniversary?

Salgo: Yes. La Fourchette, that still exists. A la Pomme Soufflee.
That was one we liked, but it doesn t exist anymore.

P. Salgo: And on Fifth Avenue, what was the tea shop we always went to?
Rosemarie de Paris.

Salgo: It doesn t exist anymore, but

Crawford: Just something special. That s a lovely history to remember.
So that was 1944, and you were teaching what?

Life and Work in Princeton: Teaching, Conducting, and Chamber
Music

P. Salgo: Theory. And I must admit, I did teach some English also there.
I was offered the opportunity to continue teaching English and
drama as well as the theory, but I chose just the music. And
the students were keen. All levels in the theory, many a voice
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musician until rather late--I mean, at age sixteen or seventeen

they may discover or be told, &quot;Oh, you ve got a beautiful

voice. &quot;

Salgo: You might be cynical, dear, and say that some of the voice

students remained vocalists and not musicians.

P. Salgo: It s a very real problem whereas an instrumentalist, a

violinist, a pianist, has been drawn to music, been educated in

music from a very early age. Very often, singers have not had

much musical exposure.

Salgo: Of course there are wonderful exceptions.

P. Salgo: Granted.

Crawford: I remember Jess Thomas saying that he was a graduate student at

Stanford before he was discovered--! believe by you!

Salgo: I mentioned that I gave him his first role--

P. Salgo: Purcell.

Salgo: Dido and Aeneas, and then with the Marin Symphony, with Debussy,
not the Blessed Demoiselle, but the I Enfant Prodigue . The

Prodigal Son. It was just before he went to Germany, and he

told me, &quot;I auditioned for Mr. Adler, but he didn t think so

much of my voice.&quot; I said, &quot;Jess, go to Germany. There is a

need for heldentenors there; they would love to have you.&quot; Many

years later he came to dinner and said: &quot;Remember when I

complained about Mr. Adler? Now he has to pay me ten thousand

dollars for a performance!&quot; [laughter]

Crawford: Well, we re just about at the point when you left for

California, in 1949?

Salgo: That was in 49, yes.

Crawford: So you had been married about five years.

Salgo: Yes, and of course, I went back to the Roth Quartet and

continued to perform with them during that time.

P. Salgo: He toured with the Quartet as well.

Salgo: I got leave from Westminster and from the university to do that.

But as I told you I felt that I really wanted to be a conductor.
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P. Salgo: He was always pulled three ways, between teaching, conducting,
and chamber music. It was always a little bit of a tear trying
to keep them all going at once.

Salgo: Yes, but I felt that all three were possible.

P. Salgo: You kept all three going.

Salgo: Yes. Looking back at my life, my love of teaching and

communicating about music to students and to the general public,
which I did here at Stanford, was always there.

P. Salgo: Did you enjoy coaching the chamber groups?

Salgo: Yes. I have to confess I didn t like teaching violin, because
the violin repertoire seems so limited compared with the general
literature that a conductor is dealing with. So I was not
interested in teaching violin technique, but I liked to teach
chamber music and to coach a good string quartet, which I had
the opportunity to do at Stanford.

Crawford: How did you balance your time at Princeton and Westminster?

Salgo: My time was mainly spent at Westminster, you see, because the

university did not give me specific duties. There was a lot of

organization and then playing, and I kept on practicing too and

rehearsing. Sometimes my duties at the university were quite
heavy. But the general day-to-day schedule- -wouldn t you say,
dear, that Westminster took a great deal more time?

P. Salgo: Yes.

Crawford: So as you look back, you would say that you balanced the three
in a reasonable way?

P. Salgo: He was never willing to give up any part of it, I must say.

Salgo: That s true.

Crawford: You had mentioned Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge before, and she s a

character who interests me very much. Did she go on sponsoring
any of your performances?

Salgo: She didn t sponsor any of the programs in Princeton. But when
the Roth Quartet played here at Stanford in Memorial Church, she
did.

P. Salgo: You played with her in Boston, didn t you?
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Salgo: Yes.

Crawford: Do you have impressions of her?

Salgo: Yes, this was a wonderful lady. She was a sergeant, really

[laughter]. But there was a twinkling in her eye, and she was

very tall, very aristocratic-looking, and very imperious.

P. Salgo: How could she play chamber music with--

Salgo: Two hearing aids? I don t know- -you practically had to shout

because she wore two hearing aids. But the minute she started

to play, she was with you all the time.

P. Salgo: People with disabilities like hers can hear music.

Salgo: They are hearing it differently, yes.

Crawford: So she was elderly in the forties when she was doing all these

sponsorships, and didn t she sponsor Bartok in the United

States?

Salgo: I don t know, Caroline. Bartok came to the United States for

Columbia University, to research folk music. He had written an

article in Hungary on the subject and wrote that the purest folk

songs weren t to be found in England but in the Kentucky
Mountains of America! I think Columbia picked this up and on

that basis arranged a grant for him.

Crawford: Isn t that something similar to Dvorak, because he loved African

American music so much?

Salgo: Yes, I believe so.

Crawford: Well, let s take you to California if there s nothing else about

the East Coast that you want to remember.

Salgo: I think perhaps I should mentionremember I talked about my

great mentor and sponsor and friend, Mrs. Montgomery?

Crawford: Yes.

Salgo: Well, while I was in the army, I wondered what had happened to

them. I was sure that they had come back to America, but where

they were, I didn t know. I wrote the State Department but I

never got an answer.

Then one weekend I was on a furlough, and I went with

Priscilla to hear the Budapest Quartet play in Alexander Hall,
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which is at Princeton University. Alexander Hall is an old, old

building, and on the fifth floor is a large concert hall, all of

wood, and the sound is wonderful there. That s where the

Budapest Quartet played.

After the concert, we left the hall and started down the

five flights of stairs. I noticed that the crowd was moving very
slowly, and for some reason I got very nervous, and I said to

Priscilla I would make my way down and find out what was holding
us up. Well, it was a wheelchair, and I knew immediately that it

must be Mrs. Montgomery. It was, and when I spoke to her she

began to cry and asked how I was. I said: &quot;I ve news for you,
Mrs. Montgomery--! m married now.&quot; She said she wanted to meet
Priscilla and asked her husband to give me their unlisted number
and full address on Fifth Avenue in New York, and she promised to

invite us to come some Saturday afternoon. I think she thought
it was some kind of wartime marriage.

So we agreed on a date, and Priscilla and I went to see

them in New York. Mrs. Montgomery was very cordial and kind and

said to her husband, &quot;John, why don t you go and show Mr. Salgo
around a little bit and let me talk with Mrs. Salgo.&quot;

So we had a tour and when we came back she was all smiles.

&quot;I think you ve made a wonderful choice, and you must come to

see us next summer at our Vermont home in Manchester.&quot; She gave
Priscilla some lovely Hungarian jewelry, and what else?

P. Salgo: Oh, linens and everything. Lots of nice things. It was very
sweet. We did visit them that summer in the country in

Manchester.

This is just a little story; it s not of vast importance.
Before we came out to California, we wanted to visit the

Montgomerys in Vermont, and since it was summer and in the

country, we thought nothing about it; we just packed casual
clothes .

We arrived at their place in Vermont- -very elegant, country
elegance, with a butler--and then Sandor began to be nervous
because he knew he didn t have a tuxedo for dinner. So he tried
to be casual about it, and when Mr. Montgomery saw us to our

room, Sandor said, &quot;Oh, I didn t happen to bring my tuxedo with
me.&quot; And I have never forgotten the look of helplessness on Mr.

Montgomery s face. It was just as though you couldn t possibly
eat if you were not in a tuxedo. He was a very tall, large man.

He said, meekly, &quot;I m afraid mine would not fit you.&quot;

Crawford: So what happened? Did they feed you?
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Salgo: Oh, yes! [laughter]

P. Salgo: But he had to go down in his dark suit and feel however he felt.

Fortunately, I had a dress that was sort of on the long side; I

was all right.

Salgo: That was the last time we saw Mrs. Montgomery.

P. Salgo: She had been ill for some time, and died the following year.

Crawford: About that time the invitation from Stanford must have come.
How did that come about?

P. Salgo: That was largely Randall Thompson, wasn t it?

Salgo: Yes, it was Randall Thompson and Roger Sessions who recommended
me for the vacancy on the faculty here at Stanford.
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III THE CALIFORNIA YEARS: STANFORD UNIVERSITY: 1949-1974

[Interview 3: October 12, 1995) //#

Wallace SterlinE and the Musical Climate

Crawford:

Salgo:

So you came to Stanford then, in 1949.

Dr. Sterling?

What do you remember of

Crawford:

Salgo:

He was a very tall, handsome man who had coached football in his

youth. He was a trained historian, a gifted administrator, a

wonderful speaker, and a warm and great human being, with a deep

feeling for music, art, and drama. He spoke beautiful English-
he was a Canadian but he had graduated from Oxford. I thought
he was one of the greatest men I had ever met.

Within a week after our arrival we had a dinner invitation
from the Sterlings. I was flattered that he called me by my
first name, until 1 discovered that there were 700 people on the

faculty and he knew all their first names! He was an artist in

terms of human relations.

He immediately established a common ground by making some

references to music, and mentioned that he also played the

pianoGilbert and Sullivan- -which is by the way not too easy.
I heard him play later on at parties.

In tempo?

Oh, yes. [laughter] That s right, in tempo and very well. In

any case, he was largely responsible for my happiness and my
well-being at Stanford. There were many other people, of

coursePutnam Aldrich, my late friend from the music

department, an original mind who questioned everything and sort

of helped one to rethink certain values which one thought were
sacrosanct. He was a renowned Baroque scholar, and with him 1

played many Baroque sonatas.
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My goal at Stanford was to unite scholarship and high
performance standards, and this was also the philosophy of my
head of department, William Crosten. I m also a theater man

--coming from opera and chamber music as well as symphonic
conductingand I believe every performance should contain an

element of drama. Putnam Aldrich agreed with me that the

Baroque age was an age of dramatic expression.

Crawford: Was the thinking here in keeping with that philosophy?

P. Salgo: No. Just the opposite. At the time he came and for quite a

long time thereafter, it was unusual to have fine

performances combined with historical knowledge.

Salgo: Certainly in Princeton it was just the opposite. &quot;This is an

Ivy League college,&quot; said Professor Welch. &quot;If you want

performances you have to go to New York.&quot;

Crawford: I would like to read something that Virgil Thomson wrote
about you because it s related. It says [reads], &quot;Opera

production, long a custom at Stanford, is nowhere in our

colleges more carefully done. Many a larger institution has
less fine choral and orchestra resources,&quot; and so on.

&quot;Stanford has been fortunate in its conductors: Jan Popper
and now Sandor Salgo have given to the orchestral execution a

remarkably high finish and to the whole pacing of

performances the animation that makes opera come to life. We
are little accustomed in the East to this kind of college
production.

&quot;

Salgo: Yes. I think he wrote that after he attended a performance
of Falstaff here.

Crawford: So there you have accolades from a composer and a writer.

Salgo: Yes--the concept was something new, you see, and Crosten

espoused it, and President Sterling supported it.
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Colleagues and Students

Crawford: We might want to talk about some of your colleagues; fellow

faculty with whom you were involved. Harold Schmidt was, 1

think, very active then.

Salgo: Yes. I happily remember my association with some of my
colleagues, among them Leonard Ratner, with whom I had many
fruitful conversations on Mozart and Beethoven. George Houle
and John Chowning were both friends and associates who helped me

throughout the years a great deal. Leland Smith, John Planting,
and Ed Colby were also very supportive colleagues.

And as I mentioned William Crosston was the head of the

department when I came.

Crawford: Who was he?

Salgo: He was a pianist and musicologist and he built up the music

department from practically nothing. He started programming
departmental recitals which were very successful.

In those days there were not many recitals in the area, and
I remember that Mrs. Sterling usually came to my concerts, and
she related with glee that at one of these recitals there was an
overflow audience and people were turned away. Priscilla came

late, and when she saw people coming out, she said to Mrs.

Sterling, &quot;It couldn t have been that bad.&quot; [laughter] Mrs.

Sterling thought that was funny.

Crawford: Good story.

Salgo: Chamber music was one of the things I concentrated on; not only
because of my experience with the Roth and Lehner Quartets, but
I knew I would have a fine orchestra if I had good chamber music

players in the ranks --witness the Chicago Symphony. They can

play Mozart operas just like chamber music. I had fine players:
Chalmers Smith was one of my violists--he just retired as a

lawyer and is still delighting in playing chamber music. Turner
Bledsoe was one of my fine oboists--he s a doctor now, but still

plays a great deal, and I could name many others. I got a lot

of pleasure out of teaching chamber music.

These were the great rewards at Stanford; the work was

appreciated. And then I was in charge of working with student

conductors, and some of my students, such as Denis de Coteau,
went on to the San Francisco Ballet; Isiah Jackson is now
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Crawford:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Crawford :

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

conductor of the Rochester Symphony, and there were several
others--

Oh, so Denis trained with you at Stanford?

He received his doctorate here. There was another whose name I

cannot recall at this moment, a very, very talented young man
who conducted at the Vancouver Opera and then I think in Toronto
at the Canadian Ballet.

Something else that I deeply enjoyed were my large courses
for the general student body, all intelligent and eager and
lovers of music. Some of them couldn t read music so my
assistant helped them in the Beethoven course and the symphony
and concerto courses.

Occasionally we are at a restaurant or out of town
somewhere, and I hear: &quot;You don t remember me, Professor Salgo,
but I was in your course, and I still listen to music and it

helps me.&quot; That s a great reward for any teacher, and for that
reason I ve always felt rewarded for coming to Stanford. Of
course Stanford students have very high IQs, and there was
intellectual curiosity among my students.

They don t let you sleep, right?
moment .

You can t have an idle mental

Were they demanding in terms of time?

Yes, but I was fortunate to have good assistants when the
courses got so big--like the Beethoven course with 300 or more
students .

Well, you had Kip Cranna, didn t you? He was a help.

Kip Cranna and Bruce Lamott were my last two assistants, and I

took them to Carmel with me. And even before that I had some

very, very helpful assistants.

Who worked hard.

Who were they and how did they help you?

They were graduate students in music, and they helped me read
student papers and gave individual attention to those who
required it.
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The Opera Program at Stanford

Crawford: What had been done in the department in the area of opera before

you came?

Salgo: I had an illustrious predecessor in Jan Popper, who was an
excellent opera man. Since he wasn t an orchestra person,
however, he had to go out and hire people to play. The first

thing I was told was that there was no budget for that, that I

would have to find my players from inside the department or the

university or the community, but that there would be no pay.
Within two years, with a bit of hard work, the orchestra was

performing well--as you know the area is full of talent.

I d like to mention just a very few of the orchestra

players--Dr. Sidney Drell, who recently retired as the head of

SLAC [Stanford Linear Accelerator] and is now at the Hoover

Institute; Chalmers Smith; Philip Carter, a law student; Gloria

Vial; and Craig Vitteto, a public school teacher. They heard
about the orchestra and contacted me.

P. Salgo: And they heard about the conductor, frankly. He was a real pro,
and it was a chance to be in a really professionally run
orchestra.

Salgo: There were roughly thirty opera productions during my tenure of

twenty-four yearsmore than that, possibly. Most of them were
with full orchestra, fully staged, and with some professional
singers in the casts. Young professional singers came from San

Francisco, and there were Stanford vocal students and of course
the Stanford chorus too.

Crawford: Was there a focus on doing new works generally?

Salgo: Yes, as well as those more rarely performed from the Classical
literature.

Crawford: Where did that come from?

Salgo: It was a department policy. And also because of the press,
which was importantthey wouldn t come for Traviata. But they
always came to our performances, and some of my greatest
writeups were for the opera productions. Virgil Thomson came
from New York for some lectures as well as for the Falstaff

performance, as I mentioned. He was writing for the New York
Herald Tribune at that time.
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Mr. Thomson came as a guest of the Music Department and we

performed some of his works, string quartets, brass ensembles,
and other pieces. I remember an interesting incident which
throws a little light on the nature of this formidable critic,
who by the way could be a kind and charming man if he wanted to

be.

One day my student quartet was rehearsing his string quartet
in my living room, and as usual, he was a holy terror at the

rehearsalhe thought that intimidation was the best way to

work. In any case, we started at ten o clock and were still

going strong at one o clock. Priscilla came into the room at

one o clock and said, very softly, &quot;Mr. Thomson, our students

have classes, but would you like to stay for lunch?&quot; Well,
Thomson was a famous gourmand, and eating was a tremendously
serious business. He looked at Priscilla long and very
seriously and then asked her, &quot;What will you have?&quot;

P. Salgo: She answered casually

Salgo: It just happened that the night before, Momo Aldrich, the French
wife of Professor Aldrich and fabulous cook- -came around and

brought us some Crab Mornay. So Priscilla said casually, &quot;I

have Crab Mornay.&quot; Thomson said, &quot;I ll stay.&quot; He stayed and

ate everything, drank a bottle of fine French wine, and then he

rose and with a curt good-bye, left.

The next morning, the doorbell rang at eight. I ran

downstairs, opened the door, and there was Virgil, fully dressed
with a hat on. He just brushed me aside, walked to the

stairway, and called up to Priscilla, &quot;Darling, I came for

breakfast.&quot; [laughter] Virgil wrote a great review for the

Tribune.

I should mention a few of our opera titleswe were proud
of our West Coast premiere of Stravinsky s lake s Progress.
Stravinsky said of the opera, &quot;I had always wanted to do an

opera like Mozart, and I think I did it.&quot; Stravinsky s Oedipus
Rex, Gluck s Iphigenie , Rossini s Count Ory, and Mozart s Don
Giovanni are among the most important ones we did. I remember
with special fondness, Dallapiccola s Night Flight. American

works, of course, were always a favoriteDouglas Moore s The

Ballad of Baby Doe and The Devil and Daniel Webster, and Lukas
Foss s Jumping Frog of Calaveras County. There was also Verdi s

Falstaff, Poulenc s Dialogue of the Carmelites, Dvorak s

Rusalka, and the West Coast premiere of Prokofiev s Love for
Three Oranges. And then, when we did I&amp;gt;ido and Aeneas, a

graduate student who was a tenor made his first stage
appearance, as I ve said. His name was Jess Thomas.
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Crawford:

Salgo:

Oh, I was going to ask you about Jess Thomas,
before briefly.

We mentioned him

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Yes, I told you that I urged him to audition for Mr. Adler, and
he did. Adler said he had a nice voice and offered him

something very, very small. So then I advised him to go to

Germany, and within two years he was singing Siegfried at

Bayreuth.

A great career.

Yes. The color of his voice was a little lighter than we

usually associate with the German Wagnerian tenors, nevertheless
he sang all the great roles beautifully. Of course he was a

handsome man and an excellent actor, intelligent, a very good
musicianvery good which cannot be said of most Wagnerian
tenors. So of course he was in great demand.

Why is that said that tenors are not intelligent?

Shall I quote Anna Russell that they &quot;have resonance where their
brains ought to be?&quot; [laughter]

What did Jess Thomas sing for you?

He sang Doctor Caius in the Falstaff performance. Small role.

And I took him to Marin for my first concert with the Marin

Symphony, and he sang the son in L Enfant Prodigue of Debussy.

Did Mr. Adler come to productions at Stanford?

Oh, he came to several, yes. I had a tenor, I think Howard
Sutherland was his name, who apppeared in Count Ory, and Adler
was very interested in him, although 1 don t know whether or not
he engaged him later.

You were extremely ambitious.

Oh, yes, yes. If you have an orchestra you can find singers and

play those works. Let me see, there were other operas-
Offenbach s Orpheus in the Underworld, which was a &quot;scandal&quot; on
the campus because the French director wanted to have the girls
appear topless. And they did.

Oh, I think Mark Volkert told me about that. He said you were
rather shocked, but you said all right.

Salgo: I didn t have much to say about it! [laughter]
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P. Salgo: When my husband got close to the final rehearsals of the opera,
and the cast was supposedly in costume, he noticed at one point
that practically his entire orchestra was far more absorbed in

the stage than in their music. They were not following the

conductor, they were not playing the notes. In exasperation,
when he asked the concertmaster why people were not paying
attention, the concertmaster meekly said, &quot;Well, Maestro, would

you look at the stage?&quot; At that point Sandor looked up and saw
an entire topless cast of dancers, so he thoroughly understood
the preoccupation of his orchestra with things unmusical,

[laughter]

Crawford: Was this in the 1960s? Do you recall?

Salgo: Yes, it was. I remember that because I smelled a strange
fragrance in the hall at the performance, and somebody told me
it was marijuana.

P. Salgo: Oh no, darling!

Salgo: Yes it was.

P. Salgo: Oh! You didn t tell me that, [laughter]

Crawford: Who staged Orpheus?

Salgo: Langinieux. A young, very imaginative Frenchman. He was a

visiting professor in the drama department, and ever since, it s

been a joke among my family and friends. It so happens that
that is a very complicated scene, and I was so occupied with the
orchestra and I didn t notice what was going on onstage. That
could happen only in the sixties, I guess.

Crawford: I m sure that was a first at Stanford.

Salgo: Oh, yes!

Crawford: Did you hear from Dr. Sterling about it?

Salgo: No! Then my last opera at Stanford was Don Giovanni. I have
some reviews that you might want to glance at. That was in

1974.

Crawford: Who sang the Donna Anna?

Salgo: I had two singers for the two performances. Marie Gibson, who

taught here too appeared in one, and Sue Hinshaw, who was in our
Carmel cast, in the other. Her name is mentioned in the review
of the performance.
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Then we did Virgil Thomson s Mother of Us All --not the
whole opera. In Marin I conducted the entire work in Marin with
the symphony. Wonderful piece.

Opera here at Stanford was very important at that time.
There were few opera performances after I left in 1974--it took
a great deal of time on the students part and probably strained
departmental resources.

Crawford: You always did full stage and costume?

Salgo: Oh, yes. Mr. F. Cowles Strickland from the drama department
directed; he did Falstaff, and he was very proud of that. I

remember Wendell Cole s imaginative and colorful stage settings,
and the drama department had an excellent costume department.
Mrs. Opsvig created beautiful costumes, particularly for Gluck s

Iphigenie, one of the historical operas that are rarely done.

Crawford: Let us talk a bit about the critics. I m looking at a review by
Arthur Bloomfield in which he said that Sandor Salgo is &quot;a

genuinely fine Mozart conductor, a Mozartian who would be an
asset at the Metropolitan or Covent Garden, no less than he is
down on the Farm.&quot;

Were you conducting at big houses at that time?

Salgo: At that time, yes. I had already appeared with the BBC,
recording Humphrey Searle s Fifth Symphony.

The recording for the BBC was done out in Wimbledon- -

P. Salgo: Which one associates with tennis--

Salgo: Which one associates with the championship in tennis. There is
a big concert hall, very beautiful and very acoustically
correct. Come to think of it, the hall was so large that it

easily could have accommodated two tennis court seatings!

Conducting the San Francisco Symphony

Crawford: You also conducted for the San Francisco Symphony during this

period?

Salgo: Yes. Early after my arrival at Stanford, Mrs. Lucy Stern called
me and and asked whether I would like to conduct the San
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Francisco Symphony at Stern Grove. That was my first
introduction to the symphony.

Crawford: And did you conduct in the hall with them as well? In the opera
house?

Salgo: Yes, in the 1955-56 season. [Reading from a program]: &quot;There

will be three conductors besides Enrique Jorda this season&quot;--he

was the regular conductor then. &quot;Three guest conductors: Von

Beinum, Sandor Salgo, Bruno Walter.&quot; So I think it was good
company.

Crawford: What did you conduct that year?

Salgo: I did a Handel Concerto Grosso, Boris Blacher s Variations on a

Theme by Paganini, Hindemith s Variations on a Weberian Theme, I

think, and the Beethoven Seventh.

It was an important concert for me- -not only conducting the
San Francisco Symphony, but two days later the phone rang, and a

lady s voice on the phone said, &quot;My
name is Dene Denny, and I am

the director of the Carmel Bach Festival, the founder of the
Carmel Bach Festival. I was at your concert the other night,
and I liked it very much. Would you be interested in taking
over the Bach Festival? Could you come down to Carmel?&quot; I

think it was March fifteenth when I went down to confer with
her. That was a felicitous Ides of March.

Crawford: Howard Skinner invited you to conduct the symphony, probably.
You remember him?

Salgo: Yes, he was very helpful and very nice. I had heard mixed

reports about him, about how strict he could be, but I can t

complain- -when he saw my rehearsal schedule, he said: &quot;This is

no way to treat you. You need more rehearsals. If we have to

spend more money, we will.&quot; That was very nice. He gave me
nine hours, and I truly appreciated that because some of the
works were new to the symphony at that time.

Crawford: What was the level of the audience as compared with the German

symphony orchestra at that time?

Salgo: I think about the same. Knowledgeable. The German audience is

a little more reserved in the appreciation of contemporary music
than the San Francisco audience was.

Crawford: What was your opinion of Jorda?
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Salgo: He was kind and nice, but I didn t feel that he had enough
rapport with the orchestra. Part of it was communication. I

didn t think that he was well understood. He was well-meaning,
and he was very kind to me, and I was sorry to see that he got a

little bit of a rough deal, but one has to take that in the

profession.

Crawford: Why did you not conduct more with the San Francisco Symphony?

Salgo: I don t know. I really never knew. Many people spoke up on my
behalf, but there was a feeling that I had had enough local

exposure .

A Famous Beethoven Course: Music 300

Crawford: I wanted to ask you about your Beethoven course at Stanford in

particular because it was well loved, I understand. Could you
tell me what your approach to the course was?

Salgo: Stanford students are intelligent, and 1 started the course with
the premise that there was no need to pamper anybody; everyone
had to study the music scores. If we were talking about Eroica
or the late A Minor String Quartet, the students had to follow
the score, and if they didn t know how to read music, my two
assistants helped them. We talked about form, sonata form, and

orchestration, and I tried to show how Beethoven used these
musical forms to express feeling and drama.

I have a story to tell- -well, two stories. One quarter I

noticed that in the class were two ten-foot tall football

players. I thought that the coach had said, &quot;Take some ice
cream course some music courses you ll be sure to pass.&quot; Of

course, they didn t come with any scores or even notebooks they
didn t take notes, just eyed me coldly.

After the third class, my office door opened, and there

they were, towering. They said, &quot;Sir, we don t know what you
are talking about, but we sure dig this music.&quot; I said,
&quot;Gentlemen, this is music to my ears. Meet my two assistants.&quot;

They were two pretty girls; the boys liked that, and they set
out to learn to read music.

Well, they became so interested in the class that I think

they finished with a B, and at the very end of the course, they
came in again and said, &quot;Sir, we don t know whether you are
interested in football but we have a difficult game against
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Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Seattle, and would you care to come? You might bring us luck.&quot;

So I went and helped to cheer them on. I m still a fairly
passionate 49er fan.

The other story is also about the Beethoven courseMusic
300. One day my assistant rushed into my office and told me

that President Sterling was on the phone.&quot; So I picked up the

phone and he said: &quot;Sandor, I hear that enrollment in Music 300

is the second largest in the university. Congratulations! But

so that you won t get too swell-headed, and I hate to tell you
this, but Dr. Kachadurian 1 s course on sexual behavior drew

1,500.&quot; [laughter]

How long did you give the Beethoven course?

I m not sure, perhaps ten years. Much to my joy, my daughter
Debbie took the course in 1974, during my last year of teaching.

Nice memory for you both. You taught it only ten years?

Yes. I didn t start with it right away when I came to Stanford.

I had some courses in symphonic literature and the concerto.

Only later on. I still give lectures at Stanford, four or five

of them every year to the Music Guild and the Alumni
Association.

Crawford: You won a very prestigious faculty award at Stanford.

Salgo: Yes, the Lloyd Dinkelspiel award, and I think it was an

outgrowth of the Beethoven course. There s the picture there
of President Lyman as he handed the award to me at commencement.

P. Salgo: It was a very proud moment that the same year Sandor got the

Dinkelspiel award, our daughter Debbie received her

undergraduate degree from Stanford.

Crawford: Was that at the time of your retirement?

Salgo: Yes, in 1974. It s a very beautiful dedication.

Crawford: I ll read it. Richard Lyman, president at the time, wrote:
&quot;For his mastery as guide to the enthralling world of music, not
least for those who are visiting it for the first time. For his

old-world charm, his new-world enthusiasm, and best of all his

humor and affection for both his subject and his students; for

the energy, gallantry and eclat of his work as director of the

Stanford Symphony and Opera Workshop ; and for conveying with
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equal power the agony and passion of Beethoven s growing
deafness and Bach s contrapuntal severity and human tenderness,
Sandor Salgo is hereby designated 1974 recipient of the

Dinkelspiel Award for outstanding service to undergraduate
education. &quot;

Stanford Campus Homes and Raising Debbie Salgo

Crawford: That s quite a tribute. I did want to ask you more about your
home here at Stanford on the campus.

Salgo: At first we lived in an old building that I believe withstood
the 1906 earthquake. It was demolished after that so that

Dinkelspiel Auditorium could be built in its place. It was a

three-story building, and we lived in the upper two stories.
The third- floor attic was a big wood-paneled room with a

fireplace going up the center of the room. The house was cozy
and fun. In spite of its disadvantages we were fond of it. It
had a bohemian atmosphere. But then the university decided to
build Dinkelspiel where my bedroom was [laughter].

We have so many fond memories of our time in the old house.
Our daughter Debbie was born there on the 30th of March, 1954.
I was a very worried father.

P. Salgo: And the minister of my church was so great. He knew my husband
must be starving, because I went in at noontime, and of course
it takes a long time for the first baby. So about midnight or

something, Reverend Poston brought a thermos jug and a dinner
basket .

Salgo: I sat in a cubicle with five other expectant husbands.

P. Salgo: Expectant fathers, dear. [laughter] You know, things like that
when you re in need, you appreciate so much- -my minister knew
just how hungry that man was.

Salgo: Now we live on Gerona Road, the old part of the campus. Our lot
was the last available spot at the time we built.

P. Salgo: Dear, tell the story of Debbie and W.H. Auden.

Salgo: Oh, yes. This also happened when we were in our old house,
where Dinkelspiel now is. We were performing The Rake s

Progress, and at the time W.H. Auden, the librettist for The
Rake s Progress, happened to be the guest of the English
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Department. Somehow, the English Department and Auden didn t

get along very well- -and they must have wanted to dispose of him
on my doorstep, because Auden appeared and said he had heard we
were doing The Rake s Progress at Stanford and wanted to meet
the conductor.

So there he was on our doorstep, and he was charming. One
of the first things he said was that there was a mistake in the
score, in the Second Act, the second bassoon--had I seen it? I

said, &quot;No, I don t recall it,&quot; and I brought the score, and sure

enough, he showed it to me. He knew his way around and pointed
out that there really should be something else than what was

printed here.

I was very much impressed, and he said some interesting
things about the opera. He told me he had traveled by train to
Los Angeles and &quot;Igor&quot;--meaning Igor Stravinsky, of course, was

waiting for him, and that they had hit it off wonderfully, right
away. He said, &quot;By

the time we arrived at his house in

Hollywood, both of us knew what kind of opera we wanted to
write.&quot;

Priscilla had asked him whether he would like some coffee
when he arrived, and he had asked for whiskey. So Priscilla

brought up a tray with whiskey and a glass.

P. Salgo: And a bottle--

Salgo: He disregarded the glass and started to drink from the bottle,
and by the end of his visithe came at ten o clock and he was
supposed to make a two o clock trainthe bottle was empty. But
the more he drank, the more sense he made, and the more

beautifully he talked.

P. Salgo: Didn t he play the piano while he was there? He said, &quot;You

remember this,&quot; and he went to the piano and played some part,
not from The Rake s Progress, but from a Verdi opera.

Salgo: Yes, from a Verdi opera! As we came down from the attic, he
heard Debbie, who was in her room, and I think she was sleeping
but was whimpering a little, and Auden stopped, listened, and
asked if we had a baby in the house. We told him we did, and he

pushed us aside, marched right in and looked at Debbie, who
slept there like an angel.

P. Salgo: It was as though he was hypnotized.
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Salgo: He stared at her for the longest time--I have never seen

anything like it. Then he left us, because the time for his
train was approaching. It was a visit which we still cherish.

Crawford: Did you purchase the land for the Gerona Road house?

Salgo: On-campus land can t be purchased, but we rented it for ninety-
nine years from the university. So the land is not ours, but
the house is, and Victor Thomson from the architecture

department at Stanford designed the house for us.

Crawford: And it has special musical fixtures, doesn t it?

Salgo: Yes. Downstairs in the living room the lights are fixed in the

ceiling so that if you re playing string quartets your head
doesn t throw a shadow on your music.

Crawford: Have you had lots of chamber music here?

Salgo: Yes. Is it all right to tell you a story?

Crawford: Please do.

Salgo: One Saturday afternoon, one of my student string quartets was

rehearsing the First Razumovsky Quartet of Beethoven for the

next day s Sunday afternoon concerts. It poured like cats and

dogs; it was just terrible, and Priscilla came in and said,

&quot;Sorry to disturb you, but seemingly the plumbing is out--and
the lightsbecause of the storm, and we have company coming for

dinner. Would you call a plumber?&quot;

So I did. The quartet was playing, the doorbell rings, I

open the door, and there s a tall, elegant gentleman who says
with an impeccable Oxford accent, &quot;I m the plumber.&quot; When I

tried to show him where the trouble was, he just brushed me

aside, walked into the living room, listened to the quartet for

a moment, then he looked at me and said, &quot;First Razumovsky. Not
bad.&quot; He was an architect who moonlighted as a plumber on
weekends. [laughter]

Crawford: What was it like for your daughter, growing up around so much
music?

Salgo: There s a saying that there s nothing like having a little

daughter around the house. Debbie was the sweetest child I can

imagine, singing a great deal; of course she was exposed to

music when I was practicing or singers came for coachings.
Priscilla taught singers, too, so she was constantly exposed to

artists, and when she grew a little older, she came to all my
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opera performances and concerts she listened absolutely
attentively. She really followed the music with the greatest
attention.

I knew that she had a very good ear, but now, as a grownup,
it surprises me how acute her observation of musical

performances is. She studied violin and then piano, and
continued when she got married and moved to Chicago. She found
a very good teacher there, and is still is studying and

practicing. So I can say that I have a very, very musical

daughter.

I would ask her whether she liked a performance, and what
she liked, and her observation was very penetrating, really very
professional. She especially liked Mozart and the piano
composers, such as Schumann. I think she just liked music.

The Stanford Composers Series

Crawford: We haven t talked about the composers series at Stanford.

Salgo: I believe Virgil Thomson was the first; he inaugurated the

program whereby important composers of this century came to

Stanford to lecture and work with students. Virgil Thomson,
Elliott Carter, Roger Sessions, French composer Marius Constant,
and Aaron Copland come to mind; it is an illustrious roll call
of important composers.

Crawford: These were master classes?

Salgo: No. We would put on concerts of their music for the general
public, and they would give public lectures, comment on student

compositions, and visit classes.

Crawford: When was this?

Salgo: From the mid-fifties on. I m not sure, Caroline, but I think if

was before the campus unrest in the mid-sixties.

Crawford: Were you responsible for the programs?

Salgo: 1 prepared the instrumental part the chamber music, the
orchestra. There were some smaller choral works which my
colleague Harold Schmidt did, too, but mainly, the orchestra

played their compositions. The English composer Humphrey Searle
also visited us and taught here for a whole quarter.
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Crawford: Did Darius Milhaud ever come?

Salgo: I m -glad you mentioned him, because he was probably the greatest
influence here. He became a personal friend of ours--as you can

see, I have his picture there with me.

At one point Milhaud was commissioned by one of my oboists,
Dr. Donald Leake, to write a Stanford serenade dedicated to me,
a delightful work which I ve played several times. I would

really like to show you the score too.

Crawford: Is there anything comparable in the music department today? To

have all of these great composers--

Salgo: Not that I am aware of. However, one of our own departmental
composers, John Chowning, has become world famous for his work
in computer music.

Crawford: Yes, that s right. Well, could you describe what you refer to

as student unrest at Stanford in the 1960s? How did it affect

you and your work and were music students involved to any great
extent?

Salgo: Yes, they were. One night the magnificent tall windows at the

entrance side of Dinkelspiel were all smashed, so we had to

cancel the opening night of our Magic Flute performances. With
President Lyman s decisive support, we were able to do the other

performances. As it turned out, my first bassoonist was one of

the leaders of the uprising, [laughter]

P. Salgo: Who was that, dear?

Salgo: I don t want to say, but he eventually talked to the other

leaders and they avoided Dinkelspiel after that.

Crawford: What was the standing of the music department in the fifties and

sixties?

Salgo: I felt that it was high. At least Milhaud said that it was.

Crawford: When did Milhaud come and what did he do?

Salgo: I think, Caroline, he came early on in my tenure, starting from

the mid-fifties. I prepared programs of his music; he was an

excellent conductor, and he liked to conduct. He was heavily
crippled, and it was just heartbreaking to see him try to get to

the podium. Following a performance he couldn t turn around to

bow--instead he turned his head and smiled. He conducted with
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small, incisive beats and gave very precise instructions to the
orchestra, though. It sounded just wonderful.

He conducted The Ladder of Jacob, among other works--! have
all the programs from his visits.

Crawford: Was that when he was at Mills College?

Salgo: Yes, while he was at Mills he came often. I commissioned a
suite from him for the Marin Symphony, and I also conducted one
of his symphonies here, but most of his orchestra works he
conducted. We performed his chamber music, too, and when he
conducted I played in the viola section most of the time because
it needed a little bolstering, and I think he was pleased about
that.

Crawford: Did you perform any of his operas?

Salgo: No. He suggested one but for some reason, the department would
not go along with it. We visited him in Paris and had lunch at
his home on Boulevard Clichy, number ten. Mme. Milhaud cooked a

beautiful meal, and we were touched that after lunch, when he
went into the next room to lie down that he invited Priscilla to

&quot;please come and sit next to me there and just talk to me. I

might close my eyes but I hear you very well.&quot; So she did, and
that was the last time we saw him.

Crawford: You had many of the great American composers at Stanford. Was
the response quite good?

Salgo: I think it was very good.

Crawford: What else would you like to mention about the Stanford
orchestra?

Salgo: I always felt the Stanford Orchestra was very special. It was
made up of players who were studying to become doctors, lawyers,
engineers, and other professionals. Music was an important
personal expression for all of them, so it was greatly
satisfying to me to work with them. I still remember how
eagerly they went on stage before a concert.

P. Salgo: We often thought about the constrast between the way students
rushed onstage to perform and the more deliberate approach of

professional musicians, who were far more aware that everything
had to be right , of the importance of the moment . But the
students wanted to get right to the musicit was a little bit
rash, in a way. My husband would look at them in amazement as

they tore past!
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Salgo: Perhaps I should mention a few interesting works the orchestra

performed, such as the Bartok Concerto for Orchestra and the

Kodaly Concerto for Orchestra; my colleague Leonard Ratner s

Overture; my late friend Charles Gushing s baritone solo with
orchestra in 1958. He was from the University of California.
Aaron Copland s Music for the Theatrethat was performed when
he visited--the Lincoln Portrait and Appalachian Spring. But
these are well-known things; nothing new. There was Dutilleux s

Symphony. Takemitsu. Roger Sessions s fiendishly difficult

Symphony No. 1. Elliott Carter s Pocahontas Overture, and Alban

Berg s Violin Concerto and Concerto for Violin and Piano.

Crawford: Did you perform one of Carter s quartets?

Salgo: Yes. Not very well, because it was much too difficult, but he
was pleased; we worked very, very hard on it. There was also a

woodwind quartet of his that he had never heard performed
before. He was surprised and he seemed to be especially
pleased.

Crawford: You were very versatile, certainly, as a conductor. How do you
explain that? All the way from the Baroque through the
twentieth century.

Salgo: At a university one has to perform everything; you teach

everything. And I got interested in the music that didn t mean
that my love for Mozart or Beethoven diminished.

Crawford: I remember a critic once said of you that you don t carry around
a lot of preconceptions; you re able to approach music freshly.

Salgo: That was nice [laughter].

Music Directorship at Paul Masson Vineyards, 1954, and Other
Conducting Assignments

Crawford: We should talk about your directorship at the Paul Masson

Vineyards. Maybe you ll say how it came about that you began
working with Norman Fromm and started your directorship there in
1954.

Salgo: Caroline, I don t remember where I met him exactly, maybe
through pianist Jane Galante. I think that s how it happened,
and we became fast friends immediately. There was a concert at
the Pacific Musical Society with a few members of the San
Francisco Symphony, and I conducted the Mozart Serenata Notturna
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which is a fun piece. Norman was there, and afterwards he said,
&quot;I would love it if you would repeat this at the Vineyards.&quot; I

think this was how it all started.

I became music director there in 1954--a very happy
association which lasted many years.

Crawford: What sort of a time commitment was that?

Salgo: I think there were three events during the summerthree
programs. In those days there was not much chamber music in the

Bay Area in summer, so it was always sold out. Norman was very
knowledgeable and very sophisticated musically, and when I

requested special soloists, he found money for whatever was
needed. I engaged San Francisco Symphony people for the most

part, and though I was in charge of the programs, of course, as

music director--! could talk over every detail with Norman,
which he appreciated, and sometimes he had very good suggestions
for programming.

Crawford: He fostered a lot of contemporary composers, didn t he?

Salgo: Yes, but that was more his brother s concern, the brother in

Chicago. I brought some interesting things to Paul Masson--like
the Magic Flute from Carmel with Ted Uppman as Papageno. Otto

Meyer was a good friend who took over after Norman s passing.
He was especially interested in young San Francisco Opera
singers, whom I featured as much as possible.

One thing I like to remember is that I brought the Tokyo
Quartet to the Vineyards for their first appearance in the
United States. Nobody knew of them; I had heard their recording
of a Haydn Quartet and I thought was fabulous. They came to the

Vineyards and were a stunning success, and then of course they
became one of the leading quartets in the world.

Salgo: The Lehner Quartet. You are too young to know them.

Crawford: No, I think you toured with them, didn t you?

Salgo: No, but when Mr. Lehner, the first violinist, died, I took his

place in Mexico City for five performances of the late Beethoven

Quartets at the Palacio de Bellas Artes. Then the violist died,
Sandor Roth, and so that was the end of it. But I mentioned the
Lehner Quartet because it was one of the first real string
quartets in the concert world, you see.
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Crawford: Is that Jeno Lehner?

Salgo: Yes. In Aldous Huxley s novel, Point Counter Point, there is a

scene in which a late Beethoven quartet- -Opus 132, the great A
minor quartet- -is played by a Hungarian quartet. Huxley, who
was a good musician, goes deeply into what is in the slow
movement. Incidentally, there is a murder going on in another
room during the music.

But this was the first string quartet on the world scene;
there was no other touring quartet except the Flonzaley, which
was an English Quartet. There were one or two others, but the
Lehner was perhaps the best known, and they made some

recordings.

Crawford: Jeno Lehner had played with the Kolisch Quartet?

Salgo: Jeno Lehner the violist played with the Kolisch Quartet, of
which Mr. Kolisch was the first violinist. It is confusing
because there were two Hungarian musicians with the same name,
Jeno Lehner. One was the first violinist in the Lehner Quartet;
he performed here in the U.S. with the Quartet. The other Jeno

Lehner, the violist, played viola in the Kolisch Quartet, which

originated in Vienna.

P. Salgo: And Jeno Lehner of the Kolisch Quartet later went to the Boston

Symphony?

Salgo: Yes. After the Kolisch Quartet disbanded. It was Jeno Lehner,
the violinist, whose place I took in the Lehner Quartet.

Later on in 1951 I conducted the National Orchestra of

Mexico, which wasn t a lot of fun; it was not a good orchestra.
But it was something that came to pass because of my Lehner

Quartet engagement. It s supposedly a good orchestra now, but
at that time it wasn t.

I mentioned that I conducted the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra. That was an engagement that came about through the

composer Humphrey Searle s recommendation; I had conducted his
Fifth Symphony, which was written in memory of his teacher,
Anton von Webern. With the BBC I conducted that symphony and
then a Haydn symphony, which was very nice. It was no. 93, and
at the end of the concert the manager came to see me with the

president of the Royal Philharmonic, which was the old orchestra
of Sir Thomas Beecham.

The president showed me a little parchment and told me that
it was the program from the first performance of the Haydn no.
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93 with His Majesty s Orchestra at the Haymarket Theatre in

1796. Haydn was in London at the time. He made two trips
there: once after Mozart s death in 1791 then in 1795-96, I

think.

It s amazing how those eighteenth-century composers got around.

He became a wealthy man, did you know that?

No, I didn t. From Count Eszterhazy?

No. He conducted works on the Continent and in London, and he
was well paid. As a matter of fact, this is one of myths about

Mozart, that he was a poor man. He wasn t.

He spent it all?

He spent everything. There s a wonderful new book about him by
Professor Solomon, who wrote on Beethoven also. He s a

professor at Columbia University, and it s incredible what he

found from Mozart s accounts books.

Beethoven professed poverty too, but he was quite well off,

Mozart was ill-equipped for this world, you see. And

unfortunately, Constanza was a very poor housekeeper, and they
both spent, spent, spent. Did you know that he was the best
billiard player of the time? [laughter]

I heard about that in Prague. There is a tavern where they
claim he gambled while he wrote Don Giovanni.

Yes, that s right. He was the best dancer in all of Vienna,
too--an excellent dancer, which few composers are! Wonderful

man, but he was ill-equipped for this life. He was exploited
and it is important to know that the great Leopold, his father,
was the most guilty of exploiting him.

Did he ever write anything about that?
father-

About the fact that his

No, but when Leopold opposed Mozart s marriage to Constanza,
Mozart felt that the break had to be made. He broke with his
father and it almost killed him; it was very, very hard.
Professor Solomon and others who have written about his life
think that the sudden anxiety, the dark clouds in the middle of
the usual wonderful serenity of his music was very likely caused

by something that deeply troubled him about his relationship
with his father.
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Crawford: A sadness there.

Special Friendships at Stanford

Crawford: Well, tell me what were the benefits of living in a university
community?

Salgo: Oh, I m so glad you asked that question. The benefits were

largely the interactions with special people we might not

ordinarily have encountered--! m thinking of two great friends
whom we met immediately after we arrived at Stanford. We had
letters to one of them, Dr. Richard Foster Jones.

Jones was the head of the English department, an
illustrious seventeenth-century scholar who came here from

Washington University, St. Louis, where he was dean of the

faculty. He didn t know a great deal about music, but we had
letters to him from a friend of Priscilla s,and so we met.

P. Salgo: We made that connection through an amateur chamber music

organization that prints a catalog of chamber music players
everywhere in the country. For example, I would list myself as

a violist, and then rate myself as quality A, B, C, or one who

barely gets along.

We were in Maine vacationing and wanted to play chamber
music, and we found a cellist who was listed on an island in

Maine, got in contact with him and played chamber music

together. He was on the faculty at George Washington
University, and when he found out that we were going to Stanford
for the first time in the fall, he said, &quot;Oh, you must meet
Richard Foster Jones.&quot; So he wrote the Joneses about us.

Salgo: Mrs. Jones promptly called on us even before our furniture had
arrived from Princeton, brought us an overwhelmingly large
florist box full of roses from her garden, and stayed exactly
twenty minutes after inviting us for dinner.

There we met our great friends Wallace and Mary Stegner and
others from the English department. It meant not only reading
their books, but going to their lectures and their parties when
the visiting writers came, writers such as Elizabeth Bowen and
Robert Frost. I remember when he read his poetry; there was a

little party for him at the Stegners house. Wally Stegner was

just killed in an auto accident a few years ago. How we miss
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Crawford:

Salgo:

him. Mary, who played violin in my orchestra, remains our dear
friend.

They lived close by?

Right up in Los Altos Hills. Not ten minutes from here.

Conducting the San Jose Symphony and the Modesto Symphony
Orchestras, 1951-1970

Crawford: Well, perhaps we should move along to your assignment with the

San Jose orchestra. That was 1951?

Salgo: Yes. What happened was that two people from the symphony board

heard me here with the Stanford Symphony. Mr. Gastone Usigli,

my predecessor in Carmel, had died, and he was also the

conductor of the San Jose Symphony.

Crawford: And also Marin?

Salgo: And also Marin.

Crawford: Could you talk about Mr. Usigli?

Salgo: I did not know him, really. I only met him once, but I have

great respect for him because he was very dedicated, very
Italian, very operatic minded, and at the same time deeply
interested in Bach and in the symphony orchestra. He was a man
of broad interests and a good musician, and I understand that he

tended to be a bit temperamental as well.

His shortcoming, I understand, was that he was an old-
fashioned conductor who was a bit of a Caesar--breaking batons
and shouting at people. This kind of thing doesn t really work
in America- -it doesn t work anywhere. You can t get people to

work for you joyfully or teach them anything if you treat them
this way. But it s an old Italian tradition--Toscanini did it,

and everybody imitated Toscanini on this score.

But with Toscanini it never was personal. I played under
him and sang with his chorus at Westminster Choir Collegeand
when he corrected something, I admit he might have been

shouting, but you always felt that he was right, and he
illustrated what he thought was the right way, so you never felt

insulted. He was a great man.
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Crawford: Did the &quot;conductor temperament&quot; begin with Toscanini?

Salgo: I don t know, my dear. Probably not; it was probably an old
Italian tradition. However, from what we know of Verdi as a

conductor, he did not carry on when he conducted.

Crawford: Well, what did you inherit in San Jose?

Salgo: I inherited a mediocre orchestra. At times I wanted to quit,
but I was told that if I was patient people would come, and that
when the players out in the community who didn t want to perform
with the orchestra because it was so bad saw a new leadership
and the right approach, they would come. They were right;
things evolved slowly and it became a better orchestra.

Crawford: It grew from within the community.

Salgo: Yes, and also from Stanford, and I think some players came from
San Jose State College.

I stayed for and I don t know whynineteen years, until
1970. By that time I had taken on Marin, too, and the Carmel
Bach Festival.

Crawford;

Salgo:

At first, the San Jose concerts were free. The board put
up the money for them because as a public gesture, and people
came there was a big audience. The moment they started to

charge for the performances, it was a challenge to keep a big
audience, but overall we were able to make it grow through the

years. I always felt that it would improve and be better in

twenty years and it is now very good.

What were you able to program?

My credo was always &quot;do what you believe in.&quot; It always has
been. I did the Ninth Symphony and the Verdi Requiem with the
San Jose State College Chorus under the excellent direction of
William Erlandsen, and those performances were great successes.

Crawford:

I programmed Italian operatic excerpts and that always
brought in different audiences. There wasn t much Mozart; but
there was a lot of Tchaikovsky, and that was very successful.
Tchaikovsky is not easy for an orchestra, and they liked
performing his works.

Perhaps we should talk about Modesto here, before we move on to
Marin. You had said that the Modesto Symphony was the third
orchestra you were called upon to save.
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P. Salgo: You really put Modesto on the map, though, and that was a very
good thing to have done. It was all because of George Feher.

Salgo: I had a Hungarian doctor friend on the orchestra board there,
and it was he who asked me to take over the conducting. He told
me the orchestra was poor and asked me to come, so I went

[laughter], and I told him that I didn t think I would probably
stay long.

Crawford: Tell me what you found.

Salgo: I found an orchestra made up of local players, very, very few of

whom should have been in a symphony orchestra. There were young
boys who, with some instruction, might have developed in a few

years into fine players, but they couldn t read music well. It

just wasn t an orchestra as we know it. The local music

teachers, with a few outstanding exceptions, were not quite at a

professional level, I would say, so that it just wasn t possible
to perform the literature I wanted to play. But that didn t

mean that with hard work and cooperation we couldn t create an
orchestra.

I remember that the local critic practically fainted when
it came out that I would have to bring in players from outside.

Salgo: The publisher of the local newspaper, the Modesto Bee, and his
wife came to my rescue. He was a very cultivated man and
smoothed the way for me and the orchestra.

P. Salgo: Who was that? Do you remember?

Salgo: I can t remember just now; it will come to me.

In any case, I brought Mark Jordan in from San Francisco and my
clarinetist Arthur Austin from Marin. I tried to fill in the

gaps in the most important places, and then suddenly the
orchestra started to sound good and before I knew it, instead of
an empty house, the house was full.

Crawford: How wonderful.

P. Salgo: And also, you see, having a core of good players then the
really good players who were left in the community suddenly
wanted to join the orchestra.
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Salgo:

Crawford;

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

There were some players who wouldn t join the orchestra as it
was. But as it improved, they came, and it became a creditable
orchestra.

Modesto is a bit far away. How did you operate?

Well, it was difficult, but my second bassoonist was a Stanford
man--a Classics major and a wonderful bassoonist, David
Sullivan- -and he drove me. There were others, even some Marin
violinists who wanted to perform with us and earn a little extra

money, so I always had somebody to drive me.

But you know, you tried many systems. You used to try flying,
but that didn t work because in the winter- -

Modesto is very foggy; it s in the Central Valley,
didn t work out.

So that

That was also a problem if he tried to drive there. Which
nights did you go there? You went on Wednesday? Anyway, there
was always the worry that if the weather was bad he wouldn t be
able to get back.

Yes, Wednesday. Tuesday was Marin. I came home late. It was
difficult, but then it was fun to see the orchestra grow.

There was a wonderful couple, Warren and Barbara Powers, with
whom my husband would stay over when the weather was bad. They
made him feel so at home and comfortable.

Warren and Barbara Powers I will never forget. Barbara did

everything to make me comfortableshe was a great cook and put
wonderful dishes on the table, and Warren, a highly placed food
executive in Modesto, was a cultivated, wonderful person who
became my friend and still is. If I think back on my Modesto

years, perhaps this couple stands out as my most cherished

memory .

You also enjoyed the Fehers. They had a wonderful art
collection and fed him Hungarian cooking.

He was a great art connoisseur, and he was quite wealthy. Let
me say he had five original Chagalls. And some Dutch paintings
--maybe not a Rembrandt, but some very good masters. Let me
mention just one story--! m sort of killing time here--

Crawford: No, these are good stories.
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Salgo: He bought a Dutch painting in Paris, thinking that it was by an

original master. It was a Dutch landscape: a little canal,
Dutch houses, a little bridge, and a dog.

He took a picture and sent it to the Rijksrnuseum in

Amsterdam asking them to evaluate it, and they sent him back a

photograph of the original, telling him to compare his copy with
the original. The letter said, &quot;If you compare the two, you
might discover that on the copy, the shadow of the dog is

missing.&quot; [laughter]

Crawford: Good story. So you went to Modesto on Wednesday nights for the
rehearsal. And then when was the performance?

Salgo: The performances were on weekends. Friday and Saturday. Five
sets of concerts each year. Dress rehearsals were on Thursday
nights. The Marin dress rehearsals were Saturday and Sunday
mornings .

Crawford: That was a rather full schedule.

Salgo: It was the strenuous, hard life of a musician.

Crawford: True. What was the hall like?

Salgo: When I first went to Modesto, performances were at the high
school in the school auditorium; later on they were in the

college auditorium. That wasn t bad; however, the stage was

very small. If you tried to put a Mahlerian orchestra onstage,
it was just very, very dif ficult--there was no place for the

violins. But we managed somehow.

Crawford: Have they built a hall since you were there?

Salgo: I think they are considering it or perhaps working on it. The
Gallo family has been very supportive of the orchestra.

Crawford: So there are resources here.

Salgo: Oh, yes.

P. Salgo: There were resources; they just had to be sort of directed.
Don t you think?

Salgo: Yes.

Crawford: And is the level of the orchestra as you left it?

P. Salgo: Candidly, we haven t been able to hear it since.
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Salgo: Yes, I can t really tell you what the level is now, but I

enjoyed my assignment and I enjoyed watching the orchestra

improve, as it did.
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IV DIRECTING THE MARIN SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: 1956-1989

Interview with Caroline Livermore

Crawford: You started in Marin in 1956, and I read somewhere that you
dealt with Caroline Livermore, didn t you?

Salgo: Yes. After Usigli s death in 1956, some friends of mine
mentioned my name to two ladies who were the pillars of the

Marin community- -Caroline Livermore and Corona Anderson.

I got a phone call from Caroline Livermore asking me to

meet with the two of them and talk about the Marin Symphony I

arrived, Priscilla was with me, and we were greeted by Mrs.

Livermore, a rather imperious woman, very tall and with a regal
bearing, who lived in a home with a lovely garden in Ross. It

is now a public garden, which you see as you come into Ross-

there is a little bridge, and on the other side there is a wall,
and that is where the Livermore house was.

So Mrs. Livermore greeted us and said, &quot;Mr. Salgo, Corona
Anderson and I have decided that you will be the next conductor
of the Marin Symphony.&quot; She didn t ask whether I wanted to or

whether I could, or if I had the time! That was it. I told her
I would be interested, and asked her to tell me some more about

the orchestra. She told me that Gastone Usigli had founded it,

and that there were a lot of potential players in the community.
She said I would be able to bring in professional musicians from

outside, and then mentioned a budget figure that seemed to me to

be ridiculous [laughter].

Crawford: Very low?

Salgo: Very low, very low. But after that she asked me about my
background and when I told her I came from Hungary, she wanted
to know if Priscilla was Hungarian too. When she learned that
Priscilla came from New England, she said, &quot;New England? Well,
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that s all right.&quot; I answered, &quot;I know she s all right.&quot;

&quot;Well, where is she?&quot; &quot;She s walking around the garden.&quot; &quot;Call

her in, for heaven s sake; let s have tea.&quot;

So that is how it all got started.

I can still remember some of the concerts in the gymnasium
of the Marin Catholic High School. Sometimes when I arrived at

rehearsals, the boys had just finished physical education

without airing out the place. It was just terrible! Some of

the orchestra players objected, and we had some trying times.

Then we moved into a larger room, and finally of course we found

a home in the new Frank Lloyd Wright auditorium.

Makeup of the Orchestra and Programming

Crawford: Who was in the orchestra?

Salgo: The orchestra always had quite a few fine community players.
The numbers eventually diminished because as the quality of the

orchestra grew, they found it was a little bit too difficult for

them. But some of them stayed and did marvelously. Wonderful

people. We became friends with almost everyone in the

orchestra.

Crawford: Were the musicians unionized?

Salgo: Yes, except for some of the community players.

The orchestra was open to everyone in the community, and we

held auditions every fall before an orchestra committee. We

tried to keep the profile of the orchestra a community
orchestra, with a few professional players of very high quality.

Many of the San Francisco Symphony players lived in Marin County
and felt it was their community duty and responsibility to play
in the local orchestra.

P. Salgo: And so a community player could attend the audition in the fall

and if approved, that person could be considered a professional
and join the union?

Salgo: Yes. They could join the union if they wished to, but they
didn t have to.

P. Salgo: But everybody had to be auditioned?
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Salgo: Yes.

Crawford: You moved out there for a time, didn t you?

Salgo: Yes. Just after I retired from Stanford, I thought that we
should move to Marin. First we lived in San Francisco in Mrs.
Louise Davies s lovely firehouse for six months, and then moved
to Marin and rented there for six months. Our Stanford house
was rented to the composer Leon Kirchner at the time, but it

just wasn t feasible to stay in Marin, because we had this

house, which had been designed for musicians, and it was easy to

get to Carmel from here, since we are between Carmel and Marin.
And then Debbie was in school here, she wanted to go to
Stanford.

So it was just one summer and one fall that we were in San
Rafael. But I can say that the Marin Symphony was and is and
remains very, very close to my heart. I lavished a great deal
of attention on it, and the programs, my dear, I am very proud
of.

Crawford: I noticed that you did a lot of Mahler.

Salgo: A lot of Mahler, yes.

Crawford: Very challenging and interesting programs. How many programs
were there each year?

Salgo: We started with three a year, then it became five, and then I

think we finished with about seven or eight.

P. Salgo: My husband performed some interesting &quot;firsts&quot; with the Marin

Symphony. He did the first local performance of Benjamin
Britten s War Requiem, which he then took to Grace Cathedral in
San Francisco.

Salgo: Yes. And Beatrice and Benedict, the Berlioz opera, I took to
Zellerbach Auditorium in Berkeley. In Marin I also did

Honneger s Jeanne d Arc. The Speaker was a dancer, Vera Zorina,
a woman who had been wonderful as Ariel in Shakespeare s Tempest
on Broadway.

Crawford: I think you mentioned doing two repeat performances. If you did
the Beethoven s Ninth Symphony and the San Francisco Symphony
was also performing Beethoven s Ninth, did you notice that the
audience dwindled or was it a separate audience?
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Salgo: We had a very loyal following. I m sure that even if people
went to the San Francisco performances they came to our

performances, also.

[Interview 4: October 25, 1995] ##

Crawford: Could you talk about the performance spaces?

Salgo: The first year we performed in the Marin Catholic High School

gymnasium. Acoustically the reverberation was awful, but

enthusiasm ran high, and the orchestra really shaped up very
quickly, and some of the players stayed with me all thirty-three
years I was in Marin--Charles Meacham, the concertmaster, and
Jean Stevens, the oboist, Virginia Ojeda, bassoon, Donna

Salarpi, violin.

Crawford: I spoke with Mr. Meacham; he said wonderful things about you.

Salgo: Did he? Jeannie Chandler, the flutist, was a superb orchestra

manager who was thinking of the orchestra s interests all the

time, had very high artistic standards and was very loyal to me

and what I stood for. There were several others, too, some of

whom worked with me in Carmel.

Well, Marin was a love affair; I loved the community and

loved the orchestra, which really became a very fine orchestra
in time. The newspapers always reviewed the concerts; Bob

Commanday and others. I was expected to bring something new and

unusual and something different from the San Francisco

Symphony s programs, so what we did was almost a complement to

the San Francisco season.

Crawford: What did the audience want in Marin?

Salgo: The audience was a little bit on the conservative side. They
wanted the classics, of course, a great deal of Mozart and

Beethoven and Brahms --Brahms was a favorite. French music, for

which I have a particular predilection, was received very
warmly, too, and there were a great number of French programs,
for which I was recognized by the government of France. The
French consul general came to one of the concerts and named me a

Chevalier des Arts et Lettres--it was something like being
knighted by the French government. I told my wife to address

me, please, as &quot;Sir,&quot; and she said, &quot;Don t be ridiculous! Now
take out the garbage.&quot; [laughter]

P. Salgo: Perhaps we shouldn t put that in, dear.
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Salgo: Then we performed contemporary works, some Dutilleux and works
by a Japanese composer, Takemitsu--music from all over the

contemporary scene. Of course, there was Stravinsky and Bartok,
too, and their music complemented a healthy diet of standards
and the orchestra of course loved it because it was an education
for them.

We engaged very well-known soloists, although the budget
was limited, because sometimes they knew about the Marin
Symphony, and they wanted to perform with us. So we got a few

important young French pianists over the years.

Crawford: Mr. Meacham said that you always took time to talk to the
audiences about the music.

Salgo: Yes, at the suggestion of my late friend Gordon Sherman, on

Tuesday nights I talked to the audience and explained the music
to be played to them. Sunday nights were somewhat more formal,
but on Tuesday nights I took the opportunity to discuss the
structure of the music with the audience. I tried not to be too

professorial, but rather to spice up my explanations with a

little sense of humor, and those sessions were always well
received.

Crawford: Tell me more about the makeup of the orchestra.

Salgo: It was interesting. The first orchestra was probably the most
colorful of all: I had two doctors--! always had doctors and
besides the doctors I had one lawyer, and a bartender was my
first violin! One day I was on Fisherman s Wharf with my wife,
and we dropped in for lunch at a restaurant there, and there he
was. He was very happy to see me, and I got what was probably
the most generous martini in my life--he doubled it immediately
in spite of my protests! [laughter]

The orchestra members came from every walk of life. As I

mentioned the professional players from the San Francisco

Symphony people who joined us lived in Marin, and they felt it
was their community duty to support the symphony by playing, and

they were very helpful. That is how Mr. Meacham joined the

orchestra, incidentally

I told you that more and more professionals joined us and
that eventually some of the community players felt that the
music got a little bit beyond them and decided to leave the
orchestra. I hated to see them go, but this was the way things
developed.
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P. Salgo:

Salgo:

Crawford;

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

Still, during all the years I was in Marin we always had

good representation from the community. These players practiced
hard, they were perfectly prepared, and we had an orchestra
which not only Marin was proud of, but one or two critics

mentioned that it was probably one of the best community
orchestras in the entire country.

I made some marvelous friends in the community, and I would
like to give special mention to my late friends, Mr. and Mrs.

Boland. He was the president and first violinist for a while,
and Mrs. Boland was the orchestra manager and a cellist. I have

special warm feelings and give thanks too to Dr. Beth Seaman,
who was both on the board and at the same time played in the

double-bass section of the orchestrashe was extremely
supportive. My last president, Alfred Heller, was also

supportive and encouraging always, an exemplary president- -a

conductor has so many headaches. But whenever there were

problems, he was there with a helpful hand.

Many of the board members, too--Kay Collette is one you
know, and Audrey Jarach. These people were so important in

shaping the orchestra s future, and I don t mean just in terms

of financial backingof course that was important, too.

Ann Stevens .

Ann Stevens, yes. She was a wonderful help, a fine president.
And several others --let me see, I have made a few notes about

them.

I don t imagine you had many troubles with finances?

I don t think so. Later on, we had some administrative

troubles, and my board thought I shouldn t be bothered about
them [laughter]. But I know there was a deficit at the end, and

I think they almost paid it off eventually.

What made you decide to leave?

I was there for thirty-three years, and though I was well and

healthy, my eyesight had deteriorated.

And the journey to Marin was difficult.

And the journey. For many years it was fine, but then it became

very, very tiring, especially after a deer ran in front of my
car late one rehearsal night.

Crawford: What did you do for rehearsals?
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Salgo: Some members of the orchestra lived close by, and they came and

picked me up, drove me in my car, and brought me back so that I

wouldn t get too tired driving. But it wasn t only the

rehearsals, Caroline, there were so many times where there was a

board meeting or some function where the association expected me
to speak for inspiration or fundraising, areas in which a

conductor in an indirect way has to take part.

Crawford: What sort of rehearsal schedule could you have?

Salgo: We had weekly Tuesday night rehearsals, which for the learning
process was very good. It gave time for the players to practice
and absorb. The week of the concert, there was Tuesday, then

Saturday morning and Sunday morning rehearsals . The last two
were dress rehearsals with the soloists, and so we had,

generally speaking, six rehearsals, which is very good.
Priscilla always came to the final rehearsals with a score and
handed me some notes afterwards, which were most helpful.
Sometimes a conductor may hope that certain things won t be
noticedbut she noticed!

P. Salgo: Needless to say, he did the same thing for my rehearsals.

Salgo: Of course it showed in the performances. We had to have

adequate rehearsal, because the competition was keen. After
all, we were compared with the San Francisco Symphony.

Crawford: How did you find the new hall?

Salgo: Well, Caroline, the hall was nice, after the College of Marin

gymnasium, but it had some acoustical problems. The brass

projected too vividly, and the strings in the front had no real

backdrop, so to speak, which would have enhance the sound. So
it was always a bit of a struggle. I understand they are trying
to do something about it now; maybe they already have done

something to improve it.

So it was not the best, but I experimented and learned to

put the brass on the floor facing into the curtainthis
absorbed much of the volumeand to bring the strings out as
close to the audience as possible and elevate the woodwinds. On
the whole it was quite a satisfactory balance.

Crawford: Before you was Maestro Usigli.

Salgo: Maestro Usigli was my predecessor; he really founded the
orchestra and headed it for two years or three years, I m not

quite sure. It was a very short time. I followed him there and
in Carmel. He was in Carmel for nineteen years.
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Crawford;

Salgo:

Marin was apparently an assignment that you really loved,

you do choral work there?
Did

Yes, and Winifred Baker and her chorale collaborated with me for

many of the chorale works which we did in Marin. Generally we

finished the end of the season with a large choral workthe
Mozart Requiem, the Berlioz Requiem, and the Verdi Requiem. We

also did Carl Orff s Carmina Burana. Winifred was on the

faculty of the Dominican College in Marin and also had a chorus

in San Francisco, and so the combined choruses constituted the

Winifred Baker Choralethere were eighty to one hundred members

of the combined choruses.

P. Salgo: I also prepared Christmas concerts at St. Vincent s at

Christmastime. We had a small professional group that sang for

those programs.

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

Crawford:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

P. Salgo;

Salgo:

Crawford;

Salgo:

That was a great success when we introduced it. Was it the St.

Vincent Church in San Rafael? It s a little bit north of San

Rafael. Lovely church. Very beautiful, and we always had

candlelight at Christmas,
for performances-

It s a small church, and very nice

There were two or three performances.

Yes, and they were always sold out. Those came rather late in

my tenure in Marin, and when we first gave those programs, we

had a marvelous response. The audience loved it, and Priscilla

prepared the chorus for that and did some interesting things.

Where did you find your chorus?

I auditioned them. They were from the county or from San

Francisco. There were other things we did on the stage as well.

Yes, and when the Marin Symphony did Fidelia, we also prepared
the chorus for those performances.

In concert form.

In concert form, and I have some nice reviews of those

performances .

How much opera were you able to you do?

The Beatrice and Benedict of Berlioz I mentionedit was great
fun and also in concert form. Then we had a fully staged
version of Virgil Thomson s The Mother of Us All, a piece about

Susan B. Anthony, with Margery Tede in the lead. Thomson came
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Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford :

P. Salgo:

Crawford;

Salgo:

out from New York, and he thought that it was very good. Later
on I repeated parts of it, just scenes, with the Stanford
Orchestra.

The thirty-three years went by very quickly and we forged a

wonderful bond with the community and with the orchestra. A
friendship. I didn t know how much I would miss the people.
They were very close to my heart.

You must have missed it.

Yes, as I mentioned, we lived there for just a short time, about
a summer, before we returned to Stanford, where Priscilla had
her church position in Sunnyvaleit would have been very
difficult to live in Marin and go to Carmel from there, and it

is a big trip even to Sunnyvale, where Priscilla would have had
to go twice a week. But we managed it; whenever I was needed in

Marin, I was able to be there.

Was Sunnyvale your first post when you came from the East?

No, I had a small church in Palo Alto: The First Christian
Church. Then I became a mother, and I couldn t manage both.
Then they asked me to Sunnyvale, a very nice, large-ish church
with a musical tradition, and they really wanted good music. I

was there twenty- four years.

Wonderful career.
Stanford?

Well, is there more to say about the time at

Yes, our life still goes on at Stanford, but I would like to

reiterate that coming to Stanford meant happiness in our lives
in every way, professionally and intellectually. It meant

teaching very high quality young people, highly intelligent
students, from whom I still occasionally receive letters after
all these years. We began lifelong friendships there, and those

continue, and being at Stanford also meant that we could build
our house there, and my daughter was born at Stanford, which

brought sunshine into my life. Priscilla was happy in her
church position, and coming to Stanford meant that we were able
to leave the somewhat tense atmosphere in Princeton. So in

every way, it was a new chapter and a happy one.
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Conducting the Berlin State Opera, 1978

Crawford;

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Before we move to Camel, could you talk about your conducting
the Berlin Staatsoper--how that came about, what conditions you
found, what works you conducted?

Yes, it was in 1978 that I conducted the Berlin Staatsoper in

East Germany, the same house where Furtwangler and Kleiber had

conducted. I was the first American conductor they had. You

see, it was arranged by Professor Hans Pischner, president of

the International Bach Society. When he came to the United

States to perform at Princeton and other places, I got in touch

with him and asked him whether he could come to the Bach

Festivalhe was a fine harpsichordist--and perform there. He

came and admired the Festival, and we became friends.

At that point, I discovered that he wasn t only the

president of the Bach Society, but he was the director of the

Staatsoper, and before I knew it, he had written to invite me to

conduct in East Berlin.

How did Dr. Pischner manage to travel here from East Berlin at

that time?

Dr. Pischner was an official of the DDR, and it was difficult

for him to get permission to come to the Bach Festival, but his

position was so solid that he was able to come and bring not

only his wife, but also his daughter and grandson.

And you went to the Staatsoper twice?

I went twice, for two sets of performances.

Magic Flute, and Fidelio.

The first time was 78?

I conducted Figaro,

Yes, 78. On my way out of East Germany, I conducted at the

Free Radio of Berlin, Radio Frei Sender, a very good orchestra-
even though not as friendly as the East German one was.

[laughter]

What was your experience at the Staatsoper?

The orchestra was very good, and so was the chorus. The singers
were as well, although I did not get the top ones because they
were on tour in the United States. The government sent them
because they needed dollars, but I still had some very fine

singers .
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Two touching things happened there which I will never

forget--! will have haunting memories of them for the rest of my
life.

At the end of Figaro, after curtain calls, my Susanna ran
after me and stopped me and said, &quot;Maestro, couldn t you take
me with you to San Francisco?&quot; It was a very moving moment.

The other thing that happed underlined the differences
between our two worlds in even a more important way, perhaps.
During a performance of Fidelio--you will recall the prisoners
chorus, it s a big men s chorus--well, in East Germany there
were 150 men who came up from the darkness and the depths to

perform onstage, and when they sang the prisoners chorus,
raising their hands and singing about freedom, &quot;Freiheit,

Freiheit,&quot; it was overwhelming.

P. Salgo: [echoes] &quot;Freiheit, Freiheit.&quot;

Salgo: I did Fidelio that summer in Carmel, and when I rehearsed the

prisoners chorus, I didn t have 150 men, I had twenty- five
fresh young American voices. When we came to &quot;Freiheit,

Freiheit, Freiheit,&quot; there was just no effect, so I stopped them
and told them what the word really means. There was silence.
And then they did it again and and it was right. So that is a

moment that I obviously cherish.

P. Salgo: The second time we went to Berlin, the head of the opera, Dr.

Pischner, seemed very nervous and concernedthere was a flurry
because of a Russian conductor?

Salgo: Yes, a Russian director came to East Berlin to stage Prince

Igor, and the whole house was in turmoil because he brought some

people with him who talked to the German personnel very roughly
and treated them very badly. The word came back to me that oh

yes, the Americans, how kind and how courteous we were!

Anyway, Dr. Pischner tried to keep the Russians away from
the Americans so that we wouldn t meet, and it happened that the
Russian director, before he came to Berlin, had been in San
Francisco. He was staging something, I have forgotten what, and
before long we were bumping into each other and saying, &quot;Oh, you
were in San Francisco, I just came from there.&quot; [laughs] We
were very friendly, and when Dr. Pischner realized it, he just
couldn t get over it.

P. Salgo: Music brings people together, let s say.

Crawford: Was the Staatsoper a very grand house?
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Salgo: It was. There were French armchairs in the first floor orchestra

seats, for example.

P. Salgo: In the hotel where we stayed, we felt we really had to take care
of ourselves, but when we went to the Opera House, everything
was taken care of forthe conductor there has a special valet
for his needs.

Salgo: When I entered my room, the conductor s dressing room, the first

thing I saw on the wall there were pictures of Furtwangler, Van

Cliburn, Toscanni, all the great conductors they had all used
the dressing room. The Berlin Staatsoper was the great house of

Europe and East Berlin, and it was a run-down building at that

time, but they tried to keep it up as much as they could.

P. Salgo: They did, and it was interesting that they put their money
there. Scusi, darling, could I make one more comment? You not

only had your own valet, but the moment we entered, the valet
wanted to know whether he would like- -was it &quot;Twinings&quot; tea?

and that stumped my husband right away, but he finally got that

figured out. [laughter]

With the Weimar Chamber Orchestra in Leipzig and Chancellor
Schmidt in Carmel

Salgo: On my second trip to East Berlin, Dr. Pischner recommended me

for this small chamber orchestra in Weimar, an old musical city
associated with Bach, Schiller, Goethe, and Liszt. It was just
wonderful and a great deal of fun there- -and then the Weimar
Chamber Orchestra had a concert in Leipzig. As a small-town

orchestra, they had never been invited to Leipzig, but as a

result of their having a conductor from the U.S., that gained
them an entry. So we went to Leipzig on a bus about two hours

away and everybody was very nervous; this was for them the big
city.

I had three rehearsals in the Gewandhaus of Leipzig, where
the concerts were held, and I think there were about twenty
players, or twenty-four. They weren t very good technically and

they didn t have the best instruments, but they were very
intense and they knew their parts.

It was a great experience, especially because I was the
first conductor to perform there from America since the

inception of Communist rule. The audience stood when I entered,
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and I was very much taken by that; it was a nice tribute to

America.

P. Salgo: Let me interject at this point that I didn t realize the custom
that they have of this long silence at the end of a work- -when

you re supposed to be mulling over the performance. The work
finished [snaps fingers], and I raised my hands to applaud but
there wasn t a single sound from anyone else. I was terrified!
Because here people rush to applaudbut after a while, there
was wild applause. It s just that the waiting was a terrible,
terrible moment [laughter].

Crawford: [to Salgo] You knew?

Salgo: No, I didn t. After a performance I usually bow to the audience

right away to thank them for the concert. By that time there
was probably applause.

Crawford: I think that s a very nice tradition. Respectful.

Salgo: One of the Weimar Orchestra members, Herr Fischer, the orchestra

manager, later sent me twenty batons.

P. Salgo: He likes lightweight, very thin batons.

Salgo: And in Carmel, someone took all of them- -except for one.

P. Salgo: Don t forget to talk about the dressing room in Leipzig.

Salgo: There was no dressing room for the conductor because it was in

the old Gewandhaus- -which Mendelssohn had founded. When Mr.

Mazur came to Leipzig with his orchestra, it was called the
Gewandhaus Orchestrait s a very, very old, wonderful
orchestra. So there was no place for the conductor to dress

except the Council s chamber, and so I had to change there.

Priscilla got my full dress coat ready, but there was no

place to hang it except an old music stand, and she started to

hang it there. Then she stopped suddenly and she said, &quot;Look!&quot;

There was a little plaque saying, &quot;From this music stand the

following people have conducted: W.A. Mozart, Richard Wagner,
Johannes Brahms, Felix Mendelssohn, Robert Schumann.&quot; I asked
if there was a chair. &quot;Please don t hang it on the music
stand.&quot; [laughter]

It was a very nice experience. Mr. Pischner was my
soloist, and Professor Schmall, a violinist, was also the
Director of the Mendelssohn Conservatory in Leipzig.
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P. Salgo: That had to be the year that Helmut Schmidt, Chancellor of the
Federal Republic of Germany--West Germany at that time--came to
the Carmel Bach Festival.

Salgo: Yes. Maybe we can talk about that here, instead of when we are

talking about Carmel. Helmut Schmidt was an avid sailor and as
the guest of Secretary of State Schultz, went sailing in

Monterey. I don t remember who told me this, but as they were

sailing he asked his host, &quot;Don t you have a Bach music festival
here?&quot; Somebody aboard knew about the Carmel Bach Festival,
told him about it, and the Chancellor said, &quot;I d like to go.&quot;

P. Salgo: It was much more dramatic than his simply going, because he was

going with all his entourage of bodyguards. From a sold-out
house they had to clear out thirty seats.

Salgo: The board gave up all their seats and phoned some of the old
subscribers who had good seats, and the subscribers were up in

armsthey didn t care about Helmut Schmidt; they wanted their
seats .

P. Salgo: It wasn t an easy affair.

Salgo: Then there was this little scene Priscilla remembers with one of
the bodyguards--

P. Salgo: Oh, yes! There were bodyguards at every exit.

Salgo: One bodyguard was at the exit, which is raised a little bit, so
he was in perfect view of everyone. He was just in the line of

my sight when I gave entrances, and there he stood, listening
instead of watching Mr. Schmidt. He obviously loved music--

P. Salgo: He was just so wrapped up--

Salgo: He listened to the orchestra with a great smile and then

suddenly he would catch himself and look where he should have
been looking.

P. Salgo: I forgot to listen to the music myself, I was so interested in

watching him. [laughter]
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V THE CARMEL BACH FESTIVAL: 1935-1991

Founders Dene Denny, Hazel Watrous , Ralph Linsley, and First

Seasons ##

Crawford: Shall we go to Carmel?

Salgo: Yes. The Festival was founded in 1935 by two ladies, Dene

Denny and Hazel Watrous. They had a management firm in San

Francisco and a gallery in Carmel, where Dene Denny, who had

been a piano teacher in San Francisco and Berkeley, was noted

for introducing avant-garde music in the 1920s.

P. Salgo: What would have been avant-garde? I m curious.

Salgo: Avant-garde music in the 1920s was probably Bartok, Hindemith,

Scriabin, and early Stravinsky and Schoenberg. Certainly

Schoenberg was avant-garde, and she was fond of his works.

The ladies moved to Carmel, and founded this gallery, and a

friend of theirs, a cellist from the San Francisco Symphony
with the name of Michael Penha, suggested that they have public
rehearsals with local players at the gallery. They started

doing that, and there were townspeople from every walk of life

who came. They were very popular- -people lined up at the

gallery and sat on the floor.

This was in 1932; it wasn t a festival until 1935 when
Ernst Bacon was the conductor and there were three concerts.

P. Salgo: Was the orchestra made up of local people?

Salgo: Yes, and Dene Denny organized a chorus of about fifty singers--
whom she conducted. This chorus of local singers performed at

the first Festival.

Crawford: What was Ernst Bacon s role there?
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Salgo: He was the conductor there in the early years. He was a

composer, and I had great respect for him. He never claimed to

be a conductor, but he was a musician of excellent taste, and
the first Festival probably started off quite well. It created
an enthusiastic following. Penha would have conducted the

gallery rehearsals.

This was 1935, and in 1936, Ralph Linsley, a pianist and

harpsichordist from Los Angeles, joined Mr. Penha to form a

piano quartet. Ralph Linsley joined the Festival at that

point, and he became the general coordinator and organizer of

the Festival. I have to add in the warmest possible terms that

he was my right hand during my years in Carmel, and tireless in

helping out wherever he was needed, whether it was smoothing
the ruffled feathers of the players or poring over the program
proofs late at night. Whatever needed to be done, he was there
to do it, even coaching singers and playing for rehearsals.
Some people called him Mr. Bach Festival.

He came only for the summer, because his main activity was
as an accompanist for singers in the Los Angeles area.

Gastone Usigli, 1938-1956

Salgo: As the Festival grew, the decision was made to invite Italian
conductor Gastone Usigli to come to Carmel from the Bay Area.
He took over the Festival in 1938 and started to bring in a few

professional musicians for the orchestra. I never heard any of

their performances, but Ralph Linsley told me that they were

quite good. There was no honorarium for them; nobody got paid.

Gastone Usigli managed to keep as high standards as his

forces allowed, and I think he deserves a great deal of credit
for that. His tenure was from 1938 until 1956. A heart attack
in early March of 1956 put an end to his life. He was

generally honored as a man who had made an important
contribution to the the San Francisco musical scene.

As I mentioned to you before, in March, 1956, two days
after I had been a guest conductor at the San Francisco

Symphony, I received a phone call from Dene Denny, who had been

present at one of my performances. I had been warned that she

would be calling by a friend of mine, Jimmy Schwabacher, the

tenor who later became one of the indispensible soloists at the

Carmel Bach Festival, an unforgettable Evangelist in the

performances of the Bach Passions.
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In my first year, the Festival lasted one week, opening on

Monday and ending on Sunday, with no performance on Wednesday.
Wednesday night there was always a dress rehearsal for the

Sunday afternoon program. That was the general schedule.

Then because of the demand for tickets in 1961, the
Festival went to ten days. In 1973, to two weeks.

The Salgo Years. 1956-1991; New Directions for the Festival ##

Crawford: I m interested in your philosophy as you began to develop the
Festival.

Salgo: Dene was a truly remarkable woman. As I think I mentioned to

you, she was one of the four remarkable women in my life: Mrs.

Montgomery and Mrs. Williamson, who brought me to America, Miss

Denny, and Priscilla. There is another one- -my daughter
Debbie, who was born in 1954.

I talked with Dene about the direction of the Festival, and
what the Festival s aims were, and we agreed that it should be
devoted to the performance of Johann Sebastian s music. But in
a larger sense, I wanted to explore his roots, and that meant,
of course, the Italiansmainly Vivaldi and Albinoni, his
favorite Italians and German Baroque composers such as

Buxtehude, who was his teacher, and Schxitz, and others.

&amp;gt;

Bach was a good Frenchman- -he knew the French

harpsichordists very well, and he played Couperin particularly,
and Rameau. We know that in his library he had music by the

English composer Purcell and a treasure trove of music written

by other Baroque composers.

About his librarythe roads were very, very bad in Bach s

time, and in the winter they were almost impassable, so guests
usually stayed a long time. Musicians from all over the
continent came to see Bach, who was famous as an organist.

His house was large and comfortable and warm, and the music
the musicians brought with them was miraculously copied by
members of the Bach household by the time spring thaws came and
the visitors left. We know from the lovely handwriting of Anna

Magdalena that she copied the music of Vivaldi as well as many
other of the works in the library.
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First she put everybody to bedall those children. And
then in the stillness of the night she would go and copy the
music and possibly late at night she would even rehearse the

pieces which she would then sing in church.

Crawford: I wonder if anyone has written her story.

P. Salgo: Well, she deserves it.

Salgo: Unfortunately, after her husband died, her stepsons neglected
her. They didn t help her whatsoever financially, and so at
the time of her death she was practically penniless. It is a

sad story.

I wanted to return to your question about my philosophy for

developing the Festival. It was my aim to explore the roots of
Bach s music and then try to show the tremendous influence
Bach had and continues to have on our age. That meant looking
at the latter eighteenth century and even at the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

Mozart s great C Minor Mass wouldn t exist without Bach.
Beethoven s Missa Solemnis wouldn t eithernor would many
other masterpieces. It was Mendelssohn who put Bach on the map
with his landmark performance of the St. Matthew Passion,
exactly one hundred years after its creation. And of course

Brahms, who was one of the subscribers of the Bach
Gesellschaft , the Bach Society, when the new volumes of Bach s

works published by the Society appeared, he closeted himself to

study them; he wasn t home for anybody. There is hardly a

composer who has not been touched by the Leipzig Cantor.

Crawford: Do we have a good idea about what was in Bach s library?

Salgo: We have a fair idea, yes.

According to Spitta and Cristof Wolff, he had had an
excellent education in Liineburg. In the Gymnasium- -the German
name for the early college years, you remember- -there were

copies of pieces by Schiitz, William Byrd, and many other

composers whom he copied and studied. He had gone to Liibeck to
hear and study with Buxtehude and later on he played on the

organ there.

By the way, there is a story about Bach s studies with
Buxtehude they had a premature and hasty end, because
Buxtehude wanted Bach to marry his daughter, but when Bach saw

her, he packed up and immediately left town, [laughter]
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Crawford;

Salgo:

But I discussed my programming approach with Dene, and she

gave me her blessing. She said, &quot;These are new ideas, but I

think they are interesting, so go ahead with them.&quot; She saw
that there had to be progress and encouraged me. I also had

great support from Alfred Frankenstein, the critic from the San
Francisco Chronicle. He always came to the performances and

applauded the novelties, and he encouraged me to maintain an

experimental approach.

Did you perform Mozart more than had been done previously?

Yes, I believe so. From early on, there was a great deal of

Mozart, and not only because Mozart was Bach s immediate
successor in the second half of the eighteenth centuryBach
died in 1750, Mozart was born in 1756--but also because there
was a direct line of influence.

Performing the Passions and Masses; Thoughts about Performance
Practice

Crawford: When did you start doing the larger-scale works?

Salgo: Right away. Dene didn t want me to go too fast with those, and

she asked for the St. Matthew Passion to begin with, in the cut

English verson, and the Mass with the cuts which Maestro Usigli
had introduced. So I did that for one year and then I

rebelled it is such a musical mutilation! I thought we could
do them uncut and in the original language, without losing the
audience. And we did.

For the Sunday programs we developed a three-year cycle:
The Mass in B Minor and the Passions According to St. Matthew,
and Saint John uncut and in the original language.

Then we did the cantatas in German, and we always provided
the audience with an English translation. The cantatas were a

modest success, and I had warned Dene that a cantata is not a

concert piece. So the cantatas were always problematic, with a

few exceptions, because Bach, unlike Handel, never had a good
librettist except, briefly, when he engaged Salomo Franck. The
cantatas didn t have texts of great piety, and yet the music
was miraculous in spite of textual limitations.

What I tried to doand the Bach Festival was my life s

work, Caroline was to focus on the spiritual message of the
music. The spirituality with which these great works were
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written expressed the essence of Bach s art the aura of
reverence and the profundity of feeling they expressed was what
I tried to communicate.

People flocked to hear them, and I think the audience got
the message because the attendance was very high. And although
the Saint Matthew Passion is very long, we did not cut one
note. I felt strongly that the Camel Bach Festival should

perform the works as the master wrote them, and Dene agreed
with this.

Crawford: So right away the audience responded to the changes.

Salgo: Yes, it responded increasingly and affirmatively.

Crawford: What are your ideas about performance practice?

Salgo: Concerning performance practice, I took the middle road. I

didn t have enough musicians who knew about early music

practices, and I still feel Bach wasn t entirely an early music
man. He was the last of an era and the beginning of another--!

always call him Johann Sebastian Bach, a fulfillment and a

beginning. It was already a new era: the Rococo and the new

style were more homophonic, tending more toward melody and

accompaniment rather than polyphonic style.

P. Salgo: Some of his sonatas have a distinctly Rococo style.

Salgo: The suites and, oh, isolated pieces we find in the sonatas.
Bach went to Dresden with his son to listen to some of the new

operas and enjoyed them, and wrote some movements in the
secular cantatas in the Rococo style. I cannot say he was

homophonic- -of course that was the new style, the new
erabecause he just did not like the homophonic. His mind
worked in polyphony, so even when he set out to write dances...

P. Salgo: Were they Rococo?

Salgo: Some were, yes.

P. Salgo: Were they polyphonic as well?

Salgo: Yes, some of the dances were polyphonic. But I felt that there
was no need to perform on early music instruments when Bach
himself had a violin made by Hofmeister, a German maker who had
as his model the Stradivari violins.
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I made some concessions there had to be a harpsichord or

Baroque organ for the continue instead of a piano. I also had
a gamba playing for the continue. There were recorders when

specified. So this was my approach until the very end of my
tenure .

Crawford: Do you feel the emphasis on period instrumentation is a little

exaggerated?

Salgo: To some extent. I was told by some scholars that that was all
started by the recording industry to promote a new market for

Baroque music. But I do think the question is debatable.

Certainly in a Renaissance program early instruments are

absolutely necessary; that s the way it should be. But in the

eighteenth century the Stradivari violins and Mozart s piano
were already in use the type of piano Mozart played. I

believe my stylistic approach was in the Baroque spirit, in

that I was always emphasizing the ornamentation and the dance

rhythms so much of the music was based on.

The Festival Choruses and Musicians

Salgo: As we progressed and reached higher performance standards, we

required a more professional organization and fortunately, my

presidents and board members recognized this need and we
started to pay the artists. Of course the beauty of the music,
combined with the beauty of Carmel, was a powerful inducement
for fine artists to come and to perform with the Bach Festival!

As I told you, the chorus was started by Dene. It was a

very enthusiastic and hard-working community group, but for

some important pieces I had to import at least twenty or

twenty-five professional singers and I needed someone to

prepare them. So after two years, in 1958, I asked Priscilla
to train the chorale.

The Carmel chorus was prepared by local music teachers

Angie Machado and finally Ken Ahrens, who was also a fine

organist and our librarian. I went down periodically during
the winter, from February on, to take some of the chorus

rehearsals, because the B Minor Mass, for instance, requires a

long preparation period.

We formed lasting friendships with the players. Rosemary
Waller and Mark Volkert were my concertmasters and have
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remained dear friends. There were splendid players from the
San Francisco Symphony too--David Krehbiel, horn; Ray Duste,

oboe; and Eddie Haug, trumpet; and they contributed a great
deal to the Festival. And our friends Don Leake, oboe; Richard
Colburn and Tom Hall, viola; Dick Andrews, double-bass; those
are some others, to name just a few.

In later years I was fortunate to be able to engage
Wolfgang Basch from Germany. The second Brandenburg Concerto
with its dangerously high trumpet part was especially suited to

Mr. Basch.

Crawford: What was the thinking about that your bringing in European
artists? Was that well received?

Salgo: It was; the union understood it, and I was able to justify it

by indicating that I had looked in this country, and that it

was either too expensive to hire competent players or that they
were not available. Wolfgang Basch is still with the Festival.

The orchestra and chorale came largely from the San

Francisco and Los Angeles areas; the chorus from the Monterey
Peninsula. All together we had about forty-five or fifty in

the chorus, which would now be considered too large for Baroque
performance.

But in Germany in Bach s time the size of the chorus
differed. On a Sunday morning in the St. Thomaskirche there
were three people to a part. The middle person held the music;
there was only one copy per part. But at large festivals,

people joined the chorus from other towns, like Dresden. My
authority for this is Professor Christof Wolff of Harvard

University, the great Bach scholar who came at one time to

lecture at the Festival. By the way, the lecture series was one

of my innovations. Important scholars were invited to lecture
on the day of certain performances, and before the Mass and

Passions on Saturday.

There was also chamber music scheduled. I did not
institute that; Maestro Usigli had some programs in his time,
but I had them every day during the Festival.

Crawford: And you brought soloists?

Salgo: Yes. Throughout the year I auditioned soloists and players
here, in Los Angeles, and New York. I discovered one young
lady whom I felt had a great futureshe claims I started her

on her career because I gave her the role of Donna Anna in Don
Giovanni in Carmel. Her name is Carol Vaness.
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Crawford: Was that before she did Vitellia?

Salgo: No, it was right after I conducted the Spring Opera performance
of La Clemenza di Tito in which she sang. I asked her whether
she would come to Carmel to sing Donna Anna. Her eyes shone- -

&quot;Donna Anna? I would love to!&quot; she said.

P. Salgo: A wonderful Donna Anna.

Salgo: A wonderful Donna Anna. So I engaged at least three singers
who went on to world fame for the Festival, two from San
Francisco Opera- -Carol Vaness and Ruth Anne Swenson--and the
third one was Schuman, from New York. These three artists
have gone on to the world stage.

Patricia Schuman was also the Countess in Figaro. And what
a Countess she was! When she sang the premiere performance of

Figaro in Carmel, in her first aria, where she laments the
unfaithfulness of her husband Almaviva, she was so moved that
tears came down her face. Fortunately it didn t hurt her

singing, but the audience was so moved that they stopped the

performance with their thunderous applause. Patricia sang a

Handel opera there, also. From Carmel she went on to La Scala
and the Vienna Staatsoper.

To mention just a few of the outstanding artists who have
contributed to the Festival s success over the yearsSylvia
McNair, Marie Gibson, Gregory Wait, David Gordon, Tom Paul,

Douglas Lawrence, Christiane Edinger, the Alma Trio, Carl

Markus, Igor Kipnis, Janina Fialkowska.

My thinking early on, Caroline, was that a Baroque festival
should encompass the entire age and should deal with all
musical genres, including opera, which was invented by the

Baroque. And while Bach wasn t an opera composer, he still

enjoyed it and went to Dresden with his son Friedemann, to whom
he said, &quot;Come on, let s go and enjoy the pretty tunes and
listen to some of the great singers.&quot;

Salgo: I was proud too of the New York Baroque Dance Company. I will
show you a program.

Crawford: Perhaps you would talk about that.

Salgo: Members of the Company took part in the Festival the last three

years I was there.
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Crawford: What did they do?

Salgo: They performed in the Sunset Center. Catherine Turoczy
demonstrated Baroque dance steps- -Gavotte, Bourree, Menuet,
etc. --with superb grace and charming commentary for the
audience. By the way, she transcribed the original ballet
notation of Arbeau, who though an ecclesiastic provided the one
and only description of dance steps in the sixteenth century.
I ll have more to say about that later.

Concerts in Carmel Mission

Crawford: You said, &quot;Remind me to tell you the story about the Mission
concerts. &quot;

Salgo: In 1961, I began to think about the possibility of performances
in the beautiful Carmel Mission Basilica. There is such

gorgeous ecclesiastical Bach or pre-Bach literature appropriate
to the space, and I was thinking especially of the works of

Vivaldi, Gabrieli, Schiitz and many others.

I knew that Maestro Usigli had had concerts thereas a

matter of fact, he performed Bach s Mass in B Minor therebut
because Father Junipero Serra was buried at the Mission, higher
church authorities decreed that there should not be any public
concerts there.

But 1 was young and eager, and did not take no for an
answer. I went to see Bishop Clinch, who was newly appointed
to the diocese, and I explained to him that in the most
beautiful church in the world in my opinion--San Marco in

Venicethere had always been public concerts. San Marco is

built in the form of a Greek cross with equidistant naves, and
in the sixteenth century, Andrea Gabrieli the uncle and
Giovanni Gabrieli his nephew, experimented with brass
instruments which they placed up in the galleries so that music
sounded in all four corners.

The Doge of Venice had said, &quot;When the galleys come back
from the Far East, I don t want just a concert; I want the
audience it is an audience now and not a congregation to be

caught in a fire of sound.&quot; And there was a fire of sound,
with the brass and the voices pouring from the galleries.

How did they accomplish this &quot;sixteenth-century stereo?&quot;

The Gabrielis put mirrors up for Giovanni, Andrea, and their
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two assistants, which allowed them to synchronize the sound

coming from all four corners. When I told the bishop that this

was what I wanted to do in Carmel, he said, &quot;Don t say anything
more, Sandor. I served my internship at that church and I know
what you are talking about .

&quot; He led me into the church and

said, &quot;It s all yours.&quot; So this is how the Mission concerts
were revived, and ever since, the programs there have had a

mystical quality which has attracted a special audience.

Crawford: Was it a good space for Bach, though?

Salgo: The acoustics were not favorable for Bach. For complicated
polyphony, it was just too live; the clarity was lost.

However, the sound in the Mission is truly ethereal or

strikingly brilliant, and for a more homophonic texture, it is

beautiful.

P. Salgo: We used the gallery as well.

Salgo: Yes, following the Gabrielis example. Priscilla was stationed

upstairs in the gallery, and both of us had a little

television, so that she took my beat.

P. Salgo: I should interject that the televisions came a little later on.

In earlier times, I had to operate by sight, which was very,
very difficult--

Salgo: You are right, dear.

P. Salgo: Before the televisions, one had to anticipate the beat.

Salgo: It was very difficult for her because the trouble with the

Carmel Mission is--of course it s a gorgeous church--but it s

not shaped like a Greek cross as San Marco is; the Mission is a

Roman cross it s very long. So the sound was delayed.

P. Salgo: That was difficult, but once we had the television, it was

great. It was really exciting. Sometimes we did things with
four choirs, which involved having some voices in the two side

chapels.

Salgo: There were many times when a work called for antiphonal choirs.

P. Salgo: And whom did they watch? They watched the gallery from there,
and my husband placed two choirs in the front.

Crawford: Why did you expand the Festival from one week to three weeks?

Salgo: Because of the demand for tickets.
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P. Salgo: Was it immediately sold out?

Salgo: No, but the audience grew rapidly.

Camel s Musical Climate and Festival Support

[Interview 5: November 29, 1995] ##

Crawford: Let s talk about the musical climate in Carmel. I know that
Miss Denny said that when she founded the Bach Festival in

1935, it was for the preservation of amateur performance.

Salgo: Oh yes, it started that way, but Carmel was always the

strangest conglomeration of artists and painters and poets,
many of whom contributed much to the Bach Festival. Both Ansel
Adams and Cole Weston took splendid photos for our programs,
and that brings to mind the exquisite picture of a rock Ansel
took which just happened to have my face in front of it.

[laughter] And sculptor Emile Norman, a truly passionate Bach

fan, provided a striking cover for our 300th anniversary
celebration of Bach s birth.

Gail Factor, a wondrously gifted artist, created the stage
designs for the last three operas I performed: Monteverdi s

Orfeo, and Mozart s The Abduction from the Seraglio and The

Magic Flute. I should mention Nancy Morrow Burkett s

scholarship and artistry in creating a series of intricate,
colorful banners for the programs at the Mission. The

procession of the banners added beauty and solemnity to the

performances .

So there was an artistic climate in Carmel which is still

there, in spite of Saks and Macy s. I m not sure if there is a

Macy s; maybe I m exaggerating, but there is Saks.

P. Salgo: Is it all right for me to interject?

Crawford: Anytime, yes.

P. Salgo: I wanted to say that in a way Emile Norman represents a certain

aspect of the Festival, because when it went to two weeks, he
went to the entire two weeks of performances. And when it went
to three weeks, he enthusiastically attended all of the
concerts three times. There was that kind of enthusiasm.

Salgo: Every night, he went.
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P. Salgo: Emile was drawn to it; he didn t want to miss anything.

Salgo: But he was an exception. I don t know of anybody else who went

every night for three weeks.

P. Salgo: I think some people want to hear some particular program a

second or third time.

Salgo: Yes, that s true.

Crawford: So the enthusiasm for the Festival came from the community by
and large?

Salgo: To a certain extent.

P. Salgo: It came partly from the community, but the people who came to

the Festival from out of town were equally dedicated, often

buying their tickets for the next season before they left.

Salgo: Priscilla is rightthe audience was made up of people one-

third of whom were from Carmel and two-thirds of whom were from
all over the country. But certainly a great many came from
Stanford and Berkeley, the two university towns.

P. Salgo: A lot from southern California.

Salgo: And southern California a great deal, yes.

Crawford: Would you like to talk about some of the particular people who
were instrumental in keeping it going? Hazel Watrous, for

instance.

Salgo: We didn t know Hazel. She died in 1955, the year before I went
to Carmel. She co-founded the Festival with Dene Denny, and it

was Dene s money that supported the Festival. She founded the

board of directors when she learned she was terminally ill.

Crawford: What names come to you as major supporters?

P. Salgo: Early on there was a group of Dene s friends who were very
helpful, like Ted Durein, editor of the Monterey Herald, and
Mast Wolf son, a local doctor, and the Lehmans .

P. Salgo: And a shorter gentleman, rather rotund [chuckle].

Salgo: You mean Peter Ferrante?

P. Salgo: Peter Ferrante.
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Salgo: Who was a local attorney.

P. Salgo: They were great friends of Dene and helped her a lot.

Salgo: And a little later, there was Richard Colburn of Los Angeles,
and Reverend Nicholas. He was an Episcopal minister but also a

passionate violinist.

P. Salgo: What was his prayer? Whenever we were there for dinner, he had

this funny prayer beforehand, you know, blessing the food, and

then- -how did he end that?

Salgo: &quot;Go to it, kiddies.&quot; It was strange, but he loved the ritual

of the Episcopalian service and the robes and so on--all of

that attracted him. He was probably one of the most enigmatic
and unusual and interesting persons I have ever met. I could

see in his face- -when he played the violin you could tell that

he had wanted desperately to be a concert violinist. He was

very hospitable, all these parties, and--oh, dear--wonderful

parties .

P. Salgo: He knew how to make a perfect &quot;Rob Roy.&quot; [laughter]

Salgo: The perfect Rob Roy. He decided that after the last

performance I should have a perfect Rob Roy. A Rob Roy,

Caroline, is part Scotch, part sweet vermouth, and bitters, I

think--! don t know exactly the amounts it is very strong,

terribly strong.

P. Salgo: You deserved that after all the work!

Salgo: Yes, but it was terribly strong. I drank it, and he enjoyed

seeing me drink it-- I must confess that it was very, very

good!

Crawford: It s a wonderful story. Are there others? Other traditional

things beside the music?

Salgo: Oh, yes. First of all, there was a bat which lived up in the

ceiling of Sunset Auditorium. And bats of course love music;

they are very sensitive to it. So when we began to schedule
the evening rehearsals, the bat began to fly all around, and

the girls were shrieking, worried about their hair and

crouching under their music stands. The whole rehearsal was

disrupted, of course. We called him Johann Sebastian Bat.

[laughter]

P. Salgo: You had bats at Woodpecker Lodge when you came to Stanford,

too, do you remember?
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Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

Yes, at Woodpecker Lodge--an old wooden building where the
orchestra first rehearsednow torn down.

Crawford:

Salgo:

You bring out the bats [laughter],
fortunes of the Festival?

How were the financial

In the early days, it was supported by donations from private
donorsthere was very little from the state or from
foundations. More recently, the Packard Foundation, thanks

largely to the work of Davis Factor, board member and past
president, has supported the Festival, and some of the bigger
foundations help as well. Most of the revenue came through
ticket sales, which I believe covered about 60 percent of the

budget. The house was sold out almost all the time.

About funny stories, there are always those yes, I recall
a good one .

It was a night when all the little leprechauns and

hobgoblins descended on Sunset Auditorium. Jess Thomas was

performing a Bach solo cantata, and the cantata called for a

small ensemble with a solo oboe, so Ray Duste, who was my
oboist for many, many years and was from the San Francisco

Symphony, was sitting near the edge of the stage, where Jess
Thomas was standing.

There was a recitative during which Duste reached into his

pocket and drew out a handkerchief and as he did so with a

loud noise out fell his keys, followed by all his loose change,
which rolled all over the stage floor. The audience loved it

and responded with applause.

Then came the aria, which has a very high tessitura, and
Jess was singing beautifully, but as he took a deep breath for
a high note, he suddenly clutched at his waist, and as soon as
he finished the aria he hurried from the stage, holding an arm

tightly around his waist.

His wife, who was in the audience, rushed backstage,
fearful that he had had a heart attack. Imagine our relief to
discover that it was on only that his kummerbund had broken.
We all had a great laugh about that.

You have to have a sense of humor, because there are always
those little things, aren t there?

Yes, always those little things. Then there was Eva Heinitz,
who was our solo gambist and a rather heavy-set German lady.
When she came on stage with the gamba, she had to find
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somewhere to place the pin of the instrument, and she just
rammed it downfortissimo!

P. Salgo: We thought she would go through the floor of the stage.

Salgo: That was Eva Heinitz. She usually played with Alice Ehlers;

they were good friends and gave sonata recitals at the

Festival. She was a fine artist, but she talked like a

Prussian sergeant: very curtly, while giving the orchestra
instructions. Everybody sort of laughed at her because there
was something comical about her. When she came onstage, I did

not even raise my baton because I knew that it would take at

least five minutes for her to tune her instrument. At least
five minutes, and I m not exaggerating. It was just a show,
and the audience always caught on and when she finished tuning,

they would applaud.

P. Salgo: The attitude of the orchestra was rather like my husband s when
she would come on because there was no thought of getting
themselves ready for playing for a long time.

Salgo: They knew.

P. Salgo: They all leaned back in their chairs and waited.

The Festival Administration

Crawford: Regarding the administration of the Festival--! suppose it was

very informal when you came.

Salgo: It was, since Dene was the administration; she did it all

herself. She had a little bit of help from Ralph Linsley, but

at that time the Festival was small, and the soloists and

musicians were given very nice accommodations and travel

expenses, but no honorarium, as I said. This was in the early
days, of course.

P. Salgo: Didn t you say that they were so warmly welcomed, really, by
the community that it was a pleasure for them to come? They
looked upon it as a hard-working holiday.

Salgo: Yes. The Carmel people opened their homes, and they loved to

have the musicians of the orchestra and chorale and

particularly the soloists as their houseguests. They were

especially proud to house a soloist. These were the early
days, and then before long it became more professional, and
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there were finally union negotiations with the orchestra and
the chorale.

P. Salgo: The people in the community furnished a great deal of interest
and excitement. Who was the gentleman who lived in Carmel

Valley?

Salgo: Noel Sullivan. He was a friend of Dene s and I don t know for
sure- -but he probably underwrote some of the expenses in the

early days of the Festival.

To return to your question about the administrationafter
Dene s passing, there were several Festival secretaries, all of
whom contributed a great deal to the growth of the Festival. I

am especially grateful to Val Miller, Liz Cope, Janet Eswein,
and Nana Faradany.

The Festival Chorale and Chorus and the Sunset Center Hall

Crawford: Let s talk more about the chorale.

P. Salgo: When I took it over in about 58, there was a policy of adding
one or two professional singers to each section as necessary.
Then it developed, finally, that we were able to have the
chorale be a totally professional group of singers. They came
from a variety of places: the Los Angeles area and the Bay
Area, and there were many outstanding singers who lived in
Carmel. Since the Festival sent us to New York usually once a

year for auditions, we brought singers from New York or from
the Midwest--there were a few from Chicago. The geographical
diversity made it especially stimulating for them when they all
came together.

Part of the success, I think, of the chorale was our

learning how to hold good auditions. Voice was not enough-
even voice and musicianship were not enoughwe were looking
for a cooperative attitude and an excitement about the music as

well as a willingness to put work and discipline into it.

Salgo: One other quality was important: the singers had to learn in a

short time about thirty different pieces. So they had to be

good musicians and good readers.

P. Salgo: Either good musicians and readers or very conscientious, so

that they could make up anything they might lack in that

aspect. There was always excitement in the chorale, and it
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was a fun experience, our first rehearsal in Camel when north,

south, east, and west groups which I had rehearsed separately
would get together.

Crawford: When you were selecting singers, how important was sight-

reading, and how important the size of the voice?

P. Salgo: First, the singer needed to have a beautiful voice. After a

singer had proven that he or she was a good sight-reader or

especially conscientious about learning the notes on their own

--I was interested in their tonal varietycould they sing a

beautiful straight tone as well as beautiful full voice; were

they capable of fine dynamic shading; how was their German?

Crawford: You said Ken Ahrens was your accompanist for the chorale--

P. Salgo: Ken Ahrens was extremely skilled. I was fortunate also in my

accompanist in Los Angeles. To have a rehearsal accompanist
who is willing to be totally focused on the musical rehearsal

that s happening is a great boon and time saver.

Salgo: Ken Ahrens wore many hats: he was our operations manager, our

librarian, and the organist with the orchestra, as I ve said.

He also gave organ recitals at the Festival.

Crawford: It says here that in your last year you left the Bach Festival

thriving and secure. What a testimony to you.

P. Salgo: I don t know that this should be mentioned, but one thing to

consider is that when my husband was planning the programs he

was thinking of economics as well as the artistic goals. As

with all boards of directors of an artistic organization,

money-raising is one of the important tasks. We were

fortunate to have able, hard-working, supportive boards and

forward-looking presidents with whom I established lasting

friendships. To name just a few: Ted Durein, Hugh Hannon, Ruth

Fenton, Jo Barton, Ted Calhoun, Carlotta Mellon, Ann Scoville,
Basil Allaire.

Crawford: Isn t there a big campaign for a new hall?

P. Salgo: There certainly should be one.

Salgo: It is absolutely necessary--the structure of the stage as well

as the acoustics in the auditorium are at best unfortunate.

Davis Factor has been tireless in his efforts to make the hall

more useful and beautiful, and I hope the community and

audience appreciate what he has done.
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P. Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo :

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Crawford:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

P. Salgo;

We were just reading one of Bob Commanday s reviews of The

Magic Flute in which he said that the size of the hall enhanced
the performance, so I do think that my husband learned how to
make the best of a difficult physical setup.

ft

What were the different assignments for the chorale and the

community chorus. Want to say anything more about that?

Yes. For the large ensembles like the Mass or the Passions,
both chorus and chorale participated. The chorale, because of
the difficulties of the hall, were divided and placed forward
on both sides of the stage, so they could project into the
audience.

The chorale did lots of things separately.
Mission concert--

They did the

Yes. The Mission used only chorale singers. The Carmel
choristers always participated on opening night, because we
liked to present the whole company at the opening of the
Festival. And for the large work on Sundays. I believe the

feeling was excellent between the two choral organizations, and
I always felt that it was important to have a musical
contribution from the community.

And is that still true?

Yes.

As you probably know, Bach didn t have a large chorus.

You mentioned that in the Passions they were not large
choruses .

They may have been large, but they were not up to forty- five

people.

But as Professor Wolff says, &quot;If Bach had had the singers-
would he have used them? Yes, very likely.&quot; [laughter] So
there is a debate about that.

And the other consideration is the acoustical environment,
that s what I feel. If you re in St. Thomas, and you have

twenty-four singers, it sounds like a much larger force because
of its favorable acoustics.
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Salgo: And again, the gallery placement was such that it was ideal.

P. Salgo: Here, in the Sunset Center, there are quite a number of dead

spots.

Crawford: What causes that?

Salgo: One of the many troubles is that the opening of the stage is so

small, so the sound goes behind the proscenium arch. It s

built like a movie theater, you see, so if they remodel the
hall or build a new one, and take care of all its difficulties,
we shall all rejoice! Davis Factor is working hard on it.

P. Salgo: You can t believe the amount of time my husband and the stage
manager Michael Becker spent trying to plan an acoustically
effective seating for orchestra, chorus, and soloists the
number of late night sessions in order to project the right
balances into the hall. We sometimes worried about singers
falling off the stage, they were so close to the edge. But it

is wonderful to hear this music in this size hall. I do hope
the new plans will rectify these deficiencies.

Crawford: I know acoustics is an exact science, but it seems like the
Romans understood it well enough!

P. Salgo: Bach also understood it very well.

Salgo: I read in a Los Angeles Times review about the Festival by
Daniel Cariaga that the relationship between the chorale and
the chorus here was a unique one.

P. Salgo: You mean musically?

Salgo: I don t really know what he meant except perhaps that they
joined together happily and fruitfully, I think, in these

larger works. And they would join socially, too.

P. Salgo: I think that everybody profited from that association. The
Carmel chorus felt that they learned a lot from the pros.

Salgo: And the pros had a wonderful time because of the chorus s

hospitality. Lovely people.

P. Salgo: And the pros enjoyed a sort of handing on of information and

expertise.

Salgo: And the conviviality and the fun.
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P. Salgo: Yes. Some of the chorus members even took lessons from members
of the chorale.

Crawford: How many were there in the chorale?

P. Salgo: Well, it varied between twenty-five and thirty. If there were
a lot of five-part or double-chorus works, the number could be
more .

Crawford: Did you have a church position with Sunnyvale Presbyterian
Church then?

Salgo: Yes, and she had a chorus of about eighty.

P. Salgo: Yes. Well, let s say seventy; it varied.

Salgo: What about some of the works you would do at the church with
orchestra? Mozart Requiem, Brahms, Bach s St. Matthew Passion.

P. Salgo: And the usual: Elijah, Poulenc s Gloria, as well as works by
Daniel Pinkham and La Montaine.

Crawford: Is that the position you still have?

P. Salgo: It s the one I retired from in 1995. They didn t want me to

leave, I must admit. This was when I had an extended illness.

They suggested I take a year off, and at the end of a year
decide what I would do. I think it was wise to retire. I had
had a wonderful twenty-four years with a very talented, lively,
intelligent group with a number of outstanding voices. It was

very hard to leave!

The Salgo Partnership and More about Festival Programs

Crawford: I ve often thought what a strong partnership you two have had.

P. Salgo: The fun part of it was that I have always gone to his
rehearsals. And quite without realizing it, it was like

continuing my education, Caroline.

We made a point of talkingafter the rehearsals--

especially if we had a long drive home from Marin or Camel.
But then he would come to my rehearsals equally critically, so
it was a good tradeoff.
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Crawford: It was. Perhaps you can talk a little bit more about how the

Festival developedsome of the special things and maybe some

of the things that you were not able to do because of the scope
of what could be offered.

P. Salgo: I don t know that that ever held my husband up [laughter]. He

found a way to do what he wanted. He was very inventive.

Salgo: Probably some conductors wouldn t have dared to do Fidelia or

the great Mozart operas, but I believe that if you find an

imaginative stage director who can help to realize the spirit
of the work, the audience will receive it enthusiastically. I

found such directors in David Hammond and Albert Takazaukis.

There also was San Francisco Opera s Christopher Hahn, who

did an excellent job in staging Monteverdi s Orfeo.

Crawford: The Fidelia stands out for you. What was your approach to it?

Salgo: I always felt--and this was not only with Fidelia, Caroline,
but I felt that since I had a small hall where the audience is

almost part of the stage, that it was a great opportunity to

communicate music. With Bach, of course, the spiritual message
is always equally important as the technical perfection and

scholarly authenticity. With Bach the first consideration is

the spiritual quality.

In staging opera, I also benefited from the small hall,

even with its imperfections. Look at Mozart s operas. When

Mozart first conducted Don Giovanni, he sat at the harpsichord
with about twenty musicians around him. You might even have

seen the royal patron, Joseph II, in his box near the stage,

hovering over the proceedings. Musically, Caroline, that meant

that you could achieve intimacy. In the large houses that

would be much diminishedthe echoes, the contrast between

forte and piano, mezzo piano, and all the fine dynamic

gradations. It was possible to be more subtle musically and

dramatically in a small hall, and you could coach your singers
to make every word clear and understandable.

Most of the operas we did in English because I felt that

immediacy was so important, and in any case supertitles were

not possible at that time. We sang Fidelio in German, with the

dialogues in English, and it worked marvelously.

Crawford: Who were your soloists?

Salgo: I mentioned Jess Thomas as Florestan, and Klara Barlow from the

Met as Leonora. She was a tremendous Leonora. I mentioned the
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Don Giovanni, with Carol Vaness as Donna Anna, and Ruth Ann
Swenson as Susannah and Patricia Schuman as the Countess in

Figaro. I mentioned that her performance was unforgettable;
the &quot;Porgi Amor&quot;--the first aria, in which she laments the

infidelity of her husband Almaviva. There is a dialogue between
two clarinets which you never can get clearly in a large house,
but in this performance it came across tellingly.

Crawford: It s a luxury to have opera in a small house, even with all the

problems, isn t it?

Salgo: Yes, and as I told you I did opera because, after all, the

Baroque invented opera. The first opera ever performed was
done in 1600 in Florence. It was Daphne, I think.

Crawford: Would you talk about your first impressions of Carol Vaness and
about her subsequent career? I think you advised her against
accepting the Glyndebourne Donna Anna?

Salgo: Not Glyndebourne, but I told her that the San Francisco Opera
was not offering her opportunities in keeping with her talent.
I think Carol Vaness has one of the great voices of recent
times. Along with many admirable qualites, she is a splendid
musician, a conscientious worker, an excellent actress, and a

lovely person. She has a prodigious memory and is one of those
rare singers who needs to be given a musical suggestion only
once and then she never forgets it.

Crawford: Well, I think everyone was surprised when you retired from the
Festival, which you did in 1991.

Salgo: I had to, my dear, because of my eyes. It just wouldn t have
been honest to go on. I could memorize a great deal, but not
that much, not everything.

Crawford: That was a fairly clear-cut decision, then.

Salgo: It had to be, yes. It was hard because I felt at the top of my
power musically and I was healthy. Also, I feel that after all
these years of study--! ve told Priscilla thisthat I m almost
on the verge of understanding Bach, Mozart, and the other great
masters, [laughter]

But anyway, I felt this had to be done.

But to return to other concerns which I had for the
Festival, for a long time I had wanted to introduce ballet in
Carmel since ballet, like opera, was one of the genres of

Baroque art.
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Salgo: I searched to find someone who would give us the authentic

period dances of the age, but the search at first was
unsuccessful. I found only dancers who simply did free-style
dancing to Baroque music, and then finally, as I mentioned, I

was fortunate to find in Catherine Turoczy the dancer for whom
I had been looking. She brought her New York Baroque Ballet
Theater and it was beautiful.

Crawford: What music did she do?

Salgo: She did Mozart s Les Petits Riens , a small ballet which Mozart
wrote in Paris. And there were some French pieces which had
also been done in the Paris Opera in about the 1750s, designed
by Arbeau, who was the first choreographer to make notations in

a choreographic language.

Miss Turoczy had gone to Paris, to the Bibliotheque
Nationale, and reconstituted and restored the whole thing--
Arbeau s entire dance manual. She was a lovely young woman;

unfortunately she had to wear a mask because that s how they
danced in those days. I have to unearth one of the programs to

show you. It was truly a revelation. We know that Bach knew
the dances and was himself an excellent dancer. As a young man
he went to the court at Celle where there was a French dancing
master who became his friend.

P. Salgo: He had a French education, a fact which is not too well known.

Salgo: As they say, he was an excellent Frenchman and an equally good
Italian.

Crawford: We ve mentioned that he liked Couperin?

Salgo: Yes, Couperin was in his library, as were Rameau and many
Italianseven the Englishman Purcell s Fairie Queene.

P. Salgo: Where I think my husband was so astute was to make use of a

hall that was a bit strange, even in the way he would arrange
the forces for compositions like the Passion. He moved the
chorus out onto the forefront of the stage on the right or

left, which made for very dramatic performances of the Passion.
It was almost an advantage to have the orchestra not in a deep-
down Bayreuth kind of pit, especially for the operas. Where
did we see that performance of Monteverdi s Poppea conducted by
Harnoncourt?

Salgo: We saw it in Berlin. He was practically on the stage.
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P. Salgo:

Crawford:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

The orchestra was on a level only slightly lower than the stage
and were watching the stage whenever they were not playing. It

was just like Carmel.

So this was a step toward authenticity, in a way, with the

Baroque--

Not necessarily deliberate, but actually it was a case where

necessity fostered validity.

I told you that there were also lectures and symposia. With

great pleasure I recall that the lecture series had some very
illustrious Bach and Baroque scholars, among them my late

colleague Professor Putnam Aldrich, Professor Hans Pischner,
Christof Wolff, George Houle, Istvan Hajdu-Heyer, Bruce Lamott,
Clifford Cranna, as well as noted critics Alfred Frankenstein,
Robert Commanday, and Alexander Fried. Certain programs had
titles to give focus, like &quot;Paris in Bach s Time.&quot; It meant

programming certain composers whose works Bach knew and had

copied .

Did you study other festivals?
festivals around Germany?

Did you attend other Bach

In my student days, I did. And of course my correspondents--!
had very good contacts everywhere, who sent me clippings. I

was informed about what other festivals were doing. There was
a particularly good one close to Munich in Anspach--led by
Carl Richter, who was at the time the number one Bach

performer, organist, harpsichordist, and conductor. I invited
him to perform at the Carmel Festival, but he wasn t able to

come. Richter s programs were just models of their kind, not

only of Bach s works but some of the earlier German composers
whom Bach knew. I admired him very much.

Doing It &quot;Bach s Way&quot;

Crawford: Did you ever get negative criticism?

Salgo: Yes, of course, but never malicious criticism. Occasionally I

was criticized somewhat because I was thought too traditional--
I didn t make enough use of period instruments. But as I ve

explained to you I had a strong feeling about that and I always
used a harpsichord and a Baroque organ. And when we did
Monteverdi s Orfeo there were lutes and other period
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instruments. They called me a &quot;middle-of-the-roader,&quot; which is

all right with me.

P. Salgo: You did use a gamba in the recitatives in the Passions.

Salgo: I used a gamba and not a cello.

Crawford: It was your thinking that you would probably be doing what the

composers would have had they been able to take from all

periods.

Salgo: Yes. That s right.

P. Salgo: And in the chorale singing, that was one thing that I was able

eventually to get: people who could sing a good straight tone
or a richer, rounded tone according to the demands of the
music. They were able to control the quality and quantity of
sound.

Salgo: I don t know why I am remembering this story about Wanda
Landowska just now, but Yella Pessl, a harpsichordist, once
criticized Wanda personallyto her face, reallysaying to her
that certain things she should do this way and so on, and
Landowska said, &quot;Yes, my dear, you do it your way, and I will
do it Bach s way.&quot;

Crawford: [laughter] Would you develop that a little bit more: what are

those special vocal sounds and how does one produce them?

P. Salgo: In the earlier music, especially when you re imitating what
would have been a boys choir, you want to have this straight-
tone singing; it makes for clarity. Singing Mozart, you let

the tone have a richer sound. As I said before, that was part
of the audition, too: to find out if the singer had tonal

control.

Salgo: There is a new study which shows that the reason eighteen-year-
old boys still sang soprano at St. Thomaskirche in Bach s time
was that the voices at that time changed much later.

Crawford: Isn t that interesting?

Salgo: Much later.

P. Salgo: We know that at St. Thomaskirche, the records show that the

oldest chorister was twenty-two before his voice changed.
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Crawford: Do we know why?

Salgo: There are a number of theories.

P. Salgo: One reason is that there has been a change in the maturity of
human bodies over a two-hundred-year period. Both boys and

girls reach physical maturity earlier now, at younger ages.

Crawford: Interesting. Well, what were the major challenges you faced at
the Festival?

P. Salgo: The restrictions on rehearsals at the Mission sometimes created
problems. What could we have? Just one dress rehearsal at the
Mission for the Mission concert.

Salgo: Only one dress rehearsal. Of course, the preparatory
rehearsals were at Sunset.

P. Salgo: That was hard because it was the most difficult program we

performed. We did a lot of it either with two choirs or even
four choirs in one strenuous rehearsal. Perhaps the most

demanding was a performance of a work of Thomas Tallis, in
which forty different parts were divided into eight choruses.
What a challenge that was in the antiphonal works!

Salgo: I mentioned to you that Priscilla was up in the gallery with
part of the chorale, and the rest were at the altar with me
downstairs, because of the spatial arrangement of certain

seventeenth-century choral textures they called it &quot;cori

spezzati,&quot; &quot;spatially separated choruses.&quot; We had mostly
double choruses, but sometimes three or four, with some singers
in the little chapel down on the side. It sounded very good
because the audience was totally enveloped in sound. The
Mission concerts were very special.

One difficulty we haven t mentioned were the heavy Venetian
velvet robes we wore, which were unbearably hot. Gorgeous but
terrible! [laughter] They had ermine collars and were
beautiful. They were made for the Festival.

P. Salgo: We learned early on, after the first concert in the Mission,
that the chorale could not walk down the aisle in shoes. The

processional was silent, but the shoes made a loud clunking
sound in the silence of the Mission. It was because of the
cobblestone floor of the chapel. So the chorus had to walk
either in stocking feet or with socks over their shoes.

Salgo: And then there was candlelight, plenty of candles around, but
the candlelight didn t light the music. Still, there was an
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unforgettable atmosphere surrounding the whole Mission Program
for the performers as well as the audience.

Once we had the Bishop of San Francisco and his entourage,
who came at the invitation of the Mission clergy. They loved
it and thought it was marvelous.

P. Salgo: It was really tricky because you never knew what you would meet
when going into the sanctuary. The chorale had to enter a

little side chapel which was dark, and I ll never forget trying
to get into the tiny chapel; we could scarcely manage, the

thirty-five of us with our candles. One year when we went in,

there was a body in an open casket.

Salgo: The chapel had two very heavy, old, big doors leading into the

sanctuary. And when in the silence it was opened before the
chorale entered with their candles, the doors creaked.

P. Salgo: The most marvelous creak you could imagine--ooh [laughter]!

Salgo: You felt you had just returned to the Middle Ages. No
artificial sound effects could have created such an

anticipatory atmosphere. It created a wonderful spirit and
mood.

Retiring from the Festival and Remembering the Highlights

Crawford: It s such a marvelous place. Well, what did it represent to

P. Salgo:

Crawford:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

you leaving the Festival?
difficult.

It must have been terribly

Yes, it was, because the Festivaleven when my husband had
several other activitieswas in his mind the entire year. He

started thinking about the next Festival right after the last

concert of the season; we always had a post- and pre-Festival
breakfast the day afterward.

With your Rob Roys?

Not at breakfast. [laughter]

We would discuss what went right with the just-finished
Festival and what could we improve on the next year. That was
the first step in our planning. It was a full year of

concentration.
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One thing we noticed was that we had always done almost all
of our traveling with some kind of professional purpose in

mind, so after leaving the Festival it was a novel experience
to go on a true holiday.

We declared, &quot;Let s see what the rest of the world is doing
in July?&quot; We hadn t been anywhere but Carmel for thirty-six
years so we didn t know!

P. Salgo: Every July and August found us in Carmel. Of course, I was

busy with the church, and the more time you have to give for a

church position, the more it takes. So I was quite occupied,
but still, we found ourselves reading books that we hadn t had
time to read. Reading poetry.

We went to England to
&quot;help&quot; Nancy Morrow, our banner

designer and member of the board and friend, marry another
music lover, William Burkett. The wedding was in Dedham, and
then we met our friends the Doctors Leake and went on a

Scandinavian cruise.

Salgo: And then we wanted to go to Paris.

P. Salgo: And we went down the river on a barge trip, which was a great
deal of fun.

Salgo: In France, in Burgundy.

P. Salgo: Travel was the chief thing.

Crawford: What a bonus for lives as yours.

Did the board have any artistic input at these post-
Festival breakfasts?

Salgo: The board felt that it never should interfere in programming or
artistic decisions.

P. Salgo: The question after the Festivals was always: &quot;How did the

programs work out?&quot; Then there would be feedback: &quot;Oh, the
Mission was great this year.&quot; But as far as talking about the

future, we discussed certain organizational aspects.

Crawford: Then when a successor was chosen, did you have suggestions or
were you part of the search effort?

Salgo: No, I felt I should not be.
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P. Salgo: It wasn t a large search; I think that they narrowed it down to

two people very quickly. It was Bob Commanday who thought it

was a poor idea to spend two years trying out various
conductors as some people had suggested.

Salgo: I think he suggested contacting Michael Steinberg, program
annotator for the San Francisco Symphony and a fine scholar.

It was he who made a few recommendations.

Crawford: Anything more about that that you would want to say before we

move on to more general questions?

Salgo: I have this long list of interesting things--

P. Salgo: The parties that were given during the season were of all

kindselegant, inventive (there were even cowboy parties). We

were recuperating, to use Nana Faradany s word. They
contributed a great deal to the feeling of specialness and

excitement, and it was fun to go to them after the concerts.

However, in Carmel with no lights and no street numbers it

was always a challenge to find the right house and the right

party. We would see lots of cars parked, and think that must

be our party, and then we would walk into a gathering of

strangers who were so cordial that it took a bit of time to

discover that the parties were not for us.

Salgo: They wanted us to stay, so-- [laughter] .

P. Salgo: It added a delightful element, I think.

Salgo: I would like to add perhaps that I always felt, Caroline, that

for me this was not just another festival. Not only was it my
life s work, but I believed that the Festival communicated a

certain spiritual message to audiences. I felt that this was

something that Bach expressed. I think of Bach as the last

great religious artist.

I was also eager to include any work that expressed a

longing for freedom, like Fidelia. I toyed with the idea of

being able to produce Antigone the same year we did Fidelia in

a little outdoor amphitheater near Carmel. Antigone is about

freedom, too. I could never have done it, but I always wanted

to, and there were local theater groups who were interested.

P. Salgo: Yes, that should go on the list of things that you wanted to

do.
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Salgo: That was the one dream I wanted to be able to realize. Fidelia
and Antigone in the Forest Theater. The Theater is at the edge
of town and is surrounded by trees , and they now have heaters
there. The reason I couldn t do it then, though, was because
of the string instruments in the evening air--I couldn t ask my
players to ruin their instruments.

P. Salgo: The Festival was multifaceted--religious works, opera, ballet,
symphonic works, lectures, chamber music. You could go from a

deeply spiritual experience to an evening in Paris or to the

Brandenburgs .

Salgo: I always loved everything that I was performing. I made up the

programs and I never had any interference in that area from

anyone. I have said that one that particularly stands out in my
memory is the first Fidelio performance with Jess Thomas and
Klara Barlow in the leads.

P. Salgo: Yes, that performance stands out for me, too. I found Heuwell
Tircuit s 1977 review from the San Francisco Chronicle: &quot;Rumors

abounded all last week that the concert version of Beethoven s

Fidelio at the Carmel Bach Festival was one of the great
triumphs of the Festival s forty-year history. Those rumors

proved well-founded Friday evening. Director Sandor Salgo
rather stacked his deck with superb casting. Klara Barlow had
to step into the title role at the eleventh hour, when soprano
Marguerite Willauer of New York City Opera canceled. What an
artist she is! The voice was velvet throughout the range. She
never once gave way to tearing the passion to tatters, a thing
common to the role. There was always something in reserve,

enough to pass two sports cars and a truck on the way to high
notes. So too, tenor Jess Thomas did an excellent job as

Florestan. He managed a mellow darkness of tone as umber as

autumn foliage.&quot;

Salgo: Then from Bach the Passion story according to St. Matthew; the
Mass in B Minor; some of the very personal cantatas, &quot;Ich habe

genug&quot; and &quot;Gottes Zeit&quot;; and some of the others.

I have especially fond memories of The Play of Daniel,
which was a medieval mystery play with a wonderful English
stage director, Glenn Wickham, who was guest lecturer in the
Stanford Drama Department. He was interested enough to come to

Carmel, and he wrote about The Play of Daniel and also staged
it in England, so he was just the right man for it.

One of the happy memories about performing The Play of
Daniel was that my daughter Debbie, who was five at the time,
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appeared in the role of an angel. She didn t have to say
anything, didn t have to act, but a very tall actor took her
hand and escorted her across the stagethat was her great
role. I never will forget it.

Maybe I should also mention Telemann. Everybody in Bach s

time thought that he was the greatest composer of the age. He
was the top candidate for the post at St. Thomas in Leipzig,
yet he declined. Telemann was the godfather of Bach s oldest

son, Wilhelm Friedemann, and he had a popular concert series in
the Zimmerman Cafe in Leipzig. Coffeehouses had just sprung up
in the early eighteenth century all over Europe, and these
coffeehouses sponsored concerts. Telemann asked Bach to take
over his place in the cafe, and Bach loved it. He wrote a

number of concerti, in which he appeared as a soloist with the

orchestra, and the university students made up the chorus. The
students of course enjoyed it and the beer that came with it.

One of our programs I remember with pleasure was entitled, &quot;A

Concert in the Zimmermann Cafe.&quot;

P. Salgo: What was on the program?

Salgo: Oh, the program was Bach and

Crawford: The Coffee Cantata [laughter].

I wanted to read something Mark Volkert [assistant
concertmaster of the San Francisco Symphony] said when I spoke
to him recently: &quot;I ve played many B Minor Masses, but no one

captures the drama of the piece like Mr. Salgo. He s always
scholarly, never mannered, and he captures the emotions just
precisely. He found all of the emotional quality in the work;
it was a romantic style, but beyond that there were the
emotions that were lacking in what is called the authentic

style.&quot;

Salgo: I think that s the best praise I can have.

P. Salgo: Oh, this is fun, Carolinethis is 1969, by Robert Commanday in

the San Francisco Chronicle: &quot;A coincidence timed with almost
countdown accuracy brought the Carmel Bach Festival performers
and audience to grips with the St. Matthew Passion on Sunday.
At the moment of the moon landing, the musical religious
experience that followed emphasized that no matter how far out
into the universe man s scientific achievements may take him,
the individual cannot escape the eternal spiritual questions.
The degree of involvement was inspired by Sandor Salgo s

approach, which regards the musical beauty and spiritual
aspects as inseparable.&quot;
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Salgo: That s good; all right.

P. Salgo: You have to understand that when we were in Cannel, it was our
whole worldwe lived and breathed music, and the outside world
ceased to exist for us until after the Festival was over. How
well I remember that experience of sitting in the audience

during the St. Matthew Passion and wondering why so many in the
audience were listening with earphones, and why they seemed to
become excited at certain times.

I thought they were somehow augmenting the sound of the

performance. Having worked so hard with the Festival, I really
was not aware that the moon landing was taking place,
[laughter]

Oh, the review goes on; just a minute. &quot;This then was a

truly beautiful performance in particulars and in larger scope.
Authenticity of style is observed in its important aspects,
again noting that the most important authenticism is the

recovery of the initiating spirit. Though scholarly
considerations are explored and respected; these do not inhibit

personal and emotional commitment by Salgo and his forces.&quot;

Crawford: Did other festivals take your ideas?

Salgo: Yes, indeed.

Crawford: Could you describe how?

Salgo: The use of cori spezzati and identifying the personnel of the
Passions with different colored robes. We differentiated
between the disciples, who wore blue robes, and the mob or

turba, who were in red, with Judas changing from blue to red.
The chorus representing the Christian community wore white as
did the soloists. Jesus was garbed in a purple gown especially
designed for him. The Evangelist who told the story was in

evening clothes.

Crawford: What impact do you think the Festival has had on the West Coast
cultural scene?

Salgo: I don t know the answer to this. I think the critics and the
audience would have to answer it . There was not much interest
in Baroque music in California in the 1950s, so perhaps the
Festival might claim some credit for focusing on a previously
neglected era in the literature of music.

Crawford: I wanted to ask you about something you said in an interview,
Maestro: &quot;Bruno Walter used to say that a conductor had to be a
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P. Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

P. Salgo:

Salgo:

Crawford:

Salgo:

first-class technician, a firm policeman, a father-confessor, a

public relations man, a psychiatrist, a scholar, and a Don
Juan .

&quot;

[ 1aughter ]

Well, some of it s true.

How about &quot;a firm policeman?&quot; As a conductor perhaps you can
comment on this . You always hear that conductors have such
fierce personalities. I know from Charles Meacham that he
never saw you even begin to lose your temper.

I don t believe in that,

nature.
I just don t need it; it s not my

I think it s only when the musicians don t respect you that you
have to do that.

There is no need if you know your score, and they know you know
it. Shouting doesn t give you any respect; you have to know

your score and they respect what you are trying to achieve.
You cannot fool an orchestra.

Earlier today you said &quot;I almost understand Bach and Mozart.&quot;

What exactly do you mean by that?

The two composers profundity of feeling and technical

perfection are unfathomable. It takes more than a lifetime of

study, not only of the music, but of the inner life of the

composer, to get close enough to unlock the secrets of their
creative impulses. The great psychiatrist Jung said, and

Stravinsky agreed with this, that great art is like a message
from God Himself. In studying these masterpieces, one feels
that one is in the presence of eternity.
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Epilogue ##

Salgo: At first, I thought that retirement was a mixed blessing. But
soon I discovered that the freedom from a set schedule gave me
the time to do what I had secretly been looking forward to. I

have always felt a strong missionary zeal to communicate my
feelings and thoughts about music to people who like music, but
are not trained musicians and cannot read musicin a way I

feel that it s opening new vistas for them.

I was able to do these things through my Beethoven courses
at Stanford, and I give lectures now for the Stanford Alumni
Association and the Music Guild, which are separate
organizations. It is fun for me, and the lectures have been so
successful that I have had, as they would call it in show-biz,
sold-out houses. Some of the lecture series titles are &quot;Two

Centuries of Musical Jewels,&quot; this series is ongoing; and
&quot;Music of the Romantic Century.&quot;

P. Salgo: There is also a series on Bach.

Salgo: And then I lecture on certain individual composers; my
favorites are Beethoven, Bach, and Mozart. There are also

separate little excursions into the operatic field, and these
lectures have allowed me to bring in soloists to illustrate the

subjects, and we sometimes have entire operatic scenes in the
sessions. Audiences have enjoyed these lectures, and I am
still doing them and enjoying them very much. My violin

playing has had to be on the back burner, because I ve had two

falls, unfortunately, and injured my shoulder.

P. Salgo: And then you and Jefferson.

Salgo: Yes. My principal ambition has been to write about an old idol
of mine whom I discovered in Hungary, Thomas Jefferson. At the
time Jefferson meant everything that America meant later on to
me. And to discover that this great man was a violinist!

I gave a lecture on Jefferson not too long ago for the
Stanford Alumni Association, and the word got out, and I

received a call from the President s Office at Stanford.
President Casper wanted to have lunch with me, according to the

secretary, and so we had lunch and had a very good time, and

during lunch the President asked me some questions about
Jefferson and music, and then he asked me to write something
about Jefferson and music. He told me: &quot;I m a great
Jeffersonian, also, and I think this is important, and I have
the funds to support your research.&quot;
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So I was able to go to Virginia, to the University of
Virginia at Charlottesville, and then to the Library of
Congress to work on the project, and fortunately, when I m in a
crisis like this, there are always friends who come to my aid,
and this is what happened with my friend Bruce Wolfe, who not
only came with me to Virginia, but drove me around, took
pictures, and did all kinds of things to help. And then my
friend Professor Alan Cohen, a psychologist who is a gifted
writer, went through my manuscript and put it into what I think
of as improved literary and expressive shape. And I should
mention my friend Starrett Dalton, who helped with the
footnotes .

My other project came simultaneously, and was either a

blessing or not so much of a blessing, because of the time and
hard work involved. But Caroline Crawford, a friend of long
standing from the days when I worked for the San Francisco
Operashe was, I think, in charge of the press office thenis
a highly intelligent, wonderful lady who surprisingly honored
me by inviting me to document my life through oral history- -to
record my memoirs. This is a difficult thing to do because I
have lived a long life, and I have a lot to say. It has been
an eventful life, lived on two continents.

Support for the project came through the kind efforts of a
friend of mine from Carmel, Davis Factor, whom I have mentioned
in the oral history. For a long time, the project lay dormant.
Priscilla was ill, and many other things happened during that
period. Caroline was patient, and finally we were able to

complete the oral history when a very dear friend of ours,
Rowena Morrison--

P. Salgo: Spurred us on.

Salgo: Spurred us on and put the project into final form, ready for
binding and distribution.

Let me say that Leslie Gassner was a tremendous help with
the Stanford lectures and worked very hard to build a good
relationship with the alumni audience and the general public--
the lectures are open to the general public. Leslie is a
talented and able young woman whom I m very much indebted to.
And I am indebted to Mrs. Catherine Manning, who is the head of
the lecture series.

P. Salgo: And some of the artists, dear?

Salgo: Yes--a few of the singers I would like to mention are Karen
Anderson, Ellen Kerrigan, Gregory Wait, William Ramsey, and
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especially pianist Frederick Weldy and violinists Mark Volkert
and Karen Bentley, and Jan Volkert, cellist.

P. Salgo: As for me, I had no idea until I no longer saw
&quot;my choir&quot; two

or three times a week how much a part of my life and concern

they were. It was difficult but necessary to retire in 1994;

however, the memory of their shining faces, humor, and
incredible generosity, continues to resound through my life. I

check up on them at every opportunity, through the church
newsletter and through my spy system. I keep much better track
of them than they realizeespecially the second altos.

The Sunnyvale church recently commissioned a choral work in

my honor. I was thrilled by every aspect of this anthem, &quot;To

Music,&quot; which the church and choir commissioned, and especially
by the choice of subjectmusic 1 s power to move and uplift the
human spirit as well as by the choice of composer. Kirke
Mechem is notably skilled, especially in choral composition,
and also incidentally was a former student in orchestration of

my husband s here at Stanford, who has had an outstanding
career in a very difficult field. Last but not least, I was so

moved by the performance of the work that I would like to turn
around the choir s dedication to me and thank them and Ken
Ahrens for twenty-four years of joy, inspiration, and musical
excellence. The words and music frequently sing through my
mind: &quot;Music is the speech of angels. When words leave off,
music begins. Music gives wings to the mind, soul to the

universe, flight to the imagination, charm to sadness, life to

everything. Let us go to meet the Lord; let us greet Him with
the sound of music.&quot;

Salgo: It s hard to put in words what my wife s contribution has been
to my career because she was so intertwined with my life; two

musicians, we always talked and thought of music. What was so

wonderful was that I married an excellent musician, so that we
looked at things from the same common viewpoint. What was

particularly helpful was her presence at my rehearsals and of
course my performances. She gave me constructive, very
objective criticism, which helped me to grow artistically and
in human terms .

In retrospect, I can say that if my long life had unity and
coherence in spite of my different activities as violinist,
conductor, teacher, and lecturer, it was she who helped me to
have this unity and coherence. And I can t forget the light
and warmth my daughter Debbie brought into my life.

P. Salgo: The oral history has been a marvelous opportunity, because as I

said before about Sandor, he s not a backward- looking person at
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all. He s always thinking of the next thing he s going to do,
and this has literally forced him to relish many of the
wonderful musical and human moments in his life. It s easy for
me to look back. I have to try hard not to dwell on the past,
but again this has been a required pleasure.

Salgo: In retrospect I have enjoyed working on the memoirs, because it

seemed to me that it was not only an account of my life, but I

came to relive perhaps the main landmarks and important events
of my lifewhich have helped me to understand the unity and
coherence which I mentioned.

P. Salgo: You know, dear, sometime, and we ve never had a chance to do

this, I really would long to ask you some of the high points in
each area of your life. It must have been marvelous when Mrs.

Montgomery- -

Salgo: Yes. That of course was one of the greatest things, maybe the

greatest thing, because without her facilitating my coming to

America I probably wouldn t be alive; I probably would have

perished in a concentration camp. Coming to America meant

everything: I met Priscilla and had my career as a conductor as

well as had everything I dreamt about in terms of my career and
final independence.

P. Salgo: Even beyond Mrs. Williamson s letter inviting you to come to

this country, because lots of people could have invited you--
the quartets, and so forth--was the fact that you were able to

fit into that artistic category of being an important person
for America to havethat was really a big turning point. It

was wonderful, wasn t it, that Mrs. Montgomery had the

sensitivity to ask you that important question: &quot;Mr. Salgo, you
are so sad. What has happened?&quot;

Salgo: Oh yes. She was a great, great, great person.

Transcribed by Gary Varney and Rowena Morrison
Final Typed by Shannon Page
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PACE 20 Wednesday, June 10, 1953 CCCCAA
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The
Lively Arts

SalgoPaces S.F.Symphony
In Well-Balanced Concert

By MARTA MORGAN
When San Francisco Symphony Hindgmith s &quot;Symphonic

Orchestra made its fifth annual morpboses on Themes by Carl

: Comp&amp;lt;
oser-Critic Praises

I Stanford s Musicianship
*

(Virgil Thomson, distinguished composer and music critic

.ro/ the New York Herald Tribune, toos a recent guest at Stan

ford University. In the following article he records his im-

jspressions of that visitJ

lSy VIRGIL THOMSON
^\ TERDI S &quot;FALSTAFF&quot; is not a work that lends itself

V easily to college production. It does not, in fact, lend

^itself easily to any kind of production. It is orchestrally

difficult and stage-directionwise difficult. Its only facility

for students is its lack of long and taxing

vocal solos. Stanford University produced

&quot;Falstaff&quot; recently in a series of perform

ances which your reviewer found surpris

ingly efficient.

The orchestra performance, as con

ducted by Sandor Salgo, was delicate, clean

and in every other way first-class., Seventy

student players in the pit of the Stanford

Memorial Auditorium, led by a faculty

member, read the difficult and subtle score

in a manner that would have done honor to

^Virgil
Thomson

& professional production. And if the stu-

^dents did not have, all of them, mature vocal powers, one or

?two were as effective as the professionals who sang three

|of the leading roles.

Also, the staging of the opera, so rarely achieved with

Sany style or distinction, had been organized by F. Cowles

SStrickland, another faculty member, in such a manner that

5ts buffooneries seemed no more banal than they normally

!ldo in any opera house.

Opera production, long a custom at Stanford, is no-

\vhere in our colleges more carefully done. Many a larger

^institution, indeed, has less fine choral and orchestral

Resources. No university has among its student body a very

?large number of mature singers, but Stanford seems every

Lyear to produce a few striking vocal personalities. And pro

fessionals from the San Francisco Bay Area are always

available to tone up a cast.

Stanford has been lucky in its conductors. too.
s
Formerly

*-J(in~Povvcr and ?IOK Sanaor
sa?&amp;lt;yo_

have given to the orches-

a remarkably high finish and to the whole pac-

Maria von Weber&quot; proved to be
visit to Stanford University Tues-

atlxtFel^eFlrovocative albeit

day night, the enthusiastic audi- immensely difficult score, but it

ence which filled Memorial Audi- was magnificently played by

torium for the performance in- SjtlgojijuOhp nrrJlPsla^Consist-

cluded scores of local musicians ing of a series of four dance-

and music lovers. The reason for type sections, the work defi-

this unusual interest was readily nitely belongs to the tradition of

understandable: Sandor Salgo of the 19th century, but it is over-

the Stanford music faculty was .laid with all manner of implica--

guest conductor of the eveningjtions. harmonic usages and
and he also happens to be musi-irhythmic devices which are part

cal director of our San Jose !and parcel of the 20th century.

Symphony Orchestra.
Program was broueht to a

Concert itself was varied and
snccessful close with

well-balanced and included the
Symphony,

great Brahms E Minor Symphony,
as well as a comparatively new
work by the contemporary mod
ernist Paul Hindemith and a

beautiful but sadly neglected

masterpiece by Mozart.

Salgo s sensitive and dynamic
: of this complex work

Following a brisk perform
ance of Berlioz

1 Ovrture to

&quot;Benvenuto Cellini,&quot; which

opened the concert, Mozart s

ingratiating &quot;Sinfonia Concer-

tante&quot; for Violin, Viola and Or

chestra (K. 364) was Introduced

with Naoum Blinder, concert-

master of the symphony and

Ferenc Molnar, first violist of

the ensemble, as soloists.

first-rate
perform

ance from mediocre one.

This delicately-wrought and

.superbly Italianate score, which

in my opinion is one of the most

beautiful and profound works by

Mozart, is seldom performed and

hence we are indeed indebted to,

Salgo for reviving it. The per-

formance itself, however, was

less than satisfactory since it

obviously had not been ade-

quately rehearsed, in addition to i

the fact that the soloists Blinder

in particular had difficulties

with attack and intonation. Salgo

and the symphony players none-!

theless supplied an excellent and 1

,

ably paced orchestral back

ground.

jsaifrv received an .ovation for

his interpretation and member?

of San Francisco Symphony
joined in the prolonged and en-

V &amp;gt;

thusiastic applause. It was a won

derfully spontaneous and heart-

irarminfi
tribute to an able, un-Wrfl 1 ^ .r

-^
&quot;

B , l i
T

assuming enormously en-

dowed musician and conductor

wno. within the space 01 a lev.

brief years, has won the whole

hearted respect and esteem of

audiences, not only in San Josf

and at Stanford, but throughout

the entire Bay Region. As has

been pointed out on several pre

vious occasions by this depart

ment, we are unusually fortunate

in having a man of Salgo s

stature, ability and integrity as

musical director of our local civic

symphony.

treruon a remaray
~i.&quot;y of vcrformanres the animation that makes an opera come

rpTTTT? U e are little accustomed in the Kant to this king of

^college production and the fact is to our disadvantage.
Jose Mercury -



Stanford Opera
University Tackles Impossible ,

But Does Right by Prokofieff

By ALFRED FRANKENSTEIN
,

According to all the rule in the

no college group has the

even to ttunk about pre-

Teamwork and Fine Music

Stanford Docs Very Wei!

By Verdi Opera Falstaff
The whole performance is a con

tinuous magic show, one that
vergesBy ALFRED FRANKENSTEIN mosair of sound was

book.

right

Renting Jrokoyieff s &quot;The Love for

Three Oranges.&quot; which because of

its complexity and difficulty, nearly

caused the disruption of

highly professional Chicago Opera

Company some 30 years ago. The

at times on the circus and at others

opera
is its

effervescence

its score

blown glass, and it is always

rules, however, are made by the

Daughters in opera commonly, the most remarkable achieve
ment of the evening.

.but mothers look as young as The role of Falstaff is visually

^ their daughters in the operaticjsung hereabouts by a bass, but

^productions at Stanford
Univer-jbasses always have trouble

handle. All the qualities
s tv and hat is one reason whyjwith its upper notes, and it was

1118
]
one knows from Prokofieff s cele- Stanford is right in presentingidistinctly a pleasure to hear it

brated concert works are there, and &quot;Falstaff
&quot;

as its annual oper-j performed by Barnes, who is a

vocalatic offering at Memorial Audi- ;baritone with just the rightthere is one more beside

that projects the text andtorium. Verdi s great comedy [mixture of weight and supple
aged and infirm, and there is no

j

makes music at the same time. This was given for the first time ness for this part. That He is

copy of them in the Stanford h-
, is an art that Prokofieff learned Thursday night, and it will be also a first rate musician and

brary. Consequently, this master- from Moussorgsky, and Victor Seroff heard again this evening. an excellent actor was proven
piece of sophisticated wit. low slap- has miraculously preserved it in his

,
, .. ,,._..,,,_,.

stick and high poetry was given a! English translations. .,,
Fal*taff Is a &quot; extremely; long ag.

masterly performance by the Stan-
1

;
As is always the case with college

dl &quot;lcult opera, and the Stanford

ford players Thursday night at performances. t,he
men in charge

ca st therefore lays more empha-
are the is difficult sis than usual on tne partici-

&quot;

an excellent

long ago in

with the Pacific Opera Com
pany; this, however, was the

biggest assignment he has unMemorial Auditorium. _ .

It all goes to show that the tg^decide who had thTmore cgmpji- pation of &quot;professional artists dertaken here, and one that

vounger generation and the re- ealgfl ssignmen=T
1

. liowles Striek- like Francis Barnes. Edgar, 5 &quot; &quot; 113 have impressed such

sources of a great university arc
^ann in^ fiBfl&quot;

director. pr_Smto Jones. James Schwabacher. and representatives of the San

squal to anything. They are nri-
jffalgq,

t.h conductor. Both assign- June Wilkins. Most of the Francisco Opera Company as

marily human resources imagina- 1menu were of equal importance and, women, however, are Stanford were present.

tion, skill and enthusiasm but
|

^
students, and the chorus and Jones sang the role of Ford

some physical resources are in-
j

both were brought off in th sum* orc [lcztl ^ nave ^een recruited! witn nis characteristic au-

from tnevolved as well. If Stanford did not! ____^_.
possess an excellent theater, well; Three singers were outstanding-

equipped lor opera, Stanford would
]

Lawrence Mason, the not-so-heroic
^L&quot;-^

not be able each year to put on a prince who is the hero of the pro- H - l &quot;

l
?

&quot; 1

magnificent operatic production ceedines: Ravmond Hammett. who gangor oalgo.

Berkeley papers, please

ceedings; Raymond Hammett, &quot;&amp;gt; &quot;

-,

plays and sings the role of *H. liant. asionisnmg young

un jversity s own re.!thority. big line, and resonant

spirit tone - He also sanE tne best En E

to of the entire cast, although
fA the Fnilishbnl-: tne English

erally

. / j
tanford s enunciation gen

con- clall
&amp;gt;

w&amp;lt;1&amp;gt; on a very high level

^.|of intelligibility.

^Ohe suspects that Verdi knew 1 Falstaff and Ford are the

like this.

copy.
!

prince s dignified father and dou- 1

The Love for Three Oranges&quot; Is bles as a dancing feminine cook as

the kind of opera that calls for little dignified as anything this side he was never to compose n- &quot;W**1 roles ln thls opera; the

everything a stage director can * &quot; burlesque show; and Josephother opera after
&quot;Falstaff,&quot;j

rest is largely ensemble, but an

dream up, everything a chorus mas- Tissier, the clown and fixer who and so he poured into this one|
ensemble with telling individual

ter can devise, and_a_aL_dal accompanies the prince on his ad-Ucore enough material to stock :

moments for all concerned,

more than the average college j^-i ventures. Other accomplished sing- a dozen operas and amusedi Ruth Roehr. Leona Oddstad.
cnestra conductor would believe iers in the cast are Winther Ander- hjmseif with weaving it jnto ! J an Stensen and Miss Wilkins

pn^ihip
Th nrMP nt. nrndi.r.Hon-isen. John Taylor, Geri Williams,

the most complex musicaUissue; made &quot;P
an exceedingly viva

. .7nan Rt*nnn anrt F.lniiP Va rr^llFarrell.it will be repeated tonight, lor the Joan Stenson and

last time is probably the only one The chorus which plays the part

in the history of college opera that of audience but repeatedly breaks

of his long career. Every line,

every bar. practically every note

cious and appealing quartet as

Falstaff s feminine nemeses.
Schwabacher was
expert Fenton. and

the suave.

William D.

in uie ju&uory ui couen opera uiat &quot;

;calls upon the university s gymnas- the dramatic perspective by enter- mi ^ ht **&quot; ve been the spring-

tics team to take an important role, ing into the action-has been splen- bond for considerable explora

and everything else is in keeping so didly trained by Harold Schmidt, tion, but Verdi at 80 had no
time,

Bond and Wi ham \\mden

far as size, variety and far-reach- Settings, costumes and lighting, by to linger: the whole must be Provided properly Rabelaisian

ingness are concerned. O. G. Brockett. Virginia Opsvig and developed rather than the indi- characterizations as Falstaff s

Far be from me to attempt a dis- Delfoi d Brummer. are completely vidual part. followers. Bardolf and Pistol

cussion of what this work is all right. Finally, one must observe that The result is a piece that de-! Jess Thomas was the able Dr
about. In a way, it is about nothing, there must be a lot of devoted work mands extremely exacting team-

&quot;

and in another way it is about behind the scenes for which recog- work, and this, for the most
everything; a moralist might say its mtion should be given; and that

part is what it nad on Thursday
point is that laughter is the answer Roes, too. lor the services of the

to evil. No one is or was a more orchestral plavers.

I

profound philosopher of laughter
i than Sergei Prokofieff. and no score

lot his embodies his philosophy with
I greater -point and subtlety than
&quot;The l,ove for Three Oranges.&quot;

Son

Harold Schmidt s chorus- is al

ways a major asset to Stan-

night. Some incidents, like thei ford s operatic ventures, and F.

tricky double quartet of the Sec-i
Cowles Strickland , stage direc

ond scene, will doubtless go|
tion invariably gives them a

.more expertly and at a faster|
drama t c validity that might

pace today; nevertheless,
the|

we11 ** the env
&amp;gt;

of b Sger com
endless effervescence of this.panies. Wendell Cole s settings
music, and its continuous, bub-! were traditional but effective,

bling jugglery with ideas, were;and the costumes, by Virginia

splendidly served on the first Opsvig and Hugo Melchione.
occasion. In view of the fact offset the usual medieval pag
that the orchestra was not a : pantry with n inventive, ap-

professional group, iu negotia-;propi iate touch of satire a la

tion al th opera a rich, subtle Brughel.



loo Credits Hungarians^ j

7, v lli iiii rll Tlrruil

A long career ilevolrd to

exploring ;uul sharing both

new ami old music reached

.i:; intersection this suinnicr

:s~ conductor Sandor Sslgo
With the 20th anr.ual Music

al the Vineyards series well

launrjied three weeks ago,

he opens the 35th season of

the Cannel Bach Festival at

8:30 this evening.
Bolh have relied heavily

Oil Salgo over the past 17

years. Typically, he will be

pushing for Henrich Schuetz

as well as Bach in Carmcl

(this is the 300th anniversary

year of Schuetz s death, the

greatest pre
- Bach compos

er of religious music), and
the neglected Bach as well.

His next pair of Vineyard
concerts on August 5 and 6

will feature the world pre

miere of &quot;Vintage Alice&quot; by
David Del Tredici, a Bay
Area composer who now
teaches at Harvard.

&quot;It was always so for

me;&quot; recalls Salgo. &quot;At 17 I

was made concertmaster of

the Budapest Oratorio Socie

ty, where we would read

through many works, even

Mahler, but a lot of Baroque
. works.. as. w.elU_W.e ..got to-,

gethcr on Tuesday evenings

every week, and 1 tell you, it

was terrible. But It was a

beginning.&quot;

ALI^BARTOK
Modern music was closer

to his heart at first. &quot;I had a

quartet of my own,&quot; contin

ued the man who came here

in 1949 from Princeton to

teach chamber music at

Stanford University, &quot;and

we decided to do an all -

Boi iuk jj.ufei.ii;,.

,1 &quot;Only
25 people showed

I up, and I nearly died. One of

them was Bartok, who
icared us to death. And aft

erward, the main thin? he

hsd to tell us was that our

j
tempo was two metronome

Cheats too slow.&quot; Not discour-

aged, Salgo went on to an

active part in the lural New
Music Society, and later

Joined the Roth Quartet.
i

,
Still, the event was memo-

;
rable. &quot;Never mind your

,:
feeling, Sandor,&quot; cautioned

)
Bartok, &quot;just play the

T. nptes.
1

K_y Salgo singles out this qual-

h. ity in Hungarian musicians,

and feels It became his

SANDOR SALGO
Just play the notes

&quot;This was the heart of the

entire school of Hungarian
conductors who made such

an impact: Reiner, Soltl and

Szell my teacher. But it

really originated with .tl.e

Hungarian school of string

playing.&quot; observed Salgo.

One thinks immediately of

.
men like violinist Joseph

- Szigeti, or more recently

cellist Janos Starker, and

what they did toward clean

ing up concepts of string

technique. It was the Hun

garians who did so. much to

set the tone for modern

classical style.

GREW
&quot;Conducting rather grew

out of that, especially at the

old Budapest Opera, which

strongest aesthetic devotion I

*, trying to find the expni-j
slon . within .

the composer s!

i
:

score; not within hlmscif
;|*

serving rather than riding

; music.

after World War I was on a

plane with Vienna,&quot; recalled

Salgo.
&quot;Stick technique, too, be

came simpler, more re

strained from the Hungarian
school away for the cho

reographic baton idea. I re-

member Szell telling me.

when seeing one of the

young podium ideals being

carried away,. . Yes, ye&lJHe ,

has great tstenrbufSalgoi iW
hurls my professional pride

;

to see such lack of econo

my.
1 Mind you, I don t men

tion names.&quot;

Salgo went to the masters

for study, not only Szell, but

became a fellow student of

Solti and Fricsay under

Fritz Busch. It was the Busch

family who pushed for more

interest in Bach during the

20s and 30s, and Busch

whom Salgo first heard con

ducting the major iiacn ^as-

tioni and the Mass.

&quot;I remember that after a

concert,&quot; recalled Salgo,
&quot;when I was so impressed,

Busch said to me, Salgo,

these you must learn. So we

talked about it, and I strove

mostly attracted by the

brilliant, light aspects of

Bach, his French clarity.

The German heaviness, na

not that, never.&quot;

Then Salgo spent strvv.
v

mers with Richard Straufe, \

mostly working on ope(2f- r

&quot;But he was an odd teach

er conductor too. He nev

er really taught us, indeed,

hardly spoke to us. Just

come this evening, and
watch. And you cannot ima

gine his Mozart to hear
him in Don Giovanni, or

Figaro
1

or Cosi was a mir-

acle. He was a great conduc-

tor, although he never

seemed to bother about the

balance. Again, I suppose it

was that he did not wish to

talk to the players, just

make music/
MEXICO i

After an assistantshlp con

ducting at the Dresden Op
era, Salgo joined the Roth

Quartet, with World War II

looming, came first to Mexi

co, then America.

From chamber music at

Stanford, he became head of

orchestral activities and be

gan an increasing series of

musical directorships

around the Bay Area, \n-&amp;gt;

eluding work with the San

from San Francisco

Chronicle, July 21,

Jose and Mafin Symphonirs.
His latest efforts will be a

Mozart cycle at this sum
mer s Inverness Festival, of

fering opera and chamber

orchestral music.

Above all, Salgo feels that

the conductor s background
is best served by the o|*ra

house and chamber music

experience.
&quot;It was Toscanini s view

as well,&quot; he says. &quot;Chamber

music teaches you to listen,

and to make the lines sing.

Opera conducting teaches

you to accompany, to hold

things together it Is essen

tially crisis conducting.
. &quot;One can be going along,

trying to be clear, and the

tenor will suddenly Jump
two pages ahead. What to

do? When you can handle

this in performance, you can

do anything. In some ways,

opera IS life.&quot;

And Bach? &quot;Bach is what

comes later, after opera, be

yond life.&quot;



By Stephanie von Huchnu

s,&quot;ymphony conductors have ft reputation for

being vain, tyrannical egotists, absorbed much more

by their own self-image than by music. In the case of

Many conductor*, (his description is faintly

exaggerated In the case of Sandor Salgo. music

director of the Marin Symphony and Carmel Bach

Festival, it is patently absurd.

True. Salgo sports a neatly coiffed silver pom

padour and eipensive. elegant tailoring. But as we si(

in a crowded restaurant, his soft, Hungarian-accented
voice never rises to pitches of self-dramatization; the

words &quot;1&quot; and &quot;me&quot; barely seem to exist in his

vocabulary. During an hour s lunch he quotes

Virginia Woolf, Plato, Nietzsche. Joseph Conrad and

a dozen legendary conductors of the past. He is a

fluent, non-stop talker in welt-educated English,

erudite and acidly witty. And he has very definite

ideas on what goes into the making of a good con

ductor.

&quot;Bruno Walter used to say that a conductor had to

be a first-class technician, a kind and firm policeman.

a father confessor, a press agent, a psychiatrist, a

scholar and a Don Juan. , .., Does he fit Walter s

description? His smile is swift and self-deprecating. &quot;1

tike to do what I do with conviction. There Is no

necessity to be rude or dictatorial with an orchestra.

Modern orchestras consist of highly trained. *ell-

purpose of conducting, which is to makemuslc.1 * 1**^
&quot;

Sandor Salgo (pronounced roughly &quot;Shandor

Shalgo&quot;)
was born in Budapest. He is vain enough not

lo say exactly when, but considering the wealth of

experience he has had and some of the famous

musicians he has worked with, he* has obviously lived

over half a century. He was trained as a violinist as

well as a conductor in Budapest and Berlin. He tells

about playing the Sibelius concerto on a tour of

Stockholm and Helsinki in the Thirties, only to

discover to his dismay that the composer was in the

audience. However. Sibelius approved of the per

formance and invited the young violinist to his studio

to
&quot;go

over the store.&quot; When Salgo unwisely asked the

maestro what extra-musical experience he should

concentrate on to induce the proper feelings. Sibelius

made it clear that there was just the music.

Salgo has had first-hand experience of great

conducting. He played Don Giovanni under Hurt-

wangler and. in the covered pit at Bayreuth. Die
WalkUrt with Toscanini (&quot;the greatest conductor of

all time&quot;). Salgo came to America as a member of the

Roth Quartet and, when the explosive situation in

Europe precluded his return, accepted a job to teach

at Princeton. He is one of the few emi^rf musicians

I ve met who resists the temptation to turn his exodus
from Europe into cither a melodramatic escape, a self-

congratulatory piece of prescience or a political

harangue though he could easily do so since his

mother was Jewish and his brother was interned at

Auschwitz.

By the time he was settled in America, Salgo knew
that conducting was his metier. (He rarely plays the

violin in public anymore, though two years ago he

joined the Lenox Quartet at a concert in Marin. &quot;I

supply alt the bowing and phrasing for my orchestras

unlike conductors without string experience who
have to rely on the concertmaster.&quot;) He once studied

conducting with Richard Strauss for six weeks (&quot;a

terrible teacher; he had no patience&quot;), worked on
Mozart with Fritz Busch and in New York with the

late George Szell. &quot;Szell was a great technician but he

had no feeling for people. His Mozart suffered--
elementi*of love, tenden*essTwannth and demonic
power.&quot;

From Princeton
Salg&amp;lt;&amp;gt; negotiated for a job at

Stanford University. He taught there for 23 years,

garnering the Dinkelspicl Award for &quot;outstanding

service to undergraduate education.&quot; Though he has

guest conducted in Vancouver, Mexico, London and
Alaska, the bulk of his career has been in the Bay Area.
He was for 18 yean the conductor of the San Jose

Symphony (&quot;That town never did become musically

sophisticated&quot;); he was tlw first local conductor ever

to pilot the San Francisco Symphony (1956); he
conducted at Spring Opera (Martha in 1961); he is

music director of the Music at the Vineyards series in

Saratoga and he teaches at Dominican College.
For 21 years he has also been music director and

chief conductor of both the Marin Symphony, a semi-

professional orchestra, and the prestigious Carmel
Bach Festival. Salgo used to live in Sleepy Hollow, but

now makes his home in Palo Alto. He and his wife.

Priscilla (who directs the Bach Festival chorus), have

another home in Carmel during the six weeks or so

they are in residence at the Festival. Their only

daughter, Deborah, just graduated in linguistics from
Sunford.

&quot;I m basically an opera man.&quot; Salgo says somewhat

ruefully. &quot;I was born m the opera house. After

musical rehearsals I used to stay around to watch the

staging rehearsals.&quot; There are few opportunities to

conduct opera in the Bay Area if one is not affiliated

with a university workshop. The San Francisco Opera,
honoring the stupid tradition that &quot;no man is a

prophet in his own land
&quot;

imports most of its con
ductors.

Salgo conducted his first opera, Verdi s La
Traviata. in Budapest. &quot;The soprano was in her late

50s and had no voice leti. But. as Byron said about

Venice, she was a tired old courtesan who could show
us many things!&quot; While he was head of the opera
department at Stanford University, the musical

quality of the productions there was extremely

polished. 1 remember t performance of Dvorak s

Rutalka (American premiere, 1972) in which Ihe

orchestral playing of that difficult, aromatic score was

superb. This winter Salgo returns lo his first love

when he guest-conducts Mozart s Magic Flute and

Don Giovanni at East Berlin s famed Deutsche

Staatsoper.
Sandor Salgo s ability to manage all these different

musical directorships and bop easily between opera
and symphonic conducting is an indication of his

versatile approach and eclectic taste. He speaks of

Mozart with barely concealed passion and admits lo

being a romantic at heart, yet his Bach performances
are notable for their fidelity to style. He has been

called a conductor &quot;for all seasons, equally at home in

baroque, classical, romantic and contemporary eras.&quot;

1 once wrote about him. only half joking, that his real

virtue was common sense, a rare attribute for any
musician let alone a conductor. But it is that which

enables him lo move between different styles with so

much freedom; he doesn t lug a lot of ngid musical

preconceptions with him.

Salgo speaks of the Marin Symphony with pride.

&quot;The orchestra includes 16 members from the San

Francisco Symphony, also a housewife, doctors, music

teachers, lawyers. There is even a bartender! The 65

members can be augmented to 85 when we play larger

works. The biggest difficulty &amp;gt;

is programming. The

orchestra is sophisticated and the programs have to be

catholic bt the players become bored. On the other

hand, music that is too avant garde or difficult

requires more rehearsal time than is available.&quot; He
tries to avoid doubling programs that will be given
elsewhere in the area by other orchestras. &quot;But (his

year we planned Beethoven s Ninth and so did the San
Francisco Symphony. We decided to keep it in.&quot;

Though the basis of the Marin Symphony s

repertory is the &quot;German traditionalists. Bach,

Beethoven, Brahms, Mozart. Schubert,&quot; the orchestra

this year will also program music of Delius, Frank

Martin. Bartok. Ernst Toch and commission a new

piece by Amy Miller Levine. During the last,

bicentennial season, it played works by ten American

composer*, hall of them living. The Symphony
celebrates its 25th anniversary on September 26 with

an outdoor concert at the Fort Barry/ Cronk hit e

parade grounds on the Marin headlands. The

program includes Wagner s fttenzt overture.

Schubert s &quot;Unfinished&quot; Symphony and

Tchaikovsky s &quot;1812 Overture.&quot; a natural for the

outdoors.

&quot;I m not a magician,&quot; Salgo says, &quot;but 1 believe in

building ensemble.&quot; (He has recently added the

troubled Modesto Symphony to his portfolio. &quot;It is the

third time in my life I have been called on to make
something of an orchestra.&quot;) Asked what the most

important asset for a conductor is, Salgo replies,

&quot;Self-confidence. A conductor literally musi know the

score. When he does, it gives him the confidence to

act. If he is sincere he can convey what he feels to his

musicians without harshness or cruelty. When an
orchestra feels good about its conductor, it will play
better. You can t fool an orchestra.&quot;

But doesn t too much self-confidence lead to the

podium antics we are all familiar with, the ballet-

dancing maestro who shows his profile to the ladies in

the front row and tyrannizes over hts quaking players?

Salgo responds to this question with a soft chuckle
and a dry answer which acknowledges the frailty of his

profession: &quot;Yes; wouldn t it be nice if conductors

started life with an inferiority complex?&quot;



CALENDAR
MUSIC

CELEBRATIONS
GALORE FOR
BACH FEST

By DANIEL CARIAGA

CARMEL-BY-THE-SEA-Promplly
It 7JO oa most concert nights during

three weeks In July, i brut ensemble

mounti the terrace facing the Suniet Center

Theater here ind plays for IS minutes. The

experience of hewing that mlniconcert out

of doon it twilight and unrounded by the

scents and sights of this forested town by the

ocean is one of the channt of attending the

Cannel Bach Festival

The festival -which endi today-ahould
be In tti Slit incarnation thii summer; the

_ motto. &quot;Founded In 1935 by Dene Denny and

Hard Watroua.&quot; itfll fneca every brochure

tat |ugJUB boot In fact, the intervention

of World War n eauaed a hlatui of three

yean; and the featlTal of 1985 Is only the

48th.

Yet the 50th annlTcnary If being noted

proudly along with, of course, the tricen

tennials of J. S. Bach. George Frideric Han
del and DomenJco Scarlatti, and the 400th

anniversary of Heinrlch Schuetz.

Sandor Salgo amdi^perf(ffmamct of Bach t cantata No. 106]

Returning to the Monterey Peninsula,

moat Califomians must experience a unique
aenae of dtjt tw. For moat of ua. the place
holds special, personal, Indelible memories

&quot;Ah, the smell of pines and affluence! one

longtime peninsula visitor describes the

feeling. But it ii more .

The gift ahopa along Ocean Avenue, and

radiating
outward on nearby streets. Dozens

of btUe reatauranta ready to aenre the Heady
atream of visitors that flowi through the

amall downtown area. The lure of the Pacific

Ocean, Just down the hill, not to mention

attractions In Pacific Grove and Monterey

and. Joat orer the bill, on Califomla 1. These

ire familiar and reassuring artifacts of

om peraortal and collective memories.

They do not change, at least not a lot, and

not quickly. A favorite country-French

restaurant, one notes, has now become

another, also-provincial, French restaurant

with a pun for a name, and. on its menu, prix

fiit spelled &quot;pre-fix.&quot; A fabled village steak -

house hat closed; on the same spot, a more

pretentious dining room welcomes a new

ly
&quot;11.11 I.

being renovated, refurbished and enlarged.

^
But change la alow. Where there are no

sidewalks, none are going In. Where street

lighting la minimal, darkness continues to

prevail. Quamtness, a monumental quaint-

ness, reigns benignly.

In this atmosphere of mellow but willful

individuality, the survival of the Carmel

Bach Festival seems perfectly congruent, its

longevity and (low growth almost predicta

ble.

Yet another anniversary, that of Sandor

Salgo i 30th season as musk director and

conductor, Is observed In 1985. In some ways.
It may outahadow the other milestones.

When Salgo assumed this podium In 1956.

the &quot;Magnificat&quot; had never been performed
in iu entirety here, the bulk of festival

V*
LOS ANOElfS T!M8/CAUNOAR

personnel were strictly local, the repertory
scattered.

The former professor at Stanford Univer

sity Instituted the tradition of presenting the

B-mlnor Mass in odd-numbered years and

the &quot;SL Matthew&quot; and rst. John&quot; Passions In

alternating even-numbered yean. He en

gaged solo artists from the East Coast and

format to 10 days In 1961, then to Its present

length of three full weeks.

During this same time, he brought to the

festival high standards of professionalism

and a cognizance of recent scholarship in

performance-practice. As musician and con

ductor, he has not stood still.

For a quick survey of the 1985 festival, one

musical Journalist traveled to Carmel July 18,

and attended four major weekend concern In

Sunset Center Theater, plus peripheral day
time recitals around the peninsula. It could

be no surprise that the musical standards at

this festival remain high. What was surpris

ing was that the feeling at the festival is

much the same In enthusiasm and concen

tration as two decades ago.

The climax of any festival week here Is the

Above, trum

peter* and au-

dieneegather
outside the

Sunset Center

Theater before
the evening
rtftii mfltv* nt

Bach festival.

Right, Jamet
Bustcntd and

Patricia Schu-

man ting duet

in Handelt

penultimate
Italian opera,

&quot;Imeneo.
1

Sunday afternoon performance. In 1985. that

set of performances Is devoted to the Haas In

B minor. Heard July 21, It reiterated the

particular and continuing strengths of con

ductor Salgo and his colleagues, the principal

ones being the Festival Chorale and Chorus,

concertmaster Rosemary Waller, flutist

Louise DiTullio. oboist Michael Rosenberg

and vocal soloists Sylvia McNair. Patricia

Schuman. Alyce Rogers, Gregory Walt and

Douglas Lawrence.

Compared to the mercurial, transparent

serene and breathtaking performance Hel

muth Rilling and his Oregon Bach Festiva

Plfotf Turn to Payt +

SUNDAY. AUGUST 4. 198S/PAOI 4
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ensembles gave in Hollywood
Bowl, this one proved deliberate,

opaque, sculpted and planned-
out undeniably well-wrought but

not really heartfelt The all-impor

tant pause between, &quot;. . . et sepvl-

tvs est
,&quot;

and &quot;et resurrexit.&quot; for

example, seemed dramatically con

trived
&quot;

rather than dramatically

motivated as if the conductor had

chosen to measure out his pause,

not, in the theatrical sense, to seize

it

Still, all the parts fell into place,

and some gorgeous sounds were

made~.~The&quot; Chorale and Chorus,

plus the instrumental soloists, pro
duced most of these, but the vocal

soloists in particular the three

women contributed as well.

Accomplished vocalism also

marked the Friday and Saturday

night events. Handel s penultimate
Italian opera, &quot;Imeneo&quot; (Hyme-
neus), in a deft concert staging by
Albert Takazauckas, took the Sun

set Center Theater stage Friday.

It is a most handsome piece by a

composer in his prime, and contra-

dicts in its best moments that old

professor s tale that opera seria is

boring and predictable. Heard in an

English translation, it charjns by its

melodiousness, its wit and its emo
tional truth.

Salgo led a stylish, crisp and

bright performance/ one helped

strongly by the deceptive simplici

ty of Takazauckas on -target stag

ing.

For the most part, the young
cast, led by Patricia Schuman, and

Evelyn de la Rosa, sang splendidly.

Schuman s delivery of Rosmene s

arias displayed a radiant and plan

gent voice of strong flexibility; De
la Rosa sailed easily through the

lesser hurdles given Clomiris.

Brenda Boozer made a petulant

Tirinthus, James Busterud a prom
ising, stage-worthy Hymeneus.
Saturday night, the concer

to/cantata program conducted by

Salgo started off as a pleasant

showcase for violinist Christiane

Edinger (Bach s E-major Concer

to) and singers Alyce Rogers.

Gregory Wait and Douglas Law
rence (Cantata 106). Then it be

came the occasion for high jinks

from soprano Sylvia McNair, solo

ist in Cantata 202, &quot;Weichet nur,

betruebte Schatten.&quot;

McNair, according to several re

ports, had swept all before her at

the -Wednesday- night (July- 17)

Mission concert, singing the canta

ta, &quot;Jauchzkt Gott.&quot; The next

morning, according to our inform
ants, tutta Camel was abtrZz with

praise for the xgpraifo from Ohio

who now sings in Wes^Berlin and
St Louis.

In her Saturday night appear -

&quot;ance, McNair seemed vocally tired.

Yet her prima-donna mannerisms

proved intact Wearing a white

gown decorated with blocks of

gold, she mugged relentlessly

through this Wedding Cantata, all

the while bouncing to its rhythms.
Then, in the final Gavotte, when

she had finished singing, McNair
handed her score to Salgo! twirled

in time to the music, then did a step

with.the conductor. The audience

was charmed but not so much
that it demanded an encore.

McNair and Salgo took one any
way, repeating the final movement.
After that demonstration of

self-hypnotism, and intermission,

Emile Naoumoffs pedestrian per- V
formance of Mozart s Piano Con
certo in C, K. 503, became anticli-

mactic.

Mildly disappointing, for the

promises it did not fulfill, was Igor

Kipnis appearance at the Thursday
-evening concert (July 18).

The veteran harpsichordist dis

played again his solid technique
and musical ingenuity. But his

penchant for quick, unarticulated

tempos and noncommittal, undif-

ferentiated approaches to what

ought to be contrasting pieces (by
Handel, Bach and Scarlatti, whom
he called &quot;The Birthday Boys&quot;),

left most of this evening without

the kinds of projection this music&quot;
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should abound in.

Kipnis puts up only one barrier

between himself and his audience,

but that is an impenetrable one

the printed scores, to which he

refers constantly and irritatingly.

Through this barrier, little music

gets through.

A sampling of the three daytime
recitals offeted in this long week
end netted some special, and some

questionable, moments.

Peter Rejto s authoritative way
with Bach s C-minor Suite (he

played the complete suites during
these three weeks) illuminated the

Friday (July 19) morning recital in

the gloom of the Golden Bough
Theater.

But Alyce Rogers singing of five

English songs by Haydn emerged

only pleasant; the mezzo-soprano
from Oregon failed to delineate the

emotional states of these songs, and

displayed no compelling reason for

their inclusion on this program. At

the harpsichord, Elaine Thorn -

burgh proved unsteady^of-Mempo,

pushy about breathing with the

singer and textually disinterested.

Ken Ahrens brief but masterful

ly executed Bach recital, in Bethle

hem Lutheran Church in Monte

rey, .Friday afternoon, offered

contrast and integration in a pro

gram beginning with the Prelude

and Fugue in B minor and ending
with the Passacaglia and Fugue in

C minor.

Strong feelings about Bach

emerged in Emile Naoumoffs

hourlong piano recital in Sunset

Theater, Saturday morning (July

20), the best part of which was-his

playing of four Preludes and.

Fugues from &quot;Das Wohl-Temper-
irte Clavier,&quot; Books I and II.

Though there was nothing Baroque
about these readings, they at least

displayed a musical and sensitive

temperament, and a poetic re

sponse to Bach s pieces.

Otherwise, in important works of

Mozart (the D-minor Fantasy and
the A-minor Sonata), the 23-year
old French pianist showed little

individuality. D
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Sandor Salgo concluded

the Marin Symphony s season

at the Mario Center Sunday
with a grand performance of

the Mozart Requiem. It s one of

the Mozart wonders that this

incomplete work could have
been filled out and rounded off

by his student in a form that

makes It more than recogniz

ably a masterpiece.

A performance like Salgo s

brings out the concept completely

enough to carry through the parts

ing as one, these were the Winifred

Baker Chorale and Sun Kraczek s

Marin Community College Chorus.

The freedom, quality and ease of

tone (especially the fine, floating so

prano tone, solid bass resonance),

fullness and conviction reflected

splendidly on their directors.

At the great shout &quot;RexT initi

ating the &quot;Rex tremendac&quot; move
ment, the hall resounded, setting upadded onto by Mozart s protege

Franz Xaver Suessmayr. This is all the beautiful pathos of the implora-

&quot;serviceable even though not touch- tion &quot;save me.&quot; It Is a Juxtaposition

-ed^wlth the&quot; Mozart InsplratlonrTbe- of-tbe-masse-and-the-todtvldual,

evidence of Mozart s misses sug- Invoked again later as against the

voices of the damned comes anoth

er piteous, personalized appeal.

Such Images evoke the medieval

paintings . and sculptured church

friezes with their vivid depletions of

the Last Judgment
The performance conveyed

much of this. Salgo treated the

opening Requiem and Kyrle in a

determinedly accented, implacable

marching manner. At the ending, at

its closing recapitulation (Lux Ae-

tcrna), he relieved this beat with a

gests that he might well have con

cluded his Requiem differently, on
a strong and affirmative statement.

Then again, he himself may have
done what Suessmayr did (follow

ing the dying composer s instruc-

tlojis, according to one account), re

casting .the music of the opening
Introitus and Kyrie for the final Ag
nus Del and Lux Aeterna. This, of

course, rounds things off satisfying-

The performance depended on

Salgo s grasp of the spiritual inspira

tion of this music, and on a 300-voice

chorus .
that had not simply pre

pared It well, but really had learned

It, singing In effect, by heart. Sound-

larger, flowing motion.

The quartet was generally ex

cellent The bass, full and rich in

voice, was Ronald Gerard, the tenor

Gregory Walt, whose voice has be

come stronger, more dramatic with

a ringing and fervent character.

Jody Woodford, stepping In for an

indisposed Wendy Hoffman, sang In

a deep and impriiailn mezzo aopra-
no. Soprano Laurtnda Nikkei, a San
Francisco Opera Center alumna

produced a -true, radiant aoond to

incomprehensible word*.

For the first half of the pro
gram, Salgo conducted Aaron Cop
land s &quot;Appalachian Sprtnj&quot; It was
a sonorous, affactional* perfor

mance,&quot;notably in its quieter, lyrical

and mood-setting sections. While
the work remain! an emblem of

America and what Copland estab

lished as American in sound. In

those gentle moments, his aensiblh-

ties for French tradition are appar
ent The dancier aspects of the score

were not as light aad buoyant as

would be optimum, considering
that the work was originally com

posed for IS Instruments and a cou

ple of the musical Joints were

touch-and-go. Nonetheless, the or

chestra produced It wett. The stir

ring Mozart Requiem waa a fitting

close to Salgo s penultimate concert

(hell lead one more for next year s

season) as music director of the or

chestra he founded 38 yean ago.
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MARIN SYMPHONY

An Upbeat Farewell From Sandor Salgo

The good works of Sandor
Salgo and the Marin Sympho
ny; winch he directed for 32

years, paid off again Sunday
when the loyalty of the patrons
was put to the test of moving.

In good grace, orchestra and
audience began a one-year move to

Dominican College s refurbished

Angelico Hall. The Symphony s,

home, Marin Auditorium, will be
closed beginning in January for

structural strengthening to bring It

up to 1088 code requirements, a de
cision made late last spring, before
the October 17 earthquake.

The program, which will be re

peated tonight, was Salgo s last as

&quot;rnusicUirectof ahd.lf circumstanc ;

es prevented It from being a grand .

and glorious finale, it was still satis

fying. He conducted grateful per
formances of two of his fav orltes.

Ravol s &quot;Mother Goose.&quot; Suite and
Strauss &quot;Till Eulensplegel s Merry
Pranks.&quot; These followed a cheerful

piece of vintage Americana, Dudley
.Buck s Festival Overture on the

&quot;American National Air. the Star-

Spangled Banner; and Beethoven s

Sandor Salgo: director of the

Marin SyrnphonyTor 3? years

the orchestra adjusted professional

ly.

Inevitably, there was more
wind-instrument presence and the

string sound was thinner. The
acoustics in the hall were now suit

able, however still a little on the

live side, but adequztely diffused

and with a decent bass response.
Before a $400,000 refurbishment,

the 810-seat Angelfco Hall was a son-

~&quot;

live burgundy and rose, it has new
With its string sections reduced carpets, comfortable theater scats

by~a fourth to fit the Angelico stage.
*&quot;

&quot;and proper stage lighting.

The stage was built out about 20

feet with a thrust platform but,

Incomprehensibly, at the same lev

el, some four feet above the iudito-

rium floor. Only those in the balco

ny can see the.orchestra. From the

main floor, the audience looks up to

view only a few players in the first

or nearest line of chairs.

A more appropriate setting for

his final concert would have been

the 2.000-seat Marin Veterans Audi

torium, where Salgo has served
both music and the community,
building audience as well as orches

tra, but it was perhaps better for the

orchestra that he led it Into this

unfamiliar hall.

The players responded with the

musical and ensemble security he
has developed. Dudley Buck s Festi

val Overture (1887) reflected some
thing more than Salgo s pleasure In

presenting something unusual and,
in this case, witty and smiling. He
was celebrating the citizenship he
loves with this spirited, entirely re

spectful treatment of the national

anthem. There s a touch of the old

, world in the polonaise-like rhythm
of the first theme (the &quot;Banner&quot; is

the second theme), fine counter

point Tn the cdriibfnaTiorToT Ihc lwcT
and the obbligatp writing, and an
all-Amcrican sound in the band-like
finale.

Beethoven s Second Piano Con--

rcrto (actually his first in-order of -

composition, but the second to be

published) went well without ever

being striking or original In inter-,

pretation. Its light orchestration
suited the reduction In the Marin
Symphony s personnel. Leon Bates

played with an elegant piantsm, an
even and particular technique and
integrity for the classical style of

this early work.

What was needed was fantasy,
some .Imaginative flexing of the

phrases, some shading and more va

riety of nuance and accent to In

volve the listener in the shapes,

thought (in the Adagio) and humor.
The intimate scale of Angelico Hall

offered the perfect opportunity for

a more internal performance than
this.

Salgo s choice of the Ravel nd
Strauss may have been based on
more than his evident love of both

composers. Beyond the charm and
refinement (not Just childlike de-

. liphtsi to be found In
&quot; Ma Mere

I Oyc&quot; (&quot;Mother Goose&quot;), a certain

passion emerges, first in &quot;Tom

Thumb&quot; and then in the climax of

the &quot;Conversations of Beauty and
the. Beast.&quot; It comes from a heart

-that-Ravei-usually-revealed only-i-
affcctionate. In &quot;The Fairy Gar

den,&quot; a radiant warmth serves as a

mosftender &quot;L envor before&quot; do~
parture head-high, in a carillon-like

motif.

&quot;Till Eulenspiegel&quot; went the

best, ending the concert and a dis

tinguished tenure on a note that

perhaps signified more than the

lively. Indomitable character of the

piece. Could be that Salgo was Iden

tifying with the hero not as mis
chievous, which he never has been,
but in the sense that his spirit might

-return and remain In this orches-.

tra b future. His imprint as musi
cian. leader and human being has
born such as to make that Inevita

ble.

The orchestra said good-by ui

another manner, playing, under
conrertmaster Charles Meacham s

direction, &quot;Auld Lang Syne&quot; In a

warm, sonorous arrangement by vi

olinist and composer Mark Volkcrt

The next chapter for the Mrrln

Symphony begins .January 20. when
the third of six candidates for the
music directorship. Raymond Har-

voy. takes his turn at.thc podium In

AncHico II. ill
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from San Francis

Sandor Solgo ended hi. 36-year reign Sunday of director of the

Carmel Bach FetthVol

Dramatic Finish for

Carmel Bach Festival
Ily Kolirrt

Chronlrlt

Cnrmol
A historical corner was turned

Sunday and a remarkable era

drought to an end as Sanrior Salgo
concluded his 3C-ycar music direc

torship of the Carmcl Finch Festi

val with Its season s final perfor
mance of Bach s St. Matthew Pas

sion. The audience and perform
ers accorded an effusive

10 minute ovation to the man who
had shaped and built one of the

country s older and more distin

guished music festivals, leaving II

thriving and secure.

Salgo made the St. Matthew

Conimnnn ojy

Htiilr Crlllr

Passion itself a very partii ulnr

valedictory statement on Sunday.
This was the most personalized,
most subjective of the many per
formances of this masterpiece that

he has led on alternate years of the

festival. In contrast to the most

recent of those, all full-length, he

used his version of the abridged
edition that Mendelssohn had

made when he launched the his

toric n.nch revival In Leipzig. I02f).

The chorales that convey contem

plative commentary and prayer
Salgo took for the most part slower

and at times softer and more hush
ed than ever before

The choruses that pictoriallze

the dramatic action of the betray

nl, seizure and crucifixionswrrr as

oporatically vivid as he could

make them The orchestral sound
and the phrasing likewise followed

the full-fashioned late Romantic
tradition. In one Innovation, per

haps for the first time with a Hach

Passion. Siipe^tlllrs were used
The Kncllsh translations, project
ed iinolilnislvcly on the white pro
sceniiim. were good and undls

tracting replacements for the

n^lsy mimeographed librettos.

Salgo was addressing n loyal nu-

illi-nce and a festlvitt hoard now
trying |o select hlii-iiucci&amp;gt;sv&amp;gt;r and

[HiMiU-riru
1 the viewpoint and

styles of early music and original

Instrument specialists Siilgo was

Identifying his era nnd principles
with * performance that In npeak
Ing so directly to the emotions, set

up maximum contrast with any
thing a successor would do. wht

I n (if y.2 Col 4

Bach Festival

Says Farewell

To Salgo
From Page El

ever his viewpoint.

Key principal singers made

crucially moving and beautiful

contributions, led by the Evange
list of tenor David Gordon and the

Jesus of John Ostendorf who were

unsurpassed In the Carmel experi

ence. Singing the dramatic narra

tion in an utterly refined and most &amp;lt;

intimate voice._Gordon made the

subtlest Inflections telling in a

compelling account. Through the

warmth and profundity equally of

his baritone voice and interpreta

tion. Ostendorf presented a Jesus

of deep and affecting human qual

ities.

Catherine Keen was outstand

ing, persuasive in muslcality and

feeling In the contralto role, ell-

martically In the &quot;Erbarme Dlch.&quot;

Rachel Resales was fine in the duet

with Keen, and in the soprano ari

as. Carl Halvorson, tenor, was im

pressive while bass Norman An-

dersson was fighting some vocal

problems. The various individual&quot;

dramatic roles were well served by

Festival Chorale members, and the

instrumental obbligato solos were

lovely. Priscllla Salgo s combined

Festival Chorale and Chorus and

the orchestra responded to SalRo s

conducting unstlntlngly, return

ing to him a performance as full-

hearted as his. Feelings ran deep,

and surely at that recurring &quot;Host

peacefully&quot; in the final chorus,

they overflowed for many.

The preceding Saturday after

noon. Salgo conducted the last of

the season s three performances of

Mozart s &quot;The Magic Flute.&quot; A
small theater, even one as tiny as

Carmel s Sunset Center, Is an ad

vantage to this work when perfor

mance factors arc as right as they
wore for this production. But the

most Important quality was the af

fectionate respect accorded It by

Salfio and the clever and Inventive

stage director Christopher llahn

(from the San Francisco Opera).

One unit set sufficed, with an

enclosure formed by seven gothlc

arches at the left, a pyramid top

ped portal for the dramatic en

trances, and stepped risers In the

right Halm managed exits and en-

Iranres with no breaks, the scene

6, 1991.

&quot;changes&quot; accepted In the Imagi

nations of a charmed and willing

audience, helped by the lighting.

The major departure was the

use of the W.I1. Auden-Chcstcr

Kallmann English rhymed singing

translation which also tries to

straighten out the beloved Incon

sistencies and time-honored confu

sions in Schikanedcr s original li

bretto, even to the point of reorga

nizing scenes and the order of

things. After a while, by Act II. this

modern text seems strained, artifi

cial and pretentiously literary. No
matter some happy new humor
conies out of It.

The performance was genuine

ly touching In many places such as

the climactic P-amlna-Tamino re

union. Kay Paschal, her soprano
luminous, and the tall Carl Ilalvor-

son of the clean-carrving, fine

grained tenor voice, were Ihit lead

couple. Nathaniel Watson, with

full, deep and pliant baritone, and

a vivacious manner.- was a Papa-

geno of the first class, ready for

the major stages. Norman Anders-

-son was Sarastro.

Regrettably, John Ostendorf s

role as the Speaker was cut way
hack for this production. Cynthia
Siedcn hit the notes for Queen of

the Night but she was often sharp,

her crystal-like tone and style

sounding less than mature. Ross

llalper was a lively Monostatos If

his light tenor was hard to hear,

and Sara Ganz was the cheeriest of

Papagcnas. The Three Ladles were
Susan Montgomery. Jody Wood-
ford and Catherine Keen. The
Three Spirits were Theresa Ming-

gold, Linda Madej and Stephanie

Boenlng.
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Sandor Salgo

1991

Music Director and Conductor

Dcar Friends.

Over the years I ve been well aware of what a faithful,

dedicated and knowledgeable audience returns year after

year to Carmel. In view of that I wanted to take this

opportunity to share with you my thoughts about the

programs.

When in 1956 Dene Denny appointed me Music Director

of the Carmel Bach Festival, I suggested that it would be

illuminating to reveal Bach in his entire framework: his

heritage, his contemporaries and the enormous influence

he has shown on succeeding ages. Here was the opportunity
to explore the treasures of the entire Baroque Period (1600-

1750). I also must necessarily include 17th and 18th century

opera, ballet and concerto. The music of the great Ix-ip/.ig

cantor remains as it should, the ftx al point of the programs.
The monumental works two Passions and the Mass in b

minor have been given in successive years; seldom heard

cantatas along with the most beloved ones and the complete

Brandenburg Concert i in one evening have shared the

limelight along with a wide gamut of compositions ranging
from Monteverdi s L Orfeo to Mo/art s Zauberflote, Byrd s

Mass for fit t&amp;gt; t vices to Mark Volkert s Concerto for oboe

based on a chorale of Bach s.

While we are not an early music festival, when appropriate,

period instruments (lute, Baroque organ, harpsichord, viola

da gamba ) are used along with the more modern
instruments. The beautiful Mission Basilica opened its doors

to the Festival again in 1961 and on Wednesday nights one-

could hear rarely performed masterpieces, product of one

city or of a specific composer

In recent years the programs have been enhanced by
chamber music and solo recitals, lectures and symposia by

important scholars, and a master class for vocalists.

We ve been pleased that the response of the audience has

been such that the Festival had to expand from one to three

weeks.

To pay homage to the Master, our personnel come from

the Monterey Peninsula (chorus), from all over the U.S.

(chorale) and all over the world (soloists and orchestra).

Young talent always was welcomed and appreciated at the

Festival. Several of these young performers, Carol Vaness,

Pat Schuman, Ruth Ann Swenson, among others, now are

intcrnational stars.

There are some who think that Johann Sebastian Bach was
one of the last great religious artists. As he said: &quot;The final

aim of all music is to express the glory of God and to refresh

the human spirit .&quot;

I am deeply indebted to you, dear friends, for your

encouragement and enthusiasm. It has been an honor to

be your leader through all these years. When that great

musician, Joseph Haydn felt that he should put down his

pen he gathered his friends and said: &quot;Before God and man
I have done my dun with joy! Let others do the same.&quot;

God bless you.

Sandor Salgo
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Festival Orchestra

Sandor Salgo, Conductor

Violin

Mark Volkert,

concertmaster

Lenuta Ciulei-Atanasiu,

associate concertmaster

Jesse Ceci,

assistant concertmaster

Beni Shinohara,

principal second violin

Lori Ashikawa

J Calvin Dyck
Dawn Dover

Laura Kobayashi

Victoria Oswell

Sarn Eric Oliver

Van Phan

Alexander Ross

Marilyn Se\illa

Christopher Whiting

Viola

Thomas Hall, princifxil

Meg Eldridge

Niccolo Eugelmi
Simon Oswell

Stephanie Railsback

Fidel Se\illa

Viola da gamba
Michael Sand

Cello

Ruth Stienon, principal

George Atanasiu

Mary Commanday
Paul Rhodes

Jan Volkert

Double Bass

Charles Chandler, principal

Randall J. Keith

Flute

Damian Ikirsill-Hall.

Julie McKenzic

Betty Pollock

Elisabeth Marshall

Oboe
Robert Morgan,

princiftal

Edward Benyas
Leslie Reed

Denis Halber

Clarinet

Eli Eban, prind/xiJ

Arthur Austin

Bassoon

Jesse Read, fnincifxil

Jerry Dagg

French Horn
Glen Swarts

Loren Taycrle

Edwin Pollack

Doug Hull

Trumpet
Wolfgang Basch, Jnincif&amp;gt;al

Susan Enger

Kimberly Stewart

Trombone
Carl Mazzio, principal

Suzanne Mudge
Sean Engel

Tuba
Zacharia Spellman

Timpani
Kevin Neuhoff

Harpsichord
James Richman

Timothy Bach

John Toenjes

Organ
Ken Ahrens

cr ** *
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Festival Chorale and Chorus

Chorale

Soprano
Charlene Caddick

Robyn P. Frey

Leberta Gray
Ina Heup
Susan Montgomery

Margot Power

Teresa Ringgold
Linda Sandusky
Diane Thomas

Datevig Yaralian

Alto

Pamela Benin

Stephanie Boening
Anne Carey
Linda D. Childs

Cathy Findley

Mary Pat Finucane

Kathie Freeman

Lynda Madej

Jcxly Wcxxlford

Priscilla Salgo, Conductor

Tenor

Alan Caddick

Thomas Goleeke

Jody Golightly

James Hull

Robert Johnson
Patrick Lynch

George Sterne

Larry Woodford

Bass

William Commins
Charles Gafford

Howard Higson
Alexander Holodiloff

Vernon James

John McConnell

Burr Phillips

Steven Rogino
Brian Vaughn

Chorus

Soprano
Nancy Carney
Ellen Collord

Janet Graebe

Laurie Hays

Margaret Kylander

Nancy Opsata
Dottie Roberson

Sheri Rose

Barbara Smythe
Ann Trout

Alto

Cherry Campbell
Paula Crisler

Linda Dowd
Madeline Littlefield

Barbara Martin

Patricia O Neill

Barbara Stock

Tenor

Norman Conrad

John Hughes
Tom Larson

Paul Tuff

Bass

Alan Abramson

Enrique Alvarez

James Egan

James Heup

George McKechnie

Steve Reinertsen

Tom Scoville

Ron Spear
Howard Straus

Don Trout
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Monday Conceit

July 15, 22, 29, 8 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

This concert is dedicated to the memory of Ruth Phillips Penton

I Cantata, BWV 214, &quot;Tom-t, ihr PaukenT Johann Sebastian Bach
1685-1750

Chorus
Recitative (tenor)
Aria (soprano I)

Recitative (soprano I)

Aria (soprano II)

Recitative (soprano II)

Aria (bass)
Recitative (bass)
Chorus

Rachel Resales, soprano I Diane Thomas, soprano II.

David Gordon, tenor, John Ostendorf, baritone

Festival Chorale, Chorus and Orchestra

ft Concerto for three harpsichords in d, BWV 1063 J-S. Bach

(Allegro)
Alia Sici 1iana

Allegro

James Richman, Timothy Bach, John Toenjes, harpsichords

INTERMISSION

ffl. Concerto No. 2 in I- -flat for horn and orchestra, K.417 \R&amp;gt;lfgang Amadeus Mozart

1756-1791

Allegro maestoso

Andante

Rondo

Glen Swarts, French horn

Festival Orchestra

IV. \fesperae solennes de confessore, K. 339 WA. Mozart

Dixit Dominus
Confitebor

Beatus vir

Laudate pueri
Laudate Dominum

Magnificat

Kay Paschal, soprano, Catherine Keen, mezzo-soprano
Carl Halvorson, tenor, Norman Andersson, bass

Festival Chorale, Chorus and Orchestra

This concert will be broadcast live on KUSP-89 FM on Monday,July 15.
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Program Notes

I. Cantata BWV 214, &quot;Tonet, ihr Paukenf .LS. Bach

Bach aficionados will recognize much of the music of Bach s

dramma per musica, Cantata 214, through Bach s use of

its music in another great work, the Christmas Oratorio.

Tbnet, ihr Paukenf came first, when for the December 8,

1733 birthday of the Queen of Poland and countess of Saxony,

Maria Josepha, Bach composed and conducted his Leipzig

Collegium musicum in this festive work. He later adapted
the two choruses and the alto and bass arias for his equally

joyous oratorio for Christmas.

The opening movement, a song of celebratory rejoicing,

presents a setting of simple poetry in vivid orchestral

treatment. This brilliant movement yields to a series of

recitatives and arias. To reflect the rich symbolism of classic

mythology that is typical of his homage-cantatas, Bach

ascribed a mythical figure to the movements that follow:

the opening recitative to Irene, goddess of peace; the first

aria to Bellona, goddess ofwar; the second to Pallas (Athena),

goddess of wisdom; and the last to Fama, goddess of fame.

The final chorale reflects on the joys of subjugation to the

honored queen.

Bach composed Tbnet, ihr Paukenf at a time when he was

actively seeking favor from Frederick Augustus II in the form

of a court title. There can be little doubt that Bach made

exceptional effort to impress the king and the queen with

the musical opulence of his festive cantata.

Translation

Chorus

Tbnet, ihrPauken!

Erschallet, Trompetenf

Klingenden Saiten,

Erfullet die Luft!

Singet itzt Lieder,

Ihr munt ren Poeten.

Kbnigin lebef

Wtrdfrbhtichgeruft.

Kbnigin lebef

Dies wunscbet der Sacbse,

Kbnigen lebe und blithe

und wacbse!

Recitative

Heut ist der Tag, wojeder
sich erfreuen mag. Dies ist

derfrohe Glanz der Kbnigin

Geburtsfesstunden, die Polen,

Sachsen und uns ganz
in grbsste Lust und Gluck

erfunden.
Mein Olhaum kriegt so Soft

alsfetterRaum. Es zeigt

noch keine Blatter,

Mich schreckt kein Sturm,

Blitz, triibe Wolken, dustre

Wetter.

Sound, ye drums!

Ring out, trumpets!
Sonorous strings,

fill the air!

Sing now songs,

ye blithe poets,

May the Queen live!

this the Saxons desire,

May the Queen live and

bloom and thrive!

Recitative

Today is the day when all

may rejoice, This is the glad
brilliance of the Queen s

birthday celebrations, in

which Poles,

Saxons and we ourselves

are all found

in greatest delight and

happiness.

My olive tree obtains as

much sap
as there is rich space.

Aria

Blast die wohlgegriff nen

Floten,

Doss Feind, Lilien, Mond
errbten,

Schallt mitjachzendem
Gesang!

Tbnt mit eurem Waffenklangl
Dieses Fest erfordert

Frauden,
Die so Geist als Sinnen tveiden.

It displays as yet no faded

leaves; no storm affrights me,
no lightning, sinister clouds,

gloomy weather.

Aria

Blow the well-held flutes,

so that the enemy, Lilies,

and moon
blush, peal with exulting

song!
Sound out with your

weapon-clang!
This festival demands joys,

which both spirit and

mind revd in.

Recitative

Mein knallendes Metall

der in die Luft erbebenden

Kartauen,

derfrohe Schall, das

angenehme
Schauen; die Lust, die

Sachsen itzt

empfind t, ruhrt vieler

Menschen
Sinnen. Mein schimmemdes

Gewehr,
nebst meiner Sbhne

gleichen Schritten

und ihre heldenmassge Sitten

vermehren immer mehr
undmehr

des heutgen Tages susse Freude.

Aria

Fromme Musen! Meine
Glieder!

Singt nicht langst bekannte

Lieder!

Dieser Tag sei eure Lust!

Fullt mit Freuden eure Brust!

Werfi so Kiel als Schriften
rneder

Und erfreut euch dretmal

ivieder!

Recitative

Uns re Kbnigin im Lande,
Himmel zu uns sandte, Ister

die der

Musen Trost und Schutz.

Meine Pierinnen wissen,

die in Ehrfurcbt ihren Saum
noch kussen, vor ihr stetes

Wohlergelm
Dank und Fticbt und Ton

stets zu erhbh n.Ja, sie

wunschen,
doss ihrLeben mbgen lange

Lust uns geben.

Recitative

My crashing metal

of cannons shuddering in

the air,

the glad noise, the pleasing

sight; the delight which the

Saxons now
fed, stirs many men s minds.

My glittering weapon, along
with

my sons measured tramp,
and their heroic ways

increase more and more
this days sweet joy.

Aria

W&amp;gt;rthy
muses?

My associates!

Sing not long-known songs!

May this day be your
delight!

Fill with joy your breast!

Throw down your quill

and script

and enjoy yourselves
thrice anewl

Recitative

Our Queen of the land,

sent to us from heaven,

is the Muses comfort and

protection.

MyPierkles, (Muses)
who in awe yet kiss

her hem,
know how to give for

her constant

prosperity thanks and

duty and sound. Yea, they
wish that her life may
long give delight to us.
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Aria

Kron und Preis gerkrbnter

Damen,
Konigen! mit deinem

Namen &amp;gt;

Full icb diesen Kreis der

Welt.

Was der Tugend stets gefallt,

Und was nur Heldinnen

baben,
San dtr angebor ne Gaben.

Recitative

So dringe in das weite

Erdenrund
mein von der Kbnigin

erfullterMund!
IhrRubm soil bis zum Axen
des scbon gesternten
Himmels wachsen,

die Kbnigin der Sachsen and
derPolen

set stets des Himmels Schutz

empfoblen. So starkt durch

sie

der Pol so vieler Untertanen

Chorus
Blubet, ibr Linden in

Sachsen, wie Zedern!

Scballet mit Waffen und

Wagen und Radern!

Singet ibr Musen, mit

voltigem Klang!
Froblicbe Stunden!

ihrfreudigen Zeiten!

Gonnt uns noch Offers

die guldenen Freuden:

KDnigin lebe,

ja lebe noch lang!

Aria

Crown and prize of

royal ladies,

O Queen! with your name
I fill this orbit of the world.

Whatever is always pleasing
to virtue,

and what only heroines

know,

may they be your
inborn gifts.

Recitative

So may my voice penetrate

through the wide world,

extolling the Queen!
Her renown shall grow

to the axle of the beauti

fully star-decked heavens,

May the Queen of the

Saxons and Poles

be always commended
to heaven s

protection. So strengthen

through her the

pole of so many subjects

Chorus

Long may the lindens of

Sax ny here flourish!

Long may she warriors

invincible nourish!

Sing out, ye Muses,

your full-throated song!
Season of gladness, in

joyfulness passing,
Grant us for years to

come happiness lasting!

Hail to our sovereign!
life happy and long!

n. Concerto for three harpsichords in d, BWV 1063

J. S.Bach

While it is inaccurate to state that J. S. Bach invented the

keyboard concerto, as one occasionally reads, there is no

argument that the genre received its principal initial impetus
from Bach s harpsichord concertos. Bach s motivations may
have been more practical than visionary, for his Collegium
musicum in Leipzig, which boasted a fine string orchestra

and an excellent collection of keyboard instruments, offered

resources that invited compositions for keyboards and

orchestra. In addition to the keyboard skills of its leader,

the Collegium musicum enjoyed the virtuosity of Bach s

sons: Sebastian, Wilhelm Friedmann, and Carl Philip Emanuel

may well have been soloists for the first performance of

this concerto for three harpsichords in 1733.

Many of Bach s concertos are reworkings of earlier

compositions of his own or of works by other composers,
but the source of this d minor concerto, if one existed,

remains unknown. The first two movements of the concerto

bear strong resemblances to concertos ofVivaldi,whom Bach

so much admired. The finale, however, with its fugal

construction, is more northern in style. It unfolds with

brilliant counterpoint interspersed with bravura passages for

all three soloists.

III. Concerto No. 2 for horn and orchestra in E flat,

K. 417 W A. Mozart

Of Mozart s four concertos for horn, Concerto No. 2 in E-

flat was the first to be written. Research has now established

that the so-called first horn concerto came from Mozart s

last year, 1791. Mozart composed this &quot;second concerto&quot;

in 1783 for Joseph Leutgeb, an old Salzburg friend who had

become a Viennese cheesemonger. Leutgeb must have played
the horn quite proficiently, for it must be remembered that

the concertos were composed for the &quot;natural horn,&quot; the

valve system having not yet been invented Thus these

concertos offer a technical challenge of no modest

proportions. But beyond his assumed performing skill,

Leutgeb is remembered primarily as the butt of Mozart s

jokes. Mozart once confessed &quot;I can never resist making
a fool of Leutgeb,&quot; and accordingly the autograph score of

this concerto bears the inscription &quot;W A. Mozart took pity

on Leitgeb, ass, ox and fool, in Vienna on March 27, 1783.&quot;

The concerto s three movements follow a pattern typical

of Mozart s horn concertos. The first movement is a sonata

form in which Mozart seems to take special delight in making

playful changes to the structure. In the Andante we find

both serenity and a musing character with an occasional

dramatic turn. The finale is a brilliant rondo a la cbasse

with hunting fanfares in a more popular, folk-like vein.

IV. Vesperae solennes de confessore, K. 339
W. A. Mozart

The Solemn Vespers of the Holy Confessor date from 1780,

Mozart s last year in the service ofthe Archbishop ofSalzburg.
The work forms the second of the young composer s two

settings of the Vespers service, and it reflects a substantially

greater artistic achievement than the earlier setting.

In these Vespers Mozart presented his most expressive
church music to date. The Kyrie in d that opens tomorrow

evening s program, composed the following year, represents

yet another leap forward. Indeed, it seems that the

individualistic style of this music was among the

considerations that provoked the Archbishop s disapproval
of the extraordinary young musician in his employment, and
thus Mozart was soon to be off to Vienna.

The Vespers movements are characterized by contrast:

initially, Mozart sets out five contrasting keys (C, E-flat, G,

d minor, and F). The Vespers are then highlighted by two

exceptionally well crafted, but contrasting movements (1)
the powerful and tightly knit fugue, Laudatepueri, and (2)
the lovely soprano solo Laudate Dominum, a movement
that Ivor Keys perceptively describes as manifesting a

&quot;quiet

rapture.&quot; The entrance of the choir in the latter offers one
of the most exquisite moments in all of Mozart s choral

writing.
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Choristers, who love these pieces, must lament that Mozart

wrote very little church music after this time-, only the Kyrie
in d, the C minor Mass associated with his marriage, and
the Requiem and Ave Verum Corpus of his very last year
would follow.

John Hajdu Heyer
Translation:

Dixit Dominus (Psalm 109)
The Lord said unto my Lord: &quot;Sit at my right hand, until

I make thine enemies thy footstool.&quot;

The Lord will send the scepter of thy strength out of

Zion: rule then, in the midst of thy enemies.

Thy people will be willing in the day of thy power, in

the beauties of holiness from the womb of the morning:
thou hast the dew of thy youth.
The Lord hath sworn, and will not change, &quot;Thou art

a priest forever after the order of Melchizedek.&quot;

The Lord at thy right hand will shatter kings in the day
of his indignation.
He will execute judgment among the nations, he will fill

them with corpses; he will wound the heads over many
countries.

He will drink of the brook in the way: therefore He lifts

up the head.

Glory be to the Father and to the Son, and to the Holy

Ghost, as it was in the beginning, is now and ever will be:

world without end Amen.

Confitebor (Psalm 110)
With all my heart I give thanks to the Lord in the gathering
of the upright and in the congregation.

Great are the doings of the Lord, sought out by all who

delight in them.

Majestic and glorious are His acts, and His righteousness
stands forever.

He has made His wondrous deeds to be remembered,
for the Lord is gracious and merciful.

He provides for those who revere Him and will remember
His covenant forever.

His mighty deeds He made known to His people when
He gave them the nations for their heritage.
The works of His hands are faithful and right and all His

decrees are trustworthy.

They stand firm forever and ever, done in faithfulness and

uprightness.
He sent His people redemption and commanded His

covenant to be forever. Holy and awe-inspiring is His name.

For reverence of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.

There is insight in all who observe it His praise is everlasting.

Glory be to the Father and to the Son, and to the Holy

Ghost, as it was in the beginning, is now and ever will be:

world without end Amen.

Beatus vir (Psalm 111)

Oh, the bliss of the man who reveres the Lord, who greatly

delights in His ordinances!

His offspring shall be the mighty in the land: a blessing
shall attend the race of the upright

Wealth and riches are in his house, and his righteousness
shall stand firm forever.

Light rises for the upright in times of darkness; gracious
and merciful is the good man.

It is well with him who is generous and ready to lend
die man who conducts his business with fairness.

Such a man will never be laid low, for the just shall be

held in remembrance forever.

He need never fear any evil report; his heart will remain

firm, fully trusting in the Lord
He will be joyful and unafraid while he looks upon his

adversaries.

He distributes freely to the poor and his righteousness
will stand firm forever; his horn mounts high in honor.

The wicked will see this with vexation; he will gnash
his teeth, but he will disappear, and the hope of the wicked

shall come to naught
Glory be to the Father and to the Son, and to the Holy

Ghost, as it was in the beginning, is now and ever will be:

world without end Amen.

Laudate pueri (Psalm 112)
Praise the Lord, you servants of His, praise the Lord s name.

Blessed be the name of the Lord from now to all eternity

and forever more!

From where the sun rises to where it sets the name of

die Lord shall receive praise!

High above all nations is the Lord and His glory is exalted

above the heavens.

Who is like die Lord our God, who is enthroned on high.

Who looks down upon die heavens and die earth?

He raises up the poor from die dust and lifts die needy
out of the ash heap,
To have him sit by the side of princes, with die noblest

of His people
He gives die barren wife a home to live in, now die joyous

modier of children. Praise die Lord

Glory be to die Fadier and to die Son, and to die Holy
Ghost, as it was in die beginning, is now and ever will be:

world widiout end Amen.

Laudate Dotnlnum (Psalm 116)
Praise die Lord, all you nations! Laud Him all you peoples!
For his mercy toward us is great and die truth of the

Lord is everlasting. Praise die Lord!

Glory be to die Father and to die Son, and to die Holy
Ghost, as it was in die beginning, is now and ever will be:

world widiout end Amen.

Magnificat (St. Luke I, 46-55)

My soul dodi magnify die Lord, and my spirit hadi rejoiced
in God my Saviour.

For he hath regarded die low estate ofhis handmaiden: for,

behold from henceforth all generations shall call me blessed

For he that is mighty hath done to me great things; and

hoty is his name.
And his mercy is on diem that fear him from generation

to generation
He hath shewed strength with his arm; he hath scattered

die proud in die imagination of their hearts.

He hath put down die mighty from their seats and exalted

diem of low degree.
He hath filled die hungry with good things; and die rich

he hath sent empty away
He hadi holpen his servant Israel, in remembrance of his

mercy;
As he spake to our fathers, to Abraham, and to his seed

forever.

Glory be to die Father and to die Son, and to die Holy
Ghost, as it was in die beginning, is now and ever will be:

world widiout end Amen.
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TUesday Conceit

July 16, 23, 30, 8 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

I. Kyrie in d for chorus and orchestra, K. 341 Wdfgang Amadous Mozart

1756-1791

Festival Chorale and Orchestra

IL from The Musical Offering, BWV 1079 Johann Sebastian Bach
1685-1750

Trio Sonata for flute, violin and continue

Largo

Allegro
Andante

Allegro

Damian Bursill-Hall,./Zttte, Mark \folkert, violin

James Richman, harpsichord, Ruth Stienon, cello

Ricercare for string orchestra Members of the Festival Orchestra

INTERMISSION

III. Ballet, &quot;Lespeths rieas&quot; W.A. Mozart

Ouverture. Allegro

Largo
Gavotte

Andantino. Allegro

Largheno
Gavotte joyeuse. Allegro

Adagio

(Senza indication i- di tempo)
Gavotte gracieuse
Pantomime

Passepied
Gavotte

Andante

Gavotte (Reprise)

Soloists in order of appearance: Ernesta Corvino, Thomas Baird,

Catherine Turocy, Andra Corvina, Hugh Murphy, Elizabeth Du Val

Choreographer: Catherine Turocy

Festival Orchestra

TV. Concerto for piano and orchestra in c, K. 491 W. A. Mozart

Allegro

Larghetto

Alkgretto

Jeffrey Swann,/wano, Festival Orchestra

Steinwaypianoprovided byAbinante s Music Store.

This concert will be broadcast live on KUSP-89 FM on Tuesday,July 16.

Mr. Swann s appearance ispartially underwritten by Stahl Motor Company
representing Mercedes Benz on the Monterey Peninsula.

Stahl Motor Company
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Program Notes
I. Kyrie in d, K. 341 W.A. Mozart

With Monday s performance of Mozart s Vespers and

Wednesday evening s program in the Mission, the Festival

this year presents a generous measure of Mozart s church

music. This area of Mozart s work presents unusual problems
for music scholars because the functions of church music
in southern Germany and Austria were very much in a state

of reform in the second half of the eighteenth century The

prevailing operatic style had invaded the church, leading
to edicts from the Emperor and church officials imposing
restrictions on the length, instrumentation, and technical

difficulty of church music.

In Salzburg, as the Archbishop s organist and Konzertmeister

Mozart s only official compositional responsibility was to

write church music, and much of his sacred music comes
from that time. The Vespers of Monday evening s program,

composed in 1780, come from this period. But Mozart

composed sacred music throughout his career: the earliest

example is a setting of God is our refuge composed in

England when Mozart was nine years old, and the last are

the famousAve Verum Corpus and the Requiem, which were

composed in his last year.

The Kyrie in d comes from the last year Mozart was active

as the Archbishop s employee, but it is thought to have been

composed in Munich in the spring of 1781 just after Mozart

completed Idomeneo and before he joined the Archbishop
in Vienna for the celebration of the accession of the Emperor
Joseph II. It would then be nearly two years before the

composition of his next sacred work, the incomplete Mass
in c. Curiously, this Kyrie also may represent the beginning
of an incomplete mass. The movement presents a strikingly

full orchestration (flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons in

pairs, four horns, two trumpets, timpani, strings and organ).
The work reflects yet even greater compositional
independence than most of the Salzburg sacred works. Its

orchestration and its elegiac and stormy passages have more
to do with the later sacred works, the Requiem in particular,

than with the earlier works, such as the Vespers. Thus, if

Mozart intended this work for use in Salzburg, its musical

style would have irritated the Archbishop even more than

Mozart s earlier sacred works, and therein may lie the reason

for the lack of completion of the full mass. Fortunately,

Mozart s independence from the musical shackles of his

employer would soon be asserted.

II. Trio Sonata and Rlcercarc from
&quot;The Musical Offering&quot;, BWV 1079 J. S. Bach

The Berlin journal, Spenersche Zeitung for May 11, 1747

reported:
&quot;We hear from Potsdam that last Sunday (May 7) the

famous Capellmeister from Leipzig, Mr. Bach, arrived

with the intention of hearing the excellent Royal music

at that place. In the evening . . . (when ) His Majesty was
informed that Capellmeister Bach had arrived at

Potsdam . . . His August Selfimmediately gave orders that

Bach be admitted, and went, at his entrance, to the

so-called &quot;forte and piano&quot; condescending also to play,

in person and without any preparation, a theme to

be executed by Capellmeister Bach in a fugue.

&quot;This ( improvisation ) was done so happily by the afore

mentioned Capellmeister that not only His Majesty was

pleased to show his satisfaction thereat, but also all

those present were seized with astonishment. Mr. Bach
has found the subject propounded to him so exceed

ingly beautiful that he intends to set it down on paper
in a regular fugue and have it engraved on copper.&quot;

In this little news clipping we have the external genesis
of what we recognize as one of Bach s most remarkable

achievements, his famous Musical Offering. As he said he

would, Bach wrote out the fugue he played for Frederick,

but in doing so he added no less than twelve additional

compositions, had the entire set engraved at his own expense,
and presented the work to Frederick the Great.

Frederick the Great was a well-trained flautist, and a

composer himself. No second-rate musician, he developed
a highly proficient flute technique under tutelage of the great

Quantz, and was so dedicated to music that when his father

forbade his activity, he conspired to flee for England This

effort was unsuccessful, and for his treachery his father

imprisoned him and had one of his accomplices beheaded
in Frederick s presence. But die determined Prussian s

serious interest in music continued, and so did his flute

lessons widi die great Quantz. His strong knowledge of the

art undoubtedly provided for a stimulating conversation

between the elder Bach and Frederick upon their meeting
in 1747. Frederick was 27 years younger dian Sebastian Bach.

This trio sonata reflects die newer style which was cultivated

at Frederick s court by Frederick himself, in his compositions,

by Bach s own son, Karl Philipp Emanuel, and die odier

important musicians of drat court.

The trio sonata had flourished as die most common type
of Baroque chamber music. Written in diree parts widi two

upper lines and continue, a trio sonata requires four players,
a point drat sometimes confuses students of music. Bach

placed this trio sonata in die middle- of TheMusical Offering,
widi an even number of movements on each side. This trio

sonata is unquestionably Bach s greatest composition in this

form. The piece, widi the inclusion of die flute, and widi

its implicit and explicit statements of Frederick s musical

dieme, more perhaps than die odiers in die set, must have
been intended to please die flute-playing King.

The Ricercare is a fugue drat concludes die collection call

die Musical Offering. The reason for Bach s calling it by
die outdated term &quot;ricercare&quot; has been a topic of extensive

scholarly debate and speculation. The movement manifests

a sublime loveliness dial belies its phenomenal complexity
It includes a full fugal exposition of six voices,
six additional presentations of die subject, and it develops
many of die same musical ideas presented in die opening
ricercare. Near die end of this extraordinary piece, hidden

away in die upper two voices, die pitch sequence Bb A
C B natural (BACH) unobstrusively adds Bach s musical

signature to die astonishingMusical Offering Bach presented
to Frederick die Great

III. Notes on Pn- Romantic Ballet

Baroque ballet has its own unique vocabulary of movement
and expressivity. Among its characteristics are a relaxed foot,
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90-degree turnout of the legs, vertical carriage of the body,

ornamental hand gestures, the use ofcomplex floor patterns,

and the dose interplay between music and movement. Later

ballet uses the five positions of the Baroque, as well as some

step names which have had their original meanings changed.

By the final quarter of the seventeenth century, Baroque
dance had reached a plateau of perfection. It was no longer

merely a decorative addition to the musical entertainment,

but rather served as a vehicle to the action. Equally, in

Baroque theater, music never served only as an accompani
ment for the dance the two art forms were inseparable.

A complex and exact notation for this dance system was
invented by Pierre Beauchamp in the second half of the

seventeenth century, at the urging of Louis XIV, and one

of the chief sources of dance notations was published by

Raoul-Auger Feuillet in Paris in the year 1700. This notation

records the step units, floor patterns, and the correlation

between music and dance measures. Although descriptions
of hand gestures exist, and a notation for them is used in

the system, extant dances are rarely notated with the

corresponding hand gestures; consequently, today s

reconstructor must choreograph these gestures into the

dances. Theatrical dance, which employs phrasing, contrasts

in dynamics, and stylized gestures in the development of

a character, calls even more directly upon the reconstructor s

talents both as choreographer and dramatist.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century the dance

technique became more exaggerated. What was used earlier

as an accent to the choreography became the norm. The
feet were more turned out and pointed. Dancers began to

rise to the tips of their toes to highlight the end of a phrase.
The foot which formerly beat the ankle as an ornament to

a step was now regularly beating the calf and knee as well.

The arms and the legs were carried in the higher, broader

positions that one generally associates with classical ballet.

The attitude took on a new importance and was relied upon
to convey a state of mind or emotion. Although the panniers
and full skirts were not discarded until after the French

Revolution, the heeled shoes for the women s footwear were

replaced by softer slippers by at least 1780.

To those who have studied the period ballroom dance

treatises of Rameau and Tomlinson, I would like to note

that my choreography for the arms and attitudes of the body
are drawn from the acting treatises as well as the theatrical

dance treatises of the period, including works of Magri,

Ferrere, Bari and Riccoboni. These clearly define and

distinguish the differences in the use of the body on stage
as opposed to in the ballroom. In general, the stage calls

for the grander and more exaggerated gesture, much as public

speaking does in comparison with conversation.

Ballet, &quot;Les petite Hens&quot;

&quot;Lespetits riens&quot; was premiered at the Paris Opera on June
11, 1778 with choreography by Jean Georges Noverre. It

was danced by the leading ballerinas of the day,
Mesdemoiselles Guimard and Allard and their partners, the

famous Messieurs Vestris and d Auberval. Only the

description of Noverre s choreography survives, as now
quoted from the contemporary description in the Journal

de Paris:

The Ballet is written in three episodical and almost

entirely separate scenes. The first is purely anacreonic

in character: Amour has fallen in a trap and is

imprisoned in a cage. In the second scene there is

a game of blindman s Huff The final scene depicts
the knavery of Amour, who, to a couple of

shepherdesses introduces a third one who is disguised
as a shepherd. The two shepherdesses fall in love with

the supposed shepherd,who finally uncovers her breast

to prove the mistake.

I have used the above description as a basis for the plot

of the ballet and have embellished the story as one might

imagine a Mozart comic opera to be embellished. Instead

oftreating the three scenes described above as self-contained,

I have created a unified scenario. Minor characters emerge
to add to the dramatic tension and to contribute to the

happy resolution of the lovers conflicts. I have set the ballet

in a drawing room. The basis of my choreography comes
from descriptions of this genre left to us by Noverre, Salle,

&amp;gt;Xfeaver, Lambranzi and Prevost

Catherine Turocy

IV. Concerto for piano and orchestra in c,

K. 491 WA. Mozart

Mozart s Piano Concerto in c minor comes from that fruitful

time in Mozart s career when he was at work on his opera
TheMarriage ofFigaro. He completed the concerto on March

24, 1786, only 22 da}? after he had completed the Piano
Concerto in A major, K. 488. Figaro s completion followed

by only five weeks, on April 29. Thus in these works we
find a vivid testimony to Mozart s astounding facility at

composition.

In his book Mozart: His Character, His Work, the late Alfred

Einstein notes the forward-looking qualities of this concerto.

&quot;This c minor concerto is a little Beethovenish; at least

Beethoven admired it, and paid a certain homage to

it in his own c-minor concerto ( No. 3 ) It is symphonic
rather than simply in dialogue form, and the use of

the richest orchestration Mozart had ever employed
in a concerto including both oboes and clarinets

and with the wind instruments, both soli and as a

body, taking a more prominent part than ever is

only external evidence of this fact. The passion in the

work is deeper. Its affirmations of the key all the

modulations, no matter how far they wander, seem

only to confirm the principal key are more inevitable,

more inexorable.&quot;

It may have been the motivic treatment found in the first

movement that Beethoven found to be of great interest. In

the second movement we find a rondo. The material, first

stated by winds, is then elaborated by the piano and the

strings. The finale, a theme and variations, presents double

variations in that the repeat of each strain presents further

elaboration of the theme.

John Hajdu Heyer
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Wednesday Concert

July 17, 24, 31, 9 p.m., Cartnel Mission Basilica

FOUNDERS MEMORIAL CONCERT
Mozart at the Mission

Music ofWolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 1756-1791

Sandor Salgo, Conductor
Priscilla Salgo, Assistant Conductor
Festival Chorale and Orchestra

Processional

I. Motet, Ave, verum corpus, (Hail, true body of Christ), K. 618

II. Andante for flute and orchestra in C, K. 315

Damian Bursill-Hall,/ZMte

III. Andante for mechanical organ in F, K. 6l6

Ken Ahrens, organ

IV. Motet, Exsuhate, jubilate, K. 165

Aria: Exsultate, jubilate (Rejoice, be jubilant)

Recitative: Fulget arnica dies (The lovely day glows bright )

Aria: Tu virginum corona (Thou crown of virgins)
brae. Alleluia

Kay Paschal, soprano

V Adagio for violin and orchestra in E, K. 261

Mark Volkert, violin

VI. Mass in c, K. 427 (&quot;The Great&quot;)

Kyrie (Lord, have mercy)
Gloria

Gloria in excelsis (Glory to God in the highest)
Laudamus te

(&amp;gt;Xfe praise Thee), soprano solo

Gratias agimus tibi (We give thanks to Thee)
Dotnine Deus (Lord God), duetfor two sopranos

Qui toUis (Thou who takest away the sins)

Quoniam (For Thou only art holy), triofor two sopranos and tenor

Jesu ChristeCum Sancto Spiritu (Jesus Christ, with the Holy Spirit)

Sanctus (Holy holy, holy)
Benedictus (Blessed is he), solo quartet

Kay Paschal, soprano, Rachel Rosales, soprano
Carl Halvorson, tenor, Norman Andersson, bass

VII. Recessionals

March hi K flat, from K, 621

Te Deum laudamus (We praise Thee O God) Gregorian Chant

Patrons are requested to refrainfrom applause.

This concert will be broadcast live on KUSP-89 FM on Wednesday,July 17.
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Program Notes

I. As the bicentennial of Mozart s death focuses attention on

works from the composer s final year (such as The Magic Flute,

heard in the Saturday concerts), the 1991 Founders Memorial

Concert fittingly begins with Mozart s last completed sacred

work, the sublime and jewel-like motet, Ave, verum corpus.

It was written in June of 1791 while Mozart was in Baden,

a spa town near Vienna, visiting his wife, whose ill-health had

brought her there to take the waters. The motet was a gift

for Anton Stoll, a family friend who was organist and choirmaster

in Baden, perhaps for the Feast of Corpus Christi, which

celebrates the sacrament of Holy Communion. The motet is

unsurpassed in its artful simplicity and eloquent devotion.

II. While visiting Mannheim in 1778 (where he was astonished

at the virtuosity of its famed orchestra), Mozart received a

commission to write several concertos and quartets for the

wealthy amateur flutist Ferdinand de Jean. The composer failed

to fulfill all of the commission, but did produce two concertos

one an arrangement of an earlier oboe concerto, the other

the well-known Concerto in G (K. 313). The exquisite Andante

in C for flute, while possibly an independent work, may have

been intended as a replacement slow movement for the new
concerto. Whatever the case, the Andante has shown lasting

appeal as a concert piece, owing to the elegance of its melodic

outpouring over the gentle murmurings and soft pizzicati

(plucked string) notes of the orchestra.

III. The Andante in F for mechanical organ is one of three

Mozart pieces believed to have been commissioned by Count

Josef Deym, owner of a Viennese wax museum and gallery that

featured numerous mechanical curiosities. Such machines had

been popular since the 1600s, and were usually operated by
a clock mechanism (hence the frequently-heard term &quot;musical

clock&quot;) turning a barrel arrayed with pins, which in turn

controlled the sounding of small organ pipes.

In need of mono; Mozart took the commission reluctantly, for

he was not pleased with Count Deym s instrument; he

complained in a letter to his wife that &quot;it consists solely of

little pipes, which sound too high-pitched and too childish for

my taste.&quot; Nonetheless he achieved an enchanting outcome in

the bell-like intricacies of the Andante in F. Composed in rondo

form (A-B-A-C-A-B-A), the work is filled with elaborate

passagework that must have had a dazzling effect, despite endless

repetition, as performed by Deym s mechanical marvel.

IV. The celebrated soprano motet Exsultate, jubilate was

composed by the 17-year-old Mozart in 1773 in Milan (an
Austrian city at the time), where the young composer was

fulfilling his commission for the opera Lucio Silla. A dazzling

coloratura showpiece, the motet was written for the soprano
castrato Venanzio Rauzzini, the star of the opera, and was

performed at the Church of the Theatine on January 17 The

work is in the form of a three-movement cantata, with two

virtuosic outer arias separated by an expressive Andante.

V. Correspondence between Mozart and his father indicates

that the Adagio in E for violin and orchestra is one of three

independent movements written for the Salzburg concertmaster

Antonio Brunetti. Composed in 1776, the Adagio is thought
to have been written as a replacement for the slow movement

of the A major concerto (K. 219), whose Adagio Brunetti

evidently thought too &quot;artificial.&quot; This replacement begins in

a lovely cantabile fashion that soon yields to more complex
and chromatic writing. It is interesting to note that this Adagio
was later adapted (whether by Mozart himself is uncertain)
for a &quot;musical clock&quot; now housed in a Leipzig collection.

VI. Mozart s &quot;Great CMinorMass, &quot;though unfinished, has been

justly described as the greatest mass setting composed between

Bach s Mass in B Minor and Beethoven s Missa Solemnis. The

circumstances surrounding its composition (and its lack of

completion) remain somewhat of a puzzle. Mozart had left the

employ of the Archbishop of Salzburg in 1781 and hence had

no official reason to compose a new liturgical work. Yet he

makes mention of a half-finished mass in a letter to his father

in January of 1783, speaking of a &quot;promise in my heart of hearts&quot;

and adding that the work to be finished &quot;is the best proof
that I really made the promise.&quot; This promise appears to relate

to his new wife, Constanze, and the fact that he had married

her despite his father s opposition. The mass may have been

meant to prove the composer s good intentions both to please
his father and to honor his wife, by bringing her to Salzburg
to meet the elder Mozart and make peace with his family.

Despite its being incomplete, Mozart did perform the mass at

the St. Peter s Church in Salzburg on October 26, 1783. (How
the missing portions were substituted for remains unknown. )

Constanze is said to have sung the first soprano part, which

was evident!) written especially for her. The technically exacting,

almost operatic demands of this part can only cause one to

wonder about her reportedly modest vocal abilities or her

husband s assessment of them.

Only the movements actually completed by Mozart the Kyrie,

Gloria, Sanctus, and Benedictus are performed here, in

the edition by the distinguished Mozart scholar H.C. Robbins

Landon. (The incomplete Credo will be omitted; the Agnus
Dei was never composed. ) In addition to its immense scale,

the work differs from Mozart s earlier masses both in character

and in form, and reflects the composer s newfound acquaintance
with the music of Bach and Handel. It exhibits the formal

principles of the old-fashioned Baroque mass (as in Bach s B
Minor), in which the various textual portions ofeach movement
are set as separate &quot;numbers&quot; arias, duets, choruses, etc.

rather than as a continuous whole as had become the later

fashion.

Further evidence of Baroque inspiration can be found in the

grand double choruses ofthe Qui tolas (reminiscent ofportions
of Handel s Israel in Egypt) and the Sanctus. Renewed interest

interest in Baroque-style counterpoint is displayed in the strict

fugue of the Cum Sancto Spiritu and the elaborate double-

fugue of the Osanna setting (in the Sanctus and Benedictus).
Yet the solo sections display a very different, more modem
character, as in the coloratura display of the Laudamus te and

the elaborate trio of the Quoniam. Indeed this mass has

sometimes been criticized for its lack of stylistic unity. Yet it

remains a towering testament to the versatility ofMozart s genius,

ranking with the Requiem as one of his great unfinished

masterpieces.

Clifford Cranna
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Thursday Concert

July 18, 25, August 1, 8 p.m. Sunset Center Theater

SOLOISTS NIGHT

I. Solo Ballet to Suite No. 3 in D, BWV 1068 Johann Sebastian Bach

Overture
I685 I75

Air

Gavottes I and II

Bourree

Gigue

Catherine Turocy

Members of the Festival Orchestra

Sandor Salgo, conductor

II. Concerto for oboe and string orchestra Mark Volkert

Allegro furioso

Recitative. Chorale

Robert Morgan, oboe

Members of the Festival Orchestra

Mark Volkert, conductor

INTERMISSION

III. from Hie Well-tempered Clavier JS. Bach

Prelude and Fugue in f-sharp, Book II

Prelude and Fugue in b, Book I

Prelude and Fugue in A, Book II

Jeffrey Swarm,/wono

IV. Dances from the Commedia dellArte Gregorio Lambraozi

published 1716
Parade -

&quot;Vaghe
Stelle&quot; (Cavalli)

Harlequin and Columbine - Thomas Baird and Catherine Turocy
The Blindfolded Juggler

- Catherine Turocy and Elizabeth Du Val

Mezzetino - Andra Corvino

Scaramuccia - Thomas Baird and Elizabeth Du Val

The Tennis Dance - Elizabeth Du Val, Hugh Murphy and Thomas Baird

Pierrot - Andra Corvino

Pulcinella - Ernesta Corvino, Elizabeth Du Val, Hugh Murphy
Peasant-in-the-basket - Hugh Murphy
A Venetian Night

- Elizabeth Du Val, Hugh Murphy and company
The Three-legged Dance - Emesta Corvino

Finale

James Richman, harpsichord

Steinwaypiano courtesy ofAbinante s Music Store

This concert will be broadcast live on KUSP-89 FM on Thursday, July 18.
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Program Notes

I. Solo Ballet Suite to No. 3 in D, BWV 1068

J. S.Bach

As he does in his other three surviving works in this genre,
Bach does not title this work &quot;suite,&quot; but rather Overture,

allowing the dominating opening movement to provide the

title for the work. Of Bach s four orchestral suites, the Suite

in D stands alone in several respects. It has the fewest

number of movements, and it contains the only movement
in the Italian style of Vivaldi in its well known and much
loved Air.

A suite is made of a series of dances. After the opening
overture in the French style (with alternating slow, majestic,

and faster fugal sections), this work proceeds to the Air

and then to a series of dance movements. The Air became
one of Bach s best known compositions through its

popularization by the violinist Fritz Kreisler, who used the

piece in a transcription on the G string of the violin, thereby

lending the melody a name that, of course, did not originate
with Bach. The four dance movements that complete the

suite begin with two gavottes: the first is played followed

by the second, after which we hear a reprise of the first.

The Bourree is characterized as a dance that is similar to,

but faster than a gavotte. Gigue presents a virtuosic display

piece that is not entirely characteristic of the dance type:

most gigues leap about, while here the melodic motion is

smoother.

John Hajdu Heyer

Notes on the choreography

The choreography for this suite is meant to answer that

often asked question: &quot;If Bach s music were danced, what
would it look like?&quot; In my original choreography I use the

overture as an entrance for the solo dancer. The Air conjures

up the ethereal and soulful aspects of the muse of the Dance,
Tersichore. The almost comic nature of Gavottes I and II

recall a coquettish performer trying to convince her love

to stay in his seat so she can finish her dance. The fast

tempos of the Bourree and Gigue express the sheer joy
of dancing.

Catherine Turocy

II. Concerto for oboe and string orchestra

MarkVolkert

Mark Nfolkert composed his oboe concerto in 1984 and
revised it in 1990. He has kindly furnished us with the

following notes concerning it.

J.H.H.

I agree with those musicians who feel that the history
ofwestern music can be traced as a natural continuum;
that composers have always been influenced by what
has come before. The influence may take the form
of &quot;borrowing&quot;

some of the musical thoughts of others,

or simply expanding on the musical vocabulary of

another composer. For example, musical antecedents

for Schonberg s &quot;Method of composing with twelve

tones&quot; can be found in Wagner s Tristan and Strauss s

Zaratbustra, both of which contain motives using all

twelve half steps in a non-recurring sequence. The
harmonic language of Stravinsky s Rite of Spring can

be shown to be only one small step beyond Rimsky-
Korsakov and Mussorgsky.

While my own compositional efforts do not begin to

approach the magnitude ofthe above mentioned giants,

in my Concerto for oboe and string orchestra, I have

drawn on several eighteenth-century devices in writing
the work. The instrumentation ofthe concerto is typical

of the Baroque era, and I make use of the contrasting
&quot;concertino&quot; (a small group of sok&amp;gt; instruments) and

&quot;ripieno&quot; (the full complement of players).

The most organic link to the early eighteenth century,

however, is the use of Nicolai s chorale melody Wie
scbon leuchtet der Morgenstern, which was used so

magnificently by J. S. Bach in his cantata of that name,
BWV 1. The two main themes in the first movement
of the concerto are altered fragments of the

&quot;Morgenstern&quot; melody. The first extended statement

of the well-known tune comes in the middle of the

movement and serves as an ornamented cadenza for

the solo oboe. The second movement is in two parts,
the first being a &quot;recitativo accompagnato&quot;

(accompanied recitative) in which an elaborated

version of the chorale tune and motrvic elements from
the first movement are &quot;discussed&quot; by the players, and
the second part being an expanded statement of the

&quot;Morgenstern&quot;
chorale melody.

I hope I have composed a piece that is satisfying to

both performer and listener. I want to thank Donald

Leake, M. D. for encouraging me to write the con

certo, and to Maestro Salgo for the opportunity to

perform it.

III. from The Well-tempered Clavier J. S.Bach

Bach s collections of 48 preludes and fugues, known as The

Well-tempered Clavier, occupied him through much of his

mature creative years. The autograph of Book I is dated

1722 on the cover page and 1732 at the end, though many
doubt the implication of the later date. Bach continued his

activity with Book II, which seems to have occupied him
from 1738 through 1742. Thus Mr. Swarm s selections provide

compositions spanning two decades of Bach s prelude and

fugue writing.

The Prelude and Fugue in f-sharp from Book n presents
a prelude in triple time and a buoyant triple fugue for three

voices. The b minorprelude from Book I, unlike any other

prelude in Book I, is binary, i.e. in two parts with each section

to be repeated. The four-voice fugue, which is the last

movement of Book I, develops a highly chromatic subject
The subject is akin to music that is associated with sorrow
or distress in the sacred works, and Spitta found the subject
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to be one representing &quot;almost unendurable
suffering.&quot;

The
A major prelude from Book I presents a movement that

might be termed a three-part invention, or perhaps a

miniature triple fugue. The fugue proper, for three voices

an in 9/8 meter, develops a subject that is rich with rhythmic

ambiguity.

John Hajdu Heyer

IV. Dances from the Commedia dellArte

This is a group of dances based on descriptions to be found

in Gregorio Lambranzi s book, The New and Curious School

of Theatrical Dancing (Nuremburg, 1716). This Venetian

dancing master, who had settled in Germany after a successful

performing career, called these dances the &quot;people s delight&quot;

and intended that his book, describing many character

dances in words and pictures, might be of inspiration to

other dancing masters who were called upon to create

dances for plays, operas, or other celebrations. Many of his

themes are from the commedia dell arte
(&quot;Italian comedy

of the 16th to 18th centuries improvised from standardized

situations and stock characters,&quot; Websters Dictionary).
Lambranzi also provides the music for each dance at the

top of the page.

This evening s collection of dances is largely from this work
with the following exceptions: the Harlequin and Columbine

suite consists of three reconstructed dances from various

notations. The Harlequin s solo is danced to bully s music

from &quot;Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme&quot; and is taken from a

manuscript of collected notations written down by Monsieur

Desclan in 1748. The sarabande for Columbine is from

Pecour s collection of dances published in 1704 in Paris.

The duet is an adaptation of &quot;The Richmond&quot; composed
by the English dancing master, Mr. Isaac and published in

1706. &quot;Pierrot,&quot; A Venetian Night&quot;
and the Finale have been

newly choreographed for this year s Carmel Bach Festival.

Thomas Baird has choreographed &quot;Pierrot&quot; and the finale

following comedic traditions of the past. I have provided
the choreography of A Venetian Night&quot; which was inspired

by my trip to Venice and the acquisition of the masks for

Truffaldino (the bird) and the lady s incognito black mask.

&quot;The Three-legged Dance&quot; I choreographed based on a

concept by Charles Garth, and all the other dances, following
Lambranzi s suggestions.

A Short Guide to Characters

Harlequin: He is a faithful valet, naive and child-like in nature;

very agile and at times graceful in his motions; often greedy,

stupid and charming.

Columbine: She is a coquettish servant-maid and constant

friend and companion to Harlequin; often involved in

intrigues.

Mezzetino: He is a servant, musician, singer and deceiving
husband who sometimes accepts bribes to betray his master,

but at the same time would lay down his life for him.

Scaramuccia: He loves women and wine and is a celebrated

braggart, boasting often of his military exploits. He is known
for his long stepping walk and proud gestures.

Pierrot: He is also a comic valet, but unlike the others he
is tender and sensitive with a touch of simple elegance. He
is a trustworthy individual and can be a charming lover;

however, he dissolves into tears if one of his pranks has

caused any real harm.

Pulcinella: He is a humpbacked, potbellied character that

walks like a chicken. To quote Pierre Louis Duchartre, &quot;... he

appeared as an old bachelor, an eccentric and selfish old

curmudgeon strongly inclined to sensual and epicurean

delight.&quot;

Donna Inamorata: She was a woman of beauty and in love.

Truffaldino: He is another version of the Harlequin character,

child-like and naive and is identified by his bird mask

Catherine Turocy
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July 19, 26, August 2, 8 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

I. Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 in G, BWV 1048 Johann Sebastian Bach
7685/750

(Allegro)

Adagio, BWV 986/2

Allegro

Festival Strings and John Toenjes, harpsichord

II. Cantata BWV 202, &quot;Weichet nur, betrubte Schatten&quot; J. Bach

Weichet nur, betrubte Schatten (Aria)
Die Welt wird wieder neu (Recitative)
Phoebus eilt mil schneUen Pferden (Aria)
Drum sucht ouchAmor sein Vergnugen (Recitative)
Wenn die Frublingslufte streichen (Aria)
Und dieses ist das Glukke (Recitative)
Sicb uben im Uehen (Aria)
So set das Band der keuschen Liebe ( Recitative )

Sehet in Zufriedenbeit (Gavotte)

Rachel Resales, soprano

Festival Orchestra

INTERMISSION

III. Symphony No. 2 in D, Opus 73 Johannes Brahms
1833-1897

Allegro non troppo

Adagio non troppo

Allegretto grazioso (Quasi Andantino)

Allegro con spirito

Festival Orchestra

This concert will be broadcast live on KUSP-89 FM on Friday,July 19.
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Program Notes

I. Brandenberg Concerto No. 3 in G, BWV 1048

J. S.Bach

During his time at Weimar Bach had come to know and

admire orchestral concertos of Vivaldi, and that composer s

influence weighed heavily in Bach s concerto style. It is often

joked, unfairly, that Vivaldi wrote one concerto grosso and

revised it 5OO times. Bach must nave wished to avoid any
such criticism of the set of concertos he sent to Berlin,

for in the six works we find what Sir Hubert Parry has

correctly described as a &quot;feast of variety.&quot;
There is no

duplication of instrumentation in any of the six, and the

vivid third concerto, with its distinctive choirs of strings,

testifies to Bach s skill in scoring.

There can be little doubt that Bach s responsibilities at

Weimar, Kothen, and for the Collegium musicum in Leipzig

must have required him to produce a large corpus of

orchestral music which is now lost. At Kothen, for example,

during the years 1719-2O no less than fifty compositions,

many of them undoubtedly Bach s, were copied and bound.

In light of these presumed losses, we must be particularly

thankful to Margrave Christian Ludwig of Brandenburg, who
asked Bach for some music when Bach visited Berlin to

purchase a new harpsichord in 1719. In 1721 Bach carefully

prepared, and sent to the Margrave, the copy of six of his

finest concerti grossi that survives today in the Amalien

Collection of the German National Library. The third

Brandenburg Concerto is one of those in the set that

originated in works composed prior to Bach s arrival at

Kothen. The richness of this concerto manifests a remarkable

maturity for a composer still in his twenties, but recent

research has shown that this concerto indeed originated

as early as 1711 at Weimar. The lush scoring of the third

concerto places three choirs of strings in vivid competition
with each other.

In the opening movement each of the three choirs (violins,

violas, and celli) exchange the principal ideas, the most

insistent of which is the very first rhythmic motive (two
sixteenth notes to an eighth note). This idea appears and

reappears in one of the choirs in nearly every bar of the

first movement, at times as the principal idea, at others in

a subordinate role.

Two chords, marked adagio, present the opportunity for

an improvised transition to the finale. This movement opens
with a rapid perpetual motion fughetto in the violin choir

which quickly spreads down through the entire ensemble

in a cascade of rapid notes. Except for three punctuations
in the brilliant binary form, the rhythmic energy of this

virtuosic movement remains unchecked throughout as the

perpetually moving subject rapidly dances from one string

choir to another.

II. Cantata BWV 202, &quot;Weichet nur, betriibte Schatten&quot;

J. S.Bach

This, the earliest of Bach s wedding cantatas, comes from

the Kothen years, and although we are not certain of the

year in which Bach wrote it, we can be sure that it was

first performed at a springtime wedding. The lovely poetry
of the libretto, by an unknown writer, evokes images ofyouth,

spring, the renewal of life, and the virtues of marriage.

The cantata alternates four arias with recitatives, and then

closes with a gavotte. In the first movement Bach seizes

on the image of lifting winter and emerging spring in the

opening adagio with its rising motives in the violins. He

colors the opening vocal line with a &quot;dark&quot; harmony, the

diminished seventh, on betriibte (sad, depressing). This

chilly opening gives way to a lighter middle section in which

the violins leap about in happy octaves, and the voice joins

in a wandering canon on the words traget Blumen zu (

carrying flowers) which develops at length before the

da capo.

The second aria turns attention heavenward to Apollo, whose

galloping steed is clearly detected in the moving passages
of the bass.The emphasis through repetition and the runs

on ettt ( to rush, hasten), reflect the positive attitude toward

industry and self-sufficiency that is found throughout the

cantata. The third aria develops further the images of spring.

Finally, in the recitative before the fourth aria, the two lovers

appear. In response Bach provides the most delightful of

the arias, a fast, dance-like movement with a playful oboe
ritornello. The final recitative admonishes the lovers to

faithfulness. This leads to a stately gavotte, which must have

served in some way as a ceremonial wedding dance, that

concludes this lovely work.

Translations

Aria

Weichet nur, betriibte

Schatten,

Frost und Winde, geht
zurRub ?

Florens Lust will der Brust

Nicbts alsfrohes Gluck

verstatten,

Denn sie traget Blumen zu.

Recitative

Die Welt urird wieder neu,

AufBergen und in Griiden

Will sich dieAnmutb

Dofpelt schon verbinden,
Der Tag ist von der

Kaltefrei.

Aria

Phobus eilt mil scbnellen

Pferden
Durch die neugeborne Welt,

Jo, weil sie ibm ivohlgefdllt,

Will err selbst ein Bubler

werden.

Depart now, dark

shadows
Frost and wind,

becalmed.

The heart will not open
To the pleasures of spring
Until you come, bringing

flowers.

The world is reborn

Mountains and meadows

By a two-fold charm
Will be bound together,

The day has been freed of

the cold.

Phoebus speeds with

swift steeds

Through the newborn world.

Indeed, since it pleases him,

He will become a wooer
himself
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Recitative

Drum suchtAmor sein

Vsrgniigen,
Wenn Purpur in den

Wiesenlacbt,
Wenn Florens Pracfot sicb

berriicb macbt,
Und wenn in seinem Reich,

Den scbbnen Blumen gleich,

Aucb Herzen feurig siegen.

So Love also seeks his delight

When purple smiles in the

meadows,
When spring flowers unfold

in splendor,
And when in his domain,

Like the lovely flowers,

Hearts too seek ardently new

conquests.

Aria

Wenn die Friibtingslufte

streichen

Und durch bunte Felder

wehn,

Pflegt ouchAmor
auszuscbleichen,

When the spring breezes rush

And blow through gaily

colored fields,

Love prepares to come out of

hiding,
Um nacb seinem Schmuck zu sehn To seek new laurels

Welcher, glaubt man, Which, to be sure, is this:

dicscr ist: Doss ein That one heart kisses another.

Herz das andre kiisst.

Recitative

Und dieses ist das Glucke,

Doss, durch des hohes

Gunst geschikke,
zwei Seelen einen Schmuck

erlanget.
And dem viel Heil und Segen

pranget.

Aria

Sicb iiben im Ueben, in

Scherzen sich herzen

Ist besser als Florens

vergangliche Lust.

Hier quetten die Wellen,

Hier lachen and tuachen

Die siegenden Palmen

AufLippen undBrust.

Recitative

So set das Band der

keuscben Liebe,

Vertobte Zwei,
Vbm Unbestand des

Wechselsfrei.

Keinjdher Fall noch
DonnerknaU
Erschrecke die verliebten

Triebe!

And this is happiness,

When, bound through

heavenly favor,

Two souls achieve a union.

Blessed with health and

abundance.

To pursue love, to delight
in embraces

Is better than spring s fleeting

pleasures.
Here frolic the waves,
Here laugh and watch
The conquering palms

On lips and heart.

So let the bond of

chaste love,

O betrothed pair,

Be free of inconstancy

May no sudden accident or

thunderclap

Frighten the young lovers.

Gavotte

Sehet in Zufriedenbeit
Tausend belle

Woblfabrstage,
Doss bald bei in der Folgezeit
Eure Liebe Blumen trage.

See in contentment

A thousand bright days of

happiness,
That soon for your posterity

Your love may yield new
blossoms.

III. Symphony No. 2 in D, Op. 73 Johannes Brahms

Ofthe 19th-century masters, Brahms most appropriately takes

his place in the repertory of a Bach festival. No other major

19th-century composer applied himself with greater

diligence to the rediscovery of the earlier masters, most

notably .1 S. Bach. Over the years Brahms amassed an

extraordinary library of scores of the old masters. He was
in close touch with the leading musicologists of his day,

including the Bach scholar Spitta and the Handel authority

Chrysander. Brahms served on the Bach-GeseUschaft, but

his rok and influence on the preparation of Bach s work
in that edition is yet to be fully examined His music, however,

particularly the choral works, reflect the great understanding
that Brahms had of Bach s style.

Brahms began the composition of his second symphony late

in the summer of 1877 while staying in a pleasant resort

town, Portschach, on the edge of the \ft&amp;gt;rtbersee, the largest

of the Corinthian Alpine lakes.This was the first of three

masterpieces Brahms produced during the consecutive

summers he spent at that place: in 1778 he composed the

Violin Concerto, and the following year he completed the

second Piano Concerto.

The second symphony followed the completion of his first

by only a year, but whereas Brahms had labored over the

first symphony for more than two decades, he completed
the second in about four months. It is the happiest in moods
of Brahms four symphonies. Karl Geiringer compared its

qualities to Beethoven s &quot;Pastoral&quot; symphony, noting a parallel

relationship in character between Beethoven s fifth and sixth

symphonies and Brahms first and second An examination

of Brahms second, however, reveals no program line. The
melodious nature of the work, along with its clear form

and the variety of its orchestral color, all lend cause for

the favorable comparison of the second symphony to

Beethoven s sixth.

The four movements reflect the clarity of form that

characterizes all ofBrahms symphonies. The first movement,
a sonata form, opens with a three-note motive, heard at the

very outset in die basses, that dominates the movement s

principal themes.A gentle, &quot;pastoral&quot; opening theme in triple

meter leads to a waltz-like second lyric theme in the lower

strings. In the long development Brahms subjects the

melodies to a variety of subtle manipulations and
combinations before preparing the return ofthe main themes
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in a curiously abridged recapitulation. The movement closes

with a remarkable coda unified by a haunting horn call that

begins on two notes and aspires slowly upward, preparing
an extraordinary cadence that is followed by a quiet closing.

The //erf-inspired adagio, which begins with a somber legato

melody in the cellos, unfolds with serenity and great beauty
The design of the music is essentially ternary (A B A) with
a contrasting section in 12/8 meter.

The Allegretto grazioso (somewhat fast and graceful) is a

rondo (ABACA) with three statements of the main idea

and two contrasting passages. The first of the contrasting
sections presents a variation on the main idea, and the second,
which has the character of a Hungarian folksong, is a sort

of inversion of the first.

The spirited and broadly flowing Finale presents a long

exposition section which exploits the themes to such an
extent that a long development section is unnecessary. It

is one of the most powerful movements in Brahms large
works. In it the lyric, serene and pastoral elements of the

earlier movements are transformed into a mood of triumph.

John Hajdu Heyer
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July 20, 27, August 3, 3 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

THE MAGIC FLUTE
(Die ZauberfkKe), K. 620

Music by \folfgang Amadeus Mozart

7756-7797

Libretto by Emanuel Schikaneder

English translation-interpretation by
WH. Auden and Chester Kallmann

Sandor Salgo, Music Director and Conductor

Christopher Hahn, Stage Director

Gail Factor, Scenic Designer
Priscilla Salgo, Chorus Director

DRAMATIS PERSONAE

(in order of appearance)

Tamino, a Prince Carl Halvorson

Attendants on the Queen of the Night

First
Lad&amp;gt;

Susan Montgomery
Second Lady Jody Woodford
Third Lady Catherine Keen

Papageno, a birdcatcher Nathaniel Watson

Astrafiammante, Queen of the Night Cyndia Sieden

Monostatos, servant to Sarastro Ross Halper

Pamina, daughter of the Queen of the Night Kay Paschal

Three spirits Theresa Ringgold
Linda Madej

Stephanie Boerdng

Speaker John Ostendorf

First Priest James Hull

Sarastro Norman Andersson

Second Priest John McConnell

Papagena Sara Ganz

Two men in armor Laurence Woodford
Burr Phillips

Three slaves RobertJohnson

George Sterne

Joseph Golightly
Members of the Festival Chorale and Orchestra

Members of the New York Baroque Dance Company

Timothy Bach, Musical Preparation

Charles Houghton, Lighting Design and Set Construction

Melissa Lofton, Fabric, Costume and Mask Design and Execution

Kerry Rider-Kuhn, Wig and Makeup Design

Robert Aronson, Stage Manager

There will be one intermission of fifteen minutes.

This opera will be broadcast live over KUSP-89 FM Saturday, July 20th.
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SYNOPSIS

ActI

Pursued by a serpent, Prince Tamino collapses in terror,

but is rescued by the Three Ladies, attendants of the Queen
of the Night, who kill the beast. They linger to admire the

beauty of the unconscious youth, then leave to tell the Queen
of his arrival in her realm. The jovial birdcatcher Papageno

appears, and boasts to the revived Tamino that he himself

killed the serpent. The Ladies return to give Tamino a portrait
of the Queen s daughter, Pamina, who they say is enslaved

by the evil sorcerer Sarastro. They padlock Papageno s mouth
to punish his lie about the serpent.

Tamino is captivated by the loveliness of Pamina s portrait.

The Queen suddenly appears, lamenting the loss of her

daughter and charging Tamino to rescue her. Papageno, his

mouth unlocked, is ordered to accompany the prince. The
Ladies give Tamino a magic flute and Papageno a set of magic
bells to protect them, and send three

&quot;genii&quot;
or spirits to

guide them.

Pamina s attempted escape from Sarastro s kingdom is

prevented by the lecherous slave Monostatos. Papageno
arrives, frightening the slave away by his strange bird-like

appearance, and tells Pamina of the Prince s love for her.

The spirits lead Tamino to Sarastro s temple, where the prince

attempts in vain to enter each of the three gates. The Speaker
of the temple appears to advise him that he has been misled:

the Queen, not Sarastro, is evil. Hearing that Pamina is safe,

Tamino plays the flute, hoping that she will appear. Papageno
is nearby, leading Pamina in her escape, and he responds
to the flute with his bird pipe. Monostatos and his men

attempt to capture the fleeing pair, but are made helpless

by the sound of the magic bells.

Sarastro enters, and forgives Pamina for attempting escape,
but warns her against the influence of her haughty mother.

Monostatos brings in the captured prince, whose love for

Pamina is returned at first glance. Sarastro punishes
Monostatos for his lascivious designs on Pamina, and orders

Tamino and Papageno to be initiated into the mysteries of

the temple.

Act II

Sarastro and the Priests discuss the coming trials of initiation

for Tamino and Papageno. Sworn to silence, Tamino resists

the temptations of the Three Ladies, but Papageno is easily

led astray Monostatos attempts to force his affections on

the sleeping Pamina, but is sent away by the wrathful Queen,
who gives her daughter a dagger and commands her to

kill Sarastro. When the Queen departs, Monostatos resumes

his advances, but Pamina is rescued by Sarastro, who con

soles her.

name. The spirits return the flute and bells to Tamino and

Papageno and reassure them. When Pamina confronts

Tamino, she is heartbroken and uncomprehending at his

steadfast silence.

The priests inform Tamino that he has only two more trials

to undergo. Sarastro allows him to bid farewell to Pamina

before the trials begin. Papageno has no interest in the trials,

and hopes only to find a sweetheart. He settles for the old

crone, who suddenly turns into the lovely Papagena, only
to be whisked out of sight.

The despairing Pamina contemplates suicide, but the Spirits

intervene and lead her to Tamino. Two armed guards

proclaim (in a Lutheran chorale tune) that Tamino must

still endure the trials of fire and water. Pamina joins him,

and together they pass the trials, protected by the magic
flute.

The Spirits save Papageno from a half-hearted suicide attempt

by reminding him to use the magic bells, which summon

Papagena. The two sing of their happy future together. The

Queen, accompanied by the Three ladies and the turncoat

Monostatos, attempts to destroy the temple, but her forces

are defeated and banished All hail Sarastro s power as Tamino

and Pamina are received into the company ofthe enlightened.

Program Notes

Contemplating the multi-faceted plot of The Magic Flute,

the famous Mozart biographer Alfred Einstein commented

This all seems merely a fantastic entertainment,

intended to amuse suburban audiences by means
of machines and decorations, a bright and

variegated mixture of marvelous events and
coarse jests. It is such an entertainment, to a

certain extent; but it is much more, or rather

it is something quite different, thanks to Mozart

One of the world s most unusual operatic masterpieces, The

Magic Flute was Mozart s last opera, first performed on

September 30, 1791, just five weeks before the composers
death. His librettist, Emanuel Schikaneder, was an old

Salzburg friendwho enjoyed a long career as an actor (famous
for such roles as Hamlet, Macbeth, and Lear as well as comic

parts), impresario, and playwright. It was at his Theater auf
der Wieden in suburban Vienna that the premiere took place,
with the librettist himself in the role tailor-made for his

talents of the birdcatcher Papageno.

Schikaneder had earlier created a farcical character named
&quot;Dummer Anton&quot; (Silly Tony), who was featured in no fcss

than seven different plays. It might suit modern operagoers
to think of Schikaneder as an 18th-century combination of

Robin Williams and Sir Laurence Olivier, (with a touch of

Sol Hurok thrown in!)

Papageno quickly fails the second trial fasting and

flirts with an old crone who disappears when he asks her
The invitation to collaborate with Schikaneder must have

appealed to Mozart, who had long been wanting to write
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another German Opera, or Singspiel (literally, &quot;sing-play&quot;

a spoken play with singing). Schikaneder s troupe

specialized in this type of entertainment, which often

featured a mixture of low force and more serious musical

fare, with heavy emphasis on stage machinery and special

effects. Indeed the specific genre known as Zauberoper

(&quot;magic opera&quot;) featuring exotic plots, animals, sudden

scenic changes, and magical tricks was a great favorite with

Schikaneder s public.

Hie subject matter for this Mozart/Schikaneder collaboration

came from several sources, chief among them:

a. Magical fairy tales, especially a story by AJ. IJebeskind

entitled Lulu, or theMagic Flute, contained in C.M. Wieland s

collection of such tales called Dscbinnistan.

b. Freemasonry: Mo/an and Schikaneder were both ardent

Freemasons, and clearly wished to present Masonic ideals

in their opera perhaps in defence of a movement that was
under threat of persecution by the new emperor, Joseph
n, and was being blamed for fostering the dangerous beliefs

that had led to the French Revolution two years earlier.

(Indeed, by 1794 Masonry in Austria had been forced out

of existence). Mozart had already written several works for

use by Masonic lodges, and clearly sought to emphasize

Freemasonrys dedication to such ideals as brotherhood,

reason, truth and enlightenment.

c. Schikaneder himself no doubt contributed much to the

story, including the character of Papageno (the name derives

from the German Papagei (parrot). The lovable birdcatcher

may be based on the Italian commecUa dell arte character

Truffoldino, who sometimes wore a beak-like mask An actor

such as Schikaneder would have been at ease with what

to us is a sometimes quirky Shakespearean-style combination

of the serious and the silly. (Karl Ludwig Gieseke, an actor

in Schikaneder s troupe, later claimed authorship of the

libretto himself, but this notion is discounted bymost modern

scholars.)

The story is laden with Masonic symbolism, much of it

centered on the number three: the Three Ladies, the three

temple doors (labeled &quot;Wisdom,&quot; &quot;Reason,&quot; and &quot;Nature&quot;),

and the Three Spirits (an expert suicide-prevention team)
who counsel the hero to be &quot;steadfast, patient, and silent.&quot;

Specific musical references abound as well, most notably
the threefold chords in the overture (repeated three times,

making 3 X 3) symbolic of ritual knocking on the temple
door. The overall theme of the opera is itself based on the

Masonic ideal of passage through trials of initiation from

spiritual darkness into light.

Much has been written about the plot s change of direction

near the end of Act I, when Tamino approaches Sarastro s

temple. From this point onward the Queen is shown to be

evil, rather than the wronged paragon of goodness. This

leaves certain inconsistencies unexplained The Three Spirits,

the flute, and the bells are all given to the hero by the

Queen s ladies, yet these forces all act against her interests.

And why is that loathsome Monostatos tolerated by the wise

Sarastro, and even put in charge of Pamina?

Some have argued that the appearance in June 1791 of an

opera from the rival producer Marindli called The Magic
Zither, also based on Lulu, or theMagic Flute, caused Mozart

and Schikaneder to make an abrupt midcourse alteration

in their work-in-progress in order to avoid too close a

replication. Others discount this premise, maintaining that

duplications and inconsistencies of plot were common in

comic operas of the time. But whether abruptly conceived

or premeditated, the opera s change of course is

unmistakable. As Andrew Porter has observed, &quot;When

Tamino, before the temples, learns that nothing is quite what

he and we have been led to believe, the opera takes its

first step toward the sublime.&quot;

The serious characters in The Magic Flute are all musically
distinct. Tamino s noble, earnest character is evident from

the beginning notes ofhis love-aria to Pamina s portrait. (The
first Tamino, Benjamin Schack, was an excellent flautist who

played his own magic flute.) Sarastro is the solemn but

fatherly embodiment of reason and clemency. The Queen,

by contrast, is a character straight out of the Italian opera
seria one-dimensional, formal, static, spouting electrifying

high Fs less a person than an idea. (Significantly, the

first Queen of the Night was Mozart s sister-in-law, Josefa

Hofer, nee Weber. ) The heroine Pamina is the feminine ideal

whose initial innocence evolves into the strength to lead

Tamino toward his final trials.

What of Papageno? Here we find Mozart s loving portrait

of the Common Man good, decent, simple, uninterested

in spiritual enlightenment or the struggle for higher

understanding, content instead with life s simple pleasures
as long as they include a loving wife. His music is accordingly

straightforward, strophic, with directly appealing ease, as

in his irresistible
&quot;magic

bell&quot; song, Bin madchen Oder

Weibchen. (Mozart gleefully wrote to his wife about a

performance at which he played a joke on Schikaneder by

sneaking backstage and playing the bell cues himself (as

the singer mimed the action), deliberately changing the

rhythm to ruffle Papageno s feathers!)

As we observe the bicentennial of Mozart s final year, it is

fitting that we take renewed pleasure from that year s

remarkable final opera from his pen a work that, in the

words of The Manchester Guardian critic Neville Cardus,

&quot;is the only one in existence that could conceivably have

been composed by God.&quot;

Oifford Cranna
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July 21, 28, August 4, 2 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

I. Matthauspassfon, BWV 244 Johann Sebastian Bach

(The Passion According to St. Matthew) 1685-1750

Version Abridged by Felix Mendelssohn

Sung in German with English Supertitles

Dramatis Personae

Evangelist David Gordon

Jesus John Ostendorf

Peter Burr Phillips

Judas Brian Vaughn
Caiaphas John McConnell
Priests Jody Golightly, Alexander Holodiloff

Pilate Charles Gaffbrd

Pilate s Wife Linda Sandusky
First Maid Ina Heup
SecondMaid Margot Power
Twelve Disciples Susan Montgomery, Linda Sandusky, Robyn Frey, Jody Woodford,

Anne Carey, Lynda Madej, Thomas Goleeke, Joseph Golightly, Robert Johnson,
Steven Rogino, Brian Vaughn, Burr Phillips.

Solo Quartet: Rachel Resales, soprano, Catherine Keen, mezzo-soprano
Carl Halvorson, tenor, Norman Andersson bass

Mark Volkert, Lenuta Ciulei Atanasiu, violins

Michael Sand, viola da gamba
Ruth Stienon, cello continuo

Damian Bursill-Hall,/ZMte

Robert Morgan, oboe and oboe damore
Edward Benyas, Denis Halber, oboe, oboe damore, English horn

Leslie Reed, oboe

John Toenjes, harpsichord
Ken Ahrens, organ
Charles Chandler, contrabass

Festival Chorale, Chorus and Orchestra

The angels chorus in the opening of Part I is sung by the Youth Choir, directed by Ken Ahrens

Supertitles produced and translated by Jerry Sherk, San Francisco Opera.

There will be an intermission of30 minutes between Part I and Part II.

Today sperformance will end before 5.-00p.m.

This concert will be broadcast live on KUSP-89 FM on Sunday, July 22.
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I Matthauspassion, BWV 244 J. S. Bach contemplates the events in a chorak (cwtemporatyhymns)
or an aria (Bach s equivalent to the soliloquy). Schweitzer

When Sebastian Bach first lifted his pen to his great Passion
described Bach s Passions accurately as a series of religious

settings, he applied his talents to the culmination ofa tradition
tabieaus which are given for meditative contemplation by

which began early in medieval history. Documented
the FaitnftlL

information concerning the dramatic representation of the

events of Holy Week are found as early as the 10th century, BadVsn^^ ^ the weekly musical messages he presented

but they probably began much earlier. Practices varied in ^ congregations of Leipzig in his cantatas was to teach

the Middle Ages and Renaissance, but certain features which ^ upUft tne devout of his Lutheran faith. To this end Bach

Bach preserved were established early on: the telling of the
employed the most direct musical representation of text,

story by a singer with a &quot;sweet voice of medium pitch,&quot; j^e Matthew passion is rich in Bach s musical metaphor,

and the representation ofChrist s words in a bass voice which
symbolism which extends far beyond the obvious4nduding

declaims the text in a sustained manner.
striking gestures such as the

&quot;hak&amp;gt;&quot;(
the light accompaniment

of string instruments that appears when Christ speaks), and

The German tradition before Bach added the practice of
the profound opening chorus which Schweitzer heard

meditative hymns and songs interspersed in the story at
perceptively as a slow procession to the Cross. Each aria

appropriate times. To this heritage Bach added in his several en^^es an appropriate musical offekt (feeling), one that

Passion settings the dramatic power of the operatic style fe appropriate to its subject and its message,

that had developed during the century that preceded him,

along with the richness of the instrumental resources of
Bacn Drilliantly framed his Matthew Passion, both musically

his time. But for his inspired and unsurpassed St. Mattheu ^ textually, with great opening and dosing choruses. In

Passion, he added even more: a double chorus in eight parts, ^ opening chorus, the Daughter of Zion bids the Faithful

two orchestras and two organs, a third choir ofyoung voices
tQ &quot;Q^e help me lament!&quot; &quot;Whom?&quot; thunders the Faithful

(for the first chorus), a rich array of instrumental timbres
^the second choir), initiating a dialogue over which floats

in the accompaniments of the various arias, a set of soloists
a hymn melody &quot;Q innocent Lamb of God&quot; in the angdic

for each of the choirs (consolidated in this performance), VOices of children, imparting a sense of innocence and divine

and an allegorical figure not part of the scriptural tale, the
calmness in the midst of the tumult By contrast, the final

&quot;Daughter
of Zion,&quot; who appeals to the crowd to behold

chorus evokes the image of the Faithful resting beneath the

her betrothed, Christ, who will suffer martyrdom. All of this
CTOSS m thanks for the great sacrifice. The movement is

came together in what is one of the longest unified
a gigantic idealized lullaby reflecting upon all that has been

compositions in the history of Western music.
tojd ^ ^e preceding music, and announcing to the Faithful

the message that Christians should derive from the divine

For all the greatness of Bach s prodigious musical output, tr3oedy enacted before them,

including the profound religious statements of the St. John

Passion and the B Minor Mass, the St. Matthew Passion .^ xope and overall length of the Matthew Passion has

stands forth as Bach s most musically unified large work.
^^y^ 5^ m impediment both to its performance (it is

Because it is his largest work, both in its forces and its
tQO ^eiy performed) and to its audience reception

duration, it is arguably Bach s greatest compositional
(particularly for first-time listeners). When Mendelssohn re-

achievement in the realm of sacred music. Bach may have
discovered the work, performing it for the first time in 1829,

recognized this. The St. Matthew Passion appears to have
ne chose to abridge the Passion considerably, primarily

occupied a special position in Bach s own esteem: late in
through the ddetion of passages of arias and recitatives,

life Bach prepared, in his own hand, a carefully copied score Mendelssohn modified his versions in subsequent
of the St. Matthew Passion. In this, the finest Bach autograph

performances. In an effort to address concerns related to

to have come down to us, the words of the Evangelist are
the exceptional duration of the work, Maestro Salgo has

entered in red ink, distinguishing the divine words of the
studied Mendelssohn s approaches to this problem, chosing

Bible from the rest of the text. to exercise some of Mendelssohn s abridgements, while

restoring others. While any abridgements will result in subtle

Badi s Passion presents the story, as reported by St Matthew,
disruptions to the musical unity ofBach s concept as a whole,

in the declamation of the Evangelist, in the lines of the
Mendelssohn s versions successfully preserved both the

characters, (Peter, Pilate, etc.) and in the striking turba drama and^ overall musical coherence,

choruses. The latter carry the words of the conspirators, john Hajdu Heyer

the high priests and the crowds. At important moments,

the action of the drama arrests while the congregation
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Monday Recital

July 22, 29, 2:30 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

This recital series is dedicated to the memory of Angle Machado

1. Trio Sonata in G, BWV 1039 Johann Sebastian Bach
1685-1750

Adagio

Allegro ma non presto

Adagio e piano
Presto

Julie McKenzie.yZwte, Beni Shinohara, violin, Paul Rhodes, cello

Timothy Bach, harpsichord

II. Trio for clarinet, viola and piano in F flat, K. 498, &quot;Kegelstatt&quot; Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
1756-1791

Andante

Minuetto

Rondo. Allegretto

Arthur Austin, clarinet

Meg Eldridge, viola, Timothy Each, piano,

III. String quartet hi B flat, Opus 18, No. 6 Ludwig van Beethoven
1770-1827

Allegro con bno

Adagio ma non troppo
Scherzo. Allegro/trio
La Maliconia. Adagio-Allegretto quasi allegro

Dawn Dover, Christopher Whiting, violins

Meg Eldridge, viola, Paul Rhodes, cello

Steimvay Piano courtesy ofAtrinante s Music Store, Monterey
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Monday Recital

Program Notes

I. IHo Sonata in G, BWV 1039 J. S.Bach

The trio sonata provided the central instrumental chamber

form during the Baroque era. Thus Bach s meager
productivity in this form remains an anomaly in his

prodigious catalogue of works. The normal Baroque trio

sonata employed two identical melody instruments and

continue, but this required four players (two for the continue

part). Because Bach s other two trio sonatas, including the

great sonata of the Musical Offering, employed varied

instruments for the upper two lines, this is the only trio

sonata he is known to have composed which conforms to

the normal Baroque mold

The Wo Sonata in G assumes the form of the church sonata,

i.e., four movements in the slow-fast-slow-fast scheme. The

first movement, in 12/8 meter, exudes a pastoral quality.

The Allegro ma non presto contains a forward-looking

ternary form, the third section ofwhich resembles strikingly

a later 18th-century recapitulation. The brief, but moving

Adagio, a highlight of the work, precedes a fugal finale.

II. Trio for clarinet, viola and piano in E flat,

K. 498 A. Mozart

Mozart composed the trio for clarinet, viola, and piano in

1786, just after the completion of Figaro and three great

piano concertos, including the Concerto K. 491 of tomorrow

evening s program. Mozart composed the trio for the jacquin

family, a musical Viennese family forwhom Mozart composed
several works that include the clarinet. The

&quot;Kegelstatt&quot;
trio

is thought to have been particularly intended for Franziska

von Jacquin, the sister of Mozart s good friend Gottfried,

who was Mozart s piano pupil. The clarinet part was probably
intended for the clarinetist Stadler and Mozart may have

played the viola part himself in the first performances: the

viola comes to the fore several times. The nickname

&quot;Kegelstatt&quot; given to the work comes from an anecdote that

Mozart composed the trio while playing a game of skittles.

The trio has a serenade character, with a minuet middle

movement and a rondo finale. The opening Andante, in

two sections, presents a dominant first theme and a

contrasting lyrical second one. The trio of the minuet

movement is particularly expressive. The rondo finale

presents great variety in the character of its many episodes,

which are alternatingly brilliant and sensitive. Overall the

work manifests spare textures and a concentrated use of

material; it is one of Mozart s most unified compositions.

III. String quartet in B flat, Op. 18, No. 6

Ludwig van Beethoven

Beethoven s string quartets, Opus 18, stand in relation to

the later quartets much as the first symphony does to the

other eight. In his sixteen quartets Beethoven was to utter

perhaps his profoundest musical thoughts, and the six

quartets of Opus 18 mark the beginning of that remarkable

journey. In certain respects the set comprises Beethoven s

first true masterpieces.

The sixth quartet of the group opens with a Mozartian sonata

form fall of buoyant humor. The beautiful Adagio manifests

a sort of childlike innocence. In it the main theme blossoms

gradually through an ingenious application of variation each

time it appears. The Scherzo presents a remarkably jazzy

movement by late-eighteenth-century standards. It is full of

catchy syncopation and rhythmic wit. The finale opens with

a curious adagio, entitled &quot;Melancholy,&quot;
which reappears

twice amidst the rollicking dance-like tunes that comprise
the main part of the movement.

John Hajdu Heyer
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Organ Recital

Tbesdays, July 16, 23, 30, 11:00 a.m. Carmel Mission Basilica

Works ofJohann Sebastian Bach 1685-1750

Ken Ahrens, organ

I. Prelude and Fugue in C, BWV 545

II. Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeh, BWV 669

(Kyrie, God, Father in eternity)

Cbriste, aller Wfeft Ihost, BWV 670

(Christ, Comforter of all mankind)

Kyrie, Gott belliger Geist, BWV 671

(Kyrie, God, Holy Ghost)

III. Prelude and Fugue in g, BWV 535

IV. Four Duets, BWV 802-805

V. Schmucke dich, o Uebc Seele, BWV 654

VI. Passacaglia and Fugue in c, BWV 582

// has been requested that there be no applause until the end of the recital.

There will be a delayed broadcast of this recital on KUSP-89 FM, Sunday,July 21 at 12.-00 noon.
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Organ Recital

Program Notes

Bach s contemporaries rated him the greatest among them

at the organ. He was also renowned as an expert in the

field of organ construction. Thus, no Bach festival would

be complete without a recital of Bach s organ music. This

program represents an excellent selection of the diverse

compositional forms found in Bach s organ compositions.

I. Prelude and Fugue in C, BWV 545

Bach s Prelude and Fugue in C, BWV 545, is thought to

have come from two eras in Bach s life: one version probably

came from the Weimar years (c. 1710), while the more

developed version we hear today may have been completed

as late as 1730 in Leipzig. The dramatically impressive prelude

of thirty-one bars prepares a smooth, yet powerful running

fugue The fugue fells into the category of fugue called

&quot;allabreve,&quot; a group of works that are related by the use

of stile antico, the classical sixteenth-century vocal style of

Palestrina.

H. Kyrie, Christe, Kyrie, BWV 669-671

Bach composed a vast quantity of music that presented

variations on the hymn tunes, or chorales, that were the

staple of the music in the Lutheran services. These pieces

reveal his fertile musicality, for they hold a wide variety of

approaches to the idea of writing chorale variations. The

Kyrie Gott Voter in Ewigheit presents a variation sometimes

referred to as the &quot;motet type.&quot;
In it, the hymn tune, an

adaptation of the traditional Latin Kyrie plainsong, appears

in extended notes in the highest voice. In the Christe the

tune is presented in the tenor voice and in the second Kyne

it moves to the bass, on the pedal keyboard, while a four-

voice fugue unfolds over it, displaying some of Bachs

ingenious contrapuntal craftmanship.

m. Prelude and Fugue in g, BWV 535

Bach also composed the Prelude and Fugue in G minor

at Weimar revising an earlier version composed before 1707.

The prelude is toccata-like, with an exciting improvisatory

passage near its conclusion that blossoms richly. The

powerful fugue builds in intensity until it peaks with an

impressive pedal solo leading into the final measures.

IV. Four Duets, BWV 802-805

During the last two decades of his life J. S. Bach undertook

the publication of some of his keyboard works in a senes

of four volumes knows as the Oavier-Ubung (&quot;keyboard

study&quot;).
The four duettos come from the third volume of

this set, published in 1739, and were probably composed

at about that time, making them the latest of Bach s organ

compositions on this program.

V. Sdunucke dtfch, o Uebe Seek, BWV 654

Late in his life Bach also turned to revising and collecting

some of his finest chorale settings, possibly with the idea

of eventually publishing them in a set. Subsequently, a

manuscript collection of seventeen organ chorales and a set

of canonic variation on Vor deinen Thron, Bach s last

composition, became known together as &quot;the 18 Chorales
&quot;

The chorale prelude on Scbmucke dich, o Hebe Seele, BWV

654 was the last ofthe collection ofseventeen and is probably

the most famous of the so-calkd &quot;Eighteen.&quot;
In this setting

Bach used a lovely sarabande-like melody developed from

the first two lines of the hymn as a companion to an

ornamented version of the hymn tune that appears in longer

durations.

VI. Passacaglia and Fugue in c, BWV 582

Another form of variation common in the Baroque was the

passacaglia.
In the passacaglia a short theme served as a

cell upon which a composer exercised invention. The famous

c minor Passacaglia presents an eight bar bass which Bach

treats to twenty variations. In the first 10 of these, the bass

retains the principal idea; then at variation 11 the theme

moves to the soprano. At variation 16 it returns to the bass,

giving the passacaglia section an overall three-part structure.

Bach then follows with a fugue on the first part of the bass

theme, immediately introducing a more active

countersubject. Together, this passacaglia and fugue form

one of Bach s most powerful organ compositions.

John Hajdu Heyer
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Tuesday Recital

July 16, 23, 30, 2:30 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

I. Duetto for cello and double bass

Allegro
Andante molto

Allegro

Ruth Stienon, cello

Charles Chandler, bass

II. Two sonatas for Baroque violin from the Mystery Sonatas

Sonata, No. 10, &quot;The Crucifixion&quot;

Preludium

Aria con variationes

Sonata, No. 14, &quot;The Assumption,&quot;

Preludium

Passacaglia

Michael Sand, Baroque violin

James Richman, harpsichord

UI. Quintet for piano and strings in A, &quot;The Trout,&quot; D. 667 (Op. Post 114)

Allegro vivace

Andante

Scherzo. Presto. Trio

Thema con variazioni

Allegro giusto

Timothy Each,piano
Lenuta Ciulei Atanasiu, violin, Thomas Hall, viola

Jan Volkert, cello, Randall Keith, bass

Gioachino Rossini

1792-1868

Helnrich Ignaz Franz von Biber

1644-1704

Franz Schubert

1797-1828

Steinway Piano courtesy ofAbinante Music Store

There will be a delayed broadcast of this recital on KUSP-89 FM, Tuesday,July 16 at 6:30p.m.
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TUesday Recital

Program Notes

I. Duetto for cello and double bass

The Assumption is an aria with twenty-nine variations, the

last nine of which are indicated Gigue.

Gioachino Rossini III. Quintet for piano and strings in A,

In addition to his operas, sacred compositions, and other

vocal works, Rossini composed only a handful (less than

three dozen) of instrumental compositions before he

embarked on the composition of what he termed the &quot;Sins

of Old Age&quot; composed between 1857 and 1868. Among his

regrettably meager output of chamber music is his duetto

for cello and double bass. The manuscript of the work,
commissioned by the Salomon family of England in 1824,

rested undisturbed in that family s possession until 1968,

when it came to light and was published for the first time.

Little is known of the original performances, but at the time

it was the custom for the wealthy to hold musical evenings
to which senior members of the leading orchestras were

invited, and it may have been for such an occasion that

the Salomons commissioned the work. From an entry in

the conductor Sir George Smart s journal we know that the

piece was first played by one of the Salomons and the great

double-bass player Dragfonetti, and that Rossini was paid

fifty pounds for his work.

II. Two Sonatas for Baroque Violin Heinrich Biber

Despite his considerable output ofmusic for voice and various

instrumental ensembles, the fame of violinist and composer
Heinrich Biber rests primarily on his violin sonatas. Born

in Bohemia and raised in humble circumstances, Biber

became the outstanding violin virtuoso of his time. In his

works for violin, Biber exploited the violin in new ways,

creatingan individual collection ofworks unmatched in violin

literature.

The Mystery Sonatas represent the finest in Biber s work.

In them Biber explored the possibilities of alternate tunings

(scordatura) where the violin, tuned contrary to the

accepted manner, permits various sorts of double and triple

stops not possible with normal tunings. This convention

enabled Biber to enlarge the polyphonic possibilities of the

violin, as more than one melody could be played at one

time. Later Bach would develop this polyphonic tradition

of German violin playing in his great sonatas and partitas

for solo violin.

Biber s Mystery Sonatas are linked, via engravings that

appeared in the original publication, to religious themes

that illustrate five joyous, five sorrowful and five glorious

events in the life of the Virgin. Most of the sonatas, including
both the Crucifixion and the Assumption of the Virgin,

require scordatura, a consideration that adds a dimension

of musical mystery to the pieces. The Crucifixion, (tuned

g, d ,
a

, d&quot;)
consists of a prelude and aria with five variations.

&quot;The Trout Franz Schubert

Schubert composed this quintet, one of the most beloved

works in all the chamber music repertoire, during one of

the happiest times in his short life. In the summer of 1819

he accompanied a good friend, the singer Johann Vagi, to

Steyr, a small town in upper Austria. There he spent three

months in a district which he described as &quot;inconceivably

lovely&quot;

There was much music making in Steyr: a wealthy mine-

owner and cellist, Sylvester Paumgartner, enthusiastically

encouraged musical activity in the community It was

Paumgartner who commissioned a quintet using the same
instruments Hummel had employed in his Grand Quintour,
i.e. violin, viola, cello, double bass and piano. Paumgartner
also suggested that Schubert incorporate in the music

Schubert s song &quot;Die Forelle,
&quot;

which he had published two

years earlier and which was enjoying great popularity.

The first movement opens with a swift arpeggio in triplets

for the piano, and the triplet rhythmic figure dominates the

piano part through much of this movement as the strings

alternately sing the melodies. The Andante consists of three

contrasting sections that are then recapitulated in the same
order. This movement is perhaps even more lyrical than

the first. The Scherzo is much more Beethoven-like in its

rhythmic vitality, as the piano and strings answer each other

in a lively discussion.

The quintet takes its name from the series of variations that

comprise the fourth movement. The theme, Schubert s song
The Trout, appears in the strings alone. The piano presents
the first variation in octaves. The second variation is taken

by the viola and cello in two-part harmony while the violin

spins out triplets above it. In the third variation the double

bass and cello present the melody while the piano decorates

with fast moving octaves. The fourth variation changes to

the minor and moves farther from the basic melody than

any of the other variations. The fifth variation changes key

(to B flat) with an altered form of the theme in the cello.

The last variation divides the melody between the violin

and cello while the piano plays a happy figure taken from
the accompaniment of the original song.

The finale is a dance-like rondo with a
&quot;Hungarian&quot;

flavor.

Several lyric ideas are presented as Schubert exploits their

appearance in
&quot;wrong&quot; keys. For example, the opening

melody does not again return to the home key until its last

statement.

John Hajdu Heyer
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Wednesday Recital

July 17, 24, andJuly 51, 2:30 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

I. Suite for trumpet and strings in D Georg Friedrich Handel
1685-1759

Overture

Gigue
Air

Bourree

March

Wolfgang Basch, trumpet
Beni Shinohara, Laura Kobyashi, violins

Simon Oswell, viola

George Atanasiu, cello

James Richman, harpischord

II. Sonata in f from &quot;DergetreueMusikMeistcr&quot; Georg Philipp Trlemann
1681-1767

Thste

Allegro
Andante

Vivace

Jesse Read, bassoon

Jan Volkert, cello

James Richman, harpsichord

III. Cantata, &quot;Su le sponde del Tebro,
&quot;

for soprano, trumpet, strings and continue Alessandro Scarlatti

1660-1725
Sinforua

Recitativo

Sinibnia

Aria

Recitativo

Largo
Aria

Ritornello

Recitativo

Aria

Susan Montgomery, soprano

Wolfgang Basch, trumpet
Beni Shinohara, Laura Kobayashi, violins

George Atanasiu, cello

James Richman, harpsichord

IV. Quintet for clarinet and strings in A, K.581 Walfgang Amadeus Mozart

Allegro

Larghetto
Menuetto. Trio I. Trio U

Allegretto con variazione

Eli Eban, clarinet

Beni Shinohara, Laura Kobayashi, violins

Simon Oswell, viola, Jan Volkert, cello

There will be a delayed broadcast of this recital on KUSP-89 FM, Wednesday,July 17 at 6:30p.m.
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Wednesday Recital

Program Notes

L Suite for trumpet and strings in D
Georg Friedrich Handel

A suite is made of a series of dances. After the opening

overture in the French style (with alternating slow, majestic,

and faster sections), this work proceeds to a series of dance

movements. The four movements that complete the suite

begin with a Gigue (a fast dance in triple meter), a form

that often concluded the dances in a suite. The Air is not

a dance, but serves as an interlude. The Bourree is

characterized as a dance in duple time that is similar to,

but faster than the gavotte. The final movement of the suite

is, for Bach and Handd, the least predictable in form. This

suite concludes with a march movement.

II. Sonata in f from &quot;Der getreue Musik Meister&quot;

Georg Philipp Telemann

Bach s great contemporary, Georg Philipp Telemann,

produced a catalogue of works that exceeds, in number,

even that of J. S. Bach. Indeed, in Germany the decades

between 1720 and 1760 were dominated by Telemann and

not by J. S. Bach. Telemann s fluent command of melody

and his uncomplicated textures must have attracted

audiences much more readily than did the denser, more

intellectual qualities that characterize Sebastian Bach s works.

But Telemann, too, had a tremendous technical mastery at

his disposal.

Telemann published much of his own chamber music during

his career. In 1728 and -29 he published works of his own

and a dozen other composers in a periodical called Der

getreue Musik Meister. The Sonata in / is found in that

collection. In his music, Telemann contributed what Remain

Holland described as &quot;currents of fresh air.&quot; This observation

applies above all to Telemann s instrumental chamber music

as exemplified in this sonata for bassoon and continue. The

sonata follows the traditional pattern of the four-movement

Sonata da cbiesa, with a slow - fast - slow - fast quick

succession of short movements.

m. Cantata, &quot;Su le spoade del Tebro,&quot; for soprano,

trumpet, strings and continue A. Scarlatti

As the 17th century unfolded, composers fascination with

the expressive possibilities that had developed in opera led

to the cultivation of other virtuosic vocal forms, most notably

the chamber cantata. The development took place primarily

in Italy, and one of the most prolific composers of the form

was Alessandro Scarlatti, who composed more than 600 of

these works.His works in this form crown the history of

a genre, which during a century of cultivation held a rank

second only to opera; indeed some contemporaries held

the cantata above opera in refinement, regarding it as a

greater challenge to a composers artistic skills.

The cantata Su le sponde del Tebro reflects on the infidelity

of me wicked Ck&amp;gt;ris and the pain and conflict of betrayed

Aminta. Scarlatti presents these changing emotions in music

which demonstrates his characteristic dramatic intensity The

trumpet underscores Aminta s heartfelt conflict Scarlatti

describes Aminta s pains of love by gradually intensifying

the recitatives, adding to the vocal line sharp dissonances

and unusual harmonies.

IV. Quintet for clarinet and strings in A, K. 58TW.
WA. Mozart

Although the clarinet had been in existence for nearly 80

years, it was only during Mozart s career that it gained wide

spread use, as indicated in his remark in a letter to his father

from Mannheim in 1778, &quot;Alas, if only we also had clarinets!&quot;

Mozart held a great fondness for the instrument, and his

works for h changed the history of the instrument. Mozart

composed the clarinet quintet in 1789 for his friend, the

excellent Viennese clarinetist Anton Stadkr for whom he

also composed the Kegelstatt Trio and the Clarinet Concerto.

While the combination of wind and string instruments in

chamber music was by no means a recent development,

the way in which the instruments are combined in this

quintet was new. Mozart resolved the compositional

problems of combining the clarinet s unique timber with

the strings by creating a piece in which the beauty of the

instrument emerges, but as a balanced member of the

ensemble rather than as an accompanied soloist. The

resultant piece is a work whose charm and delicacy stand

alone in the literature ofchamber music for strings and winds.

John Hajdu Heyer
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Thursday Recital

July 18, 25, and August 1, 2:30 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

I. Seven Variations on &quot;Bel Mannern, welche LJebe fuhlen&quot; Ludwig van Beethoven
from The Magic Flute 1770-1827

Ruth Stienon, cello

Timothy Bach, piano

II. Cantata, &quot;Jubilate Domino&quot; for soprano and continue Dietrich Buxtehude
_ c. 1637-1707

Anne Carey, soprano

George Atanasiu, cello

Ken Ahrens, organ
Randall Keith, double bass

III. String quartet in C, &quot;The Bird&quot; Op. 33, No. 3 Joseph Haydn

Allegro moderate
1732-1809

Scherzo

Adagio, ma non troppo
Finale. Rondo. Presto.

Laura Kobayashi, Alexander Ross, violins,

Simon Oswell, viola,

Paul Rhodes, cello

Steinway Piano courtesy ofAbinante s Music Store

There will be a delayed broadcast of this recital on KUSP-89 FM, Thursday,Juty 18 at 6:30p.m.
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Thursday Recital

Program Notes

L Seven Variations on &quot;Bel Manncrn, welche
Lichc filhlen

&quot; from the Magic Flute

Ludwig van Beethoven

Variations are of central importance among the forms used

by Beethoven: of his instrumental compositions before 1800,

about one-third are variations, or contain variation

movements, with the independent variation set predominat

ing. Beethoven found a favorite source of melodies for

variation in Mozart s operas: no less than four sets ofvariations

are built around Mozart s themes, including variations on
material from Don Giovanni, Figaro, and two themes from

The Magic flute, including this set of seven variations, which
Beethoven composed in 1801. In this rather obscure and

rarely heard duo, both parts treat the theme inventively and

with considerable virtuosity.

II. Cantata, &quot;Jubilate Domino&quot; for soprano and
continue Dietrich Buxtehude

To festival audiences, the term &quot;cantata&quot; generally denotes

the type of composition that J. S. Bach wrote throughout
most of his career, i.e., a quasi-operatic succession of arias,

recitatives, and choral movements, each dealing with a

particular verse or verses of text. That style of cantata,

however, did not come into general use until the early 18th

century, and even Bach s first church compositions did not

use it. In the sacred pieces of Buxtehude s generation now
called cantatas, but then known usually as &quot;concertos&quot; or

&quot;motets,&quot; music units ofsmaller dimensions and looser formal

structures follow one another freely The text of Buxtehude s

&quot;cantatas&quot; generally comes from the Bible, as is the case

in this Psalm setting based on one of the most musical of

Biblical excerpts. Buxtehude s expressive compositional

style, rich with musical representation of the text, reflects

what Manfred Bukofzer termed &quot;a subjective fervor&quot; by a

composer whose &quot;visionary power... exerted so deep an

impression on J. S. Bach.&quot;

Translation

Make a joyful noise unto the Lord

all the earth, make a loud noise,

rejoice, and sing praise.

Sing unto the Lord with the harp;
with the harp and with the voice

of a psalm.

With trumpets and sound of

cornet, make a joyful noise

before the Lord, the King.

in. String quartet in C, The Bind, &quot;Op. 33, No. 3

Haydn

Haydn published his Opus 33 in 1782 with an announcement
that the quartets were &quot;composed in a new and special
manner.&quot; By this time Haydn had already brought the string

quartet to a high level, but in these quartets he carried the

classical string quartet to yet a new peak, and he contributed

an important advancement to the development of the

classical style of music.

Several identifiable innovative features characterize these

quartets: first, the term Scherzo is introduced into the quartet
for the first time; second, the melodies of these quartets
contain greater variety of distinctive intervals and more
elaborate rhythmic schemes with a tendency to be composed
in short contrasting motives; and third, in die developments

Haydn uses the motives as sources for contrapuntal

development to a much greater degree then ever seen before.

In his new manner of writing, Haydn provided a bridge
between golant melody and &quot;learned&quot; counterpoint. Mozart

would quickly seize the achievement and embrace it in his

own writing, for it was these quartets that inspired Mozart s

famous
&quot;Haydn&quot; quartets, composed between 1782 and 1785.

Thus, Haydn s Opus 33 represents one of the most influential

advances in the development of classical music.

The quartets of Opus 33 are known both as the &quot;Maiden

Quartets,&quot; taken from the title page of the first publication,
on which there was a picture of a young woman s face,

and also &quot;The Russian Quartets&quot; because they are supposed
to have been played for the first time in the apartments
of the Grand Duchess, the wife of the future Paul II of Russia,

when these visitors were in Vienna.

The first movement presents a sonata form which shows

Haydn s thematic developmental technique to good
advantage, with the fragmentation of the phrases of the main

themes, and the development ofthose fragments. The subtitle

&quot;Bird&quot; comes from the bird-like duo in the trio ofthe Scherzo,

a movement that in many respects does not depart from

Haydn s light-hearted minuets, but his selection of the

indication &quot;Scherzo&quot; (Joke) is important. The slow
movement is a rondo with variations following this pattern:

A - B - A (varied)
- B (varied)

- transition - A (varied)
- B -

short coda. The presto finale is a more straight-forward
rondo that follows an A-B-A-B-A-ccxia pattern.

John Hajdu Heyer
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July 19 and 26 only, 2:30 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

The recital program for Friday, August 2nd appears on the following page

I. Quartet for flute and strings in D, K. 285 Wolfgang Amadous Mozart
1756-1791

Allegro

Adagio
Rondo

Julie MacKenzie.y/w/e, Dawn Dover, violin

Meg Eldridge, viola, Paul Rhodes, cello

II. Songs for soprano WA Mozart

July 19 only

Un moto digioja

Oiseaux, si tons les arts

Sehnsucht nach dem Fruhlinge
Das Veilchen

Robyn Frey, soprano
Timothy Bach, piano

July 26 only

Ridente la calma
Das Veilchen

Als Ltiise die Briefe ibres ungetreuen Liebhabers verbrannte

Abendempflndung

Cyndia Sieden, soprano

Timodiy Bach,piano

III. Quintet for piano and winds, in E-flat, K. 452 \CA. Mozart

Largo. Allegro moderate

Larghetto
Rondo. Allegro

Timothy Bach, piano, Robert Morgan, oboe, Eli Eban, clarinet

Glen Swarts, horn, Jesse Read, bassoon

Steinway Piano courtesy ofAbinante Music Store

There will be a delayed broadcast of this recital on KUSP-89 FM Friday,July 19 at 6:30p.m.
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Friday Recital

August 2 only, 2:30 p.m., Sunset Center Theater

I. Quintet for piano and winds, in E-flat, K. 452 WA. Mozart

Largo. Allegro moderate

Larghetto
Rondo. Allegro

Timothy Each, piano, Robert Morgan, oboe, Eli Eban, clarinet

Glen Swarts, horn, Jesse Read, bassoon

II. Ave Maria, for women s voices, Opus 12 Johannes Brahms
1833-1897

Vfamen of the Festival Chorale

Priscilla Salgo, conductor

III. Rhapsody for alto voice, male chorus & orchestra, Op. 53 J- Brahms

Catherine Keen, mezzo-soprano

Men of the Festival Chorale, members of the Festival Orchestra

Priscilla Salgo, conductor

Steinway Piano courtesy ofAbinante Music Store

There will be a delayed broadcast of this recital on KUSP-89 FM Friday,July 19 at 6:30p.m.
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Program Notes

I. Quartet for flute and strings in D, K. 285
W A. Mozart

In 1777 Mozart left Salzburg for an extended journey that

took him to Mannheim and then to Paris. In Mannheim

he received a commission for a series of works for the flute

from a certain &quot;De Jean,&quot; but something went amiss, for

the works were never completed, nor was the commission

fully paid. Two flute quartets came from the commission,

and of the two the quartet in D is recognized as the finest.

The work departs from Mozart s style in several ways. It

is composed in only three movements (Mozart had adopted
a four movement scheme in his quartets several years earlier),

and it reflects certain Mannheim features. The work is charm

ing, with a graciousness and absence of deeply felt sentiment.

II. Songs for sopranos W. A. Mozart

Despite the high position Vienna held as a music center

in the late 18th Century, it was not a center for song

composition, as one might have expected. Lieder flourished

to a greater degree in Berlin, and only with the advent of

Schubert s prolific output did Vienna emerge as an important

center for song composition. Thus, Mozart took only a passing

interest in the lied, composing about forty songs, but his

gift for lyric expression led him to write some of the first

lied masterpieces before Schubert.

July 19

Todays song selections cover the full range of Mozart s

treatment of language: French, German and Italian. In 1789

TheMarriage ofFigaro was revived in Vienna with the famous

Caterina Cavalieri as the Countess and Adriana Ferrarese

del Bene as Susanna. For the latter Mozart added two new

numbers, including Un moto di gioja. Vfe know little con

cerning the genesis of Mozart s two French songs, his only

vocal work in that language. In 1777 during his stay in Mann
heim Mozart met an attractive young lady name Mile. Gustl

who gave hime some poetry in French. He set two of the

poems to music, including Oiseaux, si tous les ans. InJanuary

of 1791 Mozart composed his last three songs, including

Sehnsucht nacb dem FrUUnge, K. 596. The song is based

on the cheerful rondo theme from the finale of the B flat

Major Piano Concerto, K. 595, Mozart s last piano concerto.

Jury 26
Mozart s songs are spread across his career. He probably

adapted the Italian canzonetta Ridente la calma early in

his mature career from an aria by Myslivecek In 1785, at

the age of 29, Mozart first encountered the poetry of Goethe,

who was seven years his senior, and composed Das Vettchen,

his first German lied masterpiece. This song is highly

regarded, probably due to Mozart s capturing the subtle

nuance of the text, which created a charming little dramatic

scene. In the spring of 1787 Mozart composed nine songs,

including Als Ltdse die Briefe and a second masterpiece,

Abendempfindung, which reflects upon thoughts of death.

Despite his small catalogue of songs, Mozart was one of the

first great masters of the genre. His songs reflect a keen

sense of the word-note relationship necessary for good lied

writing, and they express well both the mood and meaning

of his texts.

Ridente la calma

How calm is my spirit, from sorrow released

The angel of peace on my hearth doth descend

&quot;Us thou who has shown me the pathway to heaven,

O lead me, O guide me beloved to the end

Das Veilchen (Goethe)

A violet stood on the meadow,
Bowed down and obscure;

A violet filled with charm.

There came a young shepherdess
With light step and jolly spirit

All along
The meadow; and she sang.

Ah! thinks the violet, were I but

Nature s handsomest flower,

Only for a short while,

Til my love had picked me
And pressed me lifeless on her heart!

Ah only, only
For a quarter hour!

But alas, the maiden passed
And paying the flower no heed,

She trampled the poor violet down.

It sank and died

And yet rejoiced:

&quot;If I must die, then I will die

Through her!

And at her feet.&quot;

The poor violet!

It was a violet filled with charm.

Als Luisa die Briefe ihres ungetreuen Liebhabers

verbrannte

(On Louisa s Burning Her Faithless Lover s Letters)

Begotten by ardent fantasy,

brought in a rapturous hour

into the world, perish,

children of melancholy!

To flames you owe your being,

to flames I now restore you,
and all those rapturous songs,
for ah, not for me along he sang!

Now you burn, and soon, my dears,

no trace ofyou will be remain.

But ah, the man who wrote you,

may yet long still burn in me.

Abendempfindung (Evening)

Evening. The sun has vanished,

and the moon sheds a silver gleam;

66
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thus flit life s finest hours,

flit by as in a dance.

Away soon will flit life s pageant,
and the curtain come rolling down
our play is done, the friend s

tear falls already on our grave.

Soon maybe (like the westwind, wafts

upon me a quiet resentiment),
this pilgrimage of life I shall end,

and fly to the land of rest.

Ifyou will then weep by my grave,

and mourning, upon my ashes gaze,

men, O friends, shall I appear
and waft you heavenwards.

And you, my love, bestow on me a tear,

and pluck me a violet for my grave,

and with your soulful gaze,
k&amp;gt;6k down then gently on me.

Consecrate a tear to me, and ah, be

only not ashamed to do so;

oh, in my diadem will it

then be the fairest of the pearls.

m. Quintet for piano and winds in I flat, K. 452
W. A. Mozart

Mozart composed only one work for this group of

instruments, but in his Quintet for piano and winds he

applied his skills to the idiomatic nature of the instruments

with such skill that a work of exceptional mastery and
inventiveness resulted. The medium was somewhat more
limited than today because of the comparatively reduced

capacities of the wind instruments in Mozart s time. Mozart

designed his writing accordingly, casting his melodies in short

phrases that create and resolve tensions at a rapid pace.

The quintet opens with a broad, slow introduction leading
to a finely crafted sonata form. The second movement follows

an A - B - A pattern. The finale is a rondo that is treated

rather freely and ends with a highly developed coda written

in remarkable counterpoint and beginning with what Mozart

has termed a &quot;Cadenza in tempo.
&quot;

II. Ave Maria August 2 only J. Brahms
Brahms produced a large quantity of music for women s

voices, much of it before his thirtieth birthday, for before

then he had worked for several years with women s choruses.

He composed his first work for voices and orchestra, the

Ave Maria, for female chorus and orchestra (or organ

accompaniment) in the fall of 1858, when he was 25 years
old. The work reveals Brahms preference forwomen s voices,

apreference that can only partly be explained by the external

circumstances of his work with the women s choir in

Hamburg. Brahms fondness for this type of writing probably
indicates a desire to build on its delightful and melodious

character as cultivated by Schumann, Mendelssohn and

others. In his arrangement of the instrumental accompani
ment we find unusual tonal effects.

in. Rhapsody for alto voice, male chorus and

orchestra, Op. 53 August 2 only

Unlike most ofthe great masterswho preceded him,Johannes
Brahms tended to concentrate his energies on specific types
of large forms for important periods in his career: the two
orchestral serenades came in close proximity to one another

in the late 1850s; except for some early work on the first

symphony the symphonies spanned only ten years (1875-

1885); and the late 1860s and early 1870s saw no less than

seven orchestrally accompanied choral works of which the

German Requiem and the Alto Rhapsody remain the best

known.

Brahms had just premiered the Requiem (1668), with

soprano and baritone soloists, and the cantata Rinaldo

(1669), for tenor solo with male chorus, when he turned

to the Rhapsody. His selection of the aho voice with the

same instrumentation and male chorus as the cantata reflects

a Bach-like symmetry in Brahms method, Brahms held great
admiration for J. S. Bach, but it was probably more Brahms
own similar way of thinking, rather than the influence of

the older master that led to his decision to write for this

unusual combination of voices and instruments.

The text by Goethe, like that of Rinaldo, takes a section

of Harzreise im Winter. Brahms develops the text in a free

form of great genius, the first two verses, in the words of

Karl Geiringer &quot;find their solution and fulfillment in the

profound emotion of the third.&quot; The opening adagio in C
minor sets a sombre mood. The voice enters unaccompanied,
but is soon joined by the opening music. The principal theme
of the Rhapsody appears with a tempo change to

tfmiaw/c. Relatively late in the work the male chorus enters

as the minor key yields to the major for the final verse of

the poem, an invocation to the &quot;Father of Love.&quot;

John Hajdu Heyer
Translation

Ave Maria
Hail Mary, full of grace!
The Lord is with thee;

Blessed art thou among
women,

and blessed is the fruit

of thy womb, Jesus.

Rhapsody
If upon your Psaltery,

Father of Love,
there be one note

That can reach his ear,

Then revive his heart!

Open the clouded eye
To the thousand springs
Beside the thirsting soul

In the desert.

But, over there, who
is that?

He has lost his way in

the undergrowth,

Holy Mary, Mother of God,

pray for us sinners

now and at the hour ofour death.

Behind him the bushes

come sharply together,
The grass springs anew,

Emptiness engulfc him.

Alas,who will heal the pain ofone

For whom the balsam has turned

to poison?
Who has drunk the hatred

of mankind
From the cup of love?

First scorned, now scorning,
He secretlywastes his own worth

In useless searching for himself.
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Saturday Recital

July 20, 27, and August 3, 11 a.m., Sunset Center Theater

Jeffrey Swan n, piano

I. Toccata in D, BWV 912 Johann Sebastian Bach
1685-1750

n. Fantasy and Sonata in c, K. 475, K. 457 Walfgang Amadeus Mozart
1756-1791

Adagio

Allegro
Andantino

Piu allegro

Tempo primo

Allegro

Adagio

Allegro assai

INTERMISSION

III. Sonata in c, Opus Posthumous Franz Schubert

Allegro
1797&quot;1828

Adagio
Menuetto

Allegro

Allegro

Steinway Piano courtesy ofAbinante s Music Store, Monterey

There will be a delayed broadcast of this recital on KUSP-89 FM, Saturday,July 20 at 1p.m.

Mr. Swann s appearance ispartially underwritten by Stahl Motor Company
representing Mercedes Bern on the Monterey Peninsula.

Stahl Motor Company
Mercedes-Benz

The Official Automobile of the 1991 Carmel Bach Festival
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Program Notes

I. Toccata in D, BWV 912 JS. Bach

The term Toccata comes from the Italian term toccare, to

touch, hit, or tap. The genre developed for more than two

centuries before Bach applied his skills to it. During that

time the toccata developed as a virtuosic composition for

keyboard (or plucked string) instruments featuring brilliant

passage work and often occasional fugal interludes.

The Tbccata in D has recently been attributed on stylistic

grounds to Bach s time at Amstadt (1707), placing it among
his earlier surviving compositions.The work is among a

collection of pieces that are termed &quot;Klavier&quot;

toccatas insofar as they are works composed for the

harpsichord or organ, but for manual organ only with no

music for the pedal keyboard. Among the features of this

work that indicate Amstadt are the omission of the use of

tow C* and D*, which connects the work with the organ
Bach had at Amstadt, and his treatment of sequences and

thematic material.

The Toccata in D falls into six well-defined sections. A short

introduction leads to a longer section in quasi-fugal concerto

style. Next comes a slower passage that develops a four note

subject leading to a more animated fugal passage in f sharp
minor. An episodic interlude prepares the return to D major
for a concluding fast and happy fugue.

n. Fantasy and Sonata in c, K. 475, K. 457 A. Mozart

Although Mozart was highly active as a pianist and teacher

in the early 1780s, he produced rather little solo piano music

during that time. The only sonata of 1784 was the c minor

sonata, K. 457, which Mozart published together with the

Fantasy K. 475. The pairing implies that continuous

performance was intended.

The total work has been critically acclaimed as one of

Mozart s greatest for solo piano. The impassioned Fantasy
unfolds with remote modulations and with unpredictable
structure and textures. The sonata that follows is one of

great passion and forcefulness. The work has been called

Beethovenian, and it must have influenced Beethoven. The
outer movments are made of driving themes that enfold an

Adagio that presents an increasingly embellished main

theme. The 19th-century English pianist J. S. Shedtock wrote

of this work; &quot;The great man in the music makes us forget

the means by which that greatness is achieved. The last

movement is no mere Rondo, but one which stands in close

relationship to the openingAllegro. They both have the same

tragic spirit; both seem to be the outpouring ofa soul battling

with fate. The slow movement reveals Mozart s gift for melody
and graceful ornamentation; yet beneath the latter runs a

vein of earnestness; the theme of the middle section

expresses subdued sadness.&quot;

III. Sonata in c, Opus Posthumous F. Schubert

In September of 1828, six weeks before his tragic death,

Schubert composed the three great piano sonatas that would

be published as opera posthumous. All three sonatas were

conceived on an equally majestic scale. This c minor sonata,
the first of the three to be composed, resembles the

Beethovenian style of sonata composition perhaps more than

any other Schubert sonata, a consideration that links it with

the Mozart sonata in c that we just heard. The principal

theme of the opening movement both recalls that of

Beethoven s own Thirty-two variations in c minor, and

emerges in Beethoven s own assertive manner. The sixteenth-

note figures that follow recall those of Beethoven s

Pathetique sonata, also in c minor.

The main theme of Adagio, one of Schubert s greatest slow

movements, manifests a deep, poetic expression. Then

suddenly the beautiful melody is interrupted by a contrasting

passage that is vibrant and pulsating in its excitement. The

minuetto adds to the dramatic scheme as it appears in the

minor tonality. The finale, in 6/8, has many of the qualities

of a Beethoven presto finale with its galloping triplets, its

quick alternations ofmajor and minor, and its sudden dynamic

explosions.

John Hajdu Heyer
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Lectures, Symposia and Special Events

Sunset Center, Carpenter Hall /Admission Free

Lectures

Monday, July 15, 3 p m.; Thursdays, July 25 and August 1, 11 am.

Lecture, &quot;The Muse of Bach in the Music of Mozart&quot; .......................... Dr. Bruce Lamott, lecturer

Wednesdays, Jury 17, 24, 31, 11 am
Lecture, &quot;Mozart at the Mission&quot; ........................................ Dr. Clifford Cranna, lecturer

Thursday, Jury 18; Fridays, July 26, August 2, 11 am
Lecture, &quot;The Passion According to St. Matthew&quot; ....................... Professor George Houk, Lecturer

Thursday, August 1, 11 am.

&quot;Bach s Favorite Descendents&quot; ........................................ Robert Commanday, Lecturer

Friday, Jury 19; Monday, Jury 22, 11 am.

&quot;Bach s Importance in Western Civilization&quot; ......................... Professor John Hajdu Heyer, Lecturer

Symposium

Thursdays, July 18, 25, August 1, 4 p.m.

&quot;Mozart s The Magic Flute&quot; .......................................... James Schwabacher, moderator

Special Events

Monday, July 22, 1 p.m., Carpenter Hall, Sunset Center

Virginia Best Adams Master Class ..................................... David Gordon, master teacher

Ina Heup, accompanist

VCfednesday, Jury 31, 12 noon, Devendorf Plaza, Carmel

Children s Parade with Ronald McDonald

Wednesday, Jury 31, 12:30 p.m., Sunset Theater

Concert for Young Listeners ................................. Dr. Clifford Cranna, master ofceremonies

Thursday, July 25, 7:30 p.m. Oldemeyer Center, Seaside

Community Outreach Concert ................... Members of the Carmel Bach Festival Chorale and Orchestra

Admission charge

This concert has been generously underwritten byMERVYNs Foundation.

Historical Recital Series

Saturdays, July 20, Casa Serrano, Monterey, with reception

July 27, La Mirada, Monterey, with dinner

Schubert and Schumann Lieder ............................................. David Gordon, tenor,

Timothy Bach,piano
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Acknowledgements
by Sandor Salgo

In reviewing my life, there is a multitude of people who
influenced it, shaped it, and without whom, it would not have achieved
coherence. I owe much to my teachers, colleagues, associates and
friends. But above all, and I touch on it in the biography, my
gratitude goes to four women: Mrs. John Flournoy Montgomery, without
whom I probably would have perished in a concentration camp; Mrs. John

Finley Williamson, who brought me to America; Miss Dene Denny, who by
naming me Director of the Carmel Bach Festival opened up for me a rich
field of creative activity; and last but not least, my wife Priscilla
Patterson Salgo without whose partnership, help, encouragement, and love

the struggles of life would have been well nigh impossible. I would
like to add one more woman to the above list (as is evident I have no

patience with &quot;macho mentality&quot;): Deborah Salgo Dranove, my daughter,
who brought sunshine, laughter, and inspiration through the years.
Moreover, she gave me a brilliant son-in-law, and two wonderful

grandsons.

I owe immeasurable thanks to my principal teachers: Leo Weiner

(chamber music), Imre Waldbauer (violin), Fritz Busch and George Szell

(conducting). Composers with whom I worked closely: Darius Milhaud,

Virgil Thomson, Randall Thompson, and Humphrey Searle.

I would like to express my gratitude to the personnel of the two

organizations with which I was closely associated for more than thirty
years, the Carmel Bach Festival and the Marin Symphony. Special thanks
are also due to Rosemary Waller, Mark and Jan Volkert, the late Dr. Don

Leake, Charles Meacham, Jeanie Chandler, and Jean Stevens. To the

presidents of these organizations (because of lack of space I can
mention only a few) , my heartfelt thanks for their helpfulness and

support: in Carmel, to Jo Barton, Davis Factor, Jr., Dr. Basil Allaire,
the late Ted Durein and Ruth Fenton, Carlotta Mellon, Hugh Hannon, Ted

Calhoun; and in Marin, Barry Boland, Ann Stephens, and Alfred Heller.

My late dear friend Norman Fromm invited me to lead the chamber
music concert series at the Paul Masson vineyards in Saratoga. It was
lots of fun; we had a good time. I cherish his memory.

I owe much to my critic friends, the late Alfred Frankenstein,
Heuwell Tircuit and especially Robert Commanday, whose appreciative and
constructive guidance was a source of inspiration over the years.

Surveying one s life work, one cannot help but be overcome by a

sense of humility and agree with the sages, among them Plato, Cicero,

Shakespeare and Schiller, that friendship is the most precious jewel in

life. To name all those who gave me this gift throughout the many
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decades of my life would be impossible. Some of them are not in this

world anymore. I d like to pay tribute to the memory of two dear

friends from Budapest, Gybrgy Farago, a young pianist, a genius of a

musician, a victim of lung cancer at twenty-seven; and Eva Taub, a close

friend, who was killed at the age of twenty by the Nazis. Friendship
blossomed in America: Dr. Carl Parish and Dr. Charles R. Erdman of

Princeton; Stuart Canin of New York; and in Carmel, Jeptha and Betty
Wade, the late Ralph Linsley, James Schwabacher, Nancy and Bill Burkett,
Leda Jelinek, Kenneth Ahrens , Winifred Chrisman, Robert and Betsy
Sullivan, the late Dr. Mast Wolf son, Bruce Lamott, Kip Cranna,
Christiane Edinger, Diane Thomas, Lee and Shirley Rosen, Emile Norman,
James and Ann Paras, Ansel and Virginia Adams, Burt and Joan DeVisser,

Seeley and Virginia Mudd, Dr. Arnold Manor, Bruce Dice, and Michael
Becker.

As I mentioned in the biography, my Stanford years were an

uninterrupted joy due to a great deal of sympathetic and kind attention
from two Stanford presidents, E. Wallace Sterling and Richard Lyman.

Fortunately, this trend continues even today because President Gerhard

Casper is most responsive to artistic endeavors. Many members of the

Stanford faculty and the community supported the orchestra, opera and

the chamber music performances. In the course of events I made many
lasting friendships, among them with the late Putnam Aldrich, the

illustrious Baroque scholar to whom I am indebted for his guidance in

Baroque style.

In closing, I would like to recall the words of that great
musician, Franz Joseph Haydn, who at the end of his career collected his

friends and the members of his household, and said to them: &quot;Before God

and man, I did my duty joyfully and cheerfully. May others do the

s ame .
&quot;
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